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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF llJAHU 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff/Respondent 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
SUPREME COURT NUMBER 
43181 
vs. 
Troy Miles Svelmoe 
Defendant/ Appellant 
CLERK'S RECORD 
APPEAL FROM THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST WDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
THE HONORABLE JOHN T. MITCHELL, PRESIDING WDGE 
FIRST WDICIAL DISTRICT, PRESIDING 
JAY LOGSDON 
PUBLIC DEFENDER 
1607 LINCOLN WAY 
COEUR D'ALENE, 83814 
MR. LAWRENCE WASDEN 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 
STATE OF IDAHO 
700 W JEFFERSON, STE 210 
BOISE, ID 83720 
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Date: 6/29/2015 First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County User: MCCANDLESS 
Time: 02:31 PM ROA Report 
Page 1 of 5 Case: CR-2014-0018684 Current Judge: John T. Mitchell 
Defendant: Sveimoe, Troy Miles 
State of Idaho vs. Troy Miles Svelmoe 
Date Code User Judge 
9/29/2014 NOTE LUCKEY JUDGE GIBLER To Be Assigned 
9/30/2014 NCRF LUCKEY New Case Filed - Felony To Be Assigned 
CRCO LUCKEY Criminal Complaint Robert Caldwell 
AFPC LUCKEY Affidavit Of Probable Cause To Be Assigned 
ORPC LUCKEY Order Finding Probable Cause -- NO PC FOUND Robert Caldwell 
HRSC LUCKEY Hearing Scheduled (ArraignmenUFirst James D Stow 
Appearance 10/15/2014 09:30 AM) 
SMIS LUCKEY Summons Issued Svelmoe, Troy Miles Robert Caldwell 
csos LUCKEY Case Status Order *******SEALED******* To Be Assigned 
XSEA LUCKEY Case Sealed To Be Assigned 
10/15/2014 ARRN WATKINS Hearing result for ArraignmenUFirst Appearance James D Stow 
scheduled on 10/15/2014 09:30 AM: 
Arraignment / First Appearance 
CSOR WATKINS Case Status Order *****OPEN***** To Be Assigned 
XUNS WATKINS Case Unsealed To Be Assigned 
STDR WATKINS Statement Of Defendant's Rights To Be Assigned 
ORPD WATKINS Order Appointing Public Defender James D Stow 
SMRT MCCANDLESS Summons Returned Svelmoe, Troy Miles To Be Assigned 
10/16/2014 HRSC GARZA Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Status James D Stow 
Conference 10/30/2014 08:30 AM) 
HRSC GARZA Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing Clark A. Peterson 
10/31/2014 01:30 PM) 
GARZA Notice of Preliminary Hearing Status Conference To Be Assigned 
and Preliminary Hearing 
10/21/2014 NAPH MCCANDLESS Notice of Appearance, Request for Timely To Be Assigned 
PrP.limin::irv HP.::irinn Motion for Ronrl RP.rluction 
. ·-········-·J. ---····.:::11 ···--·-·· ·-· --··-. ----------
and Notice of Hearing 
DRQD MCCANDLESS Defendant's Request For Discovery To Be Assigned 
PRQD MCCANDLESS Plaintiffs Request For Discovery To Be Assigned 
PRSD MCCANDLESS Plaintiffs Response To Request for Discovery To Be Assigned 
10/22/2014 DRSD MCCANDLESS Defendant's Response To Discovery To Be Assigned 
10/23/2014 MNDS MCCANDLESS Motion To Dismiss To Be Assigned 
10/30/2014 HRHD STECKMAN Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing Status Penny E. Friedlander 
Conference scheduled on 10/30/2014 08:30 AM: 
Hearing Held 
PSRS STHOMAS Plaintiffs Supplemental Response To Discovery To Be Assigned 
PRSD STHOMAS Plaintiffs Response To Defendant's Motion to To Be Assigned 
Dismiss Discovery 
10/31/2014 PHHD HODGE Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing scheduled Clark A. Peterson 
on 10/31/2014 01:30 PM: Preliminary Hearing 
Held 2 Witnesses 
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Date: 6/29/2015 First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County User: MCCANDLESS 
Time: 02:31 PM ROA Report 
Page 2 of 5 Case: CR-2014-0018684 Current Judge: John T. Mitchell 
Defendant: Svelmoe, Troy Miles 
State of Idaho vs. Troy Miles Svelmoe 
Date Code User Judge 
10/31/2014 SOUN HODGE Bound Over (after Prelim) Fred M. Gibler 
ORHD HODGE Order Holding Defendant Clark A. Peterson 
PSRS MCCANDLESS Plaintiffs Supplemental Response To Discovery Fred M. Gibler 
11/3/2014 SUBF DIGIOVANNI Subpoena Return/found-BC Fred M. Gibler 
11/4/2014 INFO LUCKEY Information Fred M. Gibler 
MNDQ LUCKEY Motion To Disqualify Judge Gibler by Defense Fred M. Gibler 
11/5/2014 SUBF DIGIOVANNI Subpoena Return/found-CT Fred M. Gibler 
SUBF DIGIOVANNI Subpoena Return/found-ET Fred M. Gibler 
11/6/2014 ORDR HAMILTON Order to Disqualify Judge Gibler Fred M. Gibler 
11/12/2014 DISA SVERDSTEN Disqualification Of Judge Gibler - Automatic by Fred M. Gibler 
PD 
SVERDSTEN Order Assigning Judge Mitchell On Lansing L. Haynes 
Disqualification Without Cause 
MNSP MCCANDLESS Motion To Suppress John T. Mitchell 
MEMS MCCANDLESS Memorandum In Support Of Motion to Suppress John T. Mitchell 
MNLI MCCANDLESS Motion In Limine John T. Mitchell 
MISC MCCANDLESS Supplemental Materials for Defendant's motion in John T. Mitchell 
Limine and Motion for Judicial Notice 
MEMO ROBB Memorandum in Support of Motion to Suppress John T. Mitchell 
DSTR MCCANDLESS Treatment Discharge Summary John T. Mitchell 
Document sealed 
11/13/2014 HRSC TLJONES Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment in District Court John T. Mitchell 
11/24/2014 02:00 PM) 
TLJONES Notice of Hearing John T. Mitchell 
11/14/2014 MNDS HAMILTON Motion To Dismiss 11 John T. Mitchell 
MOTN HAMILTON Motion for Acceptance of Appeal by Permission John T. Mitchell 
from Interlocutory Order 
11/17/2014 FILE ANDERSON New File Created*****2******* John T. Mitchell 
11/18/2014 MNPH HAMILTON Motion For Preparation Of Preliminary Hearing John T. Mitchell 
Transcript 
11/24/2014 HRSC CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment in District Court John T. Mitchell 
12/18/2014 02:00 PM) 
CLAUSEN Notice of Hearing John T. Mitchell 
12/2/2014 MISC POOLE Permission For Interlocutory Appeal - Denied Clark A. Peterson 
12/3/2014 MOTN HODGE Motion for Acceptance of Appeal by Permission John T. Mitchell 
from Interlocutory Order 
12/10/2014 HRSC CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion 12/18/2014 02:00 John T. Mitchell 
PM) Interlocutory Appeal; Logsdon 
12/11/2014 NOTH LUCKEY Notice Of Hearing John T. Mitchell 
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Date: 6/29/2015 First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County User: MCCANDLESS 
Time: 02:31 PM ROA Report 
Page 3 of 5 Case: CR-2014-0018684 Current Judge: John T. Mitchell 
Defendant: Sveimoe, Troy Miies 
State of Idaho vs. Troy Miles Svelmoe 
Date Code User Judge 
12/15/2014 OBJT STHOMAS Objection to Defendant's Motion for Acceptance John T. Mitchell 
of Appeal by Interlocutory Order 
12/16/2014 NOPH CAMPBELL Notice Of Lodging Of Preliminary Hearing John T. Mitchell 
Transcript 
LODG CAMPBELL Lodged - Transcript Preliminary Hearing John T. Mitchell 
12/17/2014 RECT MCCANDLESS Receipt Of Transcript Prelim PA John T. Mitchell 
RECT MCCANDLESS Receipt Of Transcript Prelim PD John T. Mitchell 
12/18/2014 DCHH CLAUSEN Hearing result for Motion scheduled on John T. Mitchell 
12/18/2014 02:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hel 
Court Reporter: JULIE FOLAND 
MOTION DENIED 
DCHH CLAUSEN Hearing result for Arraignment in District Court John T. Mitchell 
scheduled on 12/18/2014 02:00 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: JULIE FOLAND 
12/19/2014 HRSC CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (Pre-Trial Conference John T. Mitchell 
02/11/2015 02:00 PM) 
HRSC CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial Scheduled John T. Mitchell 
02/17/2015 09:00 AM) 2 DAYS 
CLAUSEN Notice of Hearing John T. Mitchell 
HRSC CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Dismiss John T. Mitchell 
02/11/2015 02:00 PM) Logsdon 
12/22/2014 PLWL MCCANDLESS Plaintiff's Witness List John T. Mitchell 
12/23/2014 ORDR CLAUSEN Order Denying Defendant's Motion for John T. Mitchell 
Acceptance of Appeal by Permission from 
Interlocutory Order 
12/24/2014 SUBF JLEIGH Subpoena Return/found - CT John T. Mitchell 
SUBF JLE!GH ~11hpnen~ RAh 1rn/fn1 inrl - FT John T. Mitchell 
12/29/2014 MISC STHOMAS Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's Motion to John T. Mitchell 
Dismiss II 
1/5/2015 HRSC CLAUSEN Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Suppress/Limine John T. Mitchell 
02/11/2015 02:00 PM) Logsdon 
SUBF JLEIGH Subpoena Return/found - BC John T. Mitchell 
1/9/2015 NOTH MCCANDLESS Notice Of Hearing John T. Mitchell 
1/15/2015 SUBF MCKEON Subpoena Return/found-ET John T. Mitchell 
2/4/2015 BROM MMILLER Brief in Opposition to Motion To Suppress John T. Mitchell 
2/10/2015 BROM CLAUSEN Brief in Opposition to Motion In Limine John T. Mitchell 
2/11/2015 DCHH CLAUSEN Hearing result for Pre-Trial Conference John T. Mitchell 
scheduled on 02/11/2015 02:00 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: JULIE FOLAND 
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Date: 6/29/2015 
Time: 02:31 PM 
Page 4 of 5 
First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2014-0018684 Current Judge: John T. Mitchell 
Defendant: Sveimoe, Troy Miies 
User: MCCANDLESS 
State of Idaho vs. Troy Miles Svelmoe 
Date 
2/11/2015 
2/12/2015 
2/13/2015 
2/17/2015 
2/18/2015 
2/19/2015 
2/26/2015 
3/16/2015 
3/24/2015 
4/3/2015 
Code 
DCHH 
DCHH 
ORJI 
PRJI 
MOTN 
ORDR 
ORDR 
PSRS 
AINF 
DCHH 
JTST 
MISC 
VERD 
ORBC 
PSI01 
HRSC 
ORDR 
WAVX 
MISC 
MISC 
MISC 
PSIR 
User 
CLAUSEN 
CLAUSEN 
Hearing result for Motion to Suppress/Limine 
scheduled on 02/11/2015 02:00 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: JULIE FOLAND 
MOTION DENIED 
Judge 
John T. Mitchell 
Hearing result for Motion to Dismiss scheduled John T. Mitchell 
on 02/11/2015 02:00 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: JULIE FOLAND 
MOTION DENIED 
MCCANDLESS Defendant's Requested Jury Instructions John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
STHOMAS 
CLAUSEN 
CLAUSEN 
CLAUSEN 
CLAUSEN 
HODGE 
HODGE 
HODGE 
HODGE 
HODGE 
HODGE 
HODGE 
HODGE 
HODGE 
MMILLER 
MMILLER 
MMILLER 
HODGE 
CLAUSEN 
Plaintiff's Requested Jury Instructions 
Motion to Release Exhibits 
Order to Release Exhibits 
Order Denying Defendants Motion In Limine, John T. Mitchell 
Motion to Suppress and Motion to Dismiss, II 
Plaintiff's Supplemental Response To Discovery John T. Mitchell 
Amended Information John T. Mitchell 
Hearing result for Jury Trial Scheduled scheduled John T. Mitchell 
on 02/17/2015 09:00 AM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Julie Foland 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 250 pages 
Hearing result for Jury Trial Scheduled scheduled John T. Mitchell 
on 02/17/2015 09:00 AM: Jury Trial Started 
Jury Instructions Given John T. Mitchell 
Verdict - Guilty John T. Mitchell 
Order Setting Bond and Conditions of Release John T. Mitchell 
Pre-Sentence Investigation Evaluation Ordered & John T. Mitchell 
Sentencing Date 
Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 04/08/2015 John T. Mitchell 
03:30 PM) 
Order on Special Verdict Part II 
Waiver Of Extradition To Idaho 
Absolute Drug Testing - 2/25/15 
Document sealed 
Absolute Drug Testing - 3/12/15 
Document sealed 
Absolute Drug Testing - 3/23/15 
Document sealed 
Presentence Investigation Report 
Document sealed 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
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Date: 6/29/2015 
Time: 02:31 PM 
Page 5 of 5 
First Judicial District Court - Kootenai County 
ROA Report 
Case: CR-2014-0018684 Current Judge: John T. Mitchell 
Defendant: Sveimoe, Troy Miles 
User: MCCANDLESS 
State of Idaho vs. Troy Miles Svelmoe 
Date Code User Judge 
4/3/2015 FILE MCCANDLESS New File Created # 3 PSI John T. Mitchell 
4/8/2015 DCHH CLAUSEN Hearing result for Sentencing scheduled on John T. Mitchell 
04/08/2015 03:30 PM: District Court Hearing Hel 
Court Reporter: JULIE FOLAND 
PROB LUCKEY Probation Ordered (118-8004 {F} Driving Under John T. Mitchell 
the lnfluence-(Third or Subsequent Offense)) 
Probation term: 4 years. (Supervised) 
SNPF LUCKEY Sentenced To Pay Fine (118-8004 {F} Driving John T. Mitchell 
Under the lnfluence-(Third or Subsequent 
Offense)) 
STAT LUCKEY Case status changed: closed pending clerk John T. Mitchell 
action 
SNIC LUCKEY Sentenced To Incarceration (118-8004 {F} Driving John T. Mitchell 
Under the lnfluence-(Third or Subsequent 
Offense)) Confinement terms: Jail: 29 days. 
Credited time: 1 day. Discretionary: 90 days. 
Penitentiary determinate: 2 years. Penitentiary 
indeterminate: 8 years. 
OSEX LUCKEY Order Suspending Execution Of Judgment And John T. Mitchell 
Sentence And Notice Of Right To Appeal 
4/13/2015 APSC MCCANDLESS Appealed To The Supreme Court John T. Mitchell 
4/16/2015 MISC LUCKEY Absolute Drug Testing - 4/15/15 John T. Mitchell 
Document sealed 
4/28/2015 MISC LUNNEN Absolute Drug Testing - 4/23/15 John T. Mitchell 
Document sealed 
MISC LUNNEN Absolute Drug Testing - 4/25/15 John T. Mitchell 
Document sealed 
4/29/2015 MISC LUNNEN Absolute Drug Testing - 4/28/15 John T. Mitchell 
nn~11mi::mt SP.~IP.rl 
5/4/2015 MISC LUNNEN Absolute Drug Testing - 5/1/15 John T. Mitchell 
Document sealed 
6/4/2015 NAPL MCCANDLESS Notice Of Appeal Due Date From Supreme Court John T. Mitchell 
6/11/2015 NLTR LUCKEY Notice of Lodging Transcript - Julie Foland 233 John T. Mitchell 
pages 
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D /\ DOV t.Af"'LJI l~LJ U/"'\n,n. I IVI\JI IVUI I 
Prosecuting attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 83816-1871 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
STATE OF ID'A:HO } 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAIJSS 
........ ,,.. 
r ILC.U' 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DIST-~~~PM¥;:;..;;.._:;...::-/ 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
vs. ) 
) 
TROY M. SVELMOE ) 
) 
) 
DOB: ) 
SSN: ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
: ss. 
County of Kootenai ) 
CASE NO. 
AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT 
OF PROBABLE CAUSE 
Agency Report #14PF08398 
Det. Neil Uhrig, being duly sworn, deposes and says that: 
I am a detective for the Post Falls Police Department for the City of Post Falls. 
The basis for the request for the issuance of a COMPLAINT AND SUMMONS is set 
forth in the police report attached hereto, and incorporated herein. I further depose and 
say that I have read the reports and all the contents are true and correct to the best of 
my knowledge, and that I am the author or that I personally know the author of the 
reports to be a iaw enforcement officer whom I believe to be credible and reliable. 
Subscribed and Sworn to before me this 3 ° 
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POS1' t'ALLS PULICE UEPARTl\tIENT 
Officer Report for Incident 14PF08398 
Nature: DUI 
Location: PF2 
Address: N IDAHO ST & E POLELINE AVE 
POST FALLS ID 83854 
Offense Codes: DUI, TOFF, IMPV 
Received By: J. NIXON How Received: 0 Agency: PFPD 
Responding Officers: E. TETRAULT, C. ROBERTSON, B. CHAPMAN 
Responsible Officer: N. UHRIG Disposition: CAA 06/09/14 
When Reported: 00:02:48 05/10/14 Occurred Between: 00:02:15 05/10/14 and 00:02:15 05/10/14 
Assigned To: Detail: 
Status: Status Date: **/**/** 
Date Assigned: **/**/** 
Due Date: **/**/** 
Complainant: Kl 130 
Last: TETRAULT 
DOB: **/**/** 
Race: Sex: 
Offense Codes 
First: EDWARD 
Dr Lie: 
Phone: () -
Reported: DUI DUI Alcohol or Drugs 
Additional Offense: DUI DUI Alcohol or Drugs 
Additional Offense: TOFF Traffic Offense 
Additional Offense: IMPV Impounded Vehicle 
Circumstances 
Responding Officers: 
E. TETRAULT 
C. ROBERTSON 
B. CHAPtv1A"t~ 
Responsible Officer: N. UHRIG 
Received By: J. NIXON 
Unit: 
1130 
1151 
11 A"7 
11 '1" / 
Mid: 
Address: 1717 E POLSTON AVE 
City: POST FALLS, ID 83854 
Observed: DUI DUI Alcohol or Drugs 
Agency: PFPD 
Last Radio Log: **:**:** **/**/** 
How Received: 0 Officer Report 
When Reported: 00:02:48 05/10/14 
Judicial Status: 
Clearance: D3M ARREST, MISDEMEANOR 
Disposition: CAA Date: 06/09/14 
Occurred between: 00:02:15 05/10/14 
Misc Entry: and: 00:02: 1505/10/14 
Modus Operandi: Description : Method: 
09/25/14 
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Officer .Report for Incident 14PF08398 
Involvements 
Date Type Description 
05/10/14 Name TETRAULT, EDWARD 
05/10/14 Name SVELMOE, TROY MILES 
05/10/14 Name FORNOF, AMBER NICOLE 
05/10/14 Citation GENERAL MISDEMEANOR 
05/10/14 Vehicle BLK 2002 GMC SIERRA ID 
05/10/14 Cad Call 00:02:48 05/10/14 DUI 
05/10/14 Property MUL AUDIO/VIDEO COBAN 0 
08/07/14 Interview REC CK 
06/17/14 Interview REC CK 
06/17/14 Interview REC CK 
Complainant 
OFFENDER 
MENTIONED 
CITATION ISSUED 
VEHICLE 
Initiating Call 
EVIDENCE 
CONTACT 
CONTACT 
CONTACT 
Page 2 of9 
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Narrative 
DUI Report 
1. Type of offense and applicable code section: 
Driving Under the Influence 2nd Offense- I.C. 18-8004/18-8005(4) 
Driving without Privileges- I.C. 18-8001 
2. Probable cause for stop: 
On 05.09.14 at approximately 2341 hrs., I (Officer Chapman) observed a black p/u 
truck (lifted chassis) traveling n/b on Idaho St from 13th Ave. I followed the 
vehicle e/b on 17th Ave and then north on Lincoln St. I noticed that the vehicle 
was not equipped with mud flaps (I.C 49-949) and the bumper height exceeded the 
maximum height (I.C 49-966) based on my prior experience dealing with both 
equipment violations. 
The vehicle (GMC Sierra bearing Idaho plate k543190) turned right on 21st Ave 
and then left on Idaho St heading toward Poleline Ave. I activated my emergency 
lights to my unmarked patrol vehicle and initiated a traffic stop on the above 
vehicle on Poleline just east of Idaho St. I approached the vehicle and 
contacted an adult male driver (and only occupant) and explained the reason for 
the stop. The male driver did not have his driver's license in his possession 
but indicated that he was the registered owner. The driver handed me the vehicle 
registration. 
Note: Troy Miles Svelmoe (operator of the vehicle) was involved in an earlier 
verbal altercation with his girlfriend at a single family residence (1419 N 
Idaho St in Post Falls). Officer Robertson of the Post Falls Police Department 
was at the residence after the verbal altercation on a separate call involving a 
civil standby with Troy Svelmoe at approximately 2233 hrs (re:14PF08395). 
Officer Robertson advised that Svelmoe's Idaho driving status was suspended 
and appeared to have been imbibing alcoholic beverages. 
Officer Tetrault and his partner, Officer Thompson, assisted me on the traffic 
stop. Officer Tetrault took over the traffic investigation while I tape measured 
the rear bumper height. The bumper height was measured from level ground to the 
center portion at the bottom edge of the bumper. The bumper measured approx 
34.5" which is greater than the maximum bumper height allowed of 31" on a GVWR 
of 10,000. The rear vehicle tires were not equipped with mud flaps. 
My VieVu and COBAN videos documenting the traffic stop and contact with the 
operator has been successfully downloaded to the server. 
******************************************************************************** 
On 5/09/14 at·approximately 23:41 hours I (Officer Tetrault) assisted Officer 
Chapman with a traffic stop on a black GMC Sierra, bearing Idaho license plates 
n Poleline Ave just east of Idaho St, City of Post Falls, Kootenai 
tate of Idaho. 
As I covered Officer Chapman, he advised me the PC for the stop, which was no 
mud flaps (I.e. 49-966) and exceeded bumper height (I.C. 49-966). He also stated 
he could smell the odor of an alcoholic beverage emanating from the driver's 
person. 
Page 3 of 9 
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I want to make it a note that I had dealt with the driver (Troy Miles Svelmoe 
) on a verbal altercation between him and his girlfriend, Amber 
Fornof on 05/09/2014 at approximately 21:35 hours. Troy exhibited the signs of 
intoxication at that time. He had glassy bloodshot eyes, thick slurred speech 
pattern, slack appearance, and he had a moderate odor of an alcoholic beverage 
emanating from his person. Troy left on foot S/B on Idaho St at the conclusion 
of our contact. At approximately 23:11 hours Officers received another call from 
Amber advising Troy had just got into the above mentioned GMC Sierra and left 
W/B on 15th Ave and was intoxicated. Officers were unable to locate Troy or his 
vehicle during that time. 
3. Why you suspected the influence of alcohol or drugs: 
I first suspected Troy to be under the influence of alcohol when I made my first 
contact with him. I noticed a moderate odor of an alcoholic beverage emanating 
from his person, his eyes were glassy and bloodshot, his face was somewhat slack 
in appearance, and his speech was somewhat slow and thick. Troy said he had two 
beers eight hours prior. 
4. Field evaluations given: 
Prior to attempting to perform any of the standardized field evaluations on 
Troy, I asked him a series of questions regarding his overall physical and 
mental health. Troy did not provide me with any information that would lead me 
to believe he would be unable to perform the evaluations. 
I want to make it a note, while performing Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus, my light 
was not correctly positioned for me to see any clues. I asked Officer Thompson 
to step in and perform the evaluation, in which him and myself observed four 
clues. 
See attached DUI SFST supplemental form for evaluation results. 
5. Important events during arrest and transport: 
Based on my observations of the moderate odor of an alcoholic beverage emanating 
from his person, his glassy and bloodshot eyes, slack appearance, slow and thick 
speech pattern, staggered gait, and failure of the HGN and Walk and Turn 
evaluations, I advised Troy that he was under arrest for DUI. I placed him 
in handcuffs, checking for fit and double locking them. I then seated him in the 
rear seat of my patrol car where he was transported to the KCPSB without 
incident. 
6. Chemical test and results: 
While at the jail, I read Troy the I.C. 18-8002 advisory form. After I completed 
reading the form to him, I asked him if he understood his rights and 
consequences and if she was willing to submit to a breath test. To both 
questions, Troy stated "Yes". After checking his mouth to be certain it was free 
of foreign objects and waiting the recommended fifteen minute waiting period, I 
collected two breath samples from Troy on the "Intoxilyzer 5000" (S/N:68-013328) 
with the results of .108/.106. 
7. Important times: 
Time of Stop: 23:41 
Evaluations: 23:50 
Page 4 of9 
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Office; Report fo; Incident 14,°FOB398 
Actual arrest: 00:02 
Transport to PSB: 00:07 
Arrival at PSB: 00:24 
Mouth check: 00:30 
18-8002 Reading: 00:44 
Test administered: 00:53 (PSB Intoxilyzer was approximately 
eight minutes faster than computer time.) 
First drink: Troy stated eight hours prior 
Last drink: Troy stated eight hours prior 
Type and amount of alcohol: Beer, two 
Last ate, when and what? Unknown 
8. Additional information: 
According to Troy's Idaho driver's record, he has one prior DUI conviction out 
of Kootenai County Idaho, on 03/28/2014. He is also showing suspended out of 
Idaho from 03/28/2014 to 03/28/2015 for DUI. Troy's driver's status is also 
suspended out of the state of Washington from 03/31/2014 until 02/11/2024 for 
FTA on a unpaid ticket. 
While at the Jail, Troy was booked under Idaho uniform citation number 86930 for 
driving under the influence, second offense, I.C. 18-8004/18-8005(4) and driving 
without privileges, I.e. 18-8001. His copy of the citation as well as the 
goldenrod copy of the ALS form was placed into his property at the jail. Troy 
was advised of the charges and bond amounts. 
My recordings of this incident have been downloaded to the server at the Post 
Falls Police Department as evidence. 
9. Inventory of vehicle completed by: 
Officer Chapman completed the inventory on the department issued impound form, 
which I have attached to this report. 
Recovery Masters Towing arrived on scene and took possession of the vehicle. 
10. Date, time, reporting Officer: 
Sat May 10 03:28:33 PDT 2014, E. Tetrault Kl130. 
11 . Approved by: 
Sgt. M. Brantl Klll4 Sat May 10 04:15:44 T"\T"\m '"'\1"'1"1A .t'LJJ. ~V..L":t 
***SUPPLEMENTAL*** 
On this date I contacted Recovery Masters Towing who advised that the impounded 
black 2002 GMC Sierra pickup bearing ID license plate had been claimed 
and picked up by the owner. 
Mon May 12 14:21:39 PDT 2014, J. Jordan Kl280 
Investigative Log: N. Uhrig Kl124 
On 01/12/14, I Det. Uhrig presented this case to the presiding judge, who found 
PC and signed off on the arrest. Nothing further is needed in this case, CAA. 
Mon May 19 12:53:16 PDT 2014 N. Uhrig Kll24 
Thu Sep 25 11:56:43 PDT 2014 N. Uhrig Kll24 
On 09/17/14, I received an email from the KCPAO requesting that I present a 
felony complaint and summons on this matter. 
Thu Sep 25 11:57:35 PDT 2014 N. Uhrig Kl124 
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Officer Report for incident 14PF08398 Page 6 of9 
Responsible LEO: 
Approved by: 
Date 
09/25/14 
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Officer Report for Incident 14PF08398 
Property 
Property Number: 14-03385 
Item: AUDIONIDEO 
Brand: COBAN 
Year: 0 
Meas: 
Total Value: $0.00 
Owner Applied Nmbr: 
Model: 
Quantity: M 
Serial Nmbr: 
Color: MUL 
Owner: POST FALLS POLICE DEPARTMENT PFPD 
Agency: PFPD POST FALLS POLICE DEPT Tag Number: 
Accum Amt Recov: $0.00 
UCR: RAV Recordings -AudioNisual 
Local Status: EIS 
Crime Lab Number: 
Date Released: **/**/** 
Released By: 
Released To: 
Reason: 
Comments: 
Officer: E. TETRAULT 
UCR Status: 
Storage Location: SERVER 
Status Date: 05/10/14 
Date Recov/Rcvd: 05/10/14 
Amt Recovered: $0.00 
Custody: **:**:** **/**/** 
Page 8 of 9 
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Office; Report fo; Incident 14PF08398 
Vehicles 
Vehicle Number: 
14-01274 
License Plate: 
State: 
Vehicle Year: 2002 
Make: GMC General Motors 
Corp 
Color: BLK/ 
Vehicle Type: PTK Passenger Truck 
Owner: 
Last: SVELMOE First: 
 Dr Lie: 
Race: w Sex: M Phone: 
Agency: PFPD POST FALLS POLICE DEPT 
Officer: E. TETRAULT 
UCR Status: 
Local Status: CY City Impound 
Status Date: 05/10/14 
Comments: 
Page 7 of 9 
License Type: PC Regular Passenger Automobile 
Expires: **/**/** 
VIN: 
Model: SIERRA 
Doors: 0 
Value: $0.00 
Mid: MILES 
Address: 3667 W FURCULA DR 
1 
(509)599-2156 City: COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83815 
Date Recov/Rcvd: **/**/** 
Area: PF2 POST 
FALLS PD 
Wrecker Service: REC RECOVERY MASTERS 
Storage Location: TOW YARD 
Release Date: **/**/** 
09/25/14 
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Office; Repo;t for Incident 14PF08398 
Name Involvements: 
OFFENDER: 275371 
Last: SVELMOE 
Race: W Sex: M 
Complainant : Kll30 
Last: TETRAULT 
 **/**/** 
Race: Sex: 
MENTIONED :282348 
Last: FORNOF 
 05/11/79 
Race: w Sex: F 
First: TROY 
Dr Lie: SVELMTM202J 
1 
Phone: (509)599-2156 
First: EDWARD 
Dr Lie: 
Phone: ()-
First: AMBER 
Dr Lie: CB 189720K 
Phone: (208)704-1632 . 
Page 9 of9 
Mid: MILES 
Address: 3667 W FURCULA DR 
City: COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83815 
Mid: 
Address: 1717 E POLSTON AVE 
City: POST FALLS, ID 83854 
Mid: NICOLE 
Address: 1419 N IDAHO ST 
City: POST FALLS, ID 83854 
09/25/14 
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ORDER 
STAT£ OF IDAHO J 
~R~N,._~Y OF KOOTENAIJSS 
I 11:..C.IJ• 
The above named defendant having been charged with the offense?2J~ EP 3o PH 2: 57 
C .RK IS I CO RT 
Ct OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENC ~ 
ALCOHOL, a Felony a Felony, Idaho Code §§18-8004, 18-8005(6 ~~u~~,£ll..~ld4~ 
And the court having examined the affidavit and police reports, the Court fin s 
cause, based on substantial evidence, for believing that said offense has been 
committed and that the said Defendant committed it. 
IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that a COMPLAINT AND SUMMONS be issued 
for the appearance for the above named Defendant. 
ENTERED this ___ day of _________ , 2014. 
JUDGE 
/VcJ ?/c_ 4 ;:;,;"'7 Dv~ 
No /-....._ ,fa ~--2~dl' J;)v_c 
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BARRY MCHUGH 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
501 N. Government Way/P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Telephone Number: (208) 446-1800 
Fax Number: (208) 446-1833 
STATE Of IDAHO J 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAtrSS 
FiLEO: 
20!~ SEP 30 AH JO: 51 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
TROY MILES SVELMOE 
 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-Fl4-/'tfott/ 
CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 
Agency Case: 14PF08398 P.F.P.D. 
__ fJ_E_1_L __ U~_l-l_ll...._• ~Ci--____ appeared personally before me, and being first 
duly sworn on oath, that the above named defendant did commit the crime(s) of: OPERATING 
A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL, a Felony a 
Felony, Idaho Code §§ 18-8004, 18-8005(6), committed as follows: 
That the defendant, TROY MILES SVELMOE, on or about the 9th of May, 2014 in the 
County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, did drive and/or was in actual physical control of a motor 
vehicle, upon a highway, street or bridge or upon public or private property open to the public while 
under the influence of alcohol, or while having an alcohol concentration of 308 or more, to-wit: 
.108/.106, as shown by an analysis of the defendant's breath, all of which is contrary to the form, 
force and effect of the statute in such case made and provided and against the peace and dignity of 
the People of the State of Idaho. Said Complainant therefore prays for a SUMMONS and prays for 
proceeding according to law. 
Page 1 of2 CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 
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PART II 
The Complainant further informs the court that the defendant, TROY MILES 
SVELMOE, was previously convicted of a violation of Idaho Code § 18-8004 twice within ten 
(10) years of the above date, to-wit: a conviction on 11-26-07, in the state of Washington, and a 
conviction on 3-28-14, CR-2013-22100, Kootenai County, Idaho, all of which is contrary to the 
form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and provided and against the peace and 
dignity of the People of the State ofldaho. 
DATED this~ day of s 6. f ""( , 201!J_. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 60 day of 5,ep-k-Ywh--- , 20) l/. 
~~, ~
Page 2 of2 CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM2 on 10/15/2014 
Description CR 2014-18684 Svelmoe, Troy Miles 20141015 Arraignment First 
A1-11-1t::d1a111.,;t:: 
Judge Stow 
Clerk Barbara Watkins 
Rights Given 
D 10/15/2014 
Speaker 
09:59:23 AM DF 
09:59:28 AM J 
10:00:33 AM DF 
J 
DF 
end 
Location -COURTROOM2 
Note 
DF present 
Heard and understands rights previously given 
Reveiws charge and potential penalty with DF 
j Understands 
II Request PD 
II Reviews FS 
IIAppts PD 
II PH will be set within 21 days 
I No questions 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www. fortherecord. com 
Page 1 of 1 
file://R:\Magistrate\Criminal\Stow\CR 2014-18684 Svelmoe, Troy Miles 20141015 Arrai... 10/15/2014 
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CASE NO. (!/l :2-v11- /l'u 'b"t/ 
NAME: ~1 ,5;,/'1'.UUbC 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATEMENT OF DEFENDANT'S RIGHTS, DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE CASES 
1. You have the right to remain silent; any statement you make can be used against you. 
2. You have the right to an attorney to represent you at all stages of these proceedings; if you are poor 
and unable to pay counsel, you are entitled to a Court appointed attorney at public expense. 
3. You have the right to a jury trial and to compel the attendance of witnesses on your behalf without 
expense to you. 
4. You have the right to confront, to see, to hear and to ask questions of any witness who testifies 
against you. You have the right to testify on your own behalf but you cannot be compelled to do so 
and your silence will not be used against you. 
5. You have the right to require the state to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that you have committed 
the offense charged. 
6. You have the right to appeal the conviction. 
7. You have the right to be released on bail pending further proceedings. 
8. You may enter a plea of guilty or not guilty at this time or request a continuance in order to consult 
your attorney as to the plea. 
9a. If you plead Not Guilty, the Court will ask you whether you wish to have a trial before a jury or 
before a judge only and will set a trial date. 
9b. If you plead Guilty, you give up or waive all of the above rights except your right to have an 
attorney and your right to appeal. 
10. If you are not a citizen of the U.S. it is possible that the entry of a Guilty plea could have 
immigration consequences of deportation, inability to obtain legal status or denial of U.S. Citizenship. 
11. If you plead Guilty, the Court will set a date for sentencing. Prior to sentencing you will be required 
to undergo, at your own expense, an alcohol evaluation which will be considered by the Court in 
determining the appropriate sentence. At sentencing you will be allowed to make a statement by 
way of explanation or mitigation. 
12. If you plead guilty or are found guilty of Driving Under the Influence or being in actual physical 
control of a motor vehicle (DUI) the Minimum and Maximum penalties are as follows: 
NOTIFICATION OF RIGHTS AND PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS 
OF DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE (DUI)· PAGE 1. DC 041 REV. 6/08 
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A. For a first DUI offense: Up to six (6) months in jail; a fine up to one thousand dollars ($1,000.00); a suspension of 
your driving privileges for thirty (30) days during which time absolutely no driving privileges of any kind may be 
granted. After the thirty (30) day period of absolute suspension has passed, the defendant shall have driving 
privileges suspended by the court for an additional period of at least sixty (60) days, not to exceed one hundred fifty 
(150) days during which restricted privileges may be granted by the court. 
For a first DUI offense where the defendant's alcohol concentration is 0.20 or above: a) sentenced to jail for a 
mandatory minimum period of not less than ten (10) days, the first forty-eight (48) hours of which must be 
consecutive, and may be sentenced to not more than one (1) year; b) may be fined an amount not to exceed two 
thousand dollars ($2,000.00); c) shall surrender his driver's license or permit to the court; d) shall have his driving 
privileges suspended by the court for an additional mandatory minimum period of one (1) year after release from 
confinement, during which one (1) year period absolutely no driving privileges of any kind may be granted. 
B. A second DUI violation within 10 years, including withheld judgments, is a misdemeanor and you: 
(1) Shall be sentenced to jail for a mandatory minimum period of not less than ten (10) days, the first 
forty-eight (48) hours of which must be consecutive, and (5) days of which must be served in jail, 
and may be sentenced to not more than one (1) year; and 
(2) May be fined up to Two Thousand Dollars ($2,000.00); and 
(3) Shall surrender your driver's license to the court; and 
(4) Shall have your driving privileges suspended for a minimum of one (1) year during which absolutely 
no driving privileges of any kind may be granted; and 
(5) Shall during any probationary period, drive only a motor vehicle equipped with a functioning ignition 
interlock system, following the one (1) year license suspension period. 
C. TWO DUI VIOLATIONS when both violations involve an alcohol concentration of 0.20 or above, within five (5) years; 
A THIRD DUI VIOLATION within ten (10) years; or a SUBSEQUENT DUI VIOLATION with a previous felony DUI or 
aggravated DUI within fifteen (15) years; including withheld judgments, is a FELONY, and you: 
(1) (a): Shall be sentenced to the State Board of Corrections for not more than five (5) years for TWO DUI 
VIOLATIONS involving an alcohol concentration of 0.20 or above. But if the Court imposes a jail 
sentence instead of the state penitentiary, it shall be for a minimum period of not less than thirty (30) days: 
or 
(b): Shall be sentenced to the State Board of Corrections for not more than ten (10) years for a THIRD 
DUI VIOLATION within ten (10) years or a SUBSEQUENT DUI VIOLATION with a previous felony DUI 
or aggravated DUI within fifteen (15) years. But if the Court imposes a jail sentence instead of the state 
penitentiary, it shall be for a minimum period of not less than thirty (30) days, the first forty eight (48) hours of 
which must be consecutive, and ten (10) days of which must be served in jail: and 
(2) May be fined up to Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000.00); and 
(3) Shall surrender your driver's license to the court; and 
(4) Shall have your driving privileges suspended for at least one (1) year and not more than five (5) 
years follovving your release from imprisonment, during v1hich time you shall have absolutely no 
driving privileges; and 
(5) Shall during any probationary period, drive only a motor vehicle equipped with a functioning ignition interlock 
system, following the one (1) year license suspension period. 
D. in no event shall a person who is disqualified or whose driving privileges are suspended, revoked or canceled under 
the provisions of this chapter be granted restricted driving privileges to operate a commercial motor vehicle. 
13. If you plead guilty or are found guilty, a record of the conviction will be sent to the State Department 
of Transportation and become part of your driving record. 
I HAVE READ THIS ENTIRE DOCUMENT; I HAVE HAD IT EXPLAINED TO ME; AND I HAVE RECEIVED A COPY. 
Defendant 
1 ~ ;,,, day of (,i--·7P6~/..-- 20-1.!t_ 
~---~~ -------' . 
DATED this 
NOTIFICATION OF RIGHTS AND PENALTIES FOR VIOLATIONS 
OF DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE (DUI). PAGE 2. DC 041 REV. 6/08 
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MUST BE COMPLETED 
TO BE CONSIDERED 
Filed~9/J 5 /J&1tArjtJ!J;>A m. :;t;;;, TH~JCOURT 
61~/J~UTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DIS'fRiCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
APPLICATION FOR: --r;o-( \v\. S~, 'r-Ll1''1~ 
Gf"DEFENDANT O JUVENILE O CHILD 
) CASE NO. t(. l ~ - j <fi fo ~U, 
0 PARENT) 
) 
~_eo_·~~~~~) 
~ BY _____________________ ) FINANCIAL STATEMENT AND ORDER 
PARENT or GUARDIAN OF MINOR ) 
 
NOTE: If this application is being made on behalf of a minor, please answer the following questions as they 
apply to his/her parents or legal guardian. Include information for you and your spouse. 
I, the above named defendant (or the parent(s) on behalf of a minor), being first duly sworn on oath, depose ax, 
say in support of my request for court appointed counsel: '/J-)IY 
My current mailing address is: )bl> 1 uJ. fZ,gt:..vLA- f)fl. {A;~£\~ ·p'::> 8JfJ15' 
Street or P.O. Box City State Zip Code 
My current telephone number or message phone is: __ :z.J.5:0::::J· lL...:.-....:;S:L'.L, 11-· .:....· .=.2-:11-=s::..:-C,,:,~-:__----------
Crimes Charged: __ --1.,,~· :..::::Y!:....:..- ----------------------:-~--:--:---
I request the Court appoint counsel at county expense; and I agree to reimburse the county for the cost of said 
defense, in the sum and upon the terms as the Court may order. 
BELOW IS A TRUE AND CORRECT STATEMENT OF MY FINANCIAL CONDITION: 
1. EMPLOYMENT: 
A. Employed:_Lyes __ no B. Spouse Employed: __ yes __ no 
C. If not employed, or self-employed, last date of employment, _______________ _ 
D. My employer is: 1315 /;,,2•v~M:-crf:;.,. 
Address: 3leLJ: W · h(µ:vy. I'>,.., kPf"J'!- D 'A&-,c ::I::?\ f13fi!~ 
2. HOUSEHOLD INCOME MONTHLY (Include income of spouse): 
Wages before deductions $ 2.-uu'O Other income: (Specify: Chiid Support, S.S., V.S., A.D.C., 
Less Deductions $ Food Stamps, Etc.) 
Net Monthly Wages $ 2 11,W $ ______ _ 
3. HOUSEHOLD EXPENSES MONTHLY: 
Rent or Mortgage Payment $ 3C}l) Child Care $ 
Utilities $ { (/t) Recreation $ 
Clothing $ Medical $ 
Transportation $ S1) Insurance $ ft ..... ,# v' . . 
School $ Other (Specify) $ ,_·,t( 
lsr-0, 1,11., I Food $ &'k-<~ ? ufpol!I,"( 
Financial Statement and Order Regarding Public Defender, page_ 1 DC 028 Rev. 3/06 
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3. HOUSEHOLD EXPENSES MONTHLY: (cont.) 
DEBTS: Creditor 
-----------
Total$ _____ _ $ ______ per mo 
Creditor 
-----------
Total$ _____ _ $ per mo 
Creditor 
-----------
Total$ 
------
$ permo 
4. ASSETS: 
A. I (we) have cash on hand or in banks $ __ .:....i t,..:....:D_. v'_-------------
B. I (we) own personal property valued at $ ______________ _ 
C. I (we) own vehicle(s) valued at $ ______________ _ 
D. I (we) own real property valued at $ ______________ _ 
E. I (we) own stocks, bonds, securities, or interest therein $ ______________ _ 
5. THE FOLLOWING ALSO AFFECTS MY FINANCIAL CONDITION (Specify): _________ _ 
6. DEPENDENTS: seH ___ spouse ___ other (specify) ____ _ 2- children 
(numbe~. . /:L 
APPL~ 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this _ ____._/-=5'--~ay of ---------=--JIit--------' 20J/_. 
The above named V defendant parent guardian appeared before the 
court on the aforesaid charge and requested the aid of counsel. The court having considered the foregoing, and 
having personally examined the applicant; VORDERS DENIES the appointment of the service of 
counsel. 
The applicant is ordered to pay $ monthly beginning __________ , 20 
for the cost of appointed counsel. Payments are to continue until 
[ ] notified by the court that no further amount is due. 
[ ] the sum of$ has been paid. 
""-j"HE APPLICANT IS ORDERED TO PAY REIMBURSEMENT FOR THE COST OF APPOINTED COUNSEL AT 
/THE CONCLUSION OF THE CASE; THIS AMOUNT MAY BE IN ADDITION TO ANY SUMS ORDERED ABOVE. 
ENTERED this Js+--day of ock- , 204.- 4 
Custody Status: __ In 
Bond$ 
------
-JU_D_G_E--%+-4--· _ ___.____J.l~----------
Copies to: 
['1Prosecuting Attorney -~,;cV...:::.... _________ _ 
[ ~lie Defender J: () 
fi)/Jfi/f)e1,( k;cu.,,;)~ 
Date Deputy Clerk 
Financial Statement and Order Regarding Public Defender, page 2 DC 028 Rev. 3/06 
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CASE NO. CR-2014-0018684 
PUBLIC DEFENDER APPT. COVER SHEET 
[ L.f15'ublic Defender ~01 
tb 
[ f'Kootenai County Prosecutor - CR 
(2~36 
BEFORE JUDGMENT 
['1"Citation/Comp./Amended Complaint [ ] Information/ Amended Information 
[] Other ________ _ [ ] Notice of Hearing 
NCO [ ] NCO [ ] Request to Modify/Terminate [ ] Notice of Hearing 
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 
[ ] Citation/Complaint/ Amended Complaint - if not appointed pre-judgment 
[ ] Judgment [ ] Affidavit(s) of non-compliance 
[ ] Motion for Order to Show Cause [ ] Order to Show Cause 
[ ] Notice of Hearing 
PROBATION VIOLATION 
[ ] Newest Judgment for each charge [ ] Report of Violation 
[ ] Notice of Hearing 
CIVIL CASES 
[ ] Order appointing [ ] Notice of Hearing 
[ ] Documents RE: Contempt Issues 
[ ] Decree and any subsequent modification/order 
BARBARA WATKINS 10/15/2014- 03:44 PM 
Deputy Clerk 
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'ORIGINAL 
Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
· STATE OF IDAHO ) 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAIJSS 
FILED: 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 20!~ OCT 21 PH 2: 44 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
BarNumber: 8759 "'~ou,r [( 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE /// 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
TROY MILES SVELMOE, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
---------------
CASE NUMBER CR-14-0018684 
Fel 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 
REQUEST FOR TIMELY 
PRELIMINARY HEARING, 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION 
& NOTICE OF HEARING 
COMES NOW, the Office of the Kootenai County Public Defender, and pursuant to court 
appointment hereby appears for and on behalf of the above named defendant in the above entitled 
matter, and requests that a preliminary hearing be scheduled in accordance with the time limits set 
forth in Idaho Criminal Rule 5 .1. 
Counsel hereby moves for reduction of the bond set in this matter on the grounds that it is 
excessive, and further, notice is hereby given that counsel will present argument in support of the 
motion to reduce bond at the time of the preliminary hearing status conference and/or preliminary 
hearing scheduled in this matter if the defendant is in custody. 
Notice is given that the Defendant herewith asserts all rights accorded him or her under the 
Fifth, Sixth, and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution of the United States and under Article 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE, REQUEST FOR TIMELY PRELIMINARY HEARING, 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION & NOTICE OF HEARING Page 1 
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pursuant to said constitutional provisions; including, but not necessarily limited to, the right to 
remain silent and the right to counsel. NO AGENT OF THE STATE OR PERSON ACTING IN 
SUCH CAPACITY IS TO QUESTION THE DEFENDANT IN REGARD TO ANY ACT, 
WHETHER CHARGED OR UNCHARGED. 
Notice is further given that the Defendant herewith demands and asserts all State and federal 
statutory and constitutional rights to speedy trial of this matter. 
DATED this Q O day of October, 2014. 
BY: 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the 0lif day of October, 2014, addressed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 
Via Fax 
__j__ Interoffice Mail 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE, REQUEST FOR TIMELY PRELIMINARY HEARING, 
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ORIGINAL 
Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
20/~ OCT 23 PH 2: 39 
CL£RK DISTRICT COURT 
~JL'_:-Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 8759 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
TROY MILES SVELMOE, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NUMBER CR-14-0018684 
Fel 
MOTION TO DISMISS 
COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, Jay Logsdon, 
Deputy Public Defender, and hereby moves this honorable Court for an order dismissing the 
above entitled action. 
This motion is made on the grounds that the preliminary hearing the state seeks is 
unnecessary and unconstitutional repetition of a preliminary hearing held in CR-14-8693 before 
the Honorabie Judge Peterson. 
I. The state's refiling of this case is a waste of judicial resources and this Court 
should exercise its power under I.C.R. 48 to dismiss it. 
II. The state's refiling of this case violates the defendant's due process rights 
guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution 
and Article I § 13 of the Idaho Constitution. 
MOTION TO DISMISS Page 1 
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III. The state is barred from refiling this case by res judicata. 
FACTS 
The defendant was arrested on May 10, 2014 on allegations of driving under the 
influence. The Kootenai County Prosecutor filed a DUI 2nd in CR-14-8693. On May 13, 2014, 
the Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County was appointed to that matter. On 
July 31, 2014, the state moved the Court to amend the charge to a third offense and the Court 
granted the motion. On August 19, 20134, the Kootenai County Prosecutor and the defendant 
participated in a preliminary status hearing and both indicated they were prepared to go forward. 
On August 21, 2014, pursuant to I.C.R. 5.1 a preliminary hearing occurred before the Honorable 
Judge Peterson. 
The state called two witnesses, Officers Chapman and Tetrault of the Coeur d'Alene 
Police Department. Officer Chapman testified to stopping the defendant's vehicle for having too 
high a bumper and not having mud flaps. 
The state then called Officer Tetrault who testified as to carrying out field sobriety 
testing. The officer testified that the defendant passed the horizontal gaze nystagmus and the one 
legged stand, and had minor deviations on the walk and turn. 
The state then produced copies of two prior judgments and DUI laws from the state of 
Washington. 
The Court held that the evidence was insufficient to find probable cause existed that the 
defendant was under the influence. 
MOTION TO DISMISS Page 2 
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The state refiled the charge in the above entitled matter and seeks to have another 
preliminary hearing and introduce evidence of breath testing known to the state prior to the 
previous preliminary hearing. 
ARGUMENT 
I. 
I.C.R. 48(a)(2) permits the Court to dismiss a case if it will serve the ends of justice and 
the effective administration of the court's business. See also State v. Alevar, 132 Idaho 775, 781 
(1999). Here, the state seeks to repeat a hearing with the same evidence and has made no claim 
as to having found anything new to present to the court. Both justice and judicial economy are 
best served where the state is not allowed to simply repeat a hearing it has had before. It is also 
illogical that where a police officer's mistake in the field precludes the use of evidence at trial, a 
prosecutor's mistake or mishandling of a preliminary hearing has no effect on the government's 
ability to try the case over again. 
II. 
The filing of a second criminal action following dismissal of the first criminal action after 
preliminary proceedings is not a per se violation of the due process clause of the federal 
Constitution. Arnold v. McCarthy, 566 F.2d 1377 (1978); Stockwell v. State, 98 Idaho 797 
(1977). However, the Supreme Court in Stockwell found: 
While the present statutes do not make dismissal of a prosecution at the 
preliminary examination stage a bar to further prosecution for the same offense, 
this Court views critically the practice of 'shopping' among magistrates or the 
repeated refiling of a charge until a favorable ruling is obtained. Without the 
production of additional evidence, or the existence of other good cause to justify a 
subsequent preliminary examination, such a practice can become a form of 
harassment which may violate the principle of fundamental due process and equal 
protection of the law, as announced by the United States Supreme Court. This is 
not to say that when new evidence becomes available or when the prosecutor 
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believes in good faith that the magistrate committed error, the charge should not 
be refiled ; but absent such circumstance, the continued refiling numerous times 
of a charge which has been dismissed by a magistrate is not to be desired. The 
facts of the instant case do not approach such an offensive degree to be violative 
of fundamental fairness. Accordingly, this Court holds that petitioner is not 
entitled to a writ of prohibition, for as stated before, under existing statutes, 
dismissal of a prosecution at a preliminary examination is not a statutory bar to 
further prosecution for the same offense regardless of the 'judicial title' of the 
official sitting as examining magistrate." 
98 Idaho at 806 quoting Nicodemus v. District Court of Oklahoma County, 4 73 P .2d 312, 316 
(Okla.Cr.1970). To put it more succinctly, "a refiling is not prohibited unless done without good 
cause or in bad faith." Rufener v. Shaud, 98 Idaho 823, 825 (1977). 
Moreover, a refiling of an information can cause prejudice to a defendant's other rights. 
See Arnold, 566 F.2d (looking at prejudice caused by delay); Stockwell, 98 Idaho at 808 
(Shepard, J., concurring and dissenting). In this particular case, the defendant was entitled under 
the Sixth Amendment to the United States Constitution to counsel of his choosing. 
In this case, the state must show good cause for its refiling, or this Court should dismiss 
the matter. 
III. 
The doctrine of res judicata covers both claim preclusion (true res judicata ) and issue 
preclusion ( collateral estoppel). Hindmarsh v. Mock, 138 Idaho 92, 94 (2002). Claim preclusion 
bars a subsequent action between the same parties upon the same claim or upon claims "relating 
to the same cause of action ... which might have been made." Id. Issue preclusion protects 
litigants from litigating an identical issue with the same party or its privy. Rodriguez v. Dep't of 
Corr., 136 Idaho 90, 92 (2001). Separate tests are used to determine whether claim preclusion or 
issue preclusion applies. See D.A.R., Inc. v. Sheffer, 134 Idaho 141, 144 (2000). Resjudicata 
serves three fundamental purposes: (1) it preserves the acceptability of judicial dispute resolution 
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against the corrosive disrespect that would follow if the same matter were twice litigated to 
inconsistent results; (2) it serves the public interest in protecting the courts against the burdens of 
repetitious litigation; and (3) it advances the private interest in repose from the harassment of 
repetitive claims. Hindmarsh, 138 Idaho at 94 (quoting Aldape v. Akins, 105 Idaho 254, 257 
(Ct.App.1983)). 
Five factors are required in order for issue preclusion to bar the relitigation of an issue 
determined in a prior proceeding: (1) the party against whom the earlier decision was asserted 
had a full and fair opportunity to litigate the issue decided in the earlier case; (2) the issue 
decided in the prior litigation was identical to the issue presented in the present action; (3) the 
issue sought to be precluded was actually decided in the prior litigation; (4) there was a final 
judgment on the merits in the prior litigation; and (5) the party against whom the issue is asserted 
was a party or in privity with a party to the litigation. Rodriguez, 136 Idaho at 93. For claim 
preclusion to bar a subsequent action there are three requirements: (1 )-same parties; (2) same 
claim; and (3) final judgment. Hindmarsh, 138 Idaho at 94; Farmers Nat'! Bank v. Shirey, 126 
Idaho 63, 68 (1994). 
It is the Legislature's, and not the court's, province to modify common-law rules, and the 
court has no more right to abrogate common law than to repeal statutory law. Moon v. Bullock, 
65 Idaho 594 (1944). Res judicata applies to criminal proceedings. Smith v. State, 146 Idaho 822 
(2009); State v. Reutzel, 130 Idaho 88(Ct.App.1997). 
In this case, all the elements for issue preclusion and claim preclusion are met. Thus, the 
state is barred from proceeding. 
Counsel requests that this motion be set for hearing in order to present oral argument, 
evidence and/or testimony in support thereof. Requested time is 10 minutes. 
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DATED this :J ~ day of October, 2014. 
BY: 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by 
placing a copy of the same as indicated below on the ;;13 day of October, 2014, addressed 
to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 
Via Fax 
7 Interoffice Mail 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM12 1 0/30/2014 Page 1 of 1 
I 
I 
I 
Description J ~~ ... ~~r~~-}!684 Svelmoe, Troy Miles 20141~1imin:_ry Status 
I 
~urn~,~"~  . 
Judge Friedlander 
Clerk Cristine Steckman ~ 
Date 1110/30/2014 II Location 111 K-COURTROOM12 
Time Speaker 
08:50:52 AM J 
08:51:07 AM DA 
08:52:13 AM J 
:52:23AM * 
08:52:29 AM 
08:52:36 AM J 
08:52:46 AM end 
Note 
Calls case, OF pres, DA Chris Schwartz, PA Stan Mortensen 
Ask this case remain set, Mr Logsdon filed a motion to 
dismiss as this is a refile and he plans to argue tomorrow 
Is it set for hearing tomorrow? 
Not sure that is Mr Logsdon's note 
2 witness 
This case will remain set for tomorrow afternoon 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www. fortherecord. com 
I 
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• 
BARRYMcHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 816-9000 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
Facsimile: (208) 446-1833 
2ul~ OCT 30 PH 3: 59 
CLERK 0iSTR1C I COURT1: ,·. 
~ a , .,/,)y111 <22 ~:.:<. -.. 
ff' () _', 
<--?;;,, 
IN" THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO. ) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
) 
vs. ) 
TROY MILES SVELMOE. ) 
Defendant. ) 
Case No. CR-2014-18684 
RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT~s 
MOTION TO DIS1\.1ISS 
CC):MES NOW. the State, by and through Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, Laura McClinton 
and herebt responds to Defendant's Motion to Dismiss. 
FACTS 
This matter proceeded to a pre~ary hearing on August 21st,2014. :For purposes of that 
hearing, the State subpoenaed two Officers: Officer Chapman and Officer Tetrault of the Post 
Falls Police Department. Based on the police reports provided to the State, it was the State's 
good-faith belief that these officers were able to pr~vide evidence sufficient to support a bind-
over decision in this case. The State intended to rely upon the observations made by ·the two 
' . 
' 
officers,~ well as the results of the fiel~ sobriety t~sts (FST's) to support the charge of li>UI. 
However, at the time the State proceeded to PreHminary bearing, it did not havei in its possession 
the necessary certified documentation in' order to introduce the breath test results in :this case, 
specifically: the instrument operations los relating to Mr. Svelmoe's test results, the instrument 
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certification, the lot solution certification, and Officer Tetrault's instrument operator's 
certification. Given the State's good faith belief that it could present sufficient evidence to 
support the charge of Dill without the breath test results~ the State decided ag~st requesting a 
continuante and instead went forward to hearing. The Court did not find sufficient evidence to 
bind the Defendant over on the charge of Felony DUI and thus dismissed the case. Pursuant to 
the Court's dismissal of this matter at tru);t time, the State chose "to re-file this matter, in order to 
' . 
provide for 1he introduction of the br~th sample results. The State issued a summons to 
Defendant upon that re-filing. 
:ARGU1v!ENT 
Dtjfendant first argues. that permitting a re-filing of this case is a misuse of judicial 
economy.: This is inaccurate, contrary to case law and good policy. This concern has aheady 
been considered by the Idaho Supreme CQurt in State v. Ruiz, which court determined permitting 
re-filing o'f a preliminary hearing is mor~ efficient than the alternative of an appeal. The Ruiz 
court detetmined permitting the re-filing of matters for purposes of preliminary hearing: 
will serve the interest of b(!>th. the prosecution and the defense since, as we hold, it 
is clear that the prosecutiQn can immediately thereafter initiate a new complaint · 
before a different magi~ate and insure the public's right to the speedy 
administration of justice. An accused, at the same time, can and will obtain a 
speedy determination of 1'Js rights and position without the inconvenience; delay 
and expense of a lengthy appellate process. 
Here, .the State could have simply filed another complaint with another 
magistrate, in effect having its assertion of error resolved in a new preliminary 
hearing. State v. Ruiz, 106'1daho 336,337,678 P.2d 1109, 1110 (1984) 
' . 
Further, Defendant's blanket position would logically require that any case that is dismissed 
without pr~judice should not be reM filed because that would be a waste of the court's ti.me. In 
. . 
reality, th¢re are many circumstances. in ~hich a case may require dismissal earlier in the case 
I • 
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for reaso~s not related to the merits of that case. For exSJ;Ilple, the State often has to dismiss cases 
that are not ready to proceed based upon the unavailability of necessary witnesses or due to not 
having a :laboratory report timely completed. In this case, the State was not able to lay the 
appropriate foundation to introduce the breath test result. The State now has the certified 
. . 
documentation :iJ.1 order to do so. The State intends to introduce the breath ·test result as new 
evidence µiat the Court did not hear at the first Preliminary hearing. To preclude such a case 
from being heard on its merits for this reason would be the real breach of justice. 
In !response to Defendant's due process and res judicata arguments, these concerns have 
already b~en considered by Idaho Court of Appeals in State v. Loomis which (in consideration of 
Ruiz) fouri.d: 
The Court rejected any concerns as to double jeopardy, since jeopardy does not 
attach at a preUroinary hearing. It also rejected any concern raised regarding the 
statute of limitations and ~e Sixth amendment right to a speedy trial. ld.[Ruizl 
The Court noted an exception to the. general rule disallowing appeals from a 
dismissal at the preUroin~ry hearing stage exists, j.f the dismissal defeats or 
prevents successful prosecutive action against the defendant.1 Id. Otherwise there 
is no need for appellate review of probable cause determinations at the magistrate 
level. Id State v. Loomis, 33978, 2008 \Vt 313960 (Idaho Ct. App. Feb. 6, 2008) 
affd, 146 Idaho 700,201 P.3d 1277 (2009) 
In ibis case, the State is not "judge shopping", re-filing "multiple times", or ''harassing" 
defendant 'with prosecution. As noted in Defendant's brie~ "a Te-filing is not prohibited unless 
done without good cause or in bad faith.'' Thus, in light of the good cause and good-faith basis 
for the S~te's re-filing in this matter, as elucidated above, the State requests this court deny 
Defendant~ s Motion to Dismiss. 
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DATED this 30th day of October~ 2014. 
FAX No. 208-446- 1 840 
BARRY McHUGH 
Prosecuting Attom~y in and for 
Kootenai County 
P. 004/004 
~-p'J~ 
LAURA B MCCLINTON 
Depui:y Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFJCATE OF MAILJNG 
I hereby certify that on the .80 day of October, 2014, a true and correct copy of the 
forego:ing was caused to be delivered to: . 
PUBLIC l)EFENDERS OFFICE . 
FAXED 
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Log of lK-COURTROOMlO on 10/31/2014 Page 1 of 10 
I Date 10/31/2014 I Location ll1K-COURT~OO~h10 ... ~ 
Time 
02:11:15 PM 
02:11:30PM 
02:11:59 PM 
02:12:10 PM 
02:13:18 PM 
02:13:39 PM 
02:13:45 PM 
02:14:11 PM 
I 02:16:46 PM I 
~---ker 
-.---
Judge 
Peterson 
DA- Jay 
Logsdon 
Judge 
Peterson 
DA- Jay 
Logsdon 
Judge 
Peterson 
DA- Jay 
Logsdon 
Judge 
Peterson 
DA- Jay 
Logsdon 
Judge 
Peterson 
02:19:50 PM DA- Jay 
Logsdon 
I 02:20:20 PM I 
~· 
Note 
Calls case, Def- Troy Svelmoe not in custody, DA - Jay 
Logsdon, PA - Laura McClinton 
No written notice to the state. We discussed doing this motion. I 
ask the court to excuse that particular failure. 
Isn't is premature to look at dismissal? 
Not the case. Little guidance from the Supreme court. Explains. 
If it is the same magistrate or new magistrate the refile is like an 
appellate's review. I do not think I could appeal the order of 
dismissal. 
The remedy is to appeal the erroneous dismissal. Your 
objection is to the refile. 
No sure of the case law. 
Case law does not address your situation. It suggests that you 
do that. Interesting issue. 
The weight of the court denies PC in a case and the state 
refile's, the state has to do so with good cause. The state cant 
appeal denials but my opinion is they can. Quotes case law. 
This acts as legally not good cause and we need an appellate 
court to say that is true. Quotes case law. This is similar to this 
case. If this court makes a determination there is no good 
reason to refile than that can be appealed to a higher court per 
prior decisions of the supreme court. 
1 Either the state disagrees with my previous decision then the 
state can have another attempt to refile. Some states allow 
appeal to a higher court. Idaho uses a process where the state 
can refile the matter and have an additional PH. I reviewed the 
briefs. New information? I am here for a PH looking for PC. You 
have documented your objection. Deny consideration of 
dismissal. Not for this court. We need to determine PC for this 
charge. This issue was not noticed up. I have prior dismissed 
case in front of me with this case. 
If the court has the minutes from the last one the court pick up 
from that. I think the state is adding to the last PH regarding the 
breath test. 
It is the states case. I presided over the last matter. Not 
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Log of lK-COURTROOMlO on 10/31/2014 Page 2 of 10 
II Judge sufficient to bind over for DUI. I understand the evidence II previous submitted. it is up to the state. I have happy to accept Peterson the stipulation. 
02:21:18 PM PA- Laura I would rather proceed and not have that stipulation. McClinton 
02:21:30 PM Judge Good for one intact record. I appreciate the offer for efficiency. I 
Peterson will not rely on anything from the prior hearing. Criminal 
complaint signed 9/30/14 charging DUI Felony. 
02:22:17 PM PA- Laura Correct. Calls officer Chapman McClinton 
02:22:4 Gives oath 
02:22:47 PM PA- Laura Direct McClinton 
02:22:53 PM Rhett CHAPMAN. I work for PFPD. Over 20 years. POST certified. Chapman 
02:23:46 PM DA-Jay Stip to his training. Logsdon 
02:23:47 PM PA- Laura Accept that. McClinton 
02:23:50 PM Rhett I was on patrol and I initiated a traffic stop. I received Chapman -
Witness information from Officer Robertson 
02:24:12 PM DA- Jay Objection. Logsdon 
02:24:20 PM Judge Overruled. Peterson 
02:24:26 PM Rhett 
Chapman - Looking for a black pickup truck. 
Witness 
0?:?4:43 PM DA- Jay Objection. Logsdon 
02:24:44 PM Judge Sustained. Peterson 
02:24:50 PM 
Black GMC Sierra. Basis for the stop was the operator of the 
vehicle might have had alcohol and no valid license. There was 
Rhett 
equipment violation. Insufficient mud flaps. Stop was on 
Chapman - Poleline. I contacted and verbally identified the driver. He was Troy Svelmoe sitting here in a black jacket. At the time of 
Witness contact I made observations. Faint odor of alcohol from the 
vehicle. He was speaking fine. Officer Tetrault arrived and I 
explained to him that the operator may have been drinking 
alcohol. I wanted to measure the bumper height and it was in 
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I I ra iC siop over to u11icer , etrau,t. 
II 
''
violation of IC. There was no passengers in the vehicle. I turned II 
t ff .L .1. "a• T .&. I 
I 02:27:46 PM I DA-Jay No cross. Logsdon 
02:27:49 PM Judge Excuses witness. Peterson 
02:27:54 PM PA- Laura Calls Officer Thompson McClinton 
02:28:04 rk :· --- :-::th 
02:28:23 PM PA- Laura Direct. McClinton 
02:28:29 PM THOMPSON. PFPD. I am a Sr officer. Since 1/2008. Explains 
Prior experience. 8 yrs total. I am a field training officer. 
Describes job duties. I have a new officer assigned to me. For 4 
weeks at a time. POST certified since 3/2008. Describes DUI 
Christopher training. Trained to do FST. I passed the training. Describes 
Thompson- FST. Describes HGN test. Describes fails and what looking for. Describes the walk and turn. Describes the fails and what Witness looking for. Failing indicates possible under the influence. 5/9/14 
at 11 :40 pm. I was on duty with Officer Tetrault. I was his 
training officer that night. I was contacted by Officer Chapman. 
Responded to Poleline in Post Falls in Kootenai county Idaho. 
Spoke with Officer Chapman,,,, 
02:34:16 PM DA- Jay Objection. Logsdon 
02:34:22 PM Judge Overruled Peterson 
02:34:30 PM Christopher 
Thompson- Officer Tetrault conducted 
Witness 
I 02:34:58 PM I DA-Jay Objection. Logsdon 
02:34:58 PM Judge Overruled. Peterson 
02:35:16 PM I was on scene and watched Officer Tetrault conduct FST. I 
Christopher witnessed it. Describes the area where the FST was performed. 
Thompson - I had a clear view of the FST. Describes role of training officer 
Witness during FST's. Officer Tetrault completed the FST and we discussed what he observed and asked him the points. I 
volunteered to do the HGN with the defendant for the 2nd time. 
02:37:11 PM DA-Jay Objection. Logsdon 
I 02:37:12 PM I Judge 
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II I Peterson Sustained for Foundation. I 
02:37:22 PM I was observing Officer Tetrault doing the HGN. I was within a 
few feet. You need to see fully in the eyes. Officer Tetrault was 
using a flashlight. It was properly illuminating the defendant's 
eyes. It was pointed at his belly. I performed the HGN. 
Christopher Describes the instructions given. He understood my instructions. 
Thompson - He failed my test. I saw 2 clues in each eye for a max of 4 clues. 
Witness I saw the walk and turn. I was within a few feet. I saw the 
performance. I could tell the clues present. I observed 3 clues. 
Describes. I have also viewed the video of the tests. There was 
another 1 totaling 4 of 8 clues. I made physical observations. I 
noticed odor, facial slack and slurring speech. 
02:41:16 PM DA- Jay I cross I Logsdon 
02:41:19 PM I did not do a report in this case. Describes K9 Officer 
Robertson. I did not call for him. Not sure who called for the tow 
Christopher truck. I had a body camera on me. I made a recording. It was 
Thompson - downloaded to the server. Not sure where it went. Officer 
Witness Tetrault, it was his first or second FST. I was with Officer 
Tetrault the whole time. The breath test was at KCPSB. I was 
with him. 
02:44:08 PM Judge Excuses the witness. I Peterson 
02:44:20 PM PA- Laura Calls Officer Tetrault I McClinton 
:~ .. ·:23 PM lc1erk Gives oath I 
02:44:43 PM PA- Laura Direct. McClinton 
02:44:47 PM PFPD. Since 4/1/14. Post Academy completed 11/2012. I have 
training in DUI investigations during POST. Describes training. I 
completed both days of training. I am trained to do FST's. 
Trained to look at indicators. Describes. Qualified to do FST's. I 
have investigated DUi's. i have done approx 20 FST's. I have 
Edward investigated approx 6 DUl's. I have not always arrested the 
Tetrault - individual based on FST performance. Describes questions to 
Witness ask during the investigation to see if they are physically able to 
do the test. On duty on 5/9/2014. I was on duty with Officer 
Thompson and Chapman. I was in the field training. First phase. 
Officer Thompson was my trainer. I was contacted by Officer 
Chapman. I responded to Poleline in Post Falls. Made contact 
with Officer Chapman. I was advised of 
02:50:05 PM DA- Jay Objection. Logsdon 
02:50:06 PM Judge Overruled only for PC consideration not for the truth. Peterson 
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02:50:27 PM II_ . 
t:.award 
Was given the reason for the stop. Officer Chapman could sme11 \\ 
aicohoi. i contacted the driver in the driver seat of the vehicle. I 
Tetrault - smelled slight odor of alcohol and glassy eyes. I asked the 
Witness driver to exit the vehicle. I identified the driver verbally. He is 
present in the courtroom sitting here in a blue shirt. I had prior 
02:51:37 PM DA-Jay Objection. Logsdon 
02:51:38 PM PA- Laura Couple hours prior. McClinton 
02:51:53 PM Judge Overrule. Peterson 
02:52:09 PM I had contact with him a few hours prior at this residence. I 
spoke to him there. I smelled a slight odor of alcohol coming 
from his person and glassy eyes. When I contacted him later the 
observations were similar. Smell was moderate at the stop and 
slight at the house. After the observations, I asked the Def to 
exit vehicle and conducted FST's. I could still smell the odor of 
alcohol. Same strength. I asked him if he had been drinking 
during the preliminary questions. He said 2 beers 8 hours prior. 
Explains the preliminary questions. He completed the FST's. 
Describes the tests. Describes the area where the tests 
Edward occurred. Lights on and dry pavement. Describes the Walk and 
Tetrault - Turn with the clues for failure. Describes the Defs failure. 
Witness Describes the stand on one leg. Explains the instructions given. 
He got zero clues. He passed that test. I felt the defendant 
should not drive home that night because he was under the 
influence. I advised him he was under arrest for DUI. I searched 
him, placed him in the patrol car and drove to the jail. Started 
the ALS and conducted the 15 minutes observation. Describes 
the ALS form. I read it to the defendant at the jail. Describes the 
15 minute waiting period. Checks mouth. You keep eyes on the 
def at all times. Part of my job duties to do breath test. I am 
trained on the instruments to do the breath test. During POST. I 
passed the training. 
I 03:00:54 PM 
: McClinton 
I PA- Laura Handing PL 1 to counsel and to the court. 
03:01:22 PM Edward 
Tetrault- Reviews PL EX 1. This is my certification to using the,,,, 
Witness 
03:01:40 PM DA-Jay Objection, Reading from the document. Logsdon 
03:01:47 PM Judge Sustained. Peterson 
I 03:01 :50 PM I Edward Certification for passing lntox 5000. 
Tetrault -
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I Witness I 
03:02:01 PM PA- Laura Move to admit PL EX 1 McClinton 
I 03:02:05 PM 
: Logsdon 
I DA-Jay Piece of paper. Testimony does not match. 
03:02:18 PM Judge Overruled. Admit PL EX 1. Recess briefly. Peterson 
03:18:24 PM Back on the record. All parties are present. Officer Tetrault still 
on the stand 
03:18:43 PM PA- Laura Continues Direct. McClinton 
03:18:53 PM Edward 
Tetrault - I performed the breath test. 
Witness 
03:19:13 PM PA- Laura May the witness review his notes. Mcclinton 
03:19:15 PM Judge You may. Turn the notes over when done. Peterson 
03:19:42 PM That is the instrument I am certified to run. Describes practical 
Edward experience on the instrument. Use it on day to day operations. I 
Tetrault - have used this instrument less than 10 times. I followed the 15 
Witness minutes waiting period. I noticed nothing wrong. No eating or drinking. Closely watched him. I checked the defendants mouth. 
No substance. 
03:21:30 PM PA- Laura I move to admit PL EX 2. I have shown counsel. Self 
McClinton authenticating. 
03:21:47 PM DA-Jay Hearsay. Sworn statements outside of the court. Violates the 
Logsdon confrontation clause under title 19. Object to relevance. 
03:22:24 PM PA- Laura Submitting for purposes of the calibration and lot solution. McClinton 
03:22:42 PM PL EX 2 received for the limited purpose of calibration and or 
Judge compliance. Includes BAG and written log book and certification 
Peterson for the instrument. Log book shows Mr Svelmoe test results not 
admitting for that at this time. Admitting for the limited purposes. 
03:24:09 PM Describes how to use the instrument and the proper functioning 
of the test. Performed a check on the instrument. Showed all 
Edward zeros during the calibration check. Describes. Uses documents 
Tetrault - for recollection and turns it back over. The instrument has its 
Witness own log book. Describes the information in the log book. I fill this 
out. That log book is a the Sheriff's office. When I take a breath 
sample I have to enter my name the defendants name and DOB 
and agencies number. 
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03:26:41 PM II ~A - ~ay 
Logsaon II Objection. \\ 
03:26:42 PM Judge I Overruled. I Peterson 
03:26:46 PM Edward I put this information in. I obtained his DOB off his license and 
Tetrault - paperwork I had. I successfully obtained 2 breath samples .. 108 
Witness and .106. 
03:27:35 PM PA- Laura I Hands PL EX 3 I McClinton 
03:27:42 PM Edward Reviews PL EX 3. I recognize the document. This related to Tetrault -
Witness 5/9/14. Sample was taken on 5/10/14. 
03:28:15 PM PA- Laura Move to admit PL EX 3. McClinton 
03:28:16 PM DA- Jay Object due to foundation. It does not sound like the officer 
Logsdon understands what the machine is doing. I do not think he is qualified as an expert. 
03:28:59 PM Judge Noted. Overruled. Admit PL EX 3. Peterson 
03:29:31 PM I obtained information from the defendant. Prior driving history. I 
Edward completed a booking sheet. Describes information on the 
Tetrault - booking sheet. Reviews PL EX 4 and 5. I have shown Defense 
Witness counsel. I recognize the documents. Defendant's name and 
DOB and ,,,, 
03:30:52 PM DA-Jay Objection. Reading. Logsdon 
03:31:03 PM Judge Overruled. Peterson 
03:31:06 PM Edward Physical descriptions, address. This relates to the information 
Tetrault- obtained on this arrest. Reviews PL EX 5. I recognize the Defs 
Witness name, noR ::inc.I Address. 
03:31:54 PM DA- Jay Objection. Logsdon 
03:31:55 PM Judge Overruled. Receive only for foundation purposes. Peterson 
03:32:25 PM PA- Laura Move to admit PL EX 4 and 5. McClinton 
03:32:40 PM DA- Jay Object on relevance. State v Shawl. Describes. Not necessary 
Logsdon for the PH. Decision came out yesterday. 
03:33:35 PM Judge I did not check to see a final decision on this. I personally don't 
Peterson know if it was a final decision. 
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I 03:34:00 PM 11~~-~~~y I All opinions are subject to reconsideration. I I IILog:suun I -
03:34:22 PM Judge I am concerned with that. There has to be some minimal 
Peterson showing of prior convictions. Some showing of it. Reasonably linked. Good practice to go forward. 
03:35:18 PM DA- Jay No additional objection. Logsdon 
03:35:41 PM Judge Describes the exhibits. Prior convictions and charges of DUI. 
Peterson Admit PL EX 4 & 5. 
I 03:38:20 PM 
: McClinton 
I PA- Laura Ask the court to take judicial notice of PL EX 6. 
03:38:37 PM Judge That is the revised code of Washington. Physical control DUI 
Peterson Statute. 
03:39:07 PM DA-Jay I can't object to the court taking judicial notice of west law 
Logsdon printout. 
03:39:27 PM Judge Take judicial notice of PL EX 6. Peterson 
03:39:42 PM DA-Jay Cross Logsdon 
03:39:45 PM Edward 
Tetrault - When I did the stop, I had been part of less than 10 traffic stops. 
Witness 
03:40:18 PM PA- Laura Objection. McClinton 
03:40:23 PM Judge Overruled. Peterson 
03:40:28 PM Prior to this DUI investigation done only one other. I can't 
remember. I can't recall the first time I did FST's. I had a 
flashlight and I was not using it as a stimulus. I used a pen as a 
I 
stimulus. After reviewing the video I was pointing the flash light 
at Mr Svelmoe's belly area. After the FST's were done I went to 
Officer Thompson to ask for assistance. I was not sure on the 
HGN. Officer Thompson was close by. Describes layout of the 
Edward scene. My car was behind Mr Svelmoe's vehicle so I could 
Tetrault- video. Officer Chapman,,,! do not recall if he was there for the 
Witness FST's. I did not talk to him again. I do not know when Officer 
Robertson arrived. I was busy speaking with Mr Svelmoe. 
Officer Thompson was watching. I reviewed the video today. 
Only a portion of the FST's. Officer Thompson was standing by 
observing. I understand I am under oath. I take your client back 
to the jail. I read the ALS form to him saying he was required to 
do breath test or I would take away his license. The time of 
arrest and jail was,,,, I would have to look at the paperwork. 
Reviews paperwork. It was about 35 minutes. I have a radio and 
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I a cell phone. I have never been trained on requesting a warrant. 
03:47:29 PM PA- Laura Objection McClinton 
03:47:31 PM Judge Not relevant here. Sustain. Peterson 
03:48:13 PM Edward At the time I read the ALS advisory his attitude was normal. He Tetrault -
Witness was not happy. 
03:48:37 PM PA- Laura Objection. McClinton 
03:48:39 PM Judge Sustained Peterson 
03:48:48 PM His response to the advisory, I can't recall his response or 
emotions. I did not put his attitude in my report regarding the 
ALS. Other than the certifications I have testified to, in POST I 
Edward did the lntoxilizer 5000 test and course. Describes. The printout 
Tetrault - shows what the self check does. I did not write a report of the 
Witness first contact at his home but there was comments left on what 
happened. Reports are for crimes committed. Otherwise there is 
comments in a different section. That incident had its own 
paperwork separate from this. 
03:51:45 PM PA- Laura 
!Redirect. I McClinton 
03:51:49 PM Edward 
Tetrault - Comments in Spillman. 
Witness 
03:51:55 PM Judge Excuses the witness. Peterson 
03:52:00 PM PA- Laura State rests. Mcclinton 
r\~·&;?·1? Pl\/1 DA- Jay 
--·--•·-I 191 No evidence. Logsdon 
03:52:17 PM PA- Laura Submit based on testimony. McClinton 
03:52:25 PM This happened in May when the SOP were still in process. Have 
DA- Jay a problem with the state entered their foundation. Reviews State 
vs Wulff. I am not so sure that the officer could legally say he is Logsdon 
required to do breath test or there will be punishments. Search 
and Seizure issue. 
03:53:48 PM Reviews Rule 5.1. Reads. Charge is DUI. I am mindful of the 
Judge statute. State has presented evidence. He was driving in Idaho 
Peterson in Kootenai county with high BAG. Greater than .08. Two prior 
DUI convictions. Court finds PH held. Sufficient cause to hold 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
vs. 
TROY MILES SVELMOE 
 
FELONY CASE# CR-2014-0018684 
CHARGE(S): COUNT 1- DRIVING UNDER IBE INF'LUENCE-(THIRD OR SUBSEQUENT OFFENSE)- 11~8004 F. 
Amended to:---------------------------------
[ ] Dismissed - insufficient evidence to hold defendant to answer charge(s). [ ]Bond exonerated. [ ]NCO Lifted. 
(Specify dismissed charge(s) on above line, if other charges still pending) 
[ ] Preliminary hearing having been waived by the defendant on the above listed charge(s), 
,9<J Preliminary hearing having been held in the above entitled matter, and it appearing to me that the offense(s) set 
forth above has/ have been committed, and there is sufficient cause to believe the named defendant is guilty 
thereof, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the defendant is held to answer the above charge(s) and is bound over to District Court. 
The Prosecuting Attorney shall file an Information that includes all charges under this case number. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant be admitted to bail in the amount of $ _______ and is 
committed to the custody of the Kootenai County Sheriff pending the giving of such bail. 
[ ] Defendant was advised of the charges and potential penalties and of defendant's rights, and having waived his/her 
constitutional rights to: a) trial by jury; b) remain silent; and c) confront witnesses, thereafter pled guilty to the 
charge(s) contained in the Information filed by the Prosecuting Attorney. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that all pretrial motions in this case shall be filed not later than 42 days after the date 
of this order unless ordered otherwise. All such pretrial motions in this matter shall be accompanied by a brief in support of the 
motion, and a notice of hearing for a date scheduled through the Court. 
.. 
THIS CASE IS ASSIGNED TO JUDGE 6vuJ m. /;J JJ);;v 
ENTERED this 'J ( day of oJ. ~ , 20 ( t.f. ~ 
Judge 
Copies se t 
Rev7/13 
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:""'·· t. ·. 
BARRY MCHUGH 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
501 N. Government Way/P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 816-9000 
Telephone Number: (208) 446-1800 
Fax Number: (208) 446-1833 
Assigned Attorney 
Laura McClinton 
~f£1fA.;s· .,Ji,,.~"" .. ·• .. 
.. ,. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
TROY MILES SVELMOE 
 
 
Fingerprint#: 2800078170 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-F14-18684 
INFORMATION 
BARRY MCHUGH, Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Kootenai, State of 
Idaho, who prosecutes in its behalf, comes now into Court, and does accuse TROY MILES 
SVELMOE with committing the crime(s) of: OPERATING A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE 
UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL, Idaho Code §§18-8004, 18-8005(6), committed 
as follows: 
That the Defendant, TROY MILES SVELMOE, on or about the 9th of May, 2014, in the 
County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, did drive and/or was in actual physical control of a motor 
vehicle, upon a highway, street or bridge or upon public or private property open to the public while 
under the influence of alcohol, or in the alternative, did drive the motor vehicle at the above 
INFORMATION 1 
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described location, with an alcohol concentration of .08 or more, to-wit: .108/.106, as shown by an 
analysis of the defendant's breath, all of which is contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute 
in such case made and provided and against the peace and dignity of the People of the State ofldaho. 
PARTII 
The Complainant further informs the court that the defendant, TROY MILES 
SVELMOE, was previously convicted of a violation of Idaho Code § 18-8004 twice within ten 
(10) years of the above date, to-wit: a conviction on 11-26-07, in the State of Washington, and a 
conviction on 3-28-14, CR-2013-22100, Kootenai County, Idaho, all of which is contrary to the 
form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and provided and against the peace and 
dignity of the People of the State ofldaho. 
DATED this 3rd day of November, 2014. 
BARRY MCHUGH 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
Laura McClinton 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the 3rd day of November, 2014, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was caused to be delivered as follows: r mailed P' faxed ri hand delivered r Just 
Web 
Kootenai County Public Defender 
Jay Logsdon 
Faxed 446-1701 
INFORMATION 2c 
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\\$ rORIGINAL 
~, ..
Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 8759 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
TROY MILES SVELMOE, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) CASE NUMBER CR-14-0018684 
) Fel 
) 
) MOTION TO DISQUALIFY 
) PURSUANT TO ICR25 
) 
) 
_______________ ) 
COMES NOW, the above-named Defendant, by and through his attorney, Jay Logsdon, 
Deputy Public Defender, pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 25 and hereby moves the Court for an 
Order Disqualifying the Honorable FRED M. GIBLER in the above-entitled case. 
This motion is not made to hinder, delay or obstruct the administration of justice. 
DATED this _-3.:....___ day of November, 2014. 
MOTION TO DISQUALIFY 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
BY:~~· 1M' oso 
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
Page 1 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the tf day of November, 2014, addressed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-183 3 
Via Fax 
_L. Interoffice Mail 
Judge Gibler by fax 
MOTION TO DISQUALIFY 
Pagel 
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Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
BarNumber: 8759 
p 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF T 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NUMBER CR-14-0018684 
Plaintiff, ) Fel 
) 
V. ) 
) ORDER TO DISQUALIFY 
TROY MILES SVELMOE, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
----------------· 
The Court having before it the timely Motion to Disqualify and good cause appearing, now, 
therefore 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Honorable FRED M. GIBLER be and hereby is 
disqualified from hearing the above-entitled proceeding. 
DATED this S day of November, 2014. 
FRED M. GIBLER 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the 7 day of November, 2014, addressed to: 
Kootenai County Public Defender FAX 446-1701 
K~1enai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 T ViaFax 
Interoffice Mail 
(\-1-.~,tµ-~ J-1uUrfffet2-
0RDER TO DISQUALIFY 
Page 1 
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ST A TE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff. 
vs. 
Troy Miles Svelmoe 
3667 W Furcula Drive 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83815 
Defendant. 
FIRST ,JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO 
. AND FOR THE COUNTY OF K001 AI 
324 W. GARDEN AVENUE 
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83814 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No: CR-2014-0018684 
ORDER ASSIGNING JUDGE ON 
DISQUALIFICATION WITHOUT CAUSE 
The Honorable Fred M. Gibler, being disqualified pursuant to I.C.R. 25(a) from proceeding further in the above 
entitled action: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Honorable John T. Mitchell, of the First Judicial District of the State of 
Idaho, is hereby assigned to take jurisdiction of the above entitled action for all further proceedings herein. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Clerk of the District Court of Kootenai County shall cause a copy of this 
Order Assigning Judge on Disqualification to be mailed or faxed to counsel for each of the parties, or if either of the 
parties are represented pro se, directly to the pro se litigant. 
DATED this __ /j,__~ __ day ofNovember, 2014. 
\_ QM.si~ (.. ~ 9 ru.0 
Lansing L. Haynes, Administrative District Judge 
I certify that copies of this Order were served as follows: 
~ Honorable John T. Mitchell, Interoffice Delivery (include file) 
~ Kootenai County Prosecutor - CR [ ] Interoffice Delivery waxed (208) 446-1833 
)><l Defendant's Counsel: Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
Mailed Hand Delivered __ [~axed (208) 446-1701 
Dated: 
By: 
November i2 , 2014 
Jim Brannon C'.Q:The~is~ 
DeputyC~ I 
CR Order Assigning Judge On Disqualification Without Cause 
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ORIGINAL 
Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 8759 
STAt£ .Of IOAifO ;!} 
~[lf'lYOF KOOTENAIJSS 
201~ NOV 12 Pit 2: 1,9 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
TROY MILES SVELMOE, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
_______________ ) 
CASE NUMBER CR-14-0018684 
Fel 
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL FOR 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION IN LIMINE AND 
MOTION FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE 
COMES NOW, the above named defendant by and through his attorney, Jay Logsdon, 
Deputy Public Defender, and provides the Court and opposing counsel with the following 
supplemental material in support of his motion for an Order to preclude the prosecuting attorney 
from introducing into evidence any evidence of the breath test result. The defendant further 
moves that the Court take judicial notice of these documents under I.R.E. 201. 
The following documents are attached and incorporated by reference: 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services, Standard Operating Procedure Breath Alcohol Testing, 
effective date 1/15/2009; 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services, Standard Operating Procedure Breath Alcohol Testing, 
effective date 4/23/2012; 
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL FOR DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION IN LIMINE AND MOTION FOR JUDICIAL 
NOTICE / Page 1 
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lo DATED this ____ day ofNovember, 2014. 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
BY: IY'-7-' - ,µ/l-i.._ 
/) ' J~S00: 
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by 
placing a copy of the same as indicated below on the 1? day of November, 2014, 
addressed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 
Via Fax 
~ Interoffice Mail 
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL FOR DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION IN LIMINE AND MOTION FOR JUDICIAL 
NOTICE Page3 
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Idaho State Police Forensic Services, Standard Operating Procedure Breath Alcohol Testing, 
effective date 1/16/2013; 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services, Standard Operating Procedure Breath Alcohol Testing, 
effective date 8/20/2013; 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services, Idaho Intoxilyzer 5000 Series Reference Manual, effective 
date 12/16/2006. 
State v. N auert, Kootenai County Cr-13-1017 6 (1st Dist. Ct. July 7, 2014) (Memorandum 
Opinion). 
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration produces a manual for students and 
instructors used nation-wide to train officers on how to do field sobriety testing. Attached is a 
copy of a summary of the changes made to the manuals between 2004 and 2006. On page four, 
the Court will find that the instructor manual was changed to read 
For training purposes, the SFST's are not at all flexible. They 
must be administered each time, exactly as outlined in this course. 
This change to stricter application of the testing was based on an Ohio Supreme Court opinion. 
See id. It would appear that the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration does not share 
or support the Idaho State Police's practice of deregulating in the face of officers failing to 
properly administer testing. 
SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL FOR DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION IN LIMINE AND MOTION FOR JUDICIAL 
NOTICE Page2 
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.:.c:··,:-·;.:.! 
IN TUE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
: 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FQR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO. 
Plaintiff/Respondent, 
vs. 
MARTIN EUGENE NAUERT, 
Defendant/Appellant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
i Case No. f!-_2013-10176 
MEMORANDUM OPINION 
In this case, the defendant; Martin ~ugene Nauert, entered a conditional 
guilty plea to Driving Under the Influence ~f Alcohol, a misdemeanor, in violation of 
I.C. § 18-8004. Nauert now appeals to this /Court, challenging the Magistrate 
Judge's denials of his Motion to Suppress a~d his Motion in Limine. The case was 
submitt.ed on the brief of Nauert without: o~al argument as authorized by I:A,R. 
37(e). For reasons that have never been explained, the State did not respond to 
· Nauert's briet: 
MEMORANDUM OPINION 1 
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BACKGBjOUND 
The State and Nauert stipulated to a/brief statement of facts; Nauert 
consented to an evidentiary breath test for ~he presence of alcohol in his body after 
being provided with an administrative lice~ suspension (ALS) warning. Nauert 
challenged the constitutional validity ofhieiconsent via a Motion to Suppress. He 
also filed a Motion in Llmine challenging t~ validity of the standard operating 
procedures (SOPs) and manuals ci·eated by ~he Idaho State Police (ISP) to govern 
evidentiary testing for akohol and the foun~atione for the admissibility of those test · 
results. 
The Magistrate Judge denied Nauel'~~s motion&. As a result of his challenges 
being rejected, Nauert entered a cond.ition'4 guilty plea and appealed the 
Magistrate Judge's decisions to this Court. ! 
' 
LA*1 
I 
I 
. ' 
A trial court's ruling on a motion to s~ppress is reviewed on a bifurcated 
standard. State u. Wheeler, 149 Idaho 364, ~<33 P.Sd 1286 (Ct. App. 2010). Findings 
' 
of fact supported by substantial evidence IU'.8 aooepted, but the reviewing court 
considers the application of constitutional Pfinciples de nouo, Id., 149 Idaho at S70, 
233 P.8d at 1292. 
The Fourth Amendment of the U.S. ¢onstitution provides that citiiens shall 
' 
be secure from unreasonable searches and i4tizures, and that no wan·ants shall be 
' 
issued except upon a showing of probable 04use. U.S. CONST. AMEND. IV. Article J, 
MEMORANDUM OPINION 2 
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§ 17 of the Idaho Constitution provides sim.~ar, although some would argue greater, 
protection against UJU'8asonable searches. i 
Consent is a well-recognized exceptio!l to the Fourth Amendmont 
' 
requirement for a search warrant. Wheeler,: 149 Idaho at 370, 233 P.3d at 1292. 
' 
Under Idaho Code § 18-8002(1)1 every oper~tor or a moto1· vehicle in the state of 
Idaho is deemed to have given consent to e~identiary testing for alcohol 
concentration.I This is commonly referred Ip as implied consent. Among other 
provisions, the implied consent statute auttjorizes the imposition of a $250 penalty 
a.n.d the suspension of one's driving privile~s for one year for refusal to submit to 
· testing. l.C. § 18-8002. Both the financial 1enalty and the loss of diiving privileges 
are characterized as civil penalties. A driv~r may also be shown to freely and 
voluntarily consent to an evidentiary test> such as a breath test, in light of all the 
. . 
circumstances. State v. Varte, 136 Idaho ~. 8fi2, _26 P.3d 81, 315 (2001). 
1 r:c. § 18-8002(1) atatea: . 
Any penon who drivee or ie in physical oontiol of a motor vehicle in this 8t:lte Slhall 
be deemed to have giv11q hia ~nient to ev.ide)ltiary testing for concentration of 
alcohol as defined in GeCtion 18-8004, Idaho ~de, and to have giveri his consent to 
e'9identiary telltint for the presence of drup;oi, other intoxicating substances, 
pnmded tqt 1uch teating-,is administered at tht, request of a peace officer having 
reasonable gtounda to believe that penion h~e been driving or in. actual physical 
control of a mot.or vehicle in violation of the pt'O'\l'llioru: of section lS.8004, Idaho 
Code, or section 18-8006, Idaho Code. \ 
MEMORANDUM OPINION 3 
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ANALYSIS 
The Magista-ate Judge Did Not Erl' in Denying Nauert's Motion to 
SuppX'etS, Because Nauert's Consent.to;Breath Testi11gWas Not Coerced 
Nauert argues that his consent was ~nconstitutional beca\lSe he was coerced 
into agreeing to have his breath tested for ~cohol. He contends he was forced to 
agree to the testing because of the onetous ~nalties he faced ifhe were to refuse 
testing. The ALS advisory i11forms the driver, am.ong other things: "You are 
required by law to take one O? more eviden~ test(s) to determine the 
concentration of alcohol or presence of dtu~ or other intoxicating substances in 
your body." Following this admonition is a }ist of civil penalties that may be 
imposed against a driver fur his :refusal to ~ndergo testing. (As noted, these include 
a fi11e of up to $250 and loss of one's driving pri'dleges for one year. The ALS 
advisory does not advise the driver that th~ t.est results, if they show an alcohol 
i 
concentration of .08 or above, may be introd.uced in a criminal trial and that such a 
showing would result in the driver being fo~d to have been operatini the vehicle 
while under the influence of alcohol. I. C. § ~8-8004(1)(a).) 
Nauert arg-aes that Missou1·i u. McN~ely: 133 S. Ct. 1552 (2013) requires a 
different analysis of what waming is required rP,garding his criminal case. Nauert 
ieexns to argue that because the unplied co*sent advisory does not advise the driver 
of the criminal implications of taking the test and failing it, that it cannot be 
considered a knowing, intelligent, and vol~tary waiver for criminal purposes. 
' 
InMcNuly, the U.S. Supreme Courtinoted that: 
MEMORANDUM OPINION 4 
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States have a broad r~nge of legal todls to enforce their drunk-driving 
la.we and to secure BAC evidence without undertaking warrantless 
nonconsensual blood dnwe. For ex~ple, all 50 States have adopted 
implied consent laws that require mo.toriats, as a condition of operati.ni 
a motor vehicle within the State, to consent to BAC testing if they are 
arrested or otherwise detained on su~picion of a drunk-driving offense. 
Id. at 1006. 
The McNeel:, Court also cited South f°kota v. Neville, 459 U.S. 553 (1988). 
In Neville, the U.S. Supreme Court reviewe~ certain aspects of South Dakota's 
implied consent law. Id. The Supreme Co1*t found that the law allowed a one-year. 
civil revocation of a drivers license for refusal to allow testing after the dri~er was 
' 
given an opportunity for a hearing. Id., 45~ U.S. at 560. The Supreme Court then 
stated succinctly: "Such penalty for refusing to take blood-alcohol test is 
unquestionably legitimate, assuming appropriate procedural pt'Otections." Id. 
However, the U.S. Supreme Court further s:tnted. in a footnote: 
Even though the officers did not specjfically advise respondent that the 
test results could be used against hiii in court, no one would seriously 
cont.end that his failure to warn wouid nlake the test results 
inadmissible, had respondent choaen:to submit to the test .... 
While the State did not actu.ally war$ respondent that the test results 
could be 11sed against him [iu a crixnmal trial], we hold that such a 
failure to warn was nat the sort of .i~plicit promise to forego use of 
evidence that would unfairly "trick" respondent if the evidence were 
later offered against him at trial .... ( 
Id .• 469 U.S. at 565 n. 16, 566. 
Given that McNeel1 specifically referrnces Neville, it does not requi-re the 
invalidation of the consent to breath test in;a criminal case. This Court is troubled 
by the advisory warning's failure to mentio~ that the breath test administered may 
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be used in a criminal prosecution. Were it not £or the controlling precedent of Sou.th 
Dakota u. Neuille, aud the U.S. Supreme C$rt1s tacit recognition of the continuing 
. . 
viability of Neville, this Court would find th~t N11.uert's consent was invalidated by a 
failure to warn him of the criminal consequ~nces of taking and failing the breath 
. test.2 It is not possible to conclude that Na~ert'B consent was knowing, intelligent, 
or voluntary absent the footnote in Neville. : However, this Court is constrained by 
the decision of the United States Supreme ¢ourt in Neville, where the justices 
det.ermined that officeta need not specifica)~y warn a driver that alcohol test results 
may be used against him in a criminal trial). Neville, 459 U.S. at 665 n. 16. As a 
result, this Court must conclude that Nauett's consent was valid for the purposes of 
criminal prosecution, and the Magistrate Jidgc did not err in denying the motion t.o 
suppress. 
The Magistrate Judie Erred In Denying Nauert's Motion in Limine, 
Because the State Did Not Offer the Breath Testing Evidence Th.rough a 
Valid Alternative to Expert Testimony/Under the Rules of Evidence 
The gravamen of Nauert's motion in ~ne is that the S0Ps and manuals, 
formulated by the ISP to implement the st.t~tutes authorizin~ breath-testing and its 
admissibility in court, have never been adopted as rules, Because of the ISP's 
failu:re to promulgate rules, the procedures required to establish the reliability of 
the breath testing were not fulfilled and th~ magistrate judge should have rejected 
a It sllollkt be pointed out that a drwar in Nauert's si~on ii not entitled to the advice of counsel 1,1nder 
the circumt~. Matta of McN,ely, 119 ldahci 182, 1~, 8°' P .2d 911,918 (Ct. App, 1990); LC. S 18--
8002(2), As • RtUlt, Naaert wu newr informed of the lepl consequences he faced in a criminal 
prosecution and he was deprived of the •billty to be aj>prised or the tOnsequerices by his lawyer. 
Consequently. it is hard to '111\deutand how Nauert's c~ wu knowing, il'ltelligent, or voh1ntal')', 
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the results of Nauert's breath testing when challenged through the motion in 
limine. This Court agrees that whatever.el~ can be said of the S0Ps and manuals 
they are not "rules" and therefore do not haye the effect of rules. Consequently, the 
magistrate judge erred when he denied Na~ert's motion in limine. 
Idaho Code §§ 18-8002A(3) and 18-sqo4( 4) purportedly exercise the state 
legislature's power to regulate the admiss~ of alcohol testing evidence in DUI 
caaes.3 These statutes confer 11pon the ISP,: an executive branch agency, the 
"responsibility for auth.o:ri:d.ng alcohol conte~t testing procedures ... " State v. 
3 l.C. § 18-8002A(3) state,: 
Rulemaking authoriiy of the Idaho state palk:ct; The Idaho state police may, pursuant to 
chapter 52, title 67, Idaho Code, prescribe by rqle: 
{a) What testing is required to complete ~esitiary testing under this section; and 
(b) What calibration or checking of testing equjpmunt must be performed to comply with 
~ department's i-equitemenb. Any rules Qf tlJe Idaho state polkie shall be in accordance 
with the following: a hist tor alcohol concentra~ in breath as defined in section 18-8004, 
Idaho Code, and subsection (l)(e) of this sec~ 'Will be valid for the purposes of this 
section jf the breath alcohol tesUilg ln~;was approved for testing by the Idaho 
state police in accordance with section 18-8004j Idaho C.ode, at any time within ninety 
(90) days befoni the evidentiary testing. A test _for alrohol conamtration in blood or urine 
as defined in section 18-8004, Idaho Code, thlt:iS reported by the Idaho state police or by 
any laboratory approved l1y the Idaho state po!ice to perform this fest will be valid for 
tlw purposes of du,; section. . 
I.C. 8 l8-800i(4) states: , 
Fo1 purposes of this chapter, an evidentiary te4t for Blcohol concentration shall be based 
upon a fomiula of grams of akohol per one h~recl (l 00) cubic: (entimeterS of blood, per 
two hundred ten (210) liters of brealh or sixty-seven (67) milliliters of urine. A1llllY5ls of 
blood, urine or breath for the purpose of deterininiPg the akohol concentration shall be 
peifonned bi)' a laboratory operate<\ by the Idaho state police or by a laboratory 
apptOVed by the Idaho stalle police under the pn>vislon1 of approval and certification 
1landud1 lo be aet by that department. 01 by my ol:hltr method approved by the ldahQ 
atah= polka. Notwilhitanding any other prav~on l>f Jaw or 11,IJe of court, the results of 
any 1e5t for ak:ohol concentiatioa and re<:ords relating to calibration, approval, 
cerliflcalion or quality conttol pwformed by a iabomao,y operated or approved by the 
Idaho atate police or by al'IY other method apptc,ved by the Idaho state police sh•II be 
admissible in any proc:eedins in thia state withput the necessity of producing a wllness to 
establish the reliability ol the testing procedu~ for examination. 
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Besaw, 155 Idaho 134, ~ -_, 306 P.3d 219, 227-29 (Ct. App. 2013) (discussing 
State v. Bell, 115 Idaho 36, 764 P.2d 113 (C~. App. 1988)). 
Under this statutory duty and authority, the ISP has generated 
administrative rules. the SOPs, and the breath t.esting manuals. The ISP has 
promulgated IDAPA 11.03.01.014.0S, which reads as follows: 
Bieath tests shall be administered! in: coniormity with standards 
established by the department. Standards shall be developed fo1· each 
type of breath testing instrument u~d in Idaho, and such standards 
shall be issued m the form of analytical 111etbods and standard 
operating procedures. [Effective] (4,.7~ 11) 
The SOPs and manuals are not contained in IDAPA 11.03.01. Neither are 
they formally incorporated by reference in that chapter.• No court has ever 
; 
determined that the SOPs and manuals co~stitute "rules" for purposes of the APA. 
&saw, 155 Idaho at_,_ n. 2, 306 P.3dfat 225, 226 n. 2 C'[T)he Idaho State 
Police agency is charaed with prescribin& bt role approved equipment for testing 
breath alcohol content and standards fur ac(ministration of such tests. We have 
treated (the S0Ps and manuals] as 'rules' ~r tM purpose of judicial review because 
the parties have done so and because they ~nstitute the only materials by which 
the ISP has purported to authorize testh~g instruments and methods .... We have 
not, however, held that these SOPs and m~uals act11ally constitute 'tules' or that 
' On the ollier hand, under IDAP A l1.o.l.Ot.004 the ISP;, tiu fonnally inc:orpon~ a l~t of conforming 
breath testing devices which have been approved by the ISP. This action superseded 1t11e decision ol tM 
Court of Appeals in Af/btd, whtch said that approval ~ breath 1e$t:lng device& was 11~ an agency •ction 
subject to tlterequiremenlsof UteAPA. Seate u. Alford, 1$9 Idaho 696, 597-98, 83 P.Sd 139, 141-49 
(Ot. App. ZOCH). . i 
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the ISP has 'p.rescribed by rule' testing ins~ents and niethods as contemplated 
by [statute]; that issue ha& ne\rer been presented to this Court."). 
In Besaw, the Court of Appeals reco#zed that there was "troubling 
information about the manner in which the(S0Ps for breath testing have been 
developed or amended ... " Besaw, 306 P.3~ at 229. The Court of Appeals found 
that certain "emails and memos to and from ISP (were] disturbing {because they) 
lacked any apparent regard for the way proposed changes could affect the validity of 
the tests." Id. The Buaw court disapproved of the apparent objective of ce1•tain ISP 
personnel to ''thwart all possible defense c~llenges to the admission of breath tests 
rather than to adopt standards that will lD,~ximi~ the accuracy of tests upon which 
individuals may be convicted. of serious cri1es and deprived of their libert}r," Id. 
The court also noted that there seemed to ~ "a conscious avoidance of any 
opportunity for suggestions Ol' critiques fro~ pet'SODS outside the law enforcement 
community.'' Id. In a footnote, the Court 01 Appeals explained that avoidance _of 
scrutiny for the SOPs would be impossible if they had been promulgated according 
t.o the .APA. Id. at 229 n. 5. 
Under the APA. an administrative r\tl(l ini.plementing a statute tnust unde1•go 
a specific process to become final. and given;the force and effect of law. The SOPs. 
and manuals have not been p1'0mulgated.to(comport with APA rulemaking 
requirement.a. The ISP pro-rides no notice ~ the administrative bulletin before the 
SOPs and manuale are adopted (as require~ by I.C. §§ 67 -5220 and 67-5221): the 
ISP accepts no public comments and holda ~o public heariog on the SOPs (as 
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required by I.C. § 67-5222); the ISP does not submit the SOPs to any legislative 
review (as required by LC.§§ 67-5228 and d,7-5291). Certainly, from a procedural 
and legal standpQint, the S0Pe and manuaTu are not administrative rules. 
Given that the S0Ps and manuals h~ve never been established as "rules," the 
question facing this Court is a matter of fir,t impression: lu.·e the SOPs and 
manuals valid authority which enable the admission of Nauert1s b:reatb testing 
without expert testimony? To answer that ~nquiry, this Court must ask the 
unavoidable question of what the SOPs andi manuals are: Since they are not rules, 
what legal effect do they have? 
Because the SOPs and mamutls are ~ot rules, they cannot be given the force 
and effect of law generally ascribed to ac:bn+i.strati've rules. Mead. 117 Idaho at 
664, 791 P.2d at 414. The S0Pe are, at m~t. internal guidelines or standards. See . 
Service Empuzyee6 ln.t1 Uriwn, weal 6 o. I~ Dept. of Health & Welfare, 106 
Idaho 756, 759, 688 P.2d 404, 407 (1984} {r~affirmed in Nation v. State, Dept. of 
Correction, 144 Idaho 177, 158 P.3d 953 (2007)). As internal guidelines, the S0Ps 
. . 
and manuals may be changed with illlpunity by the agency head whenever he 
chooses, and are not vetted by anyone otliei: than the ISP. Internal guidelines do 
not have the force and effect of law. Id. Th~y can only govern the internal 
management of an agency and cannot affect private tight$ or procedures available 
to the public. lcl. As a reeult, internal guid~lines a:re also in.capable of affecting the 
Rules of Evidence. 
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The APA provides no saving support for the authority of the SOPs and 
manuals. AP. defined by I.C. § 67-5201(21), ~ "standard" is: 
[A] manual, guideline. criterion, specification, requirement 
measurement or othe!' authoritative principle providing a model or 
pattern in comparison with which the correctness or appl"Opriateness of 
specified actions, practices or proced~res may be determined. 
' ' 
Without incorporation by reference and in ci>mpliance with the APA, the SOPs and 
manuals have no legal effect beyond the maragernent of the ISP. At most, the 
SOPs and manuals are unincorporated sta~dards, manuals, and internal 
guidelines, nothing :rnore. As a result they ~ave no power to give effect to I.C. §§ 18-
. 8002A(8) and 18M8004(4). It is inexplicable ~hat such an insubstantial basis could 
divert the course of the judiciary in the ma~ner it has. Nevertheless, that is where 
we no-ware. 
What the ISP has done is, in effect. ~nstruct an end. run around the APA and 
ultimately the Rules of Evidence. If the IS~ were required to follow 1·ule makiiig 
procedures, the SOPs and manuals would a~ least be subject to outside scrutiny. To 
the extent they are arbitrary or capricious, they could be struck down. I.C. § 67-
5279. While the state legislature ia not reqµired to prescribe standai'ds to conuol 
an agency's rulemaking discretion, the legislation itself or the agency's internal 
guidelines should provide .. meaningful sare~rds against arbitrary decision 
making' such as a right to a hearing or jud~cial review. Sun Valley Co. u. Cit:, of 
Sun Valley, 109 Idaho 424, 428, 708 P . .2d 117, 151 (1985) (abrogated on other 
grounds). A& noted by the Idaho Court of Appeals, m. .&law, there is "troubling 
infor=ation about the manner in which theiSOPs for breath testing have been 
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developed or amended ..... Besaw, 155 Idaho at_ , 306 P.3d at 229. 'J'his 
conclusion is especially disconcerting when it is remembered that the results of the 
breath test effectively create strict liability for a driver whose breath test shows an 
alcohol coilcentration of 0.08 or more. The :tesult of where we are today is that there 
. . 
is no scientific support for the pn>cesses to be employed in a.d:sninistering a t.est that 
holds a driver strictly liable for driving under the influence. Not only is this result 
prohibited by our Rules of Evidence, it also fails to meet the requirement of 
fundamental fairness. 
As the process currently stands, the~ ate no "meaningful safegua.tdsn to 
ensure that the SOPs are neither arbitrny ~r capricious. (In fact, the Court of 
Appeals has cast serious doubt on the SOP~ and manuale because they seem to be 
promulgated in a way to avoid scrutiny. Besau.•, 155 Idaho at_, 306 P.3d at 229.) 
Thete is no indication whatsoever that the ~gislature itself exercises an.~ oversight 
of the deYelopment of the SOPs and manuais. Without oversight. there is no 
assurance that the SOPs and manuals are ~nything other than self-seNing_ 
Given that the SOPs and !Xlanuals a~ not rules, they cannot supplant the 
Rules of Evidence. (They also cannot abrogate the separation of powers doctrine or 
the requirement of due process, but those ate other issues.) 1.R.E. 1102 makes it 
clear that statutes and rules cannot affect $e Rules of Evidence: "Statutory 
provisions and rules governiJig the admi~ility of evidence, to the extent they are 
evidentiar:, and to the extent that they are in conflict with applicable rules ofldaho 
Rules of Evidence, are of no force or eiiect.11 1 With that as a starting point, it is a 
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'fortiori that the SOPs and manuals, wblch ~ neither statutes nor rules, could 
somehow effect a change of the nde, of evi~nce in the way sought. If statutes and 
rules cannot alter the Rules of Evidence, soµietbing that has never been 
promulgated as a rule surely cannot affect the Rules of Evi<Jence. 
The admissibility of evidence is a roa~ter within the inherent judicial power of 
the Idaho Supreme Court to establish rulesiand procedures. Idaho Const., Art. V, 
§§ 2, 13; I.C. § 1-212 (recognizing the judi~ry's inherent powers); and I.R.E. 1102 
(which reflects the judiciaey's primacy whe~ it comes to Jnatters of evidence: 
"Statutory provisions and rttles governing t~Et admissibility of evidence, to the 
extent they are evidentiary and to the e:itterlt. that they are in conflict with 
applicable rules of Idaho Rules of Evidence,; are of no force or effect. j. The 
legislature has no power to deprive the judiciary of its powers, but may regulate by 
law, when necessary, the methods of proceeding in the exercise of those powers of 
all the courls inferio:r to the Supreme Court~ so long as it does not conflict with the 
state constitution. Idaho Const., Art. V, § 1~. The Rules of Evidence may only be 
amended by the Supreme Court. Art. V, § 13 does not eive the legislature the 
; 
ability t.o modify those Rules of Evidence. I~deed. "to the extent that the rule [of 
i 
evidence] places greater strictures upon t~ use of such evidence than does the 
statute, the rule must govern." State ti, Ricks, 122 Idaho 856, 860, 840 P.2d 400, 
404 (Ct. App. 1992). 
. The Coart of Appeals bas, somewhat;inexplicably, concluded that I.C. § 18-
8002A(3) simply provide& an alternative m~thod to satisfy the foundational 
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requirements for scientific t.estimony in the \Rules of Evidence. State u. Nickerson, 
132 ldaho 406, 410-11, 97S P.2d 758, 762~3 (Ct. App. 1999). However. the case · 
law upon which Nickerson relies makes it cfuar that the statutes have not done 
away with foundational requirements. See $tote u. Bell, 115 Idaho 36, 39, 764 P.2d 
113, 117 (Ct. App. 1988): 
The acceptance by the Legislature of test procedures as designated by 
the Idaho Department of Health and Welfare does not wholly eliminate 
the need of establishing foundational:requirements fol' a test result. 
This is Tequired 8'V8P. in light of the legislative dil'8ctive to utilize a.n 
expedient means to admit such evidence. The adoption of the 
particular test procedure merely reco~i~s the validity and reliability 
of that particular accepted test. It must still be established at trial 
that those procedures which eI16ure the reliability and in tum the 
accuracy of the test have been met. \ 
What has been happening with the SOPs al)d manuals as of late is more than just a 
legislative substitute for scientific reliahilitt. The fact of the matter is that the ISP 
is now vested with the unilateral power to pl'oscribe the admission of breath testing 
evidence in Idaho's courts. As a result, this:statute violates the separations of 
powers doctrine, Stote v. Moore, 150 Idaho i1, 20,244 P.3d 161, 164 (2010) "The 
sepal't\tion of powers doctrine embodies the ~noept that the three branches of 
government, legislative, e~ecutive and judi~al, should remain separate and distinct 
so that each is able to operate independent~.'" (quoting Sweeney u. Otter, 119 Idaho 
185,189,804 P.2d 308, S12 (1990)); &tep v.\ Com.m'rs of Boundary County, 122 
Idaho 845, 347, 884 P.2d 862,864 (1992) "The only exception to the separation of 
! 
powel'S doctrine OCCu.i'S where the exercise or another branch's power i& expresaly 
: 
direct.ed or permitted by the constitution.'' 
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It is unsettling to think tbat the ISP ~ allowed to draft SOPs and manuals 
given the force and effect of law without any oversight. This is tantamount to a 
wholesale assignment of 1Jower to an execut~e branch agency, when the Supreme 
Court has said this is an area solely govorn~d by the Court. It is axiomatic tbat"the 
legislature is vested with the authority to ~ake laws, not the executive. Idaho 
Const., Art. Ill, § l, Art. II, §1. It is even m~re unsettling to think that the lSP 
; 
would be granted the power to dictate the pi-ocedural operations of the judicial 
branch. This is a prerogative the judiciary, /at least in the paet, has been unwilling 
to relinquish. R.E. W. CoMt, Co. v. Di8t. Ct. \of the Third Judicial Dist., 88 Idaho 
426, 437-88, 400 P .2d 390, 397 (1965); see r.i/,so, I~ re SRBA Case No. 39576, 128 
Idaho 246, 255, 912 P.2d 614, 623 (1995). / 
This Court is unwilline to endorse th~ ISP's unchecked exercise of power over 
the judicial process. The judiaiary of this s~te "has consistently acted to protect 
a2ainst encroachment of one department-of/government on another." Mead, 117 
Idaho at 669, 791 P.2d at 419. In deciding ~ases and contro-v<irsies the judiciary 
must be mindful of the "enduring conseque~ces upon the balanced power structure,, 
of our dexnocratic system. Id. (quoting the (J.B. Supreme Court's opinion in 
Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. u. Sa_wyer, 343 U.S. 1579 (1952)). The ISP cannot 
unilaterally direct what foundation, i£ an_y, is required for the admission of breath 
test evidence in Idaho's courts. Yet the current system amounts t.o the functional 
equivalent of a transfer of that authority. 
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CONCL~SION 
For the reasons stated above, this Co~rt concludes that the Magistrate Judge 
erred in overruling Nauert's challenge to th~ admissibility of Nauert's breath test 
results without an adequate foundation be~g laid. Accordingly, the Ord.er Denying 
the Motion Limine is reversed and the case ~emanded for further proceedings 
consistent with this opinion. 
1 
Dated this.£. day of July 2014. 
~ rl&----Jo{listagner 
Dist~t Judge 
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Glossary 
Approved Vendor: A source/provider/manufacturer of an approved standaro shall be explicitly approved as a vendor of 
premixed alcohol simulator solutions or dry gas alcohol cylinders fur distnbution within Idaho. 
Breath Alcohol Test: A series of separate breath samples provided during a breath testing sequence. 
Breath. Alcohol Te.sting Sequence: A sequence of events as determined by the Idaho State Police Forensic Services, which 
may be directed by either the instrument or the Operator, but not both, and may consist of air b~ perfonnance 
verification, intemal standard checks, and breath samples. 'lJ 
Br~th Te~ S~list (BTS): ~ ~~dual _who has completed an advanced training class~~ by the Idaho State 
Police Forensic Services. BTS certification ts valid for 2 years. rt;,.._. 
Certificate or Analysis: A certificate stating 1he standards used for performance verifica~ve been tested and approved 
for use by the ISPFS. • ~ 
Certificate of Approval: A certificate stating that an individual brea1h alcohol~ instrument has been evaluated by the 
ISPFS and found to be suitable for forensic alcohol testing. The certifica~ thE;,,._ 5tgnature of an Idaho State Police 
Forensic Services Lab Manager, and 1he effective date of the instrument ~'wt. ~ 1 
Changeover Class: A training class for CUtTently certified pers~~during · ey are taught theory, operation, and 
proper testing procedure for a new make or model of instrumen..!_tP.fg ado their agency. Breath Testing Specialists 
attend BTS training that qualifies them to perform BTS duti~f~'if"to . t. 
Evidentiary Test: A breath test performed on a subj~~} f~al evidentiary or legal purposes. A distinction 
is made between evidentiarytesting and community~ or ~ests perfmmed with the instrument. 
Idaho Sta .. Polle, Fo.....,. So,vke, ~ly ~ the Bureau ofF..-ic Se<vice,, the JSPFS i, dedicated 
to providing forensic science services to · · al j~ system of Idaho. ISPFS is the administrative body for 1he 
breath alcohol testing program per IDAP . l. ~ (lJ 
MIP/MI0. An abbreriation used ~e~po""""'" o, mino< in """"'"""'on of alcobol. 
Ope.rator Certification: The ~ of~ satisfied the training requirements for administering breath alcohol tests as 
established by the ISPFS. ~r ce:_e~ is valid for 2 years. 
Operator. Anindivi~WJSPFS "qualified by tn,ining 1o administe, breath alcobo! "8ts. 
BTS/Opera~1~. ~An ISPFS-approved training class for prospective or uncertified breath alcohol Operators/Breath 
Testing Spec~ 
Perfo--0":;erifieation: A verification of the accuracy of the breath testing instrument utilizing a perlormance 
v~V~d. Perfonnance verification should be reported to three decimal places. While ISPFS uses the term 
~e verification, manufacturers and othexs may use a term such as "calibration check" or "simulator check." 
Performance Verification standard: An ethyl alcohol standard used fot field performance verifications. Toe standard is 
provided by and/or approved by ISPFS. 
Recertification Class: A training class for currently certified personnel. completion of which results in uninterrupted 
continuation of their Operator or BTS status for an additional 2 years. 
Waiting Period/Monitoring Period/Deprlvatiou Period/Observation Period: time period prior to administering a breath 
alcohol test, in which an officer monitors the test subject/individual. 
Idaho Breath Alcohol Standard Operating Procedure 
Issuing Authority-ISPFS Quality Manager 
Revision S Effective 8/2012013 
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SOP Section 
2 
2 
3.2.1 
2.1 
2.2 
2.1.2 
2.1.2 
2.1.2 
2.1 
2 
2.1.2 
2.1 
2 
2 
------------------- ---------
Breath Alcohol Standard Operating Procedure 
List of Revisions 
Topic 
Delete reference to ALS 
Date of Revision 
June 1, 1995 
0.02/0.20 solutions 
Valid breath tests 
~l, 1995 
·~00ctober 23, 1995 
n~ Alco-Sensor calibration checks e,....v 
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2.1 ~~ 
2 April 1, 1997 
2.R,,o 
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Alco-Sensor and Intox.ilyzer 5000 
calibration check 
Calibration checks for the Intoxilyzer 5000 
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Bureau of Forensic Services were changed to 
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Record Management 
Deleted sections on relocating, repairing, recah"brating, 
and loaning of instruments from previous revision. 
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2.1, 2.2 
2.2.1.1.2.2 
2.2.1.1.2.2 
2.1.2.1 and 2.2.4 
2.2.1.1.2.2 
1.2 
1.5 
2 
2.2 
2. 
Alco-Sensor and Intoxilyzer 5000 calibration checks 
Deleted sections on blood and urine samples 
for alcohol determination 
Operator certification record management 
Reformat numbering 
Requirement for running 0.20 simulator solution 
Changed 3-sample to ''two print cards". 
August I, 1999 
August 1, 1999 
January 29, 2001 
August 18, 2006 
r>~ 
• V~ovember 27, 2006 
Deleted "simulator port'' and ''two print cards". 
Simulator temperature changed from "should" 
to "must''. 
~~ May 14, 2007 
c.:JO' May 14,2007 
Clarification of 0.20 calibration checks. p;~ 
Addedtbel.ifelocFC20 ~(l;<::- . ~ 
Deleted requirement that the~~« 
utilize the same technology !.t~T~ ~rotly 
certified ~ C,f.Q ~ 
Modified the acc~~e ~'iiMator solutions to 
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~-l;h i;0~.2.4, 2.2.5 
~-~10 
2.1.3, 2.1.4.1, 2.1.9 
Clarification: a "calibration check" consists of a 
pair of samples in sequence and both samples 
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proceeding with subject testing. A 0.20 solution 
should be replaced every 20-25 samples. Clarified 
the correct procedme for performing a calibration check. 
January 14. 2009 
Clarification: Added "before and after"to the 0.08 and July 7, 2009 
0.20 calibration checks. within 24 homs of a subject test. 
Toe official time and date of the cahorati.on check is the 
time and date recorded on the printout, or the time and date 
recorded in the log, whichever corresponds to the calibration 
check referenced in section 2.1.3 or 2.1.4. l. 
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The entire SOP was rewritten to incoi:porate language changes regarding 
performance verifications., and to clear-up ambiguities associated with 
the 0.20 verification and the relevance to cases not inv~g an 18-
8004C charge. Scope and safety sections were added0'oobleshooting, 
MIP/MIC sections added. ·~G 
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Section 6.2 clarified for instrum~ts .. ~' added sections 6.2.2.3, 6.2.23.1 
and 6.2.2.4, added section 8.0 for ·· I.MIC procedure, clarified section 
5.1.3 for the use of 0.20 soluti ed ~ent to 6.0 
Section 5.0 modified to ~fl:t..c~practices and be in agreement with 
AM 1.0 for certification~~~- Updated 5.2.5 to clarify 
performance verifi~. \t. 
. ~- e,.~ 
Changes were~to~: Glossary, Scope, Safety, 4.3, 4.3.3, 4.4, 4.4.1, 
4.4.4, s. . .~:i. 5. , .1.5, 5.2.4, 5.2.s, 5.2.10, 6.1.2, 6.1.4, 6.1.4.1, 
6.1.4.2, 65.{J, 6.2.2.x_&: .3.1, 6.2.2.4, 7.1.1. Sections 4.4.3.l, 5.1.4.2, 5.2.4.1, 
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.2, 43.1, 4.4.5, 4.5.1, 4.5.2, 5, 5.1.2.l, 5.1.3.1, 5.1.3.2, 5.1.4.1, 0 .4. .4.3, 5.1.9, 6.1, 6.1.3, 6.1.4.1, 6.1.4.2, 6.1.4.3, 6.2, 6.2.l, 6.2.2.I, 
~ 6~ .2.4, 8.1, 8.3, 8.3.l, and 8.3.2.1 
>,..'q ~ 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
Quantitative Analysis for Alcohol in Breath by Approved 
Breath Testing Instruments. 
Scope R, 
This method describes the Idaho State Police Foj?·ensi &'rvices (ISPFS) 
procedure, for use by agencies external to ISPF. S, for the · of breath for the 
presence of volatile compounds using an approved brea~ · g instrument. This 
method provides for the quantitative analysis of ethanol. ~ 
Following all the recommendations of this procedure will establish the 
scientific validity of the breath alcohol test Failm et all of the recommendations 
within this procedure does not disqualify the b~ hlco~ test, but does allow for the 
questioning of the breath alcohol tests as ~1?~~-t i.l'ofuldation of admissibility in 
court. The foundation can be set, throu~ te · y a Breath Testing Specialist 
expe11 or ISPFS expert in breath testin~ to th~· . tial ramifications of the deviation 
from the procedure as written. ~ (J 0 
/)0 &~ 
Safety ~ ~' 
Within the J of ~~ alcohol testing, the general biohazard safety 
prec~utions should ~")to is due ~o the potential infectio~ materials that may 
be J~ uffmth g the sampling of the breaJh. Caution should be lillcen 
that the exp· . th · directed towards the officer or other unrelated bystander. 
Other m present include, but are not limited to, the use of compressed 
gas cyli · ~ e alcohol solutions, or other volatile materials. 
c} ~'~ 
~trumeli'and Operator Certification 
.('\0 To ensure minimlllil standards are met, individual breath testing instruments, 
Q""< Operators, and !3reath Te~ing S~ialists (BTS) must be 8PJ?roved ~d certified_ by_the 
t') ~ Idaho State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS). The ISPFS will establish and mamtain a 
, list of approved instruments by manufacturer brand or model designation for use in the 
state. 
4.1 Approval of Breath Testing Instruments. In order to be approved and certified 
each instrument must meet the following criteria: 
4.1.1 The instrument shall analyze a reference sample or analytical test 
standard, the results of which must agree within +/- 10% of the target. 
value or such limits set by ISPFS. 
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4.2 
4.3 
4.1.2 The certification procedures shall be adequate and appropriate for the 
analysis of breath specimens for the detennination of alcohol 
concentration for law enforcement. 
4.1.3 Any other tests deemed necessary to correctly and adequately evaluate the 
instrument to give accurate results in routine breath alcohol testing. 
The ISPFS may, for cause, remove a specific instrument by seri~umber from 
evidential testing and suspend or withdraw certification thereof 0 
Operators become certified by completing a trainin~g cl ·~roved by ISPFS. 
Certification is for 2 calendar years. Certification · ow the Operator to 
perform all functions required to obtain a valid . alcohol test. It is the 
responsibility of the individual Operator to ~~ ir current certification; the 
ISPFS may not notify Operators that their ce:_o/u is about to expire. 
4.3.1 Recertification for another 2 y~. ·od i!_\achieved by completing an 
ISPFS approved Operator class&Y~ ~~of the 2 years 
4.3.2 If the individual fails to to~omplete the class (including the 
written and practical" t or ~s their certification stains to expire, 
he/she must retake~ erat~ in order to become certified. 
4 3 3 If - D O~,s. . . eel, h indi' 'dual . d 
. . current ~r c on 1s exprr t e VI 1s not approve 
to run evi~y br,~"4 cohol tests on the instrument in question lllltil 
the Ope~'l;ss t5ompleted. 
4.3.3~ere~o grace periods or provisions for extension of Operator 
~o C:~'o~ 4.30 '2;tk ~ State Police Forensic Services· may revoke Operator 
<, ~ ce~on for cause. Examples of what may constitute grollllds for o' ~tion may in:clu~ falsifi~ation of records, failure to perform required. 
-..\ ~rfonna.nce venficatio~ failure to successfully pass an Operator 
~ recertification class and failure to meet standards in performance of 0 proficiency tests . 
.tOq 
x' 
NOTE: Individuals certified under previous revisions of this SOP (before 
August 16, 2013) remain under the expiration dates specified in those 
SOPs. Specifically, issued cards with expiration dates of "the last day of 
the 26"' month following their certification" will be valid until the 
expiration of that issued card. After July 1, 2013 all certificates are 
issued online by 1SPFS with a two year expiration date. 
4.4 Breath Testing Specialists (BTS) are Operators who have completed an 
advanced training class and are ISPFS-certified to perform routine instrument. 
maintenance, teach instrument operation skills and proctor proficiency tests for 
instrument Operators. 
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4.4.1 BTS certification is obtained by completing an approved BTS training 
class. 
NOTE: The prior Operator status on a particular instroment requirement 
is waived for new instrumentation. 
4.4.2 BTS Certification is valid for 2 years. 
4.4.3 If BTS certifi~ation is allowed t~ expir:, he/she may 1\0),~ger perform 
any BTS specific or Operator duties relating to that ~ar instrument. 
4.4.3.1 BTS specific duties entail the~e of Operator skills, 
proctoring of proficiency tests for Operato estifying as experts on 
alcohol physiology and instrument func~oei urt. 
4.4.4 BTS certification is renewable by c~~g an approved BTS training 
class. 0 '\" ~ 
4.4.5 The Idaho State Police For~~#y revoke BTS certification for 
cause. Examples of what 1'ty-co_,eme grounds for revocation may 
include falsifi~ation of 0. rds~·-ure to perform required performance 
verification, failure .. cces pass a BTS recertification class and 
failure to meet as in~ clucting Operator training and proctoring 
proficiency te . ~0 
NOTE~· J.. ~ua!£. ~ed under previous revisions of this SOP (before 
Augu, 201 ~ain under the expiration dates specified in those 
SOPs. eci , issued cards with expiration dates of "the last day of 
61: fo~lowing their certification'' will be vali~ until the 
a that zssued card. After July J, 2013 all certificates are 
, Q! me by ISPFS with a two year expiration date. 
4.5 ~dop'-.~Ya new instrument by an agency will require updating any BTS and 
X.~ V0pe~ in that agency in the use of the new instrument. 
'!ZJ'.,... 4.5.l A cunently certified BTS may become a certified BTS for a new 
~ instrument by completing an ISPFS approved BTS Instrumentation class 
./""J ,O and proficiency test using the new instrument. 
' 4.5.2 A currently certified Operator may certify on a new instrument by 
completing an ISPFS approved Operator Instrumentation Class and 
proficiency test using the new instrument. 
4.5.3 Individuals not currently certified as Operators must complete an 
Operator Class for each approved instrument. 
4.6 Record maintenance and management. It is the responsibility of each 
individual agency to store performance verification records, subject records, 
maintenance records, instrument Jogs, or any other records as pertaining to the 
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evidentiary use of breath testing instruments and to maintain a current record of 
Operator certification. 
4.6.1 It is the responsibility of the agency to see that the said records are stored 
and maintained a minimum of (3) years in accordance with IDAPA 
11.03.01. 
4.6.1.1 Records may be subject to periodic audit by the I~ State Police 
Forensic Services. 0 
4.6.2 The Idaho State Police Forensic Services will no~~esponsible for the 
storage of such records not generated by ISPFS. Q) '\. ... g 
~v 
!'>~ . 
~v :;\ 
~
0 cP~ 
0 ~ 
~() ~0 
~o 0" 
0 ~ ~~ 0~ 
Cj ~e; 
':S:-o ~o 
>...'li ~ 
&'v 0o ~ 0 '0<::-
(l:J' 
0~ 
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5. Performance Verification of Breath Testing Instruments 
Performance verifications aid Operators, the Breath Testing Specialist (BTS) and 
the Idaho State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS) in determining if a breath testing 
instrument is functioning correctly. Performance verifications are performed using a 
performance verification standard. The standard is provided by and/or approved by 
ISPFS. The certificate of analysis confirms the target value and acceptable range of the 
standards used for the verification and includes the acceptable values fo~h standard. 
Note: The ISPFS confirmed target values should be taken directly fro~ Ce11i:ficate of 
Analysis for each standard lot and not from the bottles/cylinders.~~-
5.J Alco-Sensor and Lifeloc FCW-Portable. fJ'??~ Testing Instrument 
Performance Verification ~ 
5.1.1 The Alco-Sensor and Lifeloc FJO'b~rtalde breath testing instrument 
perfonnance veri!icati_on is/.'e"\;"~g,..@.-Jrunately 0.08 and/or 0.20 
perfonnance venficat.Ion ~dar~ded by and/or approved by 
ISPFS. ., '2, ~ 
5.1.2 The performance ~~~:i~ing the 0.08 and 0.20 performance 
verification s~"l'two samples. 
5.1.2.1 Fo~ Li~~C20, :the perfo~ce verifications ~an be 
~"'eel q_~g either the appropnate screen located m the 
~b~~~enu, or they can be performed as a regular test using Q ~e tt)'Gttuence or non-sequence data acquisition modes. 
5.1~~~~ verification of the Alco-Sens~r ~d Lifeloc FC20 
'O: 1IlS ts usmg a 0.08 or 0.20 perf01mance verification standard must 
~ onned within 24 hours, before or after, an evidentiary test to be 0 . '1\p oved for evidentiary use. Multiple breath alcohol tests may be 
X.'\ Vo;ered by a single perf01mance verification. Reference 5 .1.4.1 for 
0, ""-""""\ . clarification on the use of the 0.20 standard in this capacity. Q"'Q 5.1.3.1 A wet bath 0.08 performance verification standard should be 
<') ~ · replaced with fresh standard approximately every 25 verifications 
~ or every calendar month, whichever comes first. 
5.1.3.2 A 0.08 dry gas performance verification standard should not be 
used beyond its expiration date and does not need to meet the 
requirements set forth in 5.1.3.1. 
5.1.4 A 0.20 performance verification should be run and results logged once per 
calendar month and replaced with fresh standard approximately every 25 
verifications or until it reaches its expiration date, whichever comes first 
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NOTE: The 0.20 performance verification was implemented for 
the sole pw:pose of supporting the instruments' results for an l 8-
8004C charge. Failure to perform a monthly 0.20 performance 
verification will not invalidate tests performed that yield results at 
other levels or in charges other than 18-8004C. 
5.1.4.1 A 0.20 dry gas performance verification standard should not be 
used beyond its expiration date and does not need t~e replaced in 
accordance with the schedule set forth in s.1.~. cS" 
5.1.4.2 The 0.20 perfonnance verification satis~)be requirement for 
performance verification within 24 h~ before or after, an 
evidentiary test at any level. g 
5.1.4.3 When a suspect provides a brea ~~pie over a 0.20, the officer is 
not required to conduct a verification using a 0.20 
solution, as long as a B ~verification was conducted 
within 24 hours of _~Li ~ pursuant to 5.1.3 and a 0.20 
performance verifi~ b~performed pursuant to section 
5.1.4. 0 ~ 
5.1.5 Acceptable results ~'\.~.08 .f'\._'lii.,0 performance verification is a pair of 
samples in s~Q-ihat lilWth within+/- 10% of the performance 
verification stanood tar • ue. Target values and ranges of acceptable 
results are ~0ded ·, rtificate of analysis for each standard lot series, 
availab~~' th~P S. 
N ~~~emal factors associated with changing a performance 
· it.lidard the results of the initial performance verification may 
~i be the acceptable range, therefore the performance verification 
, v, may eated until a pair of satisfactory results is obtained. However, 
~ i ts after a total of three test series for any standard ( equivalent to six Q ) are still unsatisfactory, contact the appropriate ISPFS Laboratory. 
_X'\ instrument should not be used for evidentiary testing until the 
;\. '1,} problem is corrected and performance verification results are within the 
,C\(lj acceptable range. The suggested troubleshooting procedure should be Q '( followed if the initial performance verification does not meet the 
<( <..,. acceptance crite1ia. 
5.1.6 Temperature oftbe simulator must be between 33.5°C and 34.5°C in order 
for the performance verification results to be valid. 
NOTE: The simulator may need to warm for approximately 15 minutes 
to ensure that the metal lid is also warm. If the lid is cold, condensation of 
alcohol vapor may occur, producing low results. 
5.1.7 Performance verification standards should only be used prior to the 
expiration date. 
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5.1.8 An agency may run additional performance verification standard levels at 
their discretion. 
5 .1.9 The official time and date of the perfonnance verification is the time and 
date recorded on the printout, or the time and date recorded in the log, 
whichever corresponds to the performance verification referenced in 
section 5.1.3 or 5.1.4.2. 
5.2 Intoxilyzer 5000/EN Performance Verification 
Intoxilyzer 5000/EN instruments must have a perfonnanc cation with each 
evidentiary test. If the performance verification is wi · e acceptable range for 
the lot of standard being used, then the instrum be approved and the 
resulting breath samples will be deemed valid f<!~rj tiary use. 
5.2.1 Intoxilyzer 5000/EN perfonnan~e Vi ation is run using 0.08 and/or 
0.20 performance verification prQ._~ded by and/or approved by 
ISPFS. Q"1 
5.2.2 During each eviden~· ary b ~ ':?co1'!2 using the Intoxilyzer 5000/EN, 
a perfonnance verificptie "l~lormed as directed by the instrument 
testing sequence an rde IM CHK on the printout. If the SIM: 
CHK is not wit!Jit) Q .a~~ e range for the standard lot being used, the 
testing sequenc~ a~d no breath samples will be obtained. 
5.2.3 A ~o e ~ce verification using a 0.08 performance 
ve · s d should be run and results logged each time a 
stan is r with fresh standard ( this is not a requirement but only 
k instrument is connected correctly prior to an evidentiary 
~! · . ormed). A 0.08 pe1fo~ance verification standard should be 
'-V epla with fresh standard approXImately every 100 samples or every 
~' ~ month, whichever comes first. 
...... \ 05.2.~ 0.20 performance verification should be run and results logged once per 
~ calendar month and replaced with fresh standard approximately every 25 0 verifications or until it reaches its expiration date, whichever comes first. 
o.q q_<:. NOTE: The 0.20 performance verification was implemented for the sole purpose of supporting the instruments' results for an I8-8004C charge. 
Failure to perform a monthly 0.20 performance v-erification will not 
invalidate tests pe1formed that yield results at other levels or in charges 
other than 18-8004C. 
52.4.1 When a suspect provides a. breath sample over a 0.20, the officer is 
!!!! required to conduct a performance verification using a 0.20 solution, 
as long as a perfonnance verification was conducted pursuant to 5.2.2. 
5.2.5 Acceptable results for an independent 0.08 or 0.20 perfonnance 
verification, which is not performed during a breath testing sequence, are a 
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~ 
pair of back-to-back samples that are both within +/- 10% of the 
performance verification standard target value. Performance verifications 
that are performed during a breath testing sequence are acceptable with a 
single test result within +/- 10% of the standard target value. Target 
values and ranges of acceptable results for each standard lot series are 
included in a certificate of analysis available from, the ISPFS. 
NOTE: Due to external factors associated with changin~rformance 
verification standard the results of the initial perfonnan~cation may 
not be within the acceptable range, therefore the pe~ce verification 
may be repeated until a pair of satisfactory resul~~tained. However, 
if results after a total of three test series for ~-~d ( equivalent to six 
tests) are still unsatisfactory, contact the ~riate ISPFS Laboratory. 
The instrument should not be us~~ videntiary testing until the 
problem is corrected and performanc 1cation results are within the 
~c~table range. Foll~w ~e sugg troubleshooting proce_duz:e if the 
lilltial pe~o~ce venficatio~ o~ot ~e ~ccep~c~ cnt~a. 
5.2.6 The official time and date ~e pe11fr110~ce venficat1on 1s the time and 
date recorded on the :rin0, or t~ ~~d date recorded in the log. 
5.2. 7 Performance veri~,(} ~~~: should only be used prior to the 
expiration date-<{ (,.Y" ~Q;;~...,........, 
5.2.8 Te~~0tJie s~or must be between 33.5°C and 34.5°C in order 
for th~~~~erl:fication results to be valid. 
5.2.9 ~~y ~ additional performance verification standard levels at 
~1s~-
~~ ~t acceptable range limits and performance verification standard 
~ · ~. ~ber should be set in the instrument before proceeding with o v"ltuentiary testing. 
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6. Evidentiary Testing Procedure 
Proper testing procedure by certified Operators is necessary in order to provide 
accmate results. Instruments used in Idaho measure alcohol in the breath, not the blood, 
and report results as grams of alcohol in 210 liters of breath. 
6.1 Prior to evidentiary breath alcohol testing, the subject/individual should be 
monitored for :fifteen (15) minutes. Any foreign objects/materia~ch have the 
potential to enter the instrument/breath tu.be or may pr~nJ.:~1folcing hazard 
should be removed prior to the start of the 15 minute mo~g period. During 
the monitoring period the subject/individual should no~ allowed to smoke, 
drink, eat, or belch/burp/vomit/regurgitate. e,,....0 . 
NOTE: If a foreign object/material is left in the odd{ during the entirety of the 
15 minute monitoring period, any potential e • l alcohol contamination will 
come into equilibrium with the subject/indiv· s body water and/or dissipate so 
as not to inteifere with the results of the uen~ath alcohol test. 
6.1.1 The breath alcohol test m~ ... 0 ~J by an Operator currently 
certified in the use of the ins~entQ 
6.1.2 False teeth, parti~·al pla ~dg~ comparable dental work install. ed or 
prescnbed by a ph~ do not need to be removed to obtain a 
valid test (see ~ 0~ clarific.ation on foreign objects being left 
in the mouth). -~ ~0 y-
6.1.3 The Operi1~~ay. e~ blood test in place of the breath alcohol test if 
there ~ll}f~ . to complete the 15 minute monitoring period 
SUCC~Y-~ 
6.1.4 ~g \e@toring period, the Operator should be alert for any event O ~1 ~~uence the accuracy of the breath alco~ol test 
<,. ~ 6.l~e Operator should be aware of the possible presence of moufu o' ~ '<:5- alcohol as indicated by the testing instrument If mouth alcohol is 
_\ V suspected or indicated, the Operator should begin another 15-~ minute monitoring period before repeating the testing sequence. 
~0 
<Q'o 
6.1.4.2 If, during the 15-minute monitoring period, the subject/individual 
vomits or regurgitates material from the stomach into the 
subject/individual's breath pathway, the 15-minute monitoring 
period should begin again. 
6.1.4.3 If there is doubt as to the events occurring during the 15 minute 
monitoring period, the officer should look at results of the 
subsequent breath samples for evidence of potential alcohol 
contamination. For clarification see section 6.22.2. 
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6.2 A complete breath alcohol test includes two (2) valid breath samples taken 
dming the testing sequence and preceded by air blanks. The subsequent breath 
samples performed with a po1table breath testing instnnnent should be 
approximately 2 minutes apart or more (for the ASill's and the FC20's). Refer to 
section 6.2.2.2. 
NOTE: A deficient or insufficient sample does not automatically invalidate a test 
sample. ~ 
62. l If the subject/individual fails or refuses to provide a~~~ent, adequate 
sample as requested by the Operator, th;f ein ~~t result shall be 
considered valid. Refer to 6.2.2.4 for further · e. 
6.2.1.l ~e Operator may repeat the :ejtin. sequence as required by 
crrcumstances. q.-V 
6.2.1.2 The Operator should use ~ ~fJ\lthpiece for each series of 
tests. ; o" o'< '") 
6.2.2 A third breath sample is r~~ if ~t two results differ by more than 
0.02. ·fl\() ~ 
6.2.2.1 Unless ~oh~~mdi~t~d or su~pected, it ~s not ~ecessary 
to repea~e -15-~e morutormg penod to obtam a third breath 
~it, ,~ 
62.2 ~~'£>r:n~r subsequent breath samples should coirelate within 
~02 ... ~cate the absence of alcohol contamination in the 
Q~ub· dividual's breath pathway, show consistent sample ~ · , and indicates the absence of RFI as a contributing factor 
. , O"' e breath results. 
cl'- ~ '-~3 In the event that all three samples fall outside the 0.02 correlation, 
...... \ , ~ and 1:13e ?fficer suspects that mouth alcohol could have be~n a 
~ contributing factor, then they should restart the 15 mmute {2, observation period and retest the subject, or have blood samples 
O~ drawn. . 
.q_<:.. 6.2.2.3.1 If the officer does not suspect that mouth alcohol was 
present, and that the sample variability was due to a lack 
of subject cooperation in providing consistent samples as 
requested, then the samples can be considered valid if all 
three samples are above the per se limit of prosecution. 
6.2.2.4 If the breath sample(s) provided cannot establish a 0.02 correlation 
the officer may at their discretion elect to have a blood sample 
dJ:awn for analysis in lieu of retesting the subject's breath alcohol 
concentration. 
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.~ 0 
,o-Q 
« 
6.2.3 The Operator should log test results and retain printouts, if any, for 
possible use in court. 
6.2.4 If a subject/mdividual fails or refuses to provide a subsequent, adequate 
sample as requested by the Operator, the results obtained are still 
considered valid by the ISPFS, provided the failure to supply the 
requested samples was the fault of the subject/mdividual and not the 
OperatoL ~ 
6.2.4.1 Failure to provide a complete breath test d~ue ~ lack of 0.020 
correlation in the samples provided needs . clearly articulated 
that the lack of sample correlation w~· t of the subject and 
not of the instrument or of the samp emselves. The officer's 
observations of the subject nee~·~CC1 c ear enough to explain any 
discrepancies. Refer to 6.2:~r some examples of 0.020 
correlation deficiencies. ~ 
6.2.5 If the second or third sam~j~~~'?ac · to instrument failure, the 
Operator should attempt ~~ r instrument or have blood 
drawn. (Z, ~ 
~o .r-..e' 
<?o ~0'' 
":5-.~0 0 ,<:.-
0 ~~0 
~o ~o 
x'?f ~ 
~'.v 0o 
0 'J"' 
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7. Troubleshooting Procedure 
Proper testing procedure by certified Operators is necessary in order to provide accurate 
results. 
7.1 Performance verification: If, when performing the periodic pe1formance 
verification, the instrument falls outside the limits of the verification, the 
troubleshooting guide should be used. (l; C::, 
NOTE: This is a guide for troubleshooting performan~cee~ · ·ons outside the 
verification limits and the procedure is recommended to s · e and isolate the 
potential cause of the problem. Strict adherence to ~ lines is not required. 
7. I. I The three sources of uncertainty )VB, performing the periodic 
performance verifications using a w~ ~ simulator are in the simulator 
setup and Operator technique, th~ulator perfonnance verification 
standard, and the instmment cali~n i~ 
7.1.2 If the first performance ve"go~ ~ru: the verification limits, the 
simulator setup and~ec · e of ~~tor pe1fonning the verification 
should be evaluated. • ul hould be evaluated to ensure that it is 
hooked up pro~r es oses, is properly warmed, is within 
temperature, th or technique is not too hard or soft, and that 
the Operator~ ot s owing until after the sample is taken. 
7 .1.2.1 ~rfo~~ verification should be run a second time 
7. ~~ th~ ~rmance verification is within the verification limits on 
~v ~ti::t~, the instrument passes the performance verification. 
7'\!~ *'fr th~nd performance verification is outside the verification limits, 
~' ~&";rformance verification standard should be evaluated next. 
X'\ Q 'J.1.3.1 The performance verification standard should be changed to a 
~ \,, fresh standard. 
~(lj 
<t'·o 
7.1.3.2 The standard should be warmed for approximately 15 minutes, or 
until the temperature is within range, and the simulator lid is as 
warm as the simulator jar. 
7.1.3.3 The performance verification may then be repeated. 
7 .1.4 If the third performance verification is outside the verification limits, the 
instrument must be taken out of service and sent to the ISPFS or an 
approved service provider. 
7 .1.5 Upon return from service, the ins1rument should be recertified by ISPFS 
before being put back into service. 
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7 .2 Thermometers: 
7.2.1 If a bubble fonns in the thetm0meter, the Operator or BTS can place the 
thermometer in a freezer to chaw the mercury ( or equivalent) into the bulb 
of the thermometer. This should disperse the bubble. 
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8. Minors in Possession/Minors in Consumption Procedure 
Breath testing instruments certified by ISPFS are often used in investigating violations of 
Idaho Code§ 23-949 (punishment set forth by LC.§ 18-1502) or Idaho Code§ 23-604 
(punislnnent set forth by LC.18-1502), wherein a person under twenty-one (21) years of 
age is deemed to have possessed and consumed alcohol Unlike the ~-vin Under the 
Influence statutes and their associations with. per se limits of 0. 08 and 0. specific 
level of alcohol is not required to prove a violation of IC. § 23-949 p -604. There is 
no requirement that the State p~ove the pe~s~n is impaired by ~co~ ather, the 
presence or absence of alcohol is a detenrunmg factor for p~v~ offense. Therefore, 
th.ere is a different standard operating procedure associated ~s type of charge. The 
main purpose of the procedure outlined below is t~rnle o '~uth alcohol" as a 
potential contributing factor to the results given d · · reath testing done for 
MIPIMIC c.ases. ~ 
8.1 15 minute observation period: The~~gt~ta..~ation period is not required 
for the MIP/MIC procedure. ~~n~ samples, separated by 
aJ>!>Ioximately 2. minutes or m~t,. ~i&wlthe 0.02 correlation, provide the 
evtdence of consistent samp4' '1'ery, · bsence of "mouth alcohol" as well as 
the absence of RFI (radio ~ency · erence) as a contributing factor to the 
results of the breath te&tQ O .- ~(o ~ 
8.2 MIP/MIC require~ ,.r.:;:;. 
8.2.1 The ~~"':!~est must be administered by an operator cmTently 
cety~in ~~ of that instrumenl 
8.2&~ #I used must be certified by ISPFS. 
~ ~ ~~ The. in~ent only needs ~o be initially certified by ISPFS. Initial 0 '\J' ~ certificahon shows that the instrument responds to alcohols and not ~ to acetone. 
0 
«.'o<:>. 
8.2.2.2 The instrument used does not need to meet other requirements set 
forth in previous sections of this SOP. It does not need to be 
checked regularly or periodically with any of the 0.08 or 0.20 
standards. 
8.2.3 False teeth, partial plates, or bridges installed or prescnoed by a dentist or 
physician do not need to be removed to obtain a valid test. 
8.2.4 The officer should have the individual being tested remove all loose 
foreign material from their mouth before testing. The officer may allow 
the individual to briefly rinse their mouth out with water prior to the 
breath testing. 
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8.2.5 Any material containing alcohol left in the mouth during the entirety of the 
breath testing sampling could contribute to the results in the breath testing 
sequence. (For clarification refer to section 8.1) 
8.3 Procedure: 
A complete breath alcohol test includes two (2) val.id breath samples taken from 
the subject and preceded by an air blank. The subsequent breath samples do not 
need to be consecutive samples. The individual breath sampl&\should be 2 
minutes or more apart, to allow for the dissipation of pote.g,ti@,n1.outh alcohol 
cont.amination. ·~u 
NOTE: A deficient or insufficient sanwJ~ not automatically 
invalidate a test sample. 1.Q 
,,.. 
8.3.1 If the subject/individual fails or refuse~~o~de a subsequent ad~quate 
sample as requested by the ope;:&, ~\ smgle test result will be 
considered valid. " O ,: o'Q---; 
8.3.1.1 The operator may ~at ~sting sequence as required by 
circumstances; c,0 0, 
8.3 .1.2 The ope?\~ld ~ new mouthpiece for each individual and 
for each~es o~'(i.e. complete set of breath testing samples). 
8.3.2 A third txif!-~~~ if the first two results differ by more than 
0.02.0~ rJ-:> 
~:Q)l ~i~ts for subsequent breath samples should correlate within 
t>., '-.. ~ to indicate the absence of alcohol contamination in the ov· ~ect's breath pathway (mouth alcohol), show consistent sample 
<r ~ (J eliveiy, and indicates the absence of RFI as a contributing factor ()' '0 ~ to the breath results. 
~ 8.3.2.2 In the event that all three samples fall outside the 0.02 correlation, 
f2j and the officer suspects that mouth alcohol could have been a 
~ contnbu!ing fa~tor, then they should 3:dminister a 15 minu~e n,o . observation penod and then retest the _subject If 1:110~ alco~ol 1s 
·~ not suspected, then the officer may reinstruct the mdiv1dual m the 
proper breath sample technique and retest the subject without 
administering a 15 minute observation. 
8.3.3 The operator should manually log test results and/or retain printouts for 
possible use in court. 
8.3.4 The instrument should not be in passive mode for the testing of subjects 
for the purposes of the previous sections. 
8.4 Passive mode: 
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~ 
~0 
q_'-0 
8.4.1 The passive mode of testing using the Lifeloc FC20 or ASffi should be 
used for testing liquids or containers of liquid for the presence or absence 
of alcohol. 
8.4.2 The passive mode can be used for screening purposes on individuals who 
are required to provide breath samples whenever requested by a law 
enforcement agency. Example may include but are ~ limited to: 
probationers, worlc release, parolees, prison inmates, :t0 
~~ 
00 
~c, 
0~ . 
«0<.:cPQ~ 
·00 ~ ~ ~ 
« ~0" 
~0 ,<' 
C-'qj. 00 
... ., ~ 
~o ~o 
xfli. ~ 
~,v c,O 
0 Y)~ 
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2004 and 2006 Standardized Field Sobriety 
Testing (SFST) Revisions 
ln 2004 and 2005 several workgroups. convened at the request of the National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) to review the Standardized Field Sobriety Testing 
(SFST) curriculum and make needed updates and revisions. 
The attached information reflects the revisions completed by the various workgroups. The 
revisions listed were approved by the International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) 
DRE Technical Advisory Panel (TAP} and implemented· into the September 2004 and ; 
February 2006 SFST curriculum. 
Sf ST revisions contacts: 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA): 
Dean Kuznieski, 
NHTSA 
Enforcement and Justice Services Division, 
400 71n Street, S.W., 
Washington, DC 20590 
Telephone: 202-366-9835 
Fax: 202-366-2766 
E-mail: Dean.Kuznleski@dot.gov 
Bob Hohn 
NHTSA 
Impaired Driving Division 
400 71t1 Street, S. W. 
Washington, DC. 20590 
. Telephone: 202-366-9712 
Fax: 202-366-2766 
E-mail: bob.hohn@dot.gov 
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SFST Instructor.Training Manual 
Administrators Guide 
D Section E. GuideUnes for Controlled Drinking Practices 
The fourth paragraph on page 14 deals with volunteers wearing contact lens. 
Since the wearing _of contact lens is no longer a factor in HGN testing. this 
paragraph was removed. 
The fifth paragraph of Section E 2, s1ates that volunteers should be brought to 
the training facility two hours before the practice session begins. This was 
revised to read three hours before the practice session begins to allow for 
proper preparation and alcohol assimilation into the blood stream. 
Guidelines for achieving target BAC's, Page 14 Section E~3. 
Table for achieving target BAC's was adjusted to target impairment levels at 
or about 0.13 BAC. The table was also adjusted to include the recommended 
number of drinks (over a three-hour period} for both men and women based 
on the following weights: 
WEIGHT 
110 
120 
130 
140 
150 
160 
170 
180 
190 
200 
21"0 
220 
230 
240 
250 
MEN 
5 
6 
6 
7 
7 
8 
8 
9 
9 
10 
10 
10 
11 
11 
12 
WOMEN 
4 
5 
5 
5 
6 
.6 
·7 
7 
7· 
8 
8 
8 
9 
9 
10 
The last sentence in the first paragrapl:\ on page 15 was deleted. This change 
was made t~ help minimize the chances of volunteers getting sick due to 
drinking too fast · 
Page 17 second paragraph was revised to re~d that only_the IACP/NHTSA 
Option tapes are approved for the SFST instruction. 
. ...... -··-··--·------···----
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SFST Instructor Training Manual 
D Session I: Introduction and Overview 
Definition of Vertical Gaze Nystagmus was revised in Glossary of Terms 
to be consistent with the DRE definition. 
O Sessi~n II: Detection and General Deterrence 
Page 11-1, Part A. 1 2.b. was revised to reflect most current FARS data. 
Revised to read, "In 2002, alcohol related fatalities rose to 17,419, 
representing 41 percent of all traffic fatalities." 
Added an Instructor's note to reflect, "NHTSA 2002 FARS data." 
PowerPoint sUde 11 -2 was revised to reflect new data. 
PowerPoint JI -6 was revised to read: 
11ln 2002, alcohol was Involved in approximately 41 percent of all fatal 
crashes, 9 percent of all reported injury crashes and 6 percent of all 
crashes. Fifty-four percent of all fatal crashes on weekends were 
aJc;ohol related." 
"These alcohol related fatalities represent an average of one alcohol-
related fatality ev_ery 30 minutes. Based on the most current cost data 
available, these alcohol-related fatalities cost society approximately $54 
billion in lost productivity, medical expenses, property damage and 
other related expenditures." · 
Page 11-20, Subpart 3., Dose-Response Relationships, subpart a. (4) & (5}. 
Part (4) was revised to reflect 0.08 BAC and revised to read: The so-called 
"illegal limit" of BAC is 0.08 in aU states. . 
PowerPoint 11-23 was revised to reflect .08 BAC. 
Section 3 a (5) on page 11-20 was also revised to reflect the 0.08 reference. 
Section will now read "If a person has a BAC of 0.08 it means there are 
0.08 grams of pure ethanol In every 100 milliliters ("percent") of his/her 
blood." · 
Added instructor note: The term "percent" is sometimes informally used 
because the concentration is determined in units of one hundred. 
3 
---·--------·-
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However, instead of being a "true" percent, the actual units are 
measured in mass (grams) of ethanol per volume (millilltes:s) of blood. 
Subpart 3., b., page 11·20, was revised to reflect the 0.08 reference. 
Subpart 3., b. (3) was .revised to reflect 0.08 reference to read: "It is 
estimated that a person would have to consume four cans of beer, four 
glasses of wine or four shots of ao .. proof whiskey in a fairly short period 
of time to reach a BAC of 0.08." 
To clarify the statement in b. (3) an Instructor's Note was added to read, 
"Remind students of the numerous factors which determine actual 
BACs, (i.e., sex, weight, height, etc.)." 
Subpart 3., b. (6) was revised to reflect 0.08 to read: "If one of the shot 
glasses was filled with pure ethanol and the other half-filled, there would 
be enough of the drug to bring an average man's BAC to 0.08." 
.0 Session Ill: The Legal Environment 
The Instructor's Note on page 111-14, opposite 7 b. was revised to read: "For 
training purposes, the SFST's are not at all flexible. They must be 
admini~tered each time, exactly as outlined in this course." 
Added 7 c to read; "This decision was based upon an older edition of this 
manual and was a strict interpretation by the court." 
Also added Instructor Note across from 7 c. to read: "Regarding Homan and 
State vs. Schmitt, 101 Ohio St 3d 19, 2004." 
Attachment A at the end of Session Ill entitled "Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus 
State Case Law Summary" was updated by the National Traffic Law Center. 
D Session IV: Overview of Detection, Note Taking and Testimony 
No revisions 
D Session V: Phase One - Vehicle In Motion 
Added instructor note to page v.12, in Part E in the Typical Reinforcing Cues 
of the Stopping Sequence, opposite item 2 in the instructor's column that 
addresses the fleeing operator. (as noted on slide V·B). 
4 
------------·-· --
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The Instructor's note added was "Point out here the dangers inherent with 
fleeing operators. If time allows, review agency's pursuit policy." 
PowerPoint slide V-9was corrected to read: "Phase One: Ta$k Two." 
0 Session VI: Phase Two - Personal Contact 
No revisions 
D Session VII: Phase Three.- Pre-Arrest Screening 
The Section on Gaze Nystagmus, Horizontal Gaze Nystagm,us - Defmition, 
Concepts and Demonstration(Parts C and D)· were moved forward, becoming 
Parts B and C. Part B., Divided Attention Tests: Concepts, Examples, 
Demonstrations were moved to Part E. Parts A, F & G remain the same. 
The restructuring of this section puts the introduction to HGN section first to 
be consistent with other Sessions {i.e. Vlll) and the standardization concept. 
The order of the PowerPoint slides for this Session were also revised to 
coincide with the changes mentioned above. 
Added Instructor Note at the end of Section C to suggest the showing of the 
video entitled, ''The Truth Is In the Eyes" (8 minutes and 50 seconds). 
D Session VIII: Concepts and Principles of the SFST's 
Page Vlll-5, C., Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus, 1.,b., (first bullet), the ~oi'd 
•usually• was deleted and replaced with "generally" 
PowerPoint slide VJll-1 O the two asterisks after Horizontal Gaze were deleted 
since there is no ref ere nee. 
Page VIII-7, Section C 3d, an Instructor Note was revised to include current 
research on positional alcohol nystagmus. The revised Instructor Note reads; 
"In the original HGN study, research was not conducted for performing 
HGN on people lying down. Current research demonstrates that HGN 
. can be perfonned on . someone in this position." "See Attachment A, 
page 5, #33, '"'Nystagmus Testing in Intoxicated Individuals."" 
References to PAN I and Pan II were moved into the instructor notes section. 
Page Vlll-10, 3e, thenew·definition of Vertical Gaze Nystagmus was added. 
s 
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Page Vlll-10, under Vertical Gaze Nystagmus (second bullet), the word 
"produce· was changed to ''cause." Also, in the instructors note opposite 
Vertical Gaze Nystagmus, the word ~induce" was changed to "cause." 
Page Vlll-13, 5., in the Administrative Procedures for Horizontal Gaze 
Nystagmus. the second paragraph was revised to read: "It is important to 
administer the Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus test systematically using the 
following steps to ensure that nothing is overlooked." 
An Instructor's Note was added opposite this paragraph which reads, "There 
are 10 steps in the systematic administration of the Horizontal Gaze 
Nysta gmus test." 
Page Vlll·13, Section 5 a., the words "Step ·1: Check for eyeglasses,, were 
added. In 5 b., the words "Step II: Verbal Instructions" were added. 
Page Vlll-14, in Section 5 c., the words "Step Ill: Positioning the Stimulus" 
were added. In 5 d., the words "Step IV: Equal Pupil Size and Resting 
Nystagmus" were added. In 5 e., the words "Step V: Tracking" were added. 
In Section 5 f., the words "Step VI: Lack of Smooth Pursuit" were added. In 
Section 5 g., the words "Step VII: Distinct and Sustained Nystagmus at. 
Maximum Deviation" were added. 
Page Vlll-15, Section 5 h., the words "Step VIII: Onset of Nystagmus Prior 
to 45 Degrees" were added. In Section 5 i., the words "Step IX: Total the 
Clues" was added. In Section 5 j., the words "Step X: Check for: Vertical 
Nystagmus" were added. 
The Instructor's Note directing the instructor to place different sized coins on 
~n overhead projector, which had been on page Vlll-1-3 was removed. 
PowerPoint Slide VHl-11 was changed to reflect changes made. 
Page Vlll-16, 1he Instructor Note across ·from Section 6 a was revised to read: 
"It is important that students start with the subjects left eye first. Then 
check the right eye for the same clue. This procedure should be used for 
all three clues." 
Instructor Note across from Section 6 b was revised to direct the in~tructors to 
remind the students to check each eye twice ·tor each clue. 
6 
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Page Vlll-17, the word "testing" was replaced with "checking" in 6 d. 
Page Vlll-17, the analogy of windshield wipers going across a wet windshield· 
was added to the instructor notes addressing smooth pursuit. 
Page Vlll-18, first bullet in (1) was revised to .read: "It is necessary to move 
the object smoothly in order to check the eyes ability to pursue 
smoothly." 
. . 
Page Vlll-22, in the first bullet in Section f., the words "the test of' were 
replaced with "check for." 
Page Vlll-34, opposite the bullets on administering VGN, ar:, instructor's note 
was added which reads: "Remind students to make two checks for 
Vertical Nystagmus." 
Page VI 11-42, the instructors note section across from 8 h (first bullet), which 
read "If suspect can't do test record as if all eight clues were observed" was 
revised to read: "If suspect can't do the test, record observed clues and 
document the reason for not completing the test, e.g. suspect's safety.,, 
Page Vlll-50, Section G B(h) in the instructors note section which read, 
"Record as if aU four clues were observed" was revised to read, "If suspect 
cantt do the test, record observed clues and d~ument the reason for 
not completing the test, e.g. suspect's safety." 
Page Vlll-58, an instructor note was added across from section d to read: 
"Instruct students to place a letter "M" at bottom of vertical line to 
indicate missed heel to toe." · 
Page Vlll-64, in the "Test Your Knowledge" examination, in questions #4, #9 
and #13, the words "Per the original research" were inserted at the 
begjnning of the questions. 
PowerPoint slides Vlll-21 and 25 were revised to reflect the scoring revisions . 
1o the Walk & Turn and One Leg Stand tests. 
Attachment to Session VIII was updated to include the following studies: 
1. "Nystagmus Testing in Intoxicated Individuals" - November 2003, by 
Cite_k, Ball and Rutledge. 
7 
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-------·· _______ ... ___________ _ 
2. "The Robustness of the Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus (HGN) Test'' • 
2004, U.S. Department of Transportation. 
D Session IX: Test Battery Demonstrations 
No revisions 
0 Session X: Dry Run Practice Sessions 
Added a reference to check for resting nystagmus to Step 2 of the Student 
Proficiency Examination form. {Attachmen~ A). 
D Session XI: Testing Subjects Practice-First Session 
No revisions 
O Session XI-A: Testing Subjects Practice - First Session (Options) 
Added the BAC results and SFST scoring clues for each of the volunteer 
drinkers. 
O Session XII: Processing The Arrested Suspect and Preparation For Trial 
No revisions 
0 Session XIII: Repor1 Writing and Moot Court 
No revisions 
O Session XIV: Testing Subjects Practice - Second Session 
No revisions 
D -Session XIV~A: Testing Sub,ects Practice - Second Session (Option 
Two) 
Added the BAC results and SFST scoring clues for each or the volunteer 
drinkers. 
D Session XV: Review and Proficiency Examinations 
Page XV-1, A, 1., c. revised to read, "Nystagmus ,s caused by alcohol 
and/or other drugs and some medical conditions." 
8 
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Page XV-2, added an instructor note opposite 5.,d., to read: "Remind 
students :to conduct a second pass the same as the first" 
Page XV-3, added an instructor note opposite 6.g., to read: "Remind 
students to conduct a second pass the same as the first" 
Page XV-4, added an instructor note opposite 8.c., to read: "Based on the 
original research." 
Page XV-6, added an instructor note opposite 4.c., to read: naased on the 
original research." 
Page XV-7, added an instructor note opposite 4.c., to read: "Based on the 
original research." . · 
PowerPoint slides XV-10 and XV-14 were revised to reflect the scoring 
changes for the Walk and Turn and One leg Stand tests. 
In Attachment A. the Student Proficiency Examination, the word "repeat'' was 
placed in brackets and entered after Uem #3. {Checking for equal tracking). 
D Session XVI: Written Examination and Program Conclusion 
Th~ DWI Detection and Standardized Field Sobriety Testing Post-Test was 
changed to Attachment A. 
The DWI Detection and Standardized Field Sobriety Testing Remedial Test 
was changed to Attachment B. 
Question 11, page 2 of the Remedial Test was revised along · with the 
attached answer sheet to reflect the scoring changes for the Walk and Turn 
Test. · 
SFST Student Training Manual 
D Session I: Introduction and Overview 
Revised definition of Vertical Gaze Nystagmus in the Glossary of Terms attachment 
to: "An up and down jerking of the eyes which occurs when the eyes gaze 
upward at maximum elevation." 
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D Session Ii: Detection and General Deterrence 
Page lJ-1, the first paragraph last sentence was revised to reflect most current 
Fatal Accident Reporting System (FARS) data. Revised to read, "In 2002, 
alcohol related fatalities rose to 17,419, representing 41 percent of all 
traffic fatalities. (NHTSA 2002 FARS data)" 
Page 11-17 Dose-Response Relationships section, the first paragraph was 
revised to reflect 0.08 BAC information. Added: "If a person has a BAC of 
0.08 it means there 0.08 grams of pure ethanol in every 100 milliliter 
("percent") of his/her blood." 
0 Session Ill: The Legal Environment 
Page 111-9 Ohio v. Homan was changed to read: "State v. Homan.11 
Page 111.10, under S\ate v. Homan, added two sentences at the end of the 'first 
paragraph to read: "This decision was based upon an older edition of this 
manual where an ambiguous phrase was strictly interpreted by the 
court. The phase in questlon only applied to the use of the SFST's for 
training purposes." 
Attachment A at the end of Session Ill entitled "Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus 
State Case Law SummaryN was updated by the National Traffic Law Center. 
D Session IV: o.verview of Detection, Note Taking and Testimony 
The DWI Investigation Field Notes form (Page lV-11) w~s revised to include 
Vertical Nystagmus under IV. (Als9 revised in all other sessions where the. 
Field Investigation form is provided). 
0 Session V: Phase One-Vehicle In Motion 
No revisions 
D Session VI: Phase Two - Personal Contact 
No revisions 
0 Session· VII: .Phase Three - Pre-Arrest Screening 
The section on Nystagmus and Divided Altention Tests wer~ revised to reflect 
Nystagmus first followed by the Divided Attention tests. The definition of 
10 
·-·----·-----------
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Vertical Gaze Nystagmus (VGN) on Page Vll-6. last paragraph. was revised 
to reflect the new def1niiion. The restructuring of this section m~kes the testing 
sequence consistent with other sessions and reinforces standardization. 
D Session VIII: Concepts and Princ:iples of the SFST's 
Page Vlll-4 section 2 (2), the explanation of Vertical Nystagmus was revised 
to follow the new definition. 
Page Vlll-5 under "Procedures to Access Possible Medical Impairment", a 
reference to checking for Resting Nystagmus was added. 
Page Vlll-5, section 2, the words "and Sustained" were added after the word 
"Distinct." "Sustained" was also added following word "disiinct" in second 
sentence. 
Page Vlll-6, the last two paragraphs were revised to reflect the proper 
sequence of the medical checks prior to checking for the three clues of HGN. 
Page Vlll-7, second paragraph, added word ''sustained" after word "distinct" 
in first sentence. 
Page Vlll-7, the box containing the administrative procedures for conducting 
the HGN test was changed to reflect the revised 1 O step procedure. 
Page Vlll-9, Procedures for Walk and Turn Testing, 1. Instruction Stage, 
fourth instruction bullet was revised to read: "Maintain this position until I 
have completed the instructions." 
Page Vlll-11, first paragraph following section H was revised to include new 
scoring for the Walk and Turn Test. Revised to read: "If suspect can't do the 
test, record observed clues and document the reason for not co_mp\eting 
the test, e.g. suspect's safety." · 
Page v111-12; section 2, first bullet of the instructions ·was revised to read: 
"When I tell you to start, raise one leg, either 1~9, with the foot 
approximately six inches off the ground., keeping your raised foot 
parallel to the ground." 
Page V111·13, section 3, the note following o·was revised to read: "If suspect 
can't do the test, record observed· clues and document the reason for · 
not completing the test, e.g., suspect's.safety." 
11 
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Page Vlll-13, second paragraph under "Note" was revised to include the 
words: "Based on original research." 
Page Vlll-14, words "and sustained" were added to the Horizontal Gaze 
Nystagmus box. 
Page Vlll-17, the last sentence that-made reference to recording eight clues if 
a person cannot complete the Walk and Tum Test was removed. 
Page Vlll-19, the last sentence which made reference to recording four clues 
if a person cannot complete the One Leg Stand Test was removed. 
Page Vlll-20, questions #4, #9 and #13 in the "Test Your Knowledge" section 
were revised to include the words "Per the original research." 
Attachment B, "Scientific Publications and Research Reports Addressing 
Nystagmus" · two new research papers; 1) "Nystagmus Testing in 
Intoxicated Individuals", Citek, Ball and Rutledge, 2003., and 2) "The 
Robustness of the Horizontal Gaze Nystagmus {HGN) Test", U.S. 
Department of Transportation, 2004 were added. 
D Session IX: Test Battery Demonstrations 
No revisions 
D Session X: Dry Run Practice Sessions 
Page X-3, added a reference to check for Resting Nystagmus in step #2. 
0 Session XI: Testing Subjects Practice - First Session 
No revisions 
D Session XI-A: Testing ~ubjects Practice - First Session (Options) 
No revisions 
D Session XII: Processing The Arrested Suspect and Preparation For Trial 
No revisions 
D Session Xl~I: Report Writing and Moot Court 
J2 
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No revisions 
D Session XIV: Testing Subjects Practice - Second Session 
No revisions 
D Session XN-A: Testing Subjects Practice - Second Session (Option 
Two) 
Added a reference lo check for resting nystagmus in Step #2 of the Student 
Proficiency Examination form on Page XfV-3. 
O Session XV: Review and Proficiency Examinations 
Added a reference 1o check for Resting Nystagmus in Step 2 of the Student 
Proficiency Examination form (Attachment A, page 1 ). 
· D Session XVI: Written Examination and Program Conclusion 
D Introduction to Drugged Driving 
Page 3, section 3, Frequency or Drug Use; revised drug use data in last two 
paragraphs 10 include current Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services 
Administration (SAMHSA) data. 
Page 4, included update drug use data from ·the National Household Survey 
on Drug Abuse (NHSDA). 
Page 5, section B, added "Resting Nystagmus" as first bullet in first 
paragraph. Added definition and explanations of resting nystagmus under ~he 
bullets. · · 
Pages 5 through 10, replaced the words "usually will" with the word 
"generally" when describing the effects of various drug categories. 
Page 6, added explanation of earJy angle of onset of nystagmus under the 
PCP bullet. Also added reference to "Resting Nys1agmus. • 
Section 3- Hallucinogens; action revised to read: "Hallucinogens are drugs 
that affect a person's perceptions, sensations, thinking, self awareness 
and ~motions." Also added to drug charts at end of the sess;on. 
1:3 
----------
----
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Added the revised definition of hallucinogens from the Random House 
College Dictionary (Revised Edition, 1980).· 
Section 5- Narcotic Analgesics; added OxyContin to list of examples. 
Section 7 - Cannabis; added "Reddening of Conjunctiva" to list of general 
indicators. Also added to the drug charts a1 end of session. 
Section D - Drug Combinations; revised the definition of upolydrug use" in the 
second paragraph to read: 11Polydrug. use Is defined as using two or more 
drugs at the same time" making the definition consistent with DRE. 
Section D - Drug Combinations; revised the definitions of Null Effect, 
Overlapping Effect, Additive Effect and Antagonistic Effect to coincide with the 
DRE definitions. 
CEH 
!7·04-06 
M 
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Scope: 
ldaho State Police (ISP) has authority end responsibility in the sta1e of Idaho for the calibration and 
certifiCHtion ofinstruments, mainttinance ofin.,;trumentation. quality control guidelines, and analytical met.hods 
pertaining to the evidentiary collection of breath alcohol samples. ldaho State Police Forensic Services 
(ISPPS) is the functional unil wilhin ISP that is authorized lo administer the Breath Alcohol Testing Program. 
Analytical Methods (AM), also known as Standard Operating Procedures (SOP), shall supersede and take legal 
precedent over any and al] other fonns of documentation ( e.g. reference manuals, tr.sining manuals, and 
training materials) produced or maintained by the Idaho State Police as it pertains to the Breath Alcohol 
Testing Program in the state of Idaho. Jf discrepancies exist between differing fonns of procedural 
documentation, the Analytical Method shall he the binding documenl. 
The reference manuals produced and maintained by JSPFS are for reference only as it pertains to the form and 
fonctjon of the different breath alcohol testing instruments used within the state of Idaho. If questions arise as 
to the fimctionalily oflhc instrument, the reference manual may be used to help answer those questions. The 
reference manual is a reference tool used by the end user agency to help the Breath Testing Specialists and 
Opel'ators maintain knowledge as lo the functionality of the instrument and 10 refresh their memories as to the 
different functions and options within Uie different im;truments. 
Breath Testing Specialists Responsibilities: 
The Breath Testing Specialist (BTS) should have a good knowledge of the Breath Alcohol Program 
and the operation of the JntoxiJyzer 5000 Series. It will be the re~-pon.sibility of the BTS to oversee the 
Breath Alcohol Program within his/her agency. 
The BTS will be responsible for: 
a) Record management and retention 
b) Maintenance and functioning of the inslrument 
c) Maintenance and functioning of the simulator 
d) Teaching and certifying operators in the proper use oflhe Intoxilyzer 5000 Series 
e) Testifying in court to your responsibilities and duties · 
This reference manual is designed to assist the BTS in their duties. J-towcvcr, if at any lime questions 
arise. call the lab thal hasjurisdicUon over your area (sec ISPFS Website). · 
COEUR d'AL,&'NE l~Al3 
615 W Wilbur Ave, Suite B 
Coeur d'Alene, ld 83815 
POCATEl.r.o t.AB 
209 E. l..ewls 
Pocatello, Id 83201 
MERIDIAN LAB 
700 S. Stmtforc.J Drive Suite 125 
Meridian, Id 83642 
PH ONE NUMBER: Z09-8700 
FAX NUMBER: 209-8612 
PHONE 'NUMBER: 232-9474 
FAX NUMBER: 232-3697 
PHONE NUMBER: 884-7170 
F'AX NUMBER: 884-7197 
ldnho lntox 5000 Reference Mamml 
Issuing Authorit)'---lSPFS Quality Mam1ger 
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Safety: 
Chemicals, reagents, 11nd solutions used within the scope of the breath testing program should be handled with 
caution to avoid loss, spillage, contamination, and damage oflhe instrumentation. When any electricul 
instrument is used around and in conjunction with liquid solutions and reagents. extreme caution should be 
taken ID avoid damage due to short circuits and injury due to electrical shock. 
Officers should be aware that pertinent safety information may exist in an instrument operation manual or in 
Uie Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) for a chemical, reagcnl, or solution . 
. ldl'lho Intox SOOO Reference Manual 
Js~11ing Alllhority--lSPFS QuuJity Manag~t· 
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INTOXIL YZER SOOO Series · 
SUGGESTED PERFORMANCE VERIFICATJON PROCEDURES: 
The [ntoxilyzer 5000 has different perfonnance verification options which can be controlled by its 
switch settings. 11 is required to perform a performance verification with each evide11tiary 
breath tc.1;t. Listed below are the instructions for setting up the lntoxilyzer 5000 to perform a 
performance verification, as well as the instructions to perform other types of checks. These other 
types of checks may be used during periodic maintenance as deemed necessary. 
Recomrucruled procedure for sctli11g 11p I.he lntoxiJvzer SOOO to perform a performance 
verification with each breath test 
I. Pour the performance verification solution into the simulator, plug it in, and allow the sol~t~on 
to watm for approximately J 5 minutes to the proper tcinperature. 
WARNING: The simulator 1nust contai11 li<Juid whe11 it is plugged into an electrical 
outlet or the simulator will burn out. _/ 
2. Connect the simulator to the lntoxilyzer 5000. The "vapor out" port of the simulator should 
be connected to the "vapor froin simulator" port on the right side (not rear) of the Intoxilyzer. 
If the simulutor is incorrectly connected, tile 5000 may be flooded and put out of service. 
3. To utilize vapor recirculation connect the "simulator return" port on the right rear of the 
lntoxiJyzer 5000 lo the simulator breath inlet. 
4. -Set mode switches 1,2,3 and 11 on (up). 
5. Use <Escape> <Escape> <X> on the keyboard. 
6. Answer all of the following questions and press enter/return to store the information. lt is 
crilical that the following 1>aramcfe1·s be entered correctly. Failure to enter any ofthe.,e 
J>annueters correctly ,may result in 1hc unnecessary c.Hsapl)ro,•nl oftbe breath tcst(s) 
11crformcd. 
a. Low Ref Value: This is lhe lowest acceptable value that will still be considered as 
valid for a J>erformance verification check. This number must be entet'ed as 4 digits 
(e.g. 0.070). This value will be obtained from the Certificate of Analysis for each lot. 
b. High Ref Value: This is the highest acceptable value that will still be considered as 
valid for a performance verification check. This mimber must be entered as 4 digits 
(e.g. 0.090). 'Ihis value wilt be obtained from the Certificate of Analysis for each lot. 
c. Reset Count Y /N/V: This allows you to reset the counter. The counter increases by 
one every time the simulator solution is analyzed by the instruanent. (Y) resets the 
counter, (N) does not reset the counter, and (V} lets you ,•iew the counter. 
d. Solution Lot#: This entry is for the solution lot number. This entry requires ten 
alphanumeric characters (i.e. Lot fl 98801 must be entered as ~000098801). 
7. ·n,~ instrument is now set to perform a performance verilication check with each breath test. 
Idaho lntox 5000 Ri=fcrenco Manual 
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Recommended ,,rocedurc for performing a performance verification via tile simulator port 
I. Set mode switches 1,2,3,4,5 and 11 on (up). Switch 4 puts the instrument jn the three-digit 
mode used for performance verification checks, or on the 5000EN, Use <Escape> <Escape> 
<W> on the keyboard and answer yes to "3 DIGITS ON?" and "PRELIM RES? .. 
2. Use <EscaJ)e> <F..scar•e> <C> on the keybo·ard to begin the sequence. The instrument will 
run the solution twice and printout the results. 
3. Jf the performance verification cheek does not produce valid results follow the trouble 
shooting guide in lhe analytical method/standard operating procedure. 
4. Retain a record of the results. 
Idaho lntox 5000 Reference Manual 
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.Reoom,nendccl procedare for performing a pcrrormonce verification via the breatJJ tube 
I. Set mode switches 1,2~3,4,S and 11 on (up). Switch 4 puts the instrument in the three-digit 
mode used for performance vc:rification checks, or on the SOOOEN, Use <Escape> c:::Escape> 
<W> on the keyboard and answer yes to "3 DIGITS ON?" and "J>RELJM RES?" 
2. With the simulator unhooked from the instrument use <Escape> <.Escape> <B> on the · 
keyboard to begin the sequence. 
Warning: Do not have the simulator hooked up to the breath tube during an air blank. The 
sucking action may puU the solution info the instrument ar>d rhe Intoxilyzer 5000 may be 
flooded and put out of service. 
3. Follow the inslruc:lions on the display: 
a) Insert a card ifand external printer is not being used. 
b) Enter your last name (up to 20 lettet'S) 
c) Enter your first name (up to 20 letters) 
. d) Enter your middle initial 
e) -Enler your ID Number (number w/o dashes) 
f) Enter the soJutxm 1 or 2 (la, I b, or 2) 
g) Review data YIN {Yes starts you back at step (2), No continues on with the performance 
verification check.) 
NOTE: The solution number referred lo in •r ubove is not important at this time. Its purpose 
is Lo dislinguish which 1''0lution is run through the breath tube when more than one solution is 
used to perfonn this type of perfonnance verifiealion check. 
4. The instrument will obtain an air blank. 
S. The message .. Please blow/It into mouthpiece until-tone stops" will scroll across the display 
and then "Please Blow/R" wm flash on the display. At this point attach the &reathtube to the 
vapor out port of lhe simulator and blow ·into the mouthpiece for approximateJy flve seconds. 
6, Unhook lhe simulator from the breath hose immediatelx following the displayed readout, 
displayed as subjecl test ./Jilt#. 
7. Repeat steps 2-4. 
8. Retain a record of lhe results. 
fd11ho Tntox .SOOO Reference Mamw 
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Proper Connection of the Simulator 
The proper connection of the simulator is important. If the simulalor is not connected properly, the 
lntoxilyzcr 5000 series may draw solulion inlo the chamber and flood the instrument. 
To properly connect the simulator to the lntoxilywr 5000 series attach a 1/4 inch (inside diameter) 
piece of tubing from the vapor out port on the simulator to the simulator vapor port on the siqe of the 
Intoxilyzer 5000 series. Use the shorle!.1 section of tubing possible. 
Next, connect another 1/4 inch piece of Lubing from the righ1 rear of the Intoxilyzer 5000 series, 
labeled simulator return on the instrument, to the vapor in port on the simulator. 
Do nt>f connect the jnlet port of the simulator to the port on the left rear of the instrument labeled 
pump EXHAUST/SAMPLE CAPTURE and BREATH EXHAUST. 
The diagram below illustrates the proper hookup with a Guth or a Mark IIA simulator. 
OUTLEl PORT Of 
~IIIIULAlOI 
VAPOR RETURN 
TO SIMULJ\TOR 
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KEYBOARD OPTIONS MENU 
Diagnostic and set up functions can be accomplished through the Keybourd Options Menu, 
commonly known as the Escape Escape Sequence. The lntoxilyzer 5ClOOEN does not have switches 
to contl'ol functions Jike the previous lntoxilyzer 5000. All of the functions are controlled through the 
keyboard options menu. 
To enter the Keyboard Options Menu, press the ESC key twice in rapid succession. lt may take a f cw 
attempts to gel the instrument to recognize the ESC ESC command. The timing is critical for this 
keystroke. This was done deliberately to help prevent an unauthorized operator from inadvertently 
activating the menu. 
Keyboard Options Menu 
Press the ESC button twice very quickly to view lhc keyboard oplions menu. To make a selection 
from the menu, press the associated letter followed by the ENTER key. 
Display: Menu Ill: I B,C,D,E,G,H,P,V,W,Q 
Menu #2: 2 A,l),K,M,S,U,X,Q 
ON THE FJRST MENU: 
n == Maintenance Check 
C"' Performance Vcrifica1·;on Cbcck 
D = Diagnostic 
E = Preliminary Data E11rry 
G = Callbr·aHon Standard 
H=DVMModc 
P ""Print Test 
V ~ Version Display 
W • lnstrumcot .Fanctio1 Setup 
ON THE SECOND MENU: 
2 
A= Continuous Air Blank 
I .::: Internal Standards 
J = Memory Full Check 
K = Flow Rate Calibration and Testing 
M = Communic;stions Select · 
S = Motor Speed 
U = Cell Temperature Setup Functio11 
X = Solution Setup Function 
Q = Quit Me1111 
ld1dm lntox 5000 Reference Man\lal 
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ESCAPE ESCAPE MENU FUNCTIONS 
A Auto Purge. This function is used to purge the chamber of any vapor or fluid that may enler 
the instrument 
B Performance verification check via the breath hose. Sec the suggested procedure for 
perfonning a check through the breath hose. 
C Performance verification performed via the simulator port See the suggested procedure for 
performing a check through the simulator port 
I> Will perform diagnostic check. 
E Preliminary Data Entry Allows you to edit the time, date, location of the instrument and to 
select the question asked at the end of the testing sequence. For instruments with external 
printers, you are able to select the number of copies of the breath test results to be printed.· As 
each prompt appears there are two courses of action. Either type in the new data or press 
ENTER whc11 the 11roper data is on the display to store it in memory. 
Note: While performing a breath test a series of questions is asked of the operator. lf the 
operator answers yi;s to the question "DUJ arrest YIN", a second questioD will be asked 
immediately following the breath test. · 
"ENTER TIME ID-IMM" (Sel time using 24 hour clock) 
"NORM TIME ZONE,...,, (example MST) 
"Date= MMDDYYYY" (Set date) 
''JNSTR LOCATJON =" (Set location) 
"H FOR HEJ~P (l,2,3),, (This option sels the question asked at the end of subject test if 
·the operator answers yes to the questio11 
"DUl ARREST YIN". \ == DECP YIN 
2 = DRUG TESTY /N 
3=NONE 
In Idaho choose selection 2. 
"NUM COPIES (1-3)', (Titis option is for th~ use of external printers and qan be set lo 
print form 1-3 copies. For internal printers choose 1.) 
"TIMEOUT IN MJN =" (This number determines how many minutes of inactivity are 
necessary before the instrument goes into STANDBY MODE. 
An entry of ZERO (0) wm force the instrument to always stay 
on. The allow~ble range of time for this option is 1 to 2SS 
minutes. The simulator is not programmed to go into 
. . 
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STANDBY MODE and will stay on any time there is power to 
the instrument.) 
G Barometric Menus ·Ibis option allows you to choose between wet bath and dry gas 
calibration. Dry gas is not being used in the State of ld11ho. instrument prompts "SELECT, 
MAINT (S,M)" 
H 
••s,• - Select 
The instrument will prompt "TYPE GAS, WET (G,W)'' 
"G" -Dry Gas 
"W" ~ Wet Bath 
"M" -Maintenance 
The instrument will prompt "DISJ>,CAl.,,J>NT (D,C,P) 
'.'D" -Display the <.mrrent barometric pressun: 
"P" -Print the current barometric calibration 
"C» -Instrument prompts to "ENTER BAROMETRIC" to perform one point . 
calibration on the barometric sensor. · 
"Q" -Quit 
Note: The Muintenanceoptions are not needed. We are only using the wet bath performance 
verification check. 
D~M Test: This js a special diagnostic tool to help a technician check the instrument for drift 
and stability. 
J~ thjs m'?_de, the processor output from each of the Jive filters appears one at a time on the 
display. The display will show the output YY X VVVV NNNN where: 
• YY-lndicates which mo<le the instrument is in. 
CH indicates DVM modi.: 
IN indicates internal standa.-ds 
• X-is the channel number 
• WVV--ls the value of the channel 
• NNNN-is the noise figure for the channel 
The value displayed is the value from the analog to digital conveTter. TI1e noise 
t1guR gives a representation of performance of the channel. The noise figure is 
the difference between the maximum 1md minhnum of30 individual samples. 
Noise figures above 60 will fail the stability tests. 
Idaho Jnlox 5000 R~ference Manual 
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I Internal Standards This option allows you to check the instrument's internal standard values. 
The value of each of the five internal stand~rds is prinled individually on the card. 
J Memorv Full Check When the memory full option is active (Y), the instrument will warn the 
operator when the memory is almost full and disable the instrument if the memory becomes 
full. This would allow for a.communications download of the data without losing any data. 
When this option is not active (N), the instrument will still record the test records as before. 
However, when the instrument is out oJ space, it will begin to delete the oldest record to make 
room for the newest entry. Until we are downloading information on a regular basis, leave 
this option turned off (N). 
K Flow Rate Calibration and Testing This option allows the technician to monitor volume and 
flow measuremcnu. J f you choose this option, press the ST ART TEST button to ex.it. 
M Communication Select This option allows you to choose the communication interface with 
the instrument. It will prompt "MODEM OR l)IRE(..'T". Select "M" for modem so that 
JSPFS cun contact the instrument. 
P Will pcrforin a print test 
V Will display the version of the software you arc currently using. 
X Allows you to set lbc parameters for performing a perfonnance verification check with each 
breath test For more information see the procedure on performing a performance verification 
with each breath test (Page 6). 
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w Custom Function Setup This option replaces the switch settings that were on the previous 
Intoxily-~r SOOO. The function of the instnament is controlled by answering a series of eleven 
questions. 
• "STD TEST(l-5)?" The lntoxilyzcr 5000EN is capable of running five different 
breath test sequences. For evidenti_ary DUI testing use choose sequence 1, which is 
the custom sequence for the State ofldaho. 
I. Custom test (AlACABABA) 
2. ABA 
3. ABACA 
4. ACABA 
5. ABABA 
• "CUSTOM TEST? YIN" The instrument will confirm the test sequence you want to 
use. Type Y or N. 
• "3 DJGITS ON? Y/Nn This question is asking how many digits the alcohol 
concentration should be displayed in. For evidcntiary use, we recommend this option 
be turned 011 (Y), this will print three digits past the decimal point (.000). When you 
use the keyboard options to do a performance verification check, this should be turned 
OIi to print aJI three digits {.000). 
• "PRELJM RES? YIN" This aJlows you 10 see the alcohol concentration throughout the 
entire test, not just the .final result. The display will continually show the rising. falling 
or con~1tmt concentration value of the sample as the subject blows. 17or evidcntiary 
testing this should be tu~ned off {N), so only L~c final result i~ displayed. 
• "DATA ENTRY'/ YIN" The instrument is program med with a set of data entry 
questions lhal may be asked before e.ich breath test begins. These questions include the 
subject's name and operalor's name. li'or cvidcntil:lry testing turn tltis op(io11 on (Y)·. 
Note: Only when data cnlr)' is turned on will test results be stored on the battery 
protected memory. 
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• "PRINT INHIB? YIN" It is possible to inhibit the printer from creating a printed 
record of the breath tesl. Choose "Y .. if you do NOT want the instrument to print a Lest 
record. Choose "N" of you DO want the instrument to print a test record. For 
evidentiary lcsting this shou Id be turned off (N) so that a test record is printed. J fa 
record is nol printed use the function key Fl on the keyboard to reprint the results of the 
last test. 
• "INT STDS? YIN" This option perfonns an inlemal standards check in place ttf the 
JJeriorma11ceverification clieck, For evidentiary testing this needs to be turned off (N) 
so thal a performance verification check is run during the test sequence. 
• "J>RJNT VOLUME? YIN" The expired breath volume can be printed with each breath 
test. For evidcnfiary testing this should be turned otJ (.N). We are not currently using 
this feature. 
• "AUTO TEMJ> CK? Y /Nn Allows the i!lstrument to obtain temperature information 
from a compatible Guth simulator automatically. "SIMULATOR TEMPERATURE 1N 
RANGE" will prin1 on the report For evidentiary testing this should be turned on 
(Y) if possible. lf a compa1ihle simulator is not being used or this feature is for some 
reason not functioning it can be turned off. Jf it is turned off(N), the question "SJM IN 
RANGE YIN" will be asked before each performant:e verification check. 
• "REVIEW SETUP? YIN" Jfyou are satisfied with the setup, choose "N". If you 
would like to double-check your entries, choose .. Y". 
• "SAVE SETUP? YIN" Answering "Y" to this question wilJ save your new 
configuration onto the ballery backup RAM. This will preserve the configuration so that 
each lime that the instrument is energized, it will be set to your new configuration. 
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RECOMMENDED INSTRUMENT SETUJ> FOR EVIDENTIARY TESTING 
OUE.STJON RESPONSE 
. "S'fD TEST (J-5)?" l 
"CUSTOM~? YIN" y 
"3 DJGJTS ON? YIN" y 
MJ>RELJM RES? YIN" N 
"DATA ENTRY? YIN" y 
"PRINT .INHIB? Y /N" N 
"INT S1'DS? YIN'' N 
"PRINT VOLUME? Y/N11 N 
"AUTO.J'EMP CK? Y/Nn y 
Q Quits Lhe <Escape> <E.c.cape> functions and takes the lntmcilyzer back to its resting display. 
-------------------
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Switch Number 
I 
2 
J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
Useful switch settings 
1,2,3,4,7,9 & JI up 
2, ?up 
SWITCH SETI'lNGS for the INTOX 5000 66 Series 
Function 
Display test 
D.V.M. test 
Used with switch I & 2 to set mode 
Displays 4 digits 
Displays readout during breath test/cal check 
Not used in Idaho 
Runs the Internal Standards 
Not used 
Will perfonn a performance verification check 
Not used in Idaho 
Use keyboard lo input data for the question series 
Not used in Idaho 
Di.~ablcs the printer 
Not used in Idaho 
Not used in Idaho 
Off Position 
Down 
Down 
Down 
Down 
Down 
Down 
Down 
Down 
Down 
Down 
Not Applicable 
Not AppUcable 
Will perfonn a check on the internal standards when the green 
START BUITON is pushed. 
Enters D.V.M. mode. Press the green START BUTTON and to 
scroll through D.V.M., Jntcmal Standard# I, lntcmal Standard 
#2, and Internal Standard # 3 values. 
1,2,3,4,1.3 up & II down Will 111low an operator to perform a subject test by pressing the 
START BUITON. However, no information will be keyed in 
and a printout will not be ob\ained. Great for public service, or 
public awareness. 
1,2,3,7,J I & 13 up In the cve11t of printer failure this switch setting may be used 
until e loaner instrument is oblaim~d. No print card will be 
issued so it is essential that operators record all informntion in 
the instrument log. 
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Useful switch settings 
1,2,3 down 
1,2,3{4) & l l up 
I up 
1,2,3,4,5 & 9 up 
1,2,3,4.S & 13 up 
Action 
Activates a printer lest. when the green ST ART 
BUTION is pushed. 
This is tbe recommended setting used at this time for 
el'identiary testing. Use switch 4 to display 3 digits 
Display test AH characters will scroll across the display. 
Will perform a pcrfonnance verification check by 
pressing the green "ST ART BUTI'ON". Use this if your 
keyboard goes out to perform a performance verification 
check. 
No printout will be obtained and no Information will be 
entered. This setting is useful for demonstrations. 
If a switch is not mentioned then it is assumed to be in the off position. For other mode settings see 
the operating manual for the Intoxilyzer 5000 that is published by CMl or call the local Forensic Lab. 
INSTRUMENT MESSAGES 
Herc are other instrument messages in addition to those found in the operator training manual that 
you should know about. 
MESSAGE 
·'DVM *23" 
"INVALID MODE" 
"INVALID LOT NO" 
SOLUTION 
TI1is means your JR source is bad or faiJing. Changing. 
the JR source, if you have the knowledge to do this, wilt 
solve the problem. 
The switches on the right side of the instrument.are set 
improperly. Setting them correctly :wm solve the 
problem. 
Re-enter the lot number, taking care to enter ten 
ulphanumeric characters. (e.g. Lot ft 9801 must be 
entered as 000000980 I). · 
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SIMULATORS 
I. Do not plug the simulator in without liqui.d. The heater har will burn out rapidly in air. 
2. After using the simulator ·allow it to air dry at least 24 hours before screwing the top onto the 
jar. This wiU help to prevent the fotmation of rust. 
I. To use :your wet bath simulator: 
a) Pour solution into the simulator and plug it in. 
b) Allow solution to warm to operating temperature (approximately 15 minutes). 
c) Observe the lcmperature 
d) I fthe simulator stitl is nol within 1J1e suggested range, see trouble shooting in the 
analytical method/standard operating procedure. · 
HANDLING OF PERFORMANCE VERIF1CATION CHECK SOLUTIONS 
1. Lt:ave the solution in the simulator. Pouring the solution back and forth depletes the ethanol 
concentration. lf storage of solution is required, let the simulator completely cool before 
removing the solution. 
2. Store the performance verification check solutions tightly capped in a cool place out of direct 
sun lighi. 
3. Add enough solution lo the simulator jar to c.over the propeller while still maintaining a level 
below tf1e baffie. · 
· 4. Ordering of solutions sbould be done by tbe Bren th Tcs1ing Specialist. J(you need 
assistance call your locul lab. 
5: When changing out simulato,· solutions it is a good idea to perf;orm a performance verification 
check with the new solution. This ensures that everything is setup and functioning properly 
for your opcrntors. 
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JNTOXILYZER 5000 GENERAL MAJNTENANCE AND REPAIRS 
1. When doing maintenance and repairs on your instrument it is a good idea to do a performance 
verification check before and after to help prevent arguments that may arise. 
2. Keep records of all maintenance and repairs performed. 
3. Turn off or unplug the instrument depending on the type of maintenance or repair you are 
performing. 
MAINTENANCE 
1. Nothing is to be stored on top of the Jntoxilyzer. 
2. Do not set cups of liquid on the instrument. A simple spill could leak onto the computer boards 
and cause shorts. 
3. Try lo keep the outer case clean. Use a glass cleaner such as 409 or other non-abrasive cleaner .. 
Spray onto a cloth and wipe the case ,vith the cloth. Do not spray directly onto the case {see #2). 
4. Keep the area under and around the case free from dust and dirt. 
5. Keep the area around the instrument free from volatile compounds. The presence of such 
chemicals could cause AMBIENT FAILED on the display. 
6. Avoid sudden temperature fluctuations (a heat/air condHioning duct), or instrument may display 
AMBIENT FAILED. 
7. The instrument has a built-in spike protector, bu1 purchase ofa surge protector may be useful in 
those areas which are often hil by these electri~al surges. 
8. FILTER WHEEL DUST PROTECTOR: Lay protective tape over the opening above the filter 
wheel. 
9. Protect the plastic insert (coupler) in the end of the breath tube from loss and breakage. 
I 0. Clean air intake screens at the base of the breath tube connccHon us needed. 
I I. Lube printer bar with silicone spray regularly. Do this by $praying the lubricant on a Q-tip or 
cloth then apply it on the bar. Never spray Ju bricnnts directly into the Instrument. 
12. Use canned air obtained from your local hardware or ~lcctronics shop to blow out dust and de.bris 
1hat collect inside your instrument. Cleaning the chopper motor can cut down on \Jnstable . 
reference c:rrors if your instrumenl is located in a dusty location. 
IMPORTANT: Tum off the instrument and let the JR source cool down before blowing out 
the instrument. 
Try to cJeari the inside of the instrument several times a year, especially the 
fan and screen on the bottom of the instrument 
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The instrument is very sensitive to the canned air chemicals and it may be 
necessary to ventilate the area well before starting any testing or an 
AMBIENT FAILED error message moy be displayed. 
J 3. When removing the black cover from the right side of the instrument make sure the 40 volt 
capacitors still have t•e paper covers on their ends. If they do not, glue them back down with a 
GLUE STICK, or cover them with electrical tape. 
CAUTION: Potential electrical ha7.ard. Unplug the instrument first. 
REPAIRS 
• These instruments have a two (2) year warranty and repairs will generally be done at CMl. 
There are other approved vendors. 
• Additional training for repairs can be obtained by attending the fntoxilyier 5000 Users Group 
or a one~week training course at the factory. 
Hel'e are some orthc places that do repairs on the h1toxilyzer 5000. This is not an inclusive list. 
CMI, Inc. 
316 E. 9th Slreet 
Owensboro, .KY 42303 
Phone: J-866-835-0690 
Al)plied Electronics 
52 Juniper Lane 
Eagle, co 81631 
Phone: 1·970-328-5420 
. . 
COBRA 
The ldaho Stale Police Forensic Services te1:minated (he COBRA program in July 2010. The 
COBRA lechnology was •ntiquated end not functional with VoIP phone systems. ISPFS requests 
that "last drink" information still be provided lo the fdobo SJatc Police Alcohol Beverage Control 
BuJea·u. 
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OPERATOR CLASS 
1. There is no specific requirement for the length of the class as long as every&hing is covered, and 
students can pass a pnctical and wriuen exam. 
2. Must cover complete le~son plan for new operat.or class or operators whose certification ha,; 
expired. · 
3. Do not let the operala take the test until the entire class has been taught. 
4. Class materials can be copied from masters found in section three. Each student needs one copy 
of tnc SOP, and the Ref ere nee Manual. 
5. Obtain certification card templates from the Jab that has jurisdiction over your area. 
6. Send roster 1o POS'J. 
· 7. Keep a copy of the POST roster for your record. These should be maintained at least 3 years and 
arc subject to audit byrhe Idaho Slate Police Forensic Services. 
&. Grade the tests. Do not Jet your students grudc the test as you m11y need 1o testify to the 
ccrtificatlo11 of your students. 
9. Each student must successfully complete the written exam with 80% 01· better. 
I 0. issue tl~e card to any student who successfully completes the class. Sign your name on the line 
that says "BTS signature''. Expiration date is the last day of the 26th month from the day the class 
was taken. 
l l. Important things to teach in class: 
12. lt is a good idea to llSk if subject has anything in mouth prior to the start of 15-minute waiting 
period. 
13. The pul'pose and impcrtance of the 15-minute waiting period. 
14. Have officer maintain complete control over breath tube at all times. 
IS. Use new mouthpiece for each subject. 
t 6. Log the results immediately after completing the test. 
l 7. Always check for proper insertion of piintcard before starting test. 
18 .. Always check the date and lime for correctness before starting test. 
19. If a11ythii1g unusual occurs prior to or during the test, the officer should make note of it on the 
alcohol influence report form or other place. For ~xample: uncooperative subject. 
20. Obtaining a sample if the lntoxilyzer 5000 won't let you perform a breath test. 
Special problems: 
a) DEFICIENT SAMPLE--does not meet bre11th sample requirements. 
b) INY ALlD SAMl'LE- mouth alcohol. 
c) IMPROPER SAKPLE- blew al wrong time. 
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d) INTERFERENT- intoxicating substance other lhan alcohol. Get a_ blood sample. 
21. Prinicards: 
a) Recommend officers sign cards. 
b) Should fill in Time First Observed with slarting Lime of 15-minute observation period. 
22. Check the temperature of the simulator. lf it is in range place a check in the appropriate column of 
the instrument log. 
23. Position yourself so you are in front ofthe instrument and in control of breath tube. This will 
position the subject atthe front left of the instrument which will help protect the simulator at the 
right rear. 
NOTE: Sotne iagencies leave the suspect in handcuffs while perfonning the breath test 
ORDERING INFORMATION 
Below are a number of places where you can get parts and accessories for the lntoxilyzer 5000 series. 
-Guth 
-BesTest, Inc. 
-CMJ 
·Applied Electronics 
-REPCO 
This list is not inclusive. 
-Nationul Draeger, Inc. 
1-800-233-2338 
1-800-248-3244 
1-866-835-0690 
1-970-328-5420 
J .919-876-5480 
J-800-385-8666 
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JNTERNAL PARTS AND THEORY 
This information is very general. )ts purpose is to enhance your understanding of the performance and 
function of the instrumenL 
Depending on their physical size and structure, molecules absorb energy of specific frequencies. For 
e1'ample, alcohol molecules absorb certain frequencies of infrared energy. Accordingly, the 
lntoxilyzer 5000 breath analysis inslJ'umcnt uses an infrared energy absorption technique to find the 
alcohol concentration of a breath sample. 
The heart of the lnfoxilyzcr 5000 instrument is its sample chamber. At one end of the chamber, a 
quartz iodide lamp emit~ infrared energy, which is directed through the chamber by a lens. At the 
opposite end of the chamber, 11 second lens focuses the energy leaving the chamber through three 
rotating filters and onto an infrared energy detector. These filters only allow certain wavelengths 
through .. 
Initially, the instrument establishes a zero reference point by measuring the amount of infrared energy 
std king the detector when the sample chamber is filled with room air. During a br~ath test, as the 
amount of alcohol vapor in the chamber rises, the amount of infrared energy reaching the detector 
falls. Therefore, by finding the difference between the zero reference point and the breath test 
measurement. the instrument can determine breath alcohol concentration. The unit displays the result 
in grams of alcohol per 210 liters. To assure accurate test results, the lntoxilyzer 5000 breath analysis 
instrument also checks to see that other substances that may interfere with the breath tests accuracy 
are nol present. 
A. Filter Wheel (lntoxily:ter 5000 Model) 
Three filters are embedded in the filter wheel. The lntoxilyzer 5000 uses these to measure 
alcohol concentration and detect interfering substances. 
1. 3.48 Measures the concentration of alcohol and is set at 6.00 volts. 
3.80 Is used as a reference and is set at approximately at 6.00 volts. 
3.39 Looks for interfol'ents and is set individually for each instrnmenl around 4.00 volts. 
a. ln normal alcohol-only situatio11, a ratio ex.ist'i between 3.39 and 3.48 peaks. 
b. -With the presence of acelone. 3.39 peak gets higher and ratio changes. 
c. The lntoxilyzer 5000 series may electronically co1·rect the _ratio and subtract the 
interfering substance. 
d. Not all substances are subtracted accurc1tely. For this rcaso.n it is important to obtain 
a blood sample when an interfcrcnt is detected. 
e. Jntoxilyzer 5000 is not specific for ethyl alcohol. 
2. Timing notch on the wheel keeps the computer in sync to fi11ers. 
3. Rotates at 1800 rpm. At this rate a sample is analyzed approximately 30 times per second. 
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B. lllternal standards 
Checks the functioning of the instrument by monitoring the voltages produced by the three 
·filter wheel. 
I . 3.39 is 0. J 00 standard. 
2. 3.48 is 0.200 standard. 
3. 3.80 is 0.300 standard. 
4. With the filter wheel moving at 1800 rpm each ·internal standard is checked approximately 
30 times a second. 
5. lntemal standards are directly linked to the established voltages aod calibration setting of 
the instrument. 
6. Any shift or change fo voltages or calibration selling will he reflected in the Internal 
Standards. 
7. lfone or more of the internal standards are outside a 5% allowable tolerance the 
Jntoxilyzcr will abort the test with INTERNAL f•'AILED. 
a. .I 00 std range is .095 to .105. 
b. .200 std range is . J 90 lo .210. 
c. .300 std Tange is .285 to .315. 
C. lnterfcrent detector 
Detects interfering substances that may be present in a sample. 
1. It is capable of doing this because of the analysis of multiple wavelengths 
2. Performed by lhe instrument 
3. Comparison of3.48 and 3.39 channels will cause automatic subtraction for performing a 
correction ofl•e result 
Note: In order to have the ace/one sublracti<m option active, the instrument needed to 
have been sel'up for ace/one .1·ublraclion dlfring the ccrlibration sequence. 
4. With lower levels of acetone, subtraction is automaticnlly done without any signal. 
5. With higher levels of acetone and other interfering substan~, lntoxilyzer will signal 
INTERFERENT on display. 
6. Print card wilJalso say "INTERFERENT DhTECTED HAVE BLOOP DRAWN". 
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D. Mouth alcohol detcc1or 
This is accomplimed by the analysis of a slope detector. 
1. To be an acceptable alcohol reading, must have a poi;iLivc slope. 
2. Mouth alcohd has a negative slope. 
3. lntoxiiyzcr S<JOO performs a continuous comparison of the breath sample. The BrAC 
values must conlinue to climb, producing a positive slope. Ifthc Br AC values of a sample 
· are decreasing, producing a negative slope, the lest is aborted with the printout "INVALD 
SAMPLE" (i.e. mouth alcohol contamination). Also present on the printout is the 
statement "IUPBA T OBSERVATJON PERIOD BEFORE RBTEST.ING SUBJBCT'. 
4. Operator should fand the cause of problem. if possible, and.start 15-minutcwaiting period 
over again. 
B. Sample chamber 
.The sample charnbcr is where the inili<1l 11nalysis of the sample takes place. 
I. ·It is the long tube located at the rear of the instn1mcnt. 
2. Chamber sizeis 81 cubic centimeters in voJumc. 
3. Fresnel Jens CII each end of chamber: 
4. tight source llcated to the right 
s: Chopper motcr and filter wheel located to the left. 
F. Light Source 
The light source is a tungsten (iJainent halogen light bulb with one side coated with silver. 
I. Emits atr wa\lCJengths of light. 
2. Is ''ON" all 1~ time unless Intoxilyzer 5000 is turned "OFP'. 
3. Ufe span of2000-3000 hours per bulb. 
4. Light is direcled lhrough ch011,bcr by lens. 
0. Detector 
Detects the intensity of light. 
I. .Detects the bmds ofinfrarcd light that pass through the filters. 
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H. Breath sampli11gmechanjsm 
1. Flow through technology. 
2. Pressure sw~tch in breath line (approximately 2" waler). 
a. As breath is f'e>rced into the instrument, the swilch is forced open. 
b. Must behe\d open continuously for 5 seconds. 
c. Tone starts as soon as.pressure is reached. 
3. lntoxilyzcr 5{l)0 starts analy.,;i.s immediately, but doesn't give a result until a valid sample 
is obtained or the 3-minute time allowance has passed. 
4. The lntoxilyzcr 5000 also has a slope detector: 
a. Moniton change in alcohol concentration with time. 
b. Increase in alcohol must not be greater than .003/second for sample to be accepted as 
valid. 
c. lntoxilyzer 5000 does 30 analyses on the breath sample each second. 
5. The tone indicates that the subject is blowing and the pressure switch is open. 
6. All breath lines and sample chamber are kept small so that any breath found in the 
ch11mber after4~5 seconds is breath that was recently blown in. 
7. Earlier breath has been forced out of the chamber. 
8. A vernge lung capacity is about 4 liters. When a person finally runs out of breath, about 2.5 
to 3 liters of breath has been expelled. 
9. lfthe subject ~ops blowing before the pressure and slope requirements have hten met, the 
Intoxilyrer will beep every 5 seconds for 3 minules at which time it will end the test and 
print uDEFICJENT SAMPLE" on the printcard. 
10. Breath must be one long, continuous sample or it will not be accepted. 
1 I. Breatti line is heated to I 05 to 11 O °F to prevent water condensation. 
12. The agrecmcnl of two separnte breath ~amples strongly refutes the pos.c;ibiliCy of on 
inslrument m~function, radio frequency interference, month alcoho~ or other possible 
sources of error (see lduho B1"c11tb Alcohol Shuulard Opcrntion Procedure). 
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I. Processor Com))lntmts 
1. . RAM chip is a random access memory chip, which stores the memory of tests, 
performance 'YCrification checks and instrument internal checks. 
a. Needs constant source of power to mu intain iL'i memory. 
b. Ram board has a rechargeable ballcry which will hold the memory for 6-7 weeks. 
2. EPROM chips are Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory chips that are programmed 
at the factory md contain lhc pennanent memory of the instrument such as serial number 
and lhe quest ian series program. 
a. There arr three EPROMs that work as a set. 
b. EPROMs do not need a constant current to maintain memory. 
J. Internal Printer 
1. Jmpact printer, no ribbon. 
2. Needs NCR paper for the print cards. 
K. Three-way valv~ 
There are two of these valves which channel samples. 
1. One directs tJ-t flow from either the breath tube or the simulator port through to the 
sample chamber. 
2. The other allOW's for simulator recirculation. 
L. Rudio frequcncydetector 
J. Antenna wire is wrapped around breath tube. 
2, Deteclor is inlernaJ, located on the CPU board. 
3. Entire Jntoxil,ier 5000 is a PARADAY CAGE, completely grounded and all openings 
screened. 
4. Although RFlcwmoL nffect the readings, any RFI emissions picked up by the external 
antenna will cause lhe instrnment to report RFI DETECTED and stop the test. 
5. . Demonstrnte .RJ I with a J1and-held radio. 
Idaho lntox 50,0~ Reference ·Manual 
lssuinn Autho1·lty···1S~T1S QuaUty Manager. 
Revision J Effoctivc: 12/16~010 
Par,t: 28 of 31 
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lNTICRNAL PARTS AND THEORY UNIQUE TO THE 5000EN 
This is information that is unique to the lntoxilyzer SOOOEN in relation to the previous lntoxily:zer 
5000. 
A.· Filfcr Wheel (Iabxilyzer 5000EN Model) 
The lntoxilyzer 5000EN has five filters embedded in the filter wheel. It uses these filters to 
measure alcohol concentration and to detect interfering substances. 
l. 3.47 
3.80 
3.40, 3.36, a11d3.52 
Measures the concentration of alcohol. 
ls used as a reference. 
Look for interfering substances. Make the instrument more 
specific to ethanol. 
a. In a nomal alcohol-only situation, a ratio exists between the 3.40 and 3.47 peaks. 
b. With thc1>resence of acetone. 3.40 peak gets higher and ratio changes. 
c. Jntoxilyzer 5000 series electronically corrects the ratio and subtracts the interfering · 
substance. 
d. Not all substances are subtracted accurately. Jl'or this reason it is important to 
obtain a blood sample when a-a interferent is detected, 
e. Unlike tke previous Intoxilyz.er 5000, lhe lntoxilyzer 5000EN is able to detect other 
types of alcohol as interferents. For example this instrument wil I respond 
••JNTERFERE"NT DETECTED» in lhe presence of methanol and isopropanol. 
2. Timing notch on the filter. whee) keeps the computer in sync lo filters. 
B. Jnternal staudunls 
Checks the functkming of the instrument by monitoring the voltages produced by the five 
filters 011 the filter wheel. · 
1. 3.40 is. I 00 standard. 
2, 3.47 is .200 standard. 
3. 3.80 is .300 stmdard. 
4. 3.36 is .400 stindard. 
5. 3.52 is .500 standard. 
6. Internal standards are directly linked to the eslabJished voltages and ca!ibration setting of 
the jnstrument. 
7. Any. shift or 1:hange in voltages or calibr.tlion selling will be reflected in the Internal 
Standards. 
ld11ho lnlox SOOO Reference Mamml 
Issuing Authority---1SPFS Quulily Manager 
R.~wisicm I Hffcctivc l2/J6no10 
Page29 of31 
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8. Jf one or more of the internal standards are outside a 5% allowable tolerunce the 
lntoxilyzer will abort the tcsl with INTERNAL FAILED. 
a. .100 STD range is .095 to . l OS. 
b . .200 STD range is .190 to .210. 
c. .300 STD r,mge is .285 to .315. 
d. .400 STD range is .380 to .420. 
e. .500 STD range is .475 to .525. 
C. Printer 
1. The internal printer is an impact printer, no ribbon. 
2. Needs NCR paper for the print cards. 
3. The lntoxilyzer 5000EN is equipped wiU1 a connection for an external printer. The 
internal printer is automatically disabled when an external printer is connected to the 
inslrumenl. 
D. Flow Sensor 
The pressure switch in the previous lntoxilyzer bus been replaced by a flow sensor. 
1. Tl1cre are four minimum requirements lhat must be met before a sample wiJJ be taken. 
a. 1.1 Liters of air must be expired. 
b. The. su~jcct must blow for a minimum of one second. 
c. The alcohol concentration slope must level off. 
d. The pressure must reach approximately ,,, of water. 
Idaho lnlox: SOOO Rcfe1·ence Mnnual 
lss11ing Authoril}'···ISPFS Quality Manager 
Revision J Effeclive l 'Ul 6/20 I 0 
Page 30 of3l 
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E. Standby Mode 
The Standby Mode allows the lntoxilyzer 5000EN to be used with a short warm up time and 
results in less wear on the instrument than being left running continuously. 
J • In the Standby Mode, power is applied only to the heaters in the instrument. 
2. When a cold lntoxilyzcr is turned on, the instrument will take 30 minutes to warm up to 
the proper operating temperature before it begins diagnostics and moves into the IDLE 
MODE. When the instrument is reactivated from the Standby Mode, it only will need two 
minutes to warm up. 
3. To reactivate the instrument from the Standby Mode you only need to press the ST ART 
TEST button. 
4. The Standby Mode can be easily noled because the display will be blank and the red 
power light will still be lit. 
5. The amount of time allowed before the instrument "times out" is controlled through the 
"ESC ESC E· menu option. Entering zero (0) will force the instrument to always on. 
6. The simulator does not shut off in the Standby Mode and will be on any time there is 
power to the instrument. 
F. Temperature Menitoring 
The lnloxHy.ter SOOOEN has H temperature monitoring f euture that allows the instrument to 
verify the simula1or temperature is 34°C ±0.5. 
1. During the lc:st sequence, prior to the performance verification check, the instrument will 
check the simulator temperature. If it is in range, on the final report will be printed 
"SIMULATOR TEMPERATURE JN·RANGE". Jf it is out of range, tl'!e test sequence 
will be aborted. 
2. This tem1>erature monitoring feature is conlrolled through the" ESC ESC W" menu. 
3. When this fea\urc is turned off, before the performance verification check is perfonr1ed, 
the operator \Vil! be prompted lo answer the <)Uestion "SIM JN RANGE Y /N ... 
ldi,ho ln\ox 5000 Reference Manual 
Issuing Aulhurity--1SPFS Quality Manag~r 
Revision I .Effective 12/16/20!0 
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6.0 Idaho Standard Oper~atingJProcedure 
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Breath A,._lcoh_qf:Testing 
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ld11bo St11t, roure 
Fo,·ellStt S.nit'e11 
Icla}10 Brentb Alcohol Slllncfard Op~rating Proccd\ll:e 
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Glossary 
ApJ>l'Ol't'd Ver,dor: A .sourcclp .... idet·/ma11itf11cturer of an approved premi>.1.'<l nlcobol simulator standan:l shall be explicitly 
api,roved as a vendor of premixedalcohol simul111or soJutiOJ1s or day ~IS 11lcnhol cyli11clcrs for distribnlion within Idaho. 
B1·eath Alrohol Test: A series ofiep.,rnte breal!J wnplc:s provided dwi:nt?- a brcalh tcslu~ ,eqt,c11ee. 
Dreiath .Akobol TestiUG SNJllfDct: A scqueucc of eventr. ns delenni!\ed by the Idaho Stale Police Forensic Services, which 
uu,y Ix di1"CCtr:d by either tlse iastn11Uet11 oc tbe Operato1·, but 1101 both. and may consist of air bl.auk¥.{p~!onn,mce 
w1ilication. i111cmal ,1a11da1d chetb, and btealb SlllllJ>les. 0, J ~,~ 
B1·earb Tl'sliug Specialist {BTS):Al\ iudividual who bas completed 1u11td\'1u1ced training clasr; appr<>!\il~tbe Idabo State 
Police: Fon,rwc Sen•ices. BTS ceni.fication i, valid for 26 calendar nlOllths and ei.pires 011 tbc last ~!,-~ftbe 26th mouth. 
C1.'11illcalt' of A.u11Jysis; A ceniftcate S111ti11g 1ha1 1be premixed ethyl alcohol stancl,,rds 11s/id:f:;:,/crrfflna11ce verification 
have been leslerl and appto\'cd funse by 1l1e 1SPFS. ·-· ...., 
~- .. ~, 
Ce11ific.J1tl' of .Appro,·1d: A ccnii:.atc slating that ru1 indil'idual breatl1 alcohol 1esti1~:fi~ii111UC11I hlls bec:11 evaluated by lhe 
IS:PF$ a1id fo1u1d to be s11i1ablc Jor forensic alcohol testing. TI1e ce11ific11tc: be~,.'the~~ip1~turc of a,1 Itl.iho Stale Police 
Forensic Se1,iccs L.ib Manaier, md U1e cffectl\-'t date of tJ1e instrument appro,·~1-~:;~\ •· ,..:;·•,1. 
Ch:mi:1•<1"e1· Clas$; A m,ining cw for c111TC1Uly ct11ified personnel q1iri1i; ",~;iucb_ ti~~;;: 1!11ght theoiy, operation, and 
µtoper restitl![ Jlf0Cedt11-e for a nev mnke or model of instnunent being id~pted by, the~:· a~ency. Bre11lh Testing Specialists 
,-.ite11d BTS 1111u1ini 1hat qualifici lae111 lo per.fonu BTS duties relntcd,to'thc iush'!,!mc'i,t.' 
, .. ~-- . 
-~ . t-, :· . • . : : . 
E.,•icleuriary Test: A breath tes1 ,erfonned Oll a .subjec1'indi':'i"ih~l'for pol.entiitl e\·idcutill()' or legal pu1poses, A distinction 
is made l,etweeo e\'idc»liary leslq nud conumu1ity sm•ice oi ,training. 1£S1s.pcrfom1ed with the instrument. 
····;·.. ·,. ~,;': 
Jd11ho Shtll' Pollrf Forensic Stt1'\lcn (JSPFS): Fonncdy J:'ii0\\'.n_M.tl1e'Bureau ofForensic Services, the JSPFS is declic11red 
to providinF, fommc science scnices lo the criuuwf'.;,isticc "'Y'I~ of ld.1bo. ISPFS is lhe l\dmini.st1'lltive body for the 
b1"eatl1 alcohol tcstiui 11rota11m perlDAPA 11.03.0f:·; · _:~. ~ 
...... .. l-.... ,, • r:.' .... p,,·· . 
~\11P/MJC: .An abbm·.ia1io11 ,a:.r:d IO desi!IJ~i; ~1or ui~~~ssiou or miuor in cousm1iptioo of akobol. 
.···:, . ·:.,-~· 
Opwn101· Cc>rtifk1ulou: 111e co11oti~fruf li;wing ~ti!ified the truinine, ,-cc1.uin:meuts. for adumui.lcrin.g brcatb alcohol lei;1s as 
estilblished by the 1SPFS. 01>C!;!ffr-.~ertific11tton_ is' valid for 26 calendar 1110111lu; ru1cl expin.-s on tbe la.st d.,y of the 26th 
mouth. . 1 '"·c'· 1 -r··,·, 
. -;.,. ...... i. ,,t.'i.: ,.:, 
O&>t>l'ntOJ'; An i11di\•idual .. c.irti.fi~by 1l!e·i~~fS 11$ qualified by traini11s to administei· breath alcobol lc:!ilS, 
'_} ... '\'~ 
IJTS/Oprrntor q_!'ssis.An (SPF&nppro,·cd tmi11in1,? class for PfU!>l>t.'Cti,·c or uncertified bceaa, alcohol Opemlo1s/Bread1 
T c:stin!l Specialist('"Y,. ·{ 
.:·ii .. ~ 
: .. t 
rerru,maucio-·)'eiificaliou: A rcrification of tbe accuracy of lhc \>rc111b testin[l .i11itmnltlll ·utilizing a perfonnancc 
veriftea~~'ii~dnrd. Ptl'folJl'l,'\lltC nrificalion should be repo11ed 1o tlin:e decimal plnct?s. While: 1SPFS u~ the 1cm1 
pe..roniuuicf \'f:rificnlion, manufllQU-.:rs and ochm 11111y u&c a 1eriu such 8S "calibration clm:k" or "simnlntor clxck." · \,(.. . . 
Pt"TfoimAJll'e Ve-riDcotiou standu•d: A ethyl alcohol slandnrd \\SCd for field performance verifications. The standard is 
prO\•idcd by end/or approved by JS>FS. 
Rl'<'C'l"liflc-11tio11 CIAss: A 1r11ilw11 cJnss fo1• C111Teor)y cenified personnel, complcti011 of whlcl1 RlS\Jlts in 1uun1cn11J>lcd 
co11lunialion of !heir Opel'llfor or ID'S S111h1S for 1111 ndditio1111J 26 mootbs. . 
Wniliug Pt1iml/Mu11i1on11g l'ea·bd/Depd,·ntio11 P••iocl/Ou.s•r,.atton Pl'tind: 15-1nim1te J>eriod prior to adminitstering a 
bl'C!alh alcobol tesr, ii., whieb nn officer monitors lbe lest s11bjectfu1divid11al. 
lrh,ho Bre:11h 1\Jtobol S1l111dard Opeillting Pr01:cdnN 
l111.11in~ Aulharil)-.--JSPFS Qunlil)' M111msc1· 
R1wi.dn11 4 Effective 1/J 6/2013 
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Breath Alcohol Standard Operating Procedure 
List of Revisions 
Topic' 
Delete rctc:rence 10 ALS 
0.02/0,20 ~olutious 
Valid breath ICSIS 
Ako-Sei1sor calibration checks 
lnto,alyzer .5000 calibration Checks 
Effecth,e June. 1996 
0.003 a,:rccinc11t 
-.- . •.. 
.. ,., . 
Opt.i11to1-s may nm calibrnlion chec~~ 
. .•' . 
Re-nm a sol11lion wiflliu 24 l':Q(;r(. 
t .... 
All 3 solmions nn1 wirh:i~;.ii(bou_r period 
i---;\,'· _ .. : 
All 3 solutions nu(~ibii, a ?,4;.b~ur period 
":, ...... -~·· 
Rc-numiug W: a-iolution·, ·. :· -" 
·., . .. 
. :--., 
All soh1timis'n~ witl}in a 48-bonr pe1fod 
Refcl'ence 10 "rhiee" removed 
: J?..li f~luliQus mu within a 48-bour prriod 
-.. ::; •. · .. '···. 
•. ( ;:· Morc'tii~ii three calibration solulions 
• ,: \II·· 
..... • .• •. .I 
<) · · . ·, ~olution voh~ no Jo11ga called in lo ~FS 
.... ;"' 
Alco-Sensor and lntoxilyztr 5000 
calibralioo check 
Calibration cbcda far tbc Jnl()xilyzc.r 5000 
Name chauge. RD references made 10 rl>e 
.Bul'eaU of Forensic Services were changed to 
Idaho Sta1e Police Foreusic Services. 
Record Mallagcmcnt 
Dclc:~cl sections on relocating. repairing. recnlibrating. 
and loaning of instnunen<s from previous revision. 
D11t• or Rt>,.isto11 
Jtme 1, 1995 
Jwie I, 1996 
July 1, 1996 
September 6, J 996 
SeJ)tcmber 6, 1996 
Septmibcr 6. 1996 
September 26. 1996 
September 26. 1996 
Oct 8 .. 1996 
September 26, 1996 
October 8, 1996 
AJ>ril J , '1997 
Allgust 1, 1998 
Febmmy 11, 1999 
August 1999 . 
August l, l 999 · 
Augnst 1, 1999 
IJnh1.1 Dr~nd1 Alcohol Staudar<I Ope1'l1tiog PrQco:chu-e 
Ts~uing Authorily--lSPFS Qwtliry M.ana~er 
Rev~ion ,a Ef'Ccc1ive 1/lGnou 
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1.2. :u,22 
3 
1.6 
J ,2, and 3 
2.l. 2.2 
2.2.1.1.2.2 
2.2.l. 1.2.2 
2. J .2. J nud 2.2.4 
2.2.1.1.2.2 
1.2 
l..'i 
2 
2.2 
2. 
SectiOM I. 2, 3 
. . 
·;~ •, .~· . 
2.1.4. 2.:q, 2:i( 2.2.S 
And 2.2.10···-:·; 
.... f "····' .. 
... "'"1, is., 
~"(. . 
2.1.3, 2.J.4.J. 2.U 
Ako-Sc11sor and Jnroxilyzcr SOOO calibralion checks 
DcJctecl sectioos mi blood and ,uine sa111plts 
for alcohol dclcmrluation 
Operator ccnificntion record 11ui1111gc:111enr 
Refomutt munbering . 
Requirement for n11mi11g 0.20 siwulatoJ' !,O)miou 
Changed J.sampJe to "lwo priur cards''. 
A~\St l, 1999 . 
Augustl, J 999 
January.29, 2001 
Augnst.18. 2006 
... 
-·~ 
. ~~.mnbei-27,2006 
Deleted "simulator po11 .. and ··rwo print cards". 
Simulnror temperature clw1gcd ti'Oln "shoUld" 
10 ''nnL~". 
;•, ... ) 
1··,:~ May 14,2007 
... 
r>:'; 
.,;s;.; 't(_; lAav 14 ">007 ~ .. p·•l' ·-7 . -
• ._._t-
.~. 
< ' 
.. '\ :.--r-.. :' ClariflC'ati011 of0.20 calibrali.011 cbecks. 
·.,...J;", 
•. r ..... •r• 
',, Added the Lifeloc FC.'20 
.. 
~.;'. :? . "~\ 
.,.., ~ 
Dekted rcquiremcnr tllat tile ucw inst~unent .. ·. ,f .: 
urili.ze d1e same: 1ccb11ology if lbc B~fS is c~cn~lY' · · 
certJ.fied . .. . • · 
... : . 
. . _,. 
Modified the accepted rang~"for sbqulntor ~h1tions to 
+I- 10%, eJiJninatmg thc(f/~'0.01_.provisiou. Added 
"Established target v1dues lllDl ~-differenl 
frow (hose shown on the bottle label" 
·..... . · .... ~ .. ~. 
,··· ... 
Added Lifelot FC20 ct1iibm1ion checks 
IntoXiJ)~C:1' 0 ~ 0000,ealibration is POW si:CtiOU '.?.3 
MC1di.fi~ l0-s1kciffcally allow 11Se o!the 0.20 
. r .dJiii11g su~jcct ·testing . 
. '. 
=. ·,. :· ·. · 
Gcnml 'ttfonnat for clarilicalion. Colllbined 
A)c~seu~r nnd Ufoloc scctio11s. Speciticatly, 
.<:liantted calil>ration rcqufrcmcm using the 0.20 
retercnce solulion .from foul' (4) ·checks to lwo (2). 
Clariikation: a "rnlibrn1iru1 check" consisls of a 
pair of samples in sec1nence and botb samples · 
nmst be \\'.ithin tbc: al~cq>table range before 
procccdintt wi1b subject lesting. A O.lO solution 
should be replaced evciy 20-25 samples. Clmificd 
the COJl'~I procedure for perfonning a calibration check. 
September 18, 2007 · 
FebnU1ry 13. 2008 
Febnun:y_l3, 2008 
Febnutry 13. 2008 
FcbnUlf)' 13, 200& 
Fcbrt1ary 13. 2008 
December 1, 200& 
Jauuary 14. 2009 
Cbuificefiou: Added ••befo,-e <JIPd ,,ji~.r" to the 0.08 aod July 7. 2009 
0.20 calibmcion checks. wilhin 24 ho1u-s of II sulJjecl lest. 
111~ official lime and date of the cnlibmtion chcc.k is the 
time anct cfate recorded on the printonl, <>r th" time nnd clnra 
recorded i11 rhe log, whlcl,e1"Ur corretpc>11d.t (o the calibration 
t'/1el·k 1•cf e1·1m<:ed ;,, secfi(Jn 2. I .3 or J.1.4.l. 
Idaho Breath Alcohol SIRnclnl'd Opemtinf.( Proudtll'e 
luuin,~ AullU>tily...·ISPFS Quality M111111scr 
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History Page 
Hb1ory· 
The emirc SOP wns rewritten 10 inco1porate language changes tegru-ding 
pcrfonna1,ce verifications, and 10 clenr-up ambiguities associated with 
the 0.20 verification and tl1e relevance ro Cf1.r;e.<; not involving !Ill l 8-
8004C cbarie. Scope and safely sections were added. TrQu~1esi)Oo1irig.. 
MIP/.tvllC sections acldcd. • .~·"· ~U 
'"',~:1-:~J 
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7.1.2, 7.J.2.2. 7.1.3. 7.1.4, 7.1.5. 8. ,, __ ,,,.;;-. 
:,;'I"' 
f" 
Scctio116.2 clnri1ied for i11.-.truiucn1111:,ecificlfy>addcd section& 6.2.2.3, 6.2.2.3, l 
nnd 6.2.2.4. added section 8.0 for the M~P/t.~C procedure, cl111ified section 
!i.1.J for the lll.C of0.20 solntions, rcnaiix:cl document 10 6.0 
~ (~ -~···,\. 
Section 5.0 modified to better ,·c!lcl:'t cun-c11t l?~ •• ~tich aud be in nireemen\ widl 
AM 1.0 forccrtifii:ntion ofp.rem.ixedsolution.s; f]p,fatcd 5.2.5 lo cl11J"ify 
perfomu1occ vtrific11tioJ1$,. ' · 
;- j\ -~-
, ... -y .... • 
Chl\11ges "'·ere mn~· ~-&ectiont: _Glossmy, Scope, Safety. 4.3, 4.3.3, 4.4, 4.4. l, 
4.4.4, .S, 5.J.2, .S.M; . .s:·1.4.J, .SJ.j: 5.2.4, .!1.:!..S. 5.2.10. 6.l..2, 6.l.4, 6.1.4.l, 
6.1.4.2, 6.:u, ~:2:-2.3. 6.2.z,!.:·,, 62.2.4, 7. l.l. Seclious 4.4.3.l, 5.1.4.2. 5.2.4. l. 
6.:Z.4.1 mid S.l:,2.1 were'adcl«I. 
. . ,. ·· .. 
( .. 
r· :, 
; :· 
, .. -~ ... 
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4 
· Quantitative Analysis for Alcohol in Breath by Approved 
Breath T~sting Instruments. 
~~ ~ 
,"'>,. ~, 
TI1is method describes the Idaho State Police Fore1u;ic Seiviis (ISPFS) 
procedm·e, for use by agencies external to lSPfS, for the aualy~s .... Qf b~eath for the 
pre~ence of volatile compounds usii1!!; au approved b.n~nth tes~g--.fostnunent. Uris 
method provides for the qmmtitatjve anilysis of ethanol. .:·;:.-./-' 
_ ... 
Following alJ the recommenclatious of this exlem~l)rocednre will establish the 
scientific validily of !he breath alcol1ol test. Failure to,nie~t' all of the recommendations 
within rl1is procedure does not disquaUfy the breath, ~l~ohol ~t, but docs nllow for the 
questioning of the breath alcohol tests as it pertains fo·' its fotiii'dation of admis. . ibility in 
court. That fo1111dnfiou cnn l>e set, rl.irougl1.ftestimony, by )!Brea~h Testing Specialist 
expert or ISPFS expe11 iu breath tesciug as ~o 'the polentiaframifications of the deviation 
from the procedure .'ts l.\.1·itleIL ,, · · ... - · ·· 
Safety 
· .... ~.. .. 
.· ...... 
. . ~. 
Witlii11 the discipline ·:.~f b.reath · nl~~bol tes1i11g, the general biohazard safety 
precaut,ons skmld he foUo~ed. This-j_s chie to the potential infectious mnteriRls that n"UJy 
be ejected £·om the 111outo· cluring)he sampling of the bJ"eatb. Omtion should be take11 so 
as the expjred breatl) is 1101. cijrecled towa1·ds the ollic.er or otuer 1uuelated bystander. . 
Other luu:nrds 1li11(t11ay be 1>res~nt include. but m-e not limited to, the use of compressed 
gas cylinclers.~1inu11abl1ralcohol sol11lions, or other volatile materials . 
. . -.• 
•,. 
' "'w ..... 
Instt~)nei:it. ~\nd bperator Certification 
. • .. ~,: 
.:" · · ·· ·-'~ To ensure !hat minimum stondal'ds 1ue met, individt~l brcntl, testing ins(rmneuts, 
.. '..~· .OJ:>erators, aud Drenth Testing Speciali8ts (DTS) must be 'nJ)ptoved and ce1'tified by the 
... ,;,. :j · Idaho State Police Forensic Services {ISPFS). The ISPFS will establish and maintain a 
., -l' r., } ' list of approved inslrn111e11ts by innnufucturer brnmi or model desigualiou for use iu the 
....;_:.': .. , state. 
~ 
4.1 ~p1u·ovn) of Breath Testing In.~t1·uments. In order lo be apptoved and certified 
each instiumeul llmst meel the following cri1eria: 
4.1. J The imm,uueut shall analyze a reference sample 01· analytical test 
stnndard, the results of which must t181'ee wit bin +I- l 0% of tl1e target 
,•alue or such limits set by ISPFS. · 
ldabo Drenth Alcohol Stn11dard·Opcr11li1>g Pror::1:ch11'c 
l'-iUil\J Autbol'iry---1Sl>f8 Q,,alily Mnnnger 
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,1.1.2 The ce11ificatio11 procedmes shall he adequate aud appropriate for the 
aua)y~-is of breath specimens for the de1emunation of alcol10l 
couceutrntiou for lnw enforcel)lent. 
4.1.3 Any other tests deemed necessary to correctly and nclequa.tely evaJtmte the 
instrumenl to give accurate results in routine breath alcohol testing. 
4.2 TI1e ISPFS lllny. for cause, remove a specific instmment by serial munber from 
evideillial testing and suspend or withdraw ce11if1c.1tio11 thel'eof. .~-/~) 
'""···.· ... ;i· 
.. }, ' 
4.3 Operaton become certified by completing a traiuiug class ~PJif.~ed by ISPFS. 
CertifJCation is for 26 cnlendar months ·and expires the last 985',.,of tbe 2qtb month. 
Certific11tiou will allow the Operator to pelfoDll a\l funct.topi,required to obtain n 
valid breath akobol rest. It is tbe responsibility of....fbe,.,mdiviclunl Opernlor to 
maintain their <:lU're.ut cenification.: the JSPFS may·Qfu.t. notify Opernt.ors that their 
ce11ification is about to expire. .. .. _.~· ;' . 
, •• I ' 
-4.3.1 Rece.rtification for nnothe1· 26Mmonth period il> a~bieved by completing an 
ISPFS 8J)J>l'ovcd Operalor cbu.~_prior to the.e11:d.ofU1e 26th month. 
·.... .r , · .... • . 
4.3.2 If the inclividnal fails to s~tisfactorily ·coJ1plete the class (including the 
writleu and practical test$tor nllo\Jis·their ce11ification status to expire, 
be/she lll\tst retnke th~.-Qperator cJnss iu order to become c·ertified. 
... . . . 
4.3.3 If cum~n1 Operator·ce11ificati~i1 is expired, U1e individual is not approved 
to nm ev.ide11tiary breatli ·iiicohol tci-ts on tbe iustJ11ment. in question ,uitil 
the Operator class is co11ipleted 
4.3.3.l there ~ 1io grnce perjods or provisic,ns for extent;ion of Operato1· 
. .. : ce11ification. 
4.4 D1·e~tli.-/"festi~g<.S1>cdnlists (BTS} are Operntors who have completed a.n 
,11dv~!1~d tr~it1uig class and are ISPfS-ccrtified to pe1fon11 routine instnuneut 
_ ..'iflc1int~n.c.e·;,-u11d provide both i11itial and rece1.tific.ation tminiug for inst11w1ent 
~' I • ••• 
: .·. 
. .. 
.. ,, '-Opera'?~/·· · 
··:~ 
·· 4.4.1 BTS cerfitication is then oblainccl by completing an approved BTS 
training class . 
NOTE: n1e prior Operator srntus "on tlmt 1,mticular iusll.ument" 
rcquireinent is waived for nC'\v insU11lllet1tntion. 
4.4.2 BTS C'.ertificotion is valid for 26 cale1>dar moJlths. 
4.4.3 If BTS certification is nllowed to expire, the individnal -reverts to cerlified 
Operator status for 12 calendar months for tJ1at instrument. He/she may 
uo loneer 1,erfonn auy BTS specific duties relating. to that· particulai· 
instnnnent. 
Idaho Drca:h Alcohol Slandal"d Ot>cl"aling Proccdllre 
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"I I •• 
• •• I 
.r.~·· ,i ·,. 
•.t 
-... 
4.4.3.1 B1"S specific duties entail the teaching of operator classes, 
procloring of proficiency tests for operators, and testifying as experts on 
alcohol J>bysiology and instnnnent ftuaction in court. 
4.4.4. BTS certification i8 renewable by completing au a1>proved BTS training 
class. 
4.4.5 The Id11ho S111te Police Forensic Services may revoke BTS certiµcatiou for 
cause. Examples of what mny consritute grounds fol' re~on may 
inclnde falsification of reco1'Cls, faihu-e to perfonn requir@~onnance 
verificatiou, failure to succe.ssfully pass a BTS recertiq&lion class and 
failure to meet standards iu co11d1.1clinll Operator traiuitig. · 
!fl- ~, l 
.~ ..... -..I" 
4.5 Adop1ion of a new inslrument by m1 agency will re9~~~atiug any BTS aud 
Operaton in thaC Hgency in the use of the new iustn1uf~µt. 
:·. l~ .... 
4.5.l A cummtly certified BTS may be~qhi/~ c~rtified BTS for a new 
insh111uent by completing au ISPFS OJ.>proved .BJS, Instnnne.ntalion class. 
• 1 r ;. 
• t'' ........... .. 
4..5.2 A curreutly ce11ified 01>erai~r niay ce1~t3,""on a uew iusinauent by 
compleling an lSPFS apJ>~Y~ Operator h1strume11tatio11 Class for U1e 
new .instmmenl. ·· ... 
- ~ ··: ... 
., \. ·. 
4.5.3 Iodivid,1als not currently certified. as Operntors musl complete au 
Operator C1nss for'enci> approved instnunent. ; . : .. 
4.6 Record nu1in1e~nuce;·aod .. ~1:inagenuint. It is the respousibility of each 
individual n{l~J!CY·· to stQre?·-pe1fo1mance ve1illcatiou records, subject records, 
maiutemmce recotcls, iu\~unen1 logs, or nuy other records as pertajning to 1he 
eviden1ioay,!·1$e of b,~itti testing iustnuneuts and to maintain a current record of 
Opera1pr.-'c.ertifi~.ti<>Jl. . 
.. ~ :.. . . 
;,t I 
. 4.6:i ·· Ir is thf ~~pou.c,ibility of the agency to see 1hnt lbe said records are stored 
and mainlained n minimum of (3) years in accordance with IDAPA 
· f l:.03.01. 
.. ,/ 
4.6.1.J R~ords mny be suujecC lo periodic :mdif by the .fdnho State Polic-e 
Forensic Services . 
4.6.2 The Idaho State Police Forensic Services wil.l not be responsible for the 
storage of such records·JJot genernled by ISPFS. 
ld,1ho Hn:a1h Alcohol S11mdan\ C>pernting P1·oci:d\11·u 
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5. . Performa11ce Verification of Breath Testing Instruments 
. . ... "( 
·:· .. i 
'r\, . 
\ ·' 
•.;: 
-.. 
Pe1folll1a11ce verifications a.id the Bl'ealh Testing Specialist (BTS) and the Idaho 
State Poli.ce forensic. Services (ISPFS) in detemuu.iug if a brei\tb tesiiug instrument is 
fonctiouin!I com:ctly. Pe1fonna11ce verifications are performed using a wet bath 
simulator peifonmmce verification standard. ll1e sland.,rd is provided by aucVor 
approved by ISPFS. 111e certificate of a11aly.sis coufinns the target value nnd accept~ble 
rn11ge of the sta11dards used for tbe verification uncl includes the acceptable~~lues for 
caclJ standard Note.: The ISPFS c01i.fun1ed iarne1 vnlues should be take11•au-ectly from 
. \..· r •r..-' 
the Ce111ficatcof Analysis for each standard lot nnd nol from the bottles.1,eyJ.inders. 
'· .. l"•-.\ 
,...: ..... , . 
•• -PY- ~t.., 
~.r.~"'\: 
5.1 Al<:oJSensor nnd Lifelor FC20-I'ortnble Brcath~'""T estino Instrument 
Perfonn11J1ce Verification ,,;;/:~ ,., "' 
5."l. l The Alco-Sensor imcl Lifeloc FC20 ;t>~~t~ble · \:treath testing "i.nst11unent 
perfornmnce vetifkation is mn nsuig· appr?X!i~Jiitely 0.08 <'Ind/or 0.20 
· performnnce verification stanchirds provkl~d(by and/or approved by 
ISPFS. ··.. .-· '"· ' 
:; . l . 
5.1.2 The petibnmmce verifi~tio~1 tisiug···me 0.08 and 0.20 performance 
verificntion stauclar<l~~~nsist of tw:o samples . 
. : .. . ... . 
··1. : ..... . 
5.1.2.l For the .Lifeloc .FC20, the perfomUU1ce verifications can be 
obrni11e~::, usj•!8 · ejther the "wet check" screen located in the 
calibration 111~11~. or they can be performed as a regulru· test using 
·the.test seq~1erice or non-,;eqneuce data acquisition modes. 
.. -...• ··· 
5.1.3 .~1 perfom~1ce .. ~ vc1ificalion of 1he Alco-Sensor and Lifeloc FC20 
.. ii~tnu11ent4'._ using n 0.08 or 0.20 perfonnnnce ve1'ificatiou standnrd must 
,, (-JJe JJer{o11uecl within 24 homs, before or after, an evidentiary test to be 
-:: , ·, aplf"Q\'~d' for evidenl.iRry use. Multi1>le breath alcohol tests may be 
c9v~recl by n single pe1fon11ance verification. Reforence 5.1.4.l for 
. cJ:i1ificatio11011 the use of the 0.20 slanclnrd in this capacity . ,,,r 
5.1.4 
.5.1.3.l A 0.08 perfonmmce verificntion stnndnrd should be replaced with 
fresh st:md~rd npproxiin:·\lely every 25 verifications or every 
calendnr month, whichever comes first. 
A 0.20 performance vedfication should be nm and results logged ouce per . 
calendar month mJd replaced with fresh stnndard approxiIDnteJy every 25 
verifications or w1til it re.,cbes its expirntion date, whichever c01nes first 
NOTE: The 0.20 performnuc.e veriiicatio:u was impleJ11entecl for 
_Jhe sole pmpos~ of supporting the insti'Ull1ents• results for an 1.8-
8004C cbnrir.e, . Failure to pe1fo11u· a monthly 0.20 perfom_lBnce 
lcl:iho Ba-ca!h Akobol Stnnd.-u·d Opernting Procec:llll~ 
ts~ning A\lthority---ISPFS Q\uilit:y M1111n3e1· 
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verification will not iuvaJidate tests performed th11l yield results at 
other levels or in ch_nrges other thm1 18-8004C. 
5.1.4. I The 0.20 performance verification satisfies the requirement for 
performnnce verifi~atiou within 24 hours, before or after, an 
evidentiruy te!>t 11t any level. 
5.J.4.2 When a·suspectprovides n breath sample over a 0.20, !}~e ~fficer is 
not teguired to conduct a perfom1ance verification~1,~in'k a 0.20 
soluiiou, us long as a perfonnauce ve1i:ficatio1i. ffe~s~ conducted 
witluu 24 hours of the brcalb sample ptlI'SlU111t),(!15,;r.3 and a 0:20 
perfonuauce verification has been perfom~}pursuant to section 
s.1.4. r:, .. _-...: .. :: 
";.... .~ 
·':I-. 
5.1.5 Acceptable results for a 0.08 or 0.20 pe1fonn~ce vel'ification is a pail of 
samples iu se,1uence that are both wit!ilii1:ft- 10% of the perfonuance 
vel'ificntlon ·strmdard target value .. Targ~t. valpes\11nd ranges of acceptable 
results are included in a certificate of rinalysi$•f'1~·~ch strmdard lot series, 
avnilable from, tbe ISPFS. · · : ,,.,.:,,.-:! ~ 
:.. . . .. '..:, .... · ~ 
NOTE: Due to external fact.ors nssociated with changing a performance 
verification slaudard tlie r~~ults of the initfa] performanc.e verification may 
nol be witliiu the acceprable ran~e·, .therefore tbe performance verification 
may be repeated ni1ti] n pair of sntis:facto1y results is obta.i11ed. IIowever, 
if results a:ftcr 11.total of three:_test seJjes for any .standard {equivalent to six 
lests) nre still. wisatisfacfory, contact the appropriate ISPFS Laboratmy. 
TI1e instiuiuent shonld not be used for evidential)' testing until the 
problem: i~ ·ct,1~·ecled. nnd perfonuance verification results are withi1i tbe 
11ccept11ble rang:e: ·· The sug.ge~ted troubleshooti11g pwcednre should be 
fqJlowed if _ the initial perfommnce verification does not 1neet the 
• . i ' • • 
. -~~·.cep,ru1'?C ~rtlena. 
·~.tJ ·.·:~e1;11P.e;~~1~e of the simulator nmst he between 33.5°C and 34..5°C in orde1· 
fqf. rbe' performance verification results to be v,1lid. 
'•. 
NOTR: The simulator uu1y need 1·0 wal'm fo1· ap1>roximately 15 minutes 
to ensure tl1at the metal lid is also wam1. If lhe lid is cold, condeusation of 
alcohol vapor nmy occur J)roducing. low l'esnlts. 
5. f.1 Perfom1,1nce verification standards sllould only be use·d poor to 1he 
expiration dnte . 
5. l .8 An ag.ency may n111 additioual 1>erfo1111auce veiification standard levels at 
!heir discretion. 
5.1,9 The official 1it11e and clnle of the perfonnnnce veritic11tio11.is tl1e time and 
· dnte recorded· on the pl'intout, or the time nnd date recoJ"cled in the log. 
whichever co1tesponds to the perfom1.a11ce vedtfo1:1tio11 referenced in 
sectio11 5.1.3 or 5.J.4.1. 
ldtlbo Brenth 1\lcohol Stn11d.1rd Ope1ating Procednre 
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5.2 lntoxi~rzer SQOO/EN Performance Ve1ification 
Intoxilyzer 5000.'EN instmments must have a perfonuance verification with each 
evideuliary test. Iftbe perfo1mancc vei·ificatiou is withio the acc.;ep1able ra11ge for 
the lol of standard being used, then the i11srnune11t will be 8J)J>1·oved and the 
resulting breath samples will be dee111ed valid for evidentiary use. 
5.2. l· Inloxilyzer 5000/EN' µerfom1.ance verification is 11m \lSing 9"08 and/or 
0.20 J>eifonnance verification stnndarcls provided by aud/or(fjfotoved by 
ISPFS. ~.,_(; 
. ,~ 
5.2.2 Dnriug each evidentiary b1-eatb alcobol test ns.ing th~t.oxilyzer 5000/~, 
a perfonnauce verificiuion will be performed as ;~~e1ed .by tbe imtnunent 
1.eSti11g seqnence and recorded as SIM CHK F.11--tbe pri11to\lt. If the SIM 
CHK is 1101 ,villw1 the aooq,table rnnge for !b~sfnudard lot being used, the 
lesting sequenc.e will abort and no breath ~ami>les will be obtained. 
~\ . . . . . 
5.2.3 A two sample perfonnance vet'ifk~i.ioi, 1~s4111 a 0.08 t>crformancc 
,•c1·ificnlion stanclnrcl shottlcl .. be mu aml-.'.~et\tlts logged each time a 
standard is replaced witll fresli'°~~ndard·-{tbis is 11ot n req11iJ:ement but .only 
a· cl1eck thar rbe instnut1en1 ·is ..co111\ected c01Tectly prior to ail evidentia1y 
test bei1i, perfom1ed). . .A,_Q:98'.perfom:i-111ce veiification stanclaid should be 
replaced wjth fresh s_t~dard approxhnately every 100 sainples 01· every 
calendar 10011th, whichever comes fiu.1 . 
. ·•., . ;" ..• "(~:.: . 
5.2.4 A 0.20 perfonUBDce verificntion should be mu and results logged ouce per 
caleudar month and j:eplnced wjtb :fresh stmidard approximately every 25 
vel'ifi~fious or until it renches its e~pin1tion dale, whichever comes first 
NPJ:E: 11te o..io performance veriiication WPS :implemented fo1· the sole 
.P.~lrpose. ot· suppo1~iug the i11slmuie11ts • results for au l 8-8004C charge . 
. , _£' ~'liilUR\· to, perfonn o monthly 0.20 perfonu.,nc.e verification will not 
· · invnlidpte tests perfom1ed that yield resnlls at otb~ levels or in charges 
ofJi~a: rflau J8-8004C. . 
~. i. 
·f2.4.1 When a s1.ispect provides 11 breath sample over a 0.20, the offic.er is 
!21 reguired to conduct n pcrformm1ce verification using a 0.20 solutioJ1, 
11s lon~ as a peafonuance ve.iificatiou was conducted plu'Smmt to 5.2.2. . 
5.2.5 Acceptable resulls for ru1 i11depeucle111 0.08 or 0,20 1>erf011.11nnce 
verification, which is not performed dnriug a breath testing seq\1e11ce, 11re a 
pair of back-to-back s;u1l])les that are both "!itlun +/~ 10% of the 
perfo~ verification &t~l'd target value. PerfOT1D1U1ee verifications 
that are perfo11uecl d1ui11g o breath testing sequence are acceptable with a 
sn1(Zle lest result wi1bin +/- JOO.lo of the standard taTget value. Target 
values and ranges of ac:ceptahle results for each ~t~,14ard lot se1ies are 
included in a certificate of analysis available from, tl1e ISPFS. . 
. ld.1hu 1Jr..:,11h Alcohol Sumdrml Operati11g.Prncedur1t 
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5.2.6 
5.2.7 
5.2.8 
NOTE: One to extemal fnctors associated with changing a perfonnance 
verillcatiun standard the results of the initial perfonmmce verification may 
1101' be within the ucceptoble rnuge, therefore the perl'ormance verification 
may be repented 1mtil II pnir of .satisfactory resuUs is obtained. However, 
if results after a 1otn1 of three tesl series for any standard (equivt1lent to six 
tesb} are still uusatisfacto1y, contact \he apprnpriate lSPFS Laboratory. 
The instnunent should not be used for evidentiary 1esti11g until the 
problem is con·ecled and perfoiu1m1ce verification results a.re,.."}Vithin the 
~c.c~>t11ble range. Foll~~ ll~e suggested troubleshooting ~!~e~ttfi:e if 1he 
11ut1al perfo11nance ·venf1caho11 does not meet the ncceptf!ll~ . ..cntena. 
. r .• "'i 
,,•'~ 
Tile official time and date of the perfonnance verification is the time and 
date recorded ou the printout, or 1he time and clnti'r~i-ded iu the log. 
,.-.f . 
.•. 
Peifonnauce verification staudrirds sbonl_g-.~orlly be \lsed prior to Ole 
expiration date.· _ .,_:.,;.-~ -
. ' 
·, 
Temperature of the simulator mus!' be_ b~t~~eeµ 3;:?.°C 11 nd 34.5°C il1 order 
for the pe1fonm111ce verification res11Jls lo .l~e ~al}d~ 
,• .· 
5.2.9 An agency may 11.u1 additional. performance verification standard levels at 
their cliscretio11. ·. _ ' · . 
5.2.10 TI1e correct accep~ril,Jle-range ijruits nnd performance verification standard 
Jot number shQ.uld· be s~t .. 'i'n· the instnunent before proceeding with 
evidentiary testiqg. ' .. ·... · 
i • . 
., 
. f' •: 
•.) 
Idaho nren1h Alcohol S11111dn1'<l op-,1·nti11g Proc~d\tre 
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6. Evidentiary Testing Pr·ocedure 
... ., ·.,. 
. . . 
~- ( ..... 
'\ :>· -
Proper testing J>rocedure by certified Opemtors is necessaty in ordel' to ])J'ovicle 
accurnte results. lustnuuents U!:iecl iu Jdnho measure alcohol in the breath, not the blood. 
aud repot1 r~lts ns grams of alcohol i1\ 210 liters of breath. 
6.l Prior lo evidentia1y brenth alcohol lesting, tbe subject/individual should be 
monitored for at least fifteen (15) llliuutes. Ally foreign object&/matepajs which 
have tie potential to eu1er the iustnunent/brealh mbe or may pre~cfj~!/f chokiug 
lmzard should be removed pt'ior to the stmt of the 15 · minut~ .. s~atting pe1iod .. 
Durin! the n10ni1.0ring 1>eriod the !>'Ubjecl/i.udivi_dml1 shoul~·"DQt --be allowed lo 
smoke. drink, ear, or belcMm1p/vomit/reg,u11itate. ,,. e;"'· 
NOTE: If a foreign object/material is left in the mouthl~g the eutirety of1he 
1.5 · minute monitoring period, any potential exte~(~.lcohol co11tamination will 
come ioto eqnilibrimll with the sn~iect/incliv.idu~.J.'s·l?ody water and/or dissipate so 
as not 10 interfere with tbe reimlts of the subs~'!\'~i1t ·bren~l alcohol test. . 
6.1.l The brenth alcohol test must l:!e adnJ1iistere5(~ an Operator currently 
c;e11ificd in the use of the instnt;nienl. · ,. , ~:,~·· ·,:. 
6.1.2 False teelh, partiaJ.plates, bridges or.comparable dentnl work installed 01· 
prescribed by l'I deu1ist,or,pl~ysiciai~ do·uof need to be re1:Qoved lo obtain a 
v~licl test (see abO\•e ~OTE for clarifia1tion m1 foreign objects being left 
in the month). ·. · ·' ·' ,.:'° . . 
6. J .3 The Operntor m.ny elec1 a"hi~·od rest i11 place of the breath alcohol test if 
!here is a failure to coinplete the fifteen minute monitoring period 
sncces~fuU:,:-.- ,~ . 
6.1.4 Durill!!, "the moni\oiliig period, the Opernl~>J' sl)Oll]d be aleJt for any event 
that u}ighr .i¢'J'uence rhe 11c.clu'ac.y of the brealb alcohol test. 
.. :.-, 
: •,• 
.. 
· .. i1 :4.1..'fl:1~· Operator 5honld be awn1·e of the possible presence of mouth 
-. · · ;· ~kohol ns indicnte.d by Ille testing instn.uueiit. If mouth nlcoho, is 
·. ,; .····.·suspected or indicnted, tbe Opernlor should begin another 15-
ininute waiting pe.iiod before repenting the testing sequence. 
6.1.4.2 n: during the l 5-miuute waiting period, the subject/individual 
vomits or reg1.1rgitates material from the stomach into the 
subject/individm1l's breath pnthwny, the 15-urinnte waiti11g·pe1fod 
.should begin ag.oiu. 
6.1.4.3 If there is donbt as to ti.le e,•ents occurdug during the i5 minute 
monitoring pei.iod, the officer should look at results of the 
duplicate brcatll samples for evidence of potential alcohol 
contamination. For clarification see sec1jo:n 6.2.2.2. 
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6.2 A complete bnnth alcohol test inclutle.~ two (2) \.'alid breath samples taken 
dtu·iug the testing sequence m1d preceded by air blanks. TI1e duplicate breath 
samples perfonued with n portable breath 1.estins. instrument should be 
approxi1m1tely 2 minutes apa11 or more (for the ASIII's and the FC20's). Refer to 
sectioJ1 6.2.2.2. 
NOTE: A deficient or insufficient srunple does not autou1at.icnlly invalidate a test 
AA~ ~ 
.,.-b- . .,r 
6.2.l If the subjec.t/iudividunl fails or refuses to provide a cluplfct~. adequate 
sample as requested by the Operator. the single !~~t.~'l~sult shall be 
considered ,·alid. Refer to 6.2.2.4 for further gt.tlclauc~"l."'l-
f~ •. ,}C .... " 
,. ,... i 
6.2. l .1 The Operntor may 1·ept:al the testing, seciuence as required by 
circuiustances. ·, ~- \,}' 
.JI,· ... 
;'._.1~. 
6.2.1.2 The Operator shoulcl use a n~w.)i:ouU~piece for each series of 
tests ' .- · ·: ..... ,J; 
I ,-'·~!, ·,. 
'7f. " ... 
• :· . .I .:.:I..~-!.':"_,.. • 
6.2.2 A third bre<1lh sample is l'equired if tl1e ~l's~hfo ·re~mlts differ by more than 
0.02. . ··, . •,.·· 
,. \\,. 
6.2.2.1 Unle~ wonrll alcohol is inclicatcd or i.1.1~-pected, it. is not necessary 
to reJ>eat 111~ · 15.miuute waitiug period to obt.1iJ1 a tbird breath 
sample. 3 
6.2.2.2 TI,e ·results fo,: duplicate breath samples should con·elat.c within 
,-0.02 1o iudioate the nbseuce of alcohol coutaminntion in the 
S~bjee1/iudivit\uc1)'s brca()) pathway, show consistent S.UllJ>le 
..... _ .•.. ·' deliv~y,...:11lld indicates 1l1e nbse.nce of RFI us a contiibuting factor 
:·~. ", to the breath results . 
... . :r.·y. '• ,:( · .. 
·--/-: '6.2.2~.·3~.b;'-ihe e\'enl that all three st101J>les foll outside the 0.02 conelatiou, 
. :"-.. · , .; -.'·· .. ~md the officei· suspects lhnt mouth alcohol could have been a 
· ' \ co11tributi11g factol', then they sbot,ld reshu1 the l 5 mim1te 
·. ·· obse1Va(iou pei-iod aud retest the subject, or have ~lood sainpies 
drawn. 
6.2.2.3.1 If the officer does not suspect that mouth alcobol was 
present, and tbal the sample va11ability was due to a lack 
of subject cooperatio11 in providinit consiste11t samples as 
requested, then the sau1ples can be cousidel'ed valid if all 
lbree samples a1·e above the per se limit of prosecutiou. 
6.2.2.4,lf tbe breath snmple(s) provided caunot establish n 0.02 co1nlati011 
. __ tbe _officer nu,y al t11eir di.c;cretio11 elect 10 llnve a blood sample 
ctrawu for analysis iu ·Heu ot iei~stiug the sub)ect's breath alcohol 
conC'entrntipn. 
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6.2.3 TI1e Operator sl1ould log test r~11Jts and retaia printouts, if any, for 
possible use in comt 
6.2.4 If a subjecl/indivjclual fails or rdi1ses to provide n duplicate, adequate 
sample as rec1uested by the Operator, the results obtained are still 
co,1sidel'ed vnlid by the ISPFS, 1>1·0,1decl the fail~u-e to supply the 
requested san1ples wns the fault of the su~iect/individual aud not the 
Oper:ntor. · · .• 
, .. ~} 
i..-r_._., 
6.2.4.l Faihu·e to prnvide a complele brenth test due to ,t.he,-c'k of 0.020 
COITelation lll the Salllples provided needs to b.~ .. 6Jearly articulated 
that the lack of sample correlation was the f!ltilt:Oi the subjec1 and 
not of the instmmenr or of the samples f!ietj'~1ves. The officer's 
ob$ervations of the suQject need to be dear enough to explain any 
discrepancies. Refer to 6,2.2.2 Jof ... son1e examples of 0.020 
con·elation deficiencies. .,. ·,:;- ·· 
.. 
6.2.5 If the sec-011d or thircl samples are lacld:~g due.:ib instmment failure, the 
Operator should nttempt to :utilize auo_tllei".... iilsfrmuent or have ·blood 
drnwn. · :; ' .. t 
·: . 
:--· ••• or 
... , ... 
,, 
.. 
.. . _ .. ,:' )· 
.. . 
.. 
. ·· ...... 
.·,.., 
·.· ... 
·-:-
·:· •• 'l.·. 
-~ . ;. . · ... 
.. ~. 
· .. , 
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7. Troubleshooting Procedure 
Proper testins proced\u-e by certified Operators is necessary in order to provide accurnte 
results. · 
7. l Pe1foma11ce verification: If, wben perfonuing the periodic perfonuance 
verification, the i11~b1101ent falls outside tbe Jimits of the verification, the 
troubleshooring gn.ide should be used. C,,) 
. ~-
. ,..,:,,,f} 
N"OTE: TI1is is a guide for troublesboo1ing pe1fonuance verifiqtti'Q!)S outside the 
verification limits and the procedure is recon:uneuded to streamlihhmd isolate the 
potential cause ofl11e problem. Strict adherence to the ~~d~tipes .. is not required. 
~,J~-i.,,_. 
7.1.1 The tlu·ee sow·ces of uncertainty wheu,_..,perl'onniug fbe peiiodic 
penomvU1ce verifications using fl wet batl1'.s~uJ.ator are is1 the simulator 
setup and Operator teclwique, tbe siun.ilator pedonnauce ve1ifiec1tion 
standard, and the instrnment calibratiq1~ Itse1r. ~ 
..... •! . .) ./~::~ ... ~} . 
7.1.2 If the first perfomiancc verificntiou.·i'-1 0~1tsidif·1be verification limits, the 
simulator setup nnd teclmique 'of the Ou~~-~lo~· \)crfonning the verific.ai.ion 
should be evaluated. The siiiiulator should.be ev:llnated to ensure tbat it is 
booked up properly, \JS~ .. ;i~ort hoses, is p1·ope1'Iy wanned, is within 
temperahm•, the Operator.blow teduiique is ul1t too hard or·soft, and that 
the Operator does not ·stop Ql<?~.in!( until nfier tl1e sample is taken. 
•. . . '• . 
•• 1. 
7. l.2.1 The p_erf~imauce ~edfication should be mn a second time 
7 :l :2.2:lf the J>etfotijrulce verification is within the "erification limits .on 
rhe seconchry, lhe inslmmeut passes the perfonnauce verific1:1tion., 
; 
7. l .~ . l(: tii;. se~~i.id.-J~rfom1,111ce verific.atio11 is outside 1he verification limits, 
··· .. Men the perfonuance verification stnndnrcl should be evaluated next. 
1 ••• ·t .. : •• ;-.... • .i.' 
. '; 
.. .i 
7,1.4 
7 ./:J:·1 ·The perfonmmce veriticnlion stm1dnrd should be cbanged. to a 
,. fresh standnrd. 
7.1.3.2 The stmnlnnl should be M1mied for i!pproximately 15 u:riu1.11es, or 
until the rempenihtte is wilhiu range, and the simulntor ·lid is as 
wann as the simulaloJ' jar. 
7 .1.3.3 The perfonuance verification may then be repeated. 
If 'the thil·d perfo11unnce ,•erjfication is outi;ide tbe verificatim1 limii.s; the 
. instrument nmst be taken out of sen•ice and seu.1 to tbe ISPFS or a11 
approved se1vice provider .. 
7 .1.5 Upon l'etmn from se1vice, the fostnime11r should be l'ecertified by lSPFS 
before being pul back into service. 
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7.2 nieimometers: 
7.2. l If n bubble forms in the thenuometer., the OperntOJ· or BTS crul place the 
thenuomeler in e freezer to draw the mercury (or equivalent) into the bulb 
of the thennomeler. This should disperse the bubble. · 
·-' 
.. ·-.... 
.. 
~ .... _· ... 
":., . .~ : .. • . 
. ~- .} 
. ,•' 
···------· 
·,·; 
... :.,, 
I . 
•., ... t 
,.i. ... 
r.r•·,·-. 
~ .'. : ..... 
·· .. \ _: .. ~· 
~ I . • •, ·, 
···:. .... 
-~ .... 
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8. ]Vlinors in Possession/l\1inors in Consumption Procedure 
Breatl1 leslin£linstmmeuts certified by ISPFS are ofle1111sed in .i:nvestigating violn.tions of 
Idaho Code § 23-949 (punishment set forth by I. C. § 18-1502) or Idaho Code § 23-604 
(pmrishmelll set forth by l.C.18-1502), wbereiu II person ,mder twenty-one (21) yea1-s of 
aie is deeU1ed to have possessed and consumed nlcobol. Unlike the Driving U11der the 
Influence stahltes ru1d their nssociations witJ1 per se limits of 0.08 end 0. 20, ~~ific 
\evel of_alcohol is no1 required to prove a violation ofl.°C. § 23-949 or §,.~}'~64. There is 
no requue111em tlml the 5'1ale prove the persou is impaired by ulcohol. ruttli'et, the 
presence or ab;ence of alcohol is o detem1iniug factor for proving; t~~ffense. TI1erefore, 
there is a cliffereut standard OJ)emting procedure Hssocinted witMhtstttJ>e of charge. TI1e 
main Jmrpose of tJ1e procedm·e outlined below 1s to rnle out ·•moiillf alcohol" as a 
porentinl contributing factor co the results given cluriug tl1e breitth.testing done for 
h~~PlMIC cases. • ···:~:; ~ . 
8.1 
• ·•;."··. <(' 
15 mi101te observntion period: TI1e mo11ifori11g,'obsetyi\tfqn pedod is not l'eqnirecl 
for the MJP/MIC procedure. The du1>Jicate -sau~ples·: s~11aratecl by approxj1nntely 
2 minutes or more ancl within the '"0:02 co1?·c1Vicfo, p1·ovide the evidence .of 
consislmt sample deUve1y, the absenc;e of ·'mo,ith nlcohol" as well as the nbsence 
of RFJ (radio frequency iulerfet'e~~.e) as a coi.itribntiug foctol' to the results of the 
breath test. .... . .. ·\ · , · · · 
·"·), . 
8.2 MIP/MIC requirements: .. 
,.. : 
7.:,,J 
.;, . · .. 
... . , 
8.2. l The bre.atb alcohol test iuust be aduriui$lered by au operator cunently 
certifie'd.-iu the u~e,ofthar instrument. 
8.2.2 The ~islmme~l1 used mnsl be ce11iftect by ISPFS. 
. . -· 
•. '. · :it2.2. li,T,lie iustrnment only neecL'> to be initially ce1tified by ISPFS. Initial 
.,._ ·· ., .f .:'~ertification shows that the instr.mu,ut responds to nlcohols nod not 
~ . - ·, ·, ... 'c lo acetone . 
8.2.2.2 The ius1n1u1ent used does not need to meet other requirements se-t 
fooh in previous sections of this SOP. It does not need to be 
cht.-ckccl. regularly or periodically ,vith 1my of the 0.08 or 0.20 
standnrds. 
8.2.3 FaL5e teeth, partial plates, or biidges in,,;talled 01· presc11bed by a dentist oi· 
physician do not need to be removed to obtni11 a vnlid test. 
8.2.4 The officer should have tbe individual beillg tested reiuove all loose 
foreign materfol frolll their mouth before testing. TI1e officer may allow 
the individm1I to briefly iinse tbeir mouth out with wa1er prior to the 
· brealh testing. · 
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8.2.5 Any material containing nlcohol left n1 the mouth during the enthety of the 
bt·eath testing sampling could co11t1ibute to fbe results in the breath· testing 
sequeuce. (For clarificatimirefer lo seetion 8.J) 
8.3 Proccc\lre: 
A c01rplet.e breath alcohol test includes two (2) v,u.icl breath samples taken from 
lhe subject nnd preceded by an air ·blank. Tlie duplicate breath samples do not 
ueed to be consecutive samples. The iuclividuaJ bre.1tl1 snmples s~Q.qld be 2 
minutes or more apal't, 10 allow for the clissipntion of J)()1eutial !)i~ti alcohol 
· COJllani11ation. ..,_..._,(J 
.1~' 
NOTE: A deficient or ilisutlicie11t sample __ dqes}-.not autOUl&tically 
invalidate a test sawple. C~;,;-,~ 
8.3. J If the subject/individnal foils or refuses 10· ptotide a duplicate adequate 
sample ns requested by the operntorj · the single test result will be 
considered Yalid. . / '. ·,. _ i~ 
··,· -· ·,t··. ·1 
8.3.1.1 The l)pcrMor may rep~nt -the tesfiJig<seqnence ns required by 
cirauustances. 
,._ : 
8.3.1.2 The OJ>el.lltor shoubl·use R Dffl ~outhpiece for each individual and 
for each series:~ft~ (i.e. cmnplete set of breath testing samples)_ 
. . .. 
I• I 
,.,, I 
8.3.2 A third breath sample is. recjwred if the first t.wo iesults differ by more thau 
0.02. ·-~:·· 
8.3.2.J ,'The•-·re!i\Jh~ ·f~; dup}jca1~ breHtll samples sboll)d con·elate Within 
. 0.02 to indicate tl1e nbsence of alcohol conlrurunation in the 
. :_-... su}>ject·s breath pathway (mouth alcohol), show consistent sample 
.. deijvery, mld indicates the absmce of RFI as a contributing factor 
~:'· ·· .• } :~ .. 101tbe breath results. 
.. ,. \ ~ _:., .. · ff 2.2 In lbe· event that nil three s:-uuples fall outside the 0.02 co11:elntiou, 
;<:·,\~ ·· nnd lhe officer suspects thnl month alcohol could l.Jave been 11 
. ,; ;-... contdbutiug factor, then they should administer 11 · 15 minllte 
1; ·; - obse1vation period and tbe11 l'eles1 the subject. If mouth alcohol is 
. / ·, ·· ,; 11ot sm,pected, tl1eu 1l1e officer may reinstri.1ct the individual ill the 
_..,. ;:·~.'" .1 · proper breath sample teclmique ruid 1·etest tbe subject without 
··t adwinislerins a 15 minute observation. 
8.3:3 The opemtor should. wnnually lo~ lest results a11d/or retain p1iutouts for 
p_ossible u.w in court. 
8.3.4 TI,e iustnune~1t ~llou1d not be in passive 1Uode for the testing of subjecl5 
fol' the purposes of the previous sections. 
8.4 Passivemode: 
hlnh() \lrc111l1 Al\:oho, Stt.uldiud 01>ei1tling .Ptocec\\1re 
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{ .. 
' . 
··; . 
' 
; ..... 
·~( .~ ... · 
"\v:" 
8.4. l TJ1e passive 111ocle of testing using rbe Lifeloc FC20 or ASIII should be 
used far tei.-ting liquids or containers of liquid for the presence or nbsence 
of nlcobol. 
8.4.2 Tiie passive mode can he used for screen1ug puJposes on indivich1als who 
are required to provide b1·eath samples w11enever requested by a lnw 
euforcement agency. Exru.nple may include but are not Jin,µted to: 
probationel'S, work release, parolees, prisou irunates, elc. {J,··' 
,·· 
'· ........ 
. ··~-
" ·, . 
. ~· 
.. ~ :.. . 
. : 
. •. ~ ... · 
. ·", 
, .... '11,r 
··, ... v 
'i."\., 
.,t',..J; 
, ...... 
.'I.It Q!\.'-(_.,.."-,ll 
~) 
···;~:,\>~•; 
... 
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6.0 Idaho Standard Operating Procedure 
Breath Alcohol Testing 
Idaho State Police 
Forensic Services 
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Glossary 
· Approved Vendor: A source/providet/manufaclurcr of an approved premixed alcohol simulutor solulion shill I be cxplicilly 
approved as o vendor of premixed alcohol simulator solutioas for dis1ribution wilhin Jd11ho. 
Brc11fh Alcullol Test: /\ .series ofreparate brcalh s11mples provided during o brealh lcsling sequence. 
Brcatb A lcol1ol Tcsling Sequence: A scquenci: of cvenlS us determi11c:d by tht: Jdaho S1alc Pulice Forensic Services, which 
mny be direclcd by either !he instrument or the Oper11tor, but not both, and may consist of air blanks, performance 
verific111ion, in1ernuJ standard chctks, ond hrealh samples. 
Brc:.itb Testing S1mialisl (B'fS): An Operator who has compleied an advanced training class-taught by an employee of the 
Idaho Statc: . .l~lice..forensic Services. BTS certification is valid for 26 C11lcndar months and expires on the last day or the 
26th rnontll. 
Certificate cir Analys~: A cenilicate stating that the premixed uthyl alcohol solulions used for performance verification have 
been u:slcd and approved for use \y the JSP'FS. 
Certificate or Approval: A certificate stating lh11t an individual breulh ulcohol 1c.<;1ing instrumc:nl has been evnluated by lhc 
ISJ>FS and found lo be suitabh: for forensic alcohol testing. The ccnificotc boa1-s the signature of an Idaho State Police 
Forensic Si:rviccs I.ab Manager,~ lhc effeclh•e dull: ufthe instrument at>proval. 
Changeover Chus: A training class for currently certified personnel during which they ore taught theory, operation, and 
proper testing procedure (or a new make or model ufi11Slru1ncnl being adoptL'd by their agency. Breath Testing Speciµlists 
auend BTS trainin& that qoolifies lh1.'Tll tn perfonn B1'S duties relalcd to the instrument. 
Evidential')' Test: /\ brca\h \esl performed on II subjcc\/individua1 for potc:nlial evidenliary or legal purposes. A distinction 
i:. made: between evidenda,y testing and community service or training tests performed wilh the inltrument 
ld11ho State Police Jlorc11sie Scrrli:cs (ISPFS): Formerly koown as the Bureuu of Forensic Sc:rvices, the 1SPFS is dedicated 
to providing forensic science smice.~ to the criminal Justice system uf Idaho. JSPFS is the administrative body for the 
breath alcohol \es\ing program perll)APA 11.0J.Ol. 
MJP/MJC: /In ubbrevialion uscdlo dc:signalc minor in possessioo or minor in consumption of alcohol. 
Operator Ce,·tificntion: ne condition of having satisfied the training requirements for administering breath alcohol lcsts i1S 
elltabli.'shed by the !SPFS. Opcnlor cenilica\ion ig valid for 26 calendar months and cxpiro on the last day of lhe 26th 
month. 
Op,m1tor; An individual certified by lhc ISPFS R.'i qualified by 1miniog to 11dminister brealh alcohol tests. 
Ot>l."-nh,r Class: l\n 1Sf>FS-c1pp1ovea ,mining cl~lill ror prospc~ive or \meer\iCicd breath alcohol O~a\ors. Currently 
cert!licd Brea1.!i Testing Spcci;ilists may teach Oper,Uor clns:;cs. 
1•crrornurn« Verification: A rcrificnti1?n uf the accurac:y of the brcalh 1cs1ing instrument utilizing a simulator and a 
pcrformant'C verification Solution. Performance verification should be reported to llircc decimal places. While ISPFS uses 
the Lcrm perform~e ~ilicalion,manufllClurer$ and otl1tt"i may use a term such a1, "calibration check" or "slm11lalor check." 
Pcrfonnaocr Vcrification'Solulioq: A premixed ethyl alcohol solution used for licld perlormance verifications. The 
solution is provided by and/or 11ppovcd by ISPFS. · 
Rocorunc•Uon Clll5S: A \raining class for currenlly 1.'llrl.ificd pca.onncl, completion or which resulLs in unintcrrupled 
continuatJon of &heir Operator or ffTS scaiu.s for ao additional 26 monihs, 
Waillna: l'eriod/Munilurfng Perlod/Deprlv11tlo11 Pcrlud/Obscrvalion PtrLod: I S•minute period prior to adminii;luring a 
brenth ol~hol tcsl, i11 which an officc:r monitors the teal 11ubject/lndivid11al. 
------······------·----·-·-------·-·. 
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2.1.2 
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2.J 
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1.6 
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Breath Alcohol Standard Operating Procedure 
List of Revisions 
T11pic 
Delete rerercnce lo ALS 
0.02/0.20 solutions 
Valid breath tests 
Alco-Sensor. c111ibration checks 
lntoxilyzer 5000 Calibration Checks 
Effective June, 1996 
0.003 agreemenl 
Operators may run calibrdtion checks 
Re-run a solution within· 24 hours 
All 3 solutions run within a 24-hour period 
All 3 solutioflli run within a 24-hour period 
Re-running of a solution 
· All solutions run within a 48-hour period 
Reference \O "three• removed 
All 3 solutions run within a 48-hour period 
More thaP three calibration solutions 
Solutiun values no longer called in lo BFS 
Alco-Sensor and Jntoxilyzer 5000 
calibration check 
Calibration checks for the lnloxilyzer 5000 
Name change. 1dl references made to the 
Bureau of Forensic Services were changed to 
Idaho State Police Forensic Services. 
Record Manpgement 
Deleted sec«ions on relocating. n:pall'ing, recalibrating, 
11nd loaning of instruments from previous revision. 
. Date of Revision 
June J, 1995 
June I, 1~5 
October 23, 1995 
May I, 1996 
May l, 1996 
June 1, 1996 
July I, 1996 
September 6, 1996 
September 6, 1996 
September 6, 1996 · 
September 26, 1996 
September 26, 1996 
Oc\. 8, 1996 
September 26, 1996 
October 8, 1996 
April l, 1997 
August I, 1998 
February 11, !999 
August 1999 
August l , 1. 999 
August l, l 999 
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1.2, 2.1, 2.2 
3 
1.6 
1.2. and 3 
2.1,2.2 
2.2.l, l.2.2 
2.2 .1.1.2.2 
2. I .l. I and 2.2.4 
2.2. I. l .2.2 
1.2 
1.5 
2 
2.2 
2. 
Sections I, 2, 3 
2.1.4, 2.2.3, 2.2.4, 2.2,5 
And2.2.IO 
2.1.3,2.1.4.1, 2.1.9 
Alco-Sensor and lnloxilyzer 5000 calibrc1tion checks· 
Deleted sections on blood and urine samples 
for alcohol determination 
Operator certification record management 
Rcforma1 numbering 
Requirement for running 0.20 simulator solution 
Changed J.:.sample to "two prinl cards". 
Deleted "simulator port" 1tnd ''two print cards''. 
Simulator temperature changed from ''should" 
to"must". 
Clarification of0.20 calibration checks. 
Added the Lifeloc FC20 
Deleted requirement that the new instn1ment 
utilize the same technology if the 13TS is currently 
certified 
Modified 1he accepted range for simulator solutions to 
+-/. l 0%, eliminating the+/. 0.0 I provision. Added 
"Established target values may be different 
from those shown on the bottle label" 
Added Lifeloc FC20 calibration checks 
lntoxilyzer 5000 cal1bra1ion is now section 2.3 
Modified to specifically allow use of the 0.20 
during subject testing 
Genera) reformat for clarj fication. Combined 
t\lcosensor and Lifcloc sections. Specifically. 
changed calibration requirement using the 0.20 
reference solution from four (4) c~cks to two (2). 
Clarificntion: a "Clllibration check" consists of a 
pair of samples in sequence and both sttmples 
must be within the acceptable range before 
proceeding with subject 1esting. A 0.20 solution 
~hould be replaced every 20-25 samples. Clarified 
the correct procedure for performing a calibration check. 
August 1, 1999 
August I, 1999 
Januart29, 200) 
August 18, 2006 
Novem her 27, 2006 
May 14, 2007 
May 14, 2007 
September 18, 2007 
February J 3;2008 
February I 3, 2008 
February 13, 2008 
February 13, 2008 
February 13, 2008 
December l, 2008 
fanuary 14, 2009 
ClarificaCion: Added "before and after' tc;> the 0.08 and July 7, 2009 
0.20 callbralion checks. within 24 hours ofa subject test. 
The official time and date of the calibration cheek is the 
time and date recorded on lhe printo1,1t, or the rfme and dale 
recorded i11 lhe log, which£ver con·e1pond1 lo the calibration 
d,ac;k. r!!/erenced in secrfon 1./.J or 1.1.4.J. 
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l{cvision # EffedlYe data 
0 8/20/2010 
8/Z7/2010 
11/01/2010 . 
J 4/ZJ/2012 
History Page 
-Hl5tor)' 
The entire SOP was rewritten to incorporate language changes regarding 
performance verifications, and 10 clear-up ambiguities associated with 
the 0.20 verific-c1tion and the relevance to cases not involving an 18-
8004C charge. Scope and safety sections were added. Troubleshooting. 
MIP/MIC sections added. 
Deletions and/or additions lo sections 2, 4.3.3, 4.4.1, 4.4.3, 4.4.5, 4.6, I, I, 
5.1.2, 5.1.4, S.1.4. t, S. l.S, 5.2.4, S.2.5, 6, 6.2.1, 6.2.3, 6.2.4, 7, 7. l, 7. 1.1, 
7.1.2, 7.1.2.2, 7.1.3, 7.1.4,"7.l.5, 8. . 
Section 6.2 clarified for inst.rumen, specificity, added sections 6.2.2.3, 6.2.2.3.1 
and 6.2.2.4, addt:d section 8.0 for the MIP/MIC procedure, clarilic;d section 
S.1.3 for 1he use of0.20 solutions, renamed documell\ 10 6.0 
Section 5.0 modiflcd to helter reflect current praclic.'Cs and be in agreement wilh 
AM J .O for certification of premixed solution.~. Upd11led 5.2.5 to clarify 
performance YetificaLions. 
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1 
2 
Quantitative Analysis for Alcohol in Breath by Approved 
Breath Testing Instruments, 
Scope 
This 1J1ethod describes the Idaho State Police Forensic Services (ISPFS) 
procedure, for use by agencies external to ISPFS, for the analysis of breath for the 
presence of volatile compounds using an approved breath testing instrument. This 
method provides for the quantitative analysis of ethanol. 
Following all the recommendations of this external -procedure will establish the 
scientific valklity of the breath alcohol test. Failure to meet all of the recommendations 
within this procedure does not disqualify the breath alcohol test, but does allow for the 
· questioning of the breath alcoboJ tests as it pertains to its foundation of admissibility in 
court. That loundation can be set, through testimony, by a Breath Testing Specialist 
expert or ISPFS expert in breath testing as to the poLential ramifications of the deviation 
from the procedure as stated. 
3 Safety 
Within the discipline of breath alcohol testing, the general biohazard safety 
precautions should be followed. This is due to the potential infectious materials that may 
be ejected fran the mouth during the sampling of the breath. Caution should be taken so 
as the expired breath is nor directed towards the officer or other unrelated bystander. 
4 Instrument and Operator Certification 
To ensure that minimum standards ure mel, individual breath testing instruments, 
Operutors, arxl Breath Testing Specinlisls (BTS) must be approved arid certified by the 
Idaho Stale Police Forensic Services (ISPFS). TI1e lSPFS wjll establish and maintain a 
list of approwd insln1ments by manufacturer brand or model designation for u_se in the 
stale. · 
4.1 Appnv11l of Breath Testing Instruments. ln order to be approved and certified 
each i11strument must meet the following criteria: 
4.1.1 The instrument shall anal~e a reference sample or analytical test 
standard, the results of which must agree within +I- 10% of the target 
vaJue or such Jim Its set by ISPFS. 
Idaho llreath /\Jcohul Stand;ird Optr1.1ting Procedure 
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4.J.2 TI1e certification procedures shall be adequate and appropriate for the 
onalysis of breath specimens for the determination of alcohol 
concentration for law enforcement. 
4.1.3 Any other tests deemed necessary to correct I y and adequately evaluate the 
instrument lo give accurate results in routine breath alcohol testing. 
4.2 The ISPFS may. for cause, remove a specific instrument by serial number from 
evidential testing and suspend or withdraw certification thereof. 
4.3 Operators become certified by completing a Lraining class taught by an JSPFS 
certified Breath Testing Specialist (BTS). Certification is for 26 calendar months 
and expires the last day of the 26th month. Certification wi 11 allow the Operator 
lo perform all functions required to obtain u valid breath alcohol test. It is the 
responsibility of the individual Operator to maintain their current certification; the 
lSPFS will not notify Operators that their certification is about to expire. 
4.3. 1 Recertification for another 26-month period is achieved by completing an 
ISPFS approved Operator class prior to the end of the 26th month. 
4.3.2 If the individual fails to satisfactorily complete the class (including the 
written and practical tests). or allows their certification &1atus to expire, 
he/she must retake the Operator class in order to become recertified. 
4.3.3 Jf current Operator certification is expired, the individual is not certified to 
run evidentiary breath alcohol lests on the instrument in question until the 
Operator class is completed. 
4.3.3.J There arc no gra~ periods or provisions for extension of Operalor 
certification. 
4.4 BrcnU Testing SpeciaUsts (BTS) are Operators who have completed an 
advanced · training class and are JSPFS-certified to perform instrument 
maintenance> and provide both initial and recertification training for instrument 
Operators. - -
4.4.1 To obtain initi;1I BTS ce11ification. an individual nwst be currentJy 
-certified as an Operator of that particular instrument. BTS certification is -
then obtained by completing an approved BTS training class. 
NOTE: The prior Operator status ••on that particular instrument" 
requirement is waived for new instrumentation. 
4.4.2 BTS Certification is valid for 26 calendar months. 
4.4.3 If BTS certification is allowed to expire, the individual reverts to certified 
Operator status for 12 calendar months for that instrument. He/she may 
no longer perfonn any BTS specific duties relating to that particular · 
instrument. · 
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. 4 .4 .4 BTS certification is renewable by attending an approved BTS training 
class. 
4.4.5 The Idaho State Police Forensic Services may revoke BTS certification for 
cause. Examples of what m11y constitute grounds for revocation may 
include falsification of records, failure to perform required performance 
verification, failure to successfully pass a BTS recertification class and 
failure to meet standards in conducting Operator training. 
4.5 Adoption of a new instrument by an agency will require updating any BTS and 
OperaU>rs in that agency in the use of the new im.-trument. 
4.5. l A currently certified BTS may become a certified BTS for a new 
instrument by completing an fSPFS approved BTS Instrumentation class. 
4.5.2 A currently certified Operator may certify on a new instrument by · 
completing an JSPFS approved Operator Instrumentation Class for the 
new instrument. 
4.5.3 Individuals not currently certified as Operators must complete an 
Operator Class for each approved instrument. 
4.6 Record maintenance and management. It is lbe responsibility of each 
individual· agency 10 store performance verification records, subject records, 
maintenance records, instrument logs, or any other records as pertaining to the 
evideniary use of breath testing instruments· and to maintain a current record of 
Operak)r certification. 
4 .6.) lt is the responsib>l ity of the agency to see that the said records are stored 
and maintained a minimum of (3) years in accordance with JDAPA 
11.03.01. . 
4.6. l. I Records may be subject to periodic audit by the Idaho State Police 
Forcnsio Services. 
4.6.2 The Idaho Stnte Police Forensic Services will not be responsible for the 
storage of such. records not generated by lSPFS. 
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S. Performance Verification of Breath Testing Instruments 
Perfonnance verifications aid the Breath Testing Specialist (BTS) and the Idaho 
State Police Forensic Services (JSPFS) in determining if a breath testing· instrument is 
functioning correctly. Performance verifications ure performed using a wet bath 
simulator perbrmance verification solution. The solution is provided by and/or approved 
by lSPF'S. 'The ISPPS analysis confirms the target value and acceptable range of the 
solutions used for the verification and includes the acceptable values on the Certificate of 
Analysis for each solution. Note: The ISPFS confirmed target values should be taken 
directly from the official ISPFS Certificate of Analysis for each solution lot and not from 
the bottles or li'om the vendors certificate of analysts. 
5.1 Alco-Sensor and Lifeloc FC20--J,ortable Brca1h Testing Instrument 
Perfom1ance Verification 
5.1.1 The Alco-Sensor and Llfeloc FC20 portable breath testing instrument 
pcrfonnancc verification is run using approximately 0.08 and/or 0.20 
performance verification solutions provided by and/or approved by ISPFS. 
5.1.2 The performance verification using the 0.08 and 0.20 performance 
verification solutions consist of two samples. 
5. l .3 A. perfonnance verification of the Alco·Sensor and Lifeloc FC20 
inslruments using a 0.08 or 0.20 performance verification solution must be 
performed within 24 hours, before or after an evidentiary test to be 
ctpproved for evidentiary use. Mulliple breath alcohol tests may be 
covered by a single performance verification. Reference 5.1.4.J for 
· clarification on the use of the 0.20 solution in this capacity. 
5.1.3. I A 0.08 perfonnance verification solution should be replaced with 
fresh solution approxitnatcly every 25 vetitications or every 
calendar month, whichever comes first. 
5.1.4 A 0.20 performance verification should be nm and results logged once per 
cnlendar month a11d replaced with fresh solmion approximately every 25 
verifications or until it reaches its expiration <.late, whichever comes fil'st · 
NOTE: The 0.20 performance verification was implemented for 
lhe sole purpo~e of supporting the instruments' results for an 18-
S004C charge. Failure to timely perform a 0.20 performance 
verification wilt not invalidate tests performed that yield results at 
other levels or in charges otlier thun 18-8004C. 
5. l .4.1 The 0.20 performance verifi~tion satisfies the requirement for 
pcrfonnancc verification within 24 hours, before· or after · an 
evidenUary test at any level. The 0.20 performance verification 
solution should not be used routinely for this purpose. 
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5.1.5 Acceptable results for a 0.08 or 0.20 performance verification is a pair of 
samples in sequence that are both within +/- I 0% of the perfonmtnce 
verification solution target value. Target values and ranges of acceptable 
results are included in a certificate of analysis for each solution lot. series, 
prepared by, and available from, the 1SPFS. 
NOTE: Due lo external factors associated with changing a performance 
verification solution the results of the initial performance verification may 
not be within the acceptable range, therefore the perfonnanpe verification 
may be repeated until a pair of satisfactory results are obtained. However, 
if results nftcr a total of three test series for any solution ( equiva~t to six 
test,;) are still unsatisfactory, contact the appropriate JSPFS Laboratory. 
The Instrument should not be used for evidentiary testing until the 
problem is correctt:cl and performance verification results are within the 
acceptable range. The suggested troubleshooting procedure should be 
followed if the initial performance verification does not meet the 
acceptance criteria. 
·, 
5.1.6 Temperatu1·e of the simulator must be between 33.5°C and 34.5°C in order 
for the performance verification results to be valid. 
NOTE: The simulator may need lo warm for approximately 15 minutes 
to ensure that the metal lid is also warm. lf the lid is cold, condensation of 
alcohol vapor may occur producing low results. 
5.1. 7 Perfonnance verification solutions should only be used prior to the 
expiration date on the label . 
.5.) .8 An 11gtncy may run additional performance vel'ification solution lev~ls at 
their discretion. · 
5.1.9 The official time and dale of the pc:rformancc verification is the time and . 
date recorded on the printout, or the time and date recorded in the log, 
whichever corresponds to the performance verification referenced in 
section S.1.3 or-5.1.4.1. 
5.2 lnto:dlywr 5000/EN Perfonnance Verification 
lntoxilr~er 5000/EN instruments must have a performance verification with each 
evidenliary test. If the performance verification is within the acceptable range for 
the lot of solution being used, then the instrument will be approved and the 
resulting breath samples will be deemed valid for evidcntiary use. 
5 .. 2.l lntoxHyur 5000/EN performance verification is run using 0.08 and/or 
0.20 perfonnance verification solutions provided by and/or approved ~y 
ISPFS. 
5.2.2 During each evidentiary breath ulcohol lesl using the lntoxiJyzer 5000/BN, 
a ·performanec·verification will be performed as direoted by the instrument 
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testing sequence and recorded us SIM CHK on the printout. If the S.JM 
CHK is not within the acceptable range for the solution lot being used, the 
testing sequence will abort and no breath samples will be obtained. 
5.2.3 A two sample performance verification using a O.OS performance 
vcrifacation solution should be run and results logged each time a 
solution is replaced with fresh solution· (this is not a requirement but only 
a check that the instrument is connected .correctly·prior lo an evidentiary 
test being perfonned). A 0.08 perlormance verification solution should be 
replaced with fresh solution approximately every I 00 samples or every 
calendar month, whichever comes first. 
5.2.4 A 0.20 performance verification should be run and results logged once per 
calendar month and replaced with fresh solution approximately every 25 
verifications or until it reaches its expiration date, whichever comes first 
NOTE: The 0.20 performAnce verification was implemented for the sole 
purpose of supporting the instruments, results for a 18-8004C charge. 
f aUure to timely perform a 0.20 performance verification wiH not 
invalidate tests perfonned that yield results at other levels or in charges 
other than I 8-8004C. · 
5.2.5 Acceptable results for an independent 0.08 or 0.20 performance 
verification, which is not performed during a breath testing sequence, are a 
pair of back-to-back samples that are both within +/- l 0% of the 
performance verification solution target value. Performance verificationl? 
that are performed during a breath testing sequence are acceptable with a 
single test result within +/- JOO~ of the solution largct value. Target values 
and ranges of acceptable re:.ults for each solution lot scriei; are included in 
a certificate of analysis, prepared by,- and available from, the JSPFS. 
NOTE: Due to e"ternal factors associated with changing a performance 
verification solution the results of the initial performance verification may 
not be within the acceptable range, thert;fore the perfonnance verification 
may be repeated until a pair of:ialisfactory results are obtained. However, 
if results after a totaJ of three test series for any solution (equivalent to six 
tests) are still unsatisfactory, contact the appropriate JSPFS Laboratory. 
The instmment should not be used. for evidentiary testing uniil the 
problem is· corrected and performance verification results are withtn the 
acceptable range. Follow the suggested troubleshooting procedure if the 
initial performance verification does not meet the acceptance criteria. 
5.2.6 The official time and date of the performance verific11tion is the time and 
date ~ecorded on the printout, or the timo and date recorded in the log. 
5.2.7 Perfonnance verification solutions should on.ly be used prior to the 
expiration date as marked on the label. 
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52.8 Temperature of the simulator must be between 33.5°C and 34.S°C in order 
for the performance verification results to be valid. 
5.2.9 An agency may run additional performance verification solution levels at 
their discretion. 
5.2. IO The BTS must set the correct acceptable range limits and performance 
verification solution lo1 number in the instrument before proceeding with 
evidentiary testing. 
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6. Evidentiary Tes1ing Procedure 
ProP,Cr testing procedure by certified Operators is necessary in order to provide 
accurate re.suks. Instruments used in Idaho measure alcohol in the breath, not the blood, 
and report results as grams of alcohol in 210 liters of breath. 
6.1 Prior lo cvidentiary breath alcohol testing, the subject/individual should be 
monitored for at least fifteen (15) minutes. Any foreign objects/materials which 
have die potential to enter the instrument/breath tube or may presenl a choking 
hazard should be removed prior to the suirt of the 15 minute- waiting period. 
During the moniloring period the subject/individual should not be allowed to 
smoke, drink, eat, or belch/burp/vomit/regurgitate. 
NOTE: If a foreign object/material is left in the mouth during the entirety of the 
15 ·minute monitoring period, any_ potential external alcohol contamination will 
come into equilibriu111 with the subject/individual'·s body water and/or dissipate so 
as notlo interfere with the results of the subsequent breath alcohol test. 
6.1.l The breath alcohol test must be administered by an Operator currently 
certified in the use of the: instrument. 
6. J.2 False teeth, partial plates. or bridges installed or prescribed by a dentist or 
physician do not need to be removed to obtain a valid test. 
6.1.J The Operator may elect a blood test in place of the breath alcohol test if 
there · is a failure to complete the: fifteen minu1e monitoring period 
successfully. 
6.1.4 During the monitoring period, the Operator must be alert for any event 
that might influence the accuracy of the breath alcohol lest. 
6.1.4.1 The Operator must be aware of the possible presence of mouth 
. · alcohol as indicated by the tesling instrument. If mouth alcohol is 
suspected or indicated, the Operator should begin another 15-
minule waiting period before repeating the testing sequence. 
6.1.4.2 Jf, during the 15-minute wailing period, the subject/individual 
vomits or regurgitates material from · the stomach into the 
subject/individual's breath pathway, the JS.minute waiting period 
must begin again. 
6.1.4.3 If there is doubt as to the events occurring during the 15 minute 
monitoring period, the officer should look at results of the 
duplicate breath samples for evidence of potential alcohol 
contamination. For clarification see section 6.2.2.2. 
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6.2 A conplete l>reatJt alcohol test includes two (2) valid breath samples taken 
during the testing sequence and preceded by air blanks. The duplicate breath 
samples pcrfonned with a pol'Ulblc breath testing instrument should be 
approximately 2 minutes apart, or more (for the ASIJl's and the FC20's). Refer to 
section 6.2.2.2. 
NOTE: A deficient or insufficient sample does not automatically invalidate a test 
sample. 
6.2.1 If the subject/individual fails or ref uses to provide a duplicate, adequate 
sample as requested by the Operator, the ~ingle test result shall be 
considen:d valid. 
6.2. I. I The Operator may repeal ihe testing sequence as required by 
circumstances. 
6.2. J .21:'Jle Operator should use a new moutl,piece for each series of 
lesls. 
6.2.2 A \hird breath sample is required ifth~ firs\ two results differ by more than 
0.02. 
6.2.2.1 Unless mouth alcohoJ is indicated or suspected, it is not necessary 
10 repeat the 15-minutc waiting period to obtain a l.hird breath · 
sample. 
6.2.2.2 The results for duplicate breath samples should correlate within 
0.02 to indjca1e the absence of alcohol contamination in the 
subjeciftndividual's breath pathway, show consistent sample 
delivery, and indicates the absence of RFJ as a contributing factor 
to the breath results.· 
6.2.2.3 In the event that all th~ee samples fall outside the· 0.02 correlation, 
and the officer suspect.'\ that mourh alcohol could have been a 
contributing factor, then they should restart the IS minute 
observntion period and retest the subject. 
6.2.2.3. t If the officer does not suspect tl1at mouth alcohol was 
present, and that the sample variability was due to a lack 
of subject cooperation in. providing the samples as 
requested, then the samples can be considered valid if aJl 
three samples are above lhe per se limit of prosecution. 
6.2.2.4 Jf all three samples fall outside the 0.02 ·correlation, the officer 
may at their discretion elect to have a blood sample drawn for 
analysis in lieu of retesting the subject's breath alcohol 
concentration. 
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6.2.-3 The Operator should log test rcsuJts and retain printouts, if any, for 
possible use in court. 
6.2.4 .Jf a subject/individual fails or refuses to provide a duplicate, adequate· 
sample as requested by the Operator, the results obtained are still 
considered valid by the lSPFS, provided the failure to supply the 
requested samples was the fault of the subject/individual and not the 
Operator. 
6.2.S If the second 01 third samples are lacking due to instrument failure, the 
Operator should attempt to utili~ another instrument or have blood 
drawn. 
ldDht, llrcath Alcohol S!nndnrd operating Procedure 
Issuing Authorily-lSPFS Quality Manager 
Revision 3 6ffocliYC 4/2Jn012 
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7. · Troubleshooting Procedure 
Proper testing procedure by certified Operators is necessary in order to provide 
accurate re..i;u,s. 
7.1 Perfonnance verification: (f, when performing the periodic performance 
verification, the in'itrument falls outside the limits of the verification, the 
trouble.c;hooting guide should be used. 
NOT!: This is a guide for troubleshooting performance verifications outside the 
verification limits and the procedure is recommended to streamline and isolate the 
po10n1ial cau~ of the problem. Strict adherence to the guidelines is not required. 
7.1.1 The three sources of uncertainty when performing the periodic 
performance verifications are in the simulator setup and Operator 
technique, the simulator performance verification solution. and the 
instrument calibration itself. 
7.1.2 ff the first performance verificalion is outside the verification limits, the 
simulator setup and technique of \he Operator performing the verHication 
should be evaluated. The simulator should be evaluated to ensure that it is 
hooked up properly, uses short hoses, is properly warmed, is within 
temperature, the Operator blow technique is nol too hard or soft. and that 
the Operator does not stop blowing until after the sample is taken. 
7.1.2.1 The performonce verification should be run a second time 
7.1.2.2.lf the performance verification is within the verification limits on 
the second try, the instrument passes the performance verification. 
7.1.3 If the second performance verification is outside the verification limits, 
then the performance verification solution should be evaluated next. 
7.1.3. l The performance verification solution should be changed to a fresh 
solution. · 
7.1.3.2 The solution· should be wanned for approximately I 5 minutes, or 
until the temperature is within range, and the simulator lid is as 
warm as the simulator jar. 
7.1.3.3 ·1ne performance verification may then be repeated. 
7.1.4 If tbe third performance verification is outside the verificatiQn Hmits, the 
instrument .!ll.m! be taken out of service and sent to the JSPFS or an 
approved service provider. 
7.1.5 Upon return from sef\licc, the instrument should be recertified by. lSPFS 
before bejng put back into service. 
ldaho Hrealh Alcohol Standard Operating Procedure 
Issuing Aulhori~y---lSPFS Quality Manager 
Revision 3 Effective 4/23/2012 
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7 .2 Thermometers: 
7.2, I lf a bubble forms in the thermometer, the Operator or BTS can place the 
lh~rmome\er in a freezer to draw the mercury (or equivalent) into the bulb 
of the thermometer. This should disperse the bubble. 
h\aho B1·ealh A \coho\ S\nndnrd Opernting Procedure 
Issuing Authoril)'···ISPFS Quulily Manager 
Revision '.J Effectivo 4/2'.l/201~ 
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8. Minors in Possession/Minors in Consumption Procedure 
B,es.ln lesting ,ns\rumen\s certified by 1SPFS are often used in investi1111ting vio\ations of 
Idaho Code §23-949 {punishment set forth by J.C.§ 18-1502) or Idaho Code§ 23-604 
(punishment set forth by I.C.18-1502), wherein a person under twenty.one (21) years of 
age is deemed to have possessed and consumed alcohol. Unlike the Driving Under the 
Influence statutes 11nd their associations with per se limits of 0.08 and 0.20, a specific 
level ofalcohoJ is not required to prove a violation of J.C. § 23-949 or § 23-604. There is 
no requiremca\ that lhe State prove: the person is impaired by alcohol. Rather. the 
prese_ncc or absence of alcohol is a determining factor for proving the offense. Therefore, 
there is a d_iffcrent st_andard operating procedure associated wi~h this type of charge. The 
main purposcofthe procedure outlined below is lo rule out "mouth alcohol"' as a 
potential conlributing factor to the results given during the breath testing done for 
MJP/MIC cases. 
8. I 15 minute obse1"Vation period: The monitoring/observation period is not required 
for the Ml P/MJC procedure. The duplicate samples, separated by approximately 
2 mimtes or more and within \he 0.02 corre\ation, provide the evidence of 
consbtent sample delivery. the absence of"mouth alcohol" as well as Lhe absence · 
of RFI (radio frequency interference) as a contributing factor to the results of the 
breath tesl. 
8.2 MIP/MlC requirements: 
8.2. l The breath alcohol test must be i:administered by an operator currently 
certified in the use of that instrument. 
8.2.2 The instrument used must be certified by ISPFS. 
·-··---·· - ·-- -·--· . . . ... -·····- - . -
8.2.2.l The instrument only needs to be initially cetlified by ISPfS. Initial 
·--~ertmc.ation shQws that the instrument responds to alcohols and not . 
to acetone. 
8.2.2.2 The instrument used does not need to me~t other requirements set 
torth in prcvio\ls sections of this SOP. It does not need to be 
checked regularly or periodically with any of the· o:os or_ 0.20 
solutions. 
8.2.3 False teeth, partial plates, or bridges installed or prescribed by a dentis1 or 
physician do not need to be removed to obtain a valid test. · 
8.2.4 The officer should have the individual. being tested remove all loose 
foreign material from their mouth before testing. The officer may allow 
~h~ individual to briefly rinse their mouth out with water prior to the 
brealh testing. 
Idaho n.-cnth Alcohol Stan~ia~d 01,c1·nting Procedure 
Issuing Authorll)'···1Sl'l:s QualilJ Manager 
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8.2.5 Any material containing alcohol left in the mouth during the entirety of the 
breath testing sampling could contribute to the results in the breath testing 
sequence. (For clarification refer to ~ction 8. I) 
8 .3 Procedure: . 
A complete breath alcohol test includes two (2) valid breath samples taken from 
the subject and preceded by an air blank. The duplicate breath samples do not 
need IO be consecutive samples. The individual breath samples should be 2 
minutes or more apar-4 lo allow for the dissipation of potential mouth alcohol 
cont8lll ination. 
NOl'E: A deficient or insufficient sample does not automatically 
invalidate a test sample. 
8.3. J Jf the subjecUindividual fails or refuses lo provide a duplicate adequate 
sample as requested by the operator, the single test result will be 
considered valid. 
8.3.1.1 The operator may repeat the testing sequence as required by 
circumstances. 
. . . 
8.3. J .2 The operator should use a new mouthpiece for each individual 
and for each series of tests (i.e. complete set of breath testing 
samples). 
8.3.2 A third breath sample is required if the first two results differ by more than 
0.02. 
8.3.2.1 The rcsuhs for duplicate breath samples should correlate within 
0.02 to indicate tbe absence of alcohol contamination in the 
subject's breath pathway (mo\lth alcohol), show consistent sample 
delivery, and indicates the absence of RFI as a contributing factor 
to the breath results. 
8.3.2.2 In the evenl thal all thl'ee samples fall outside the 0.02 correlation, 
and the officer suspects that mouth alcohol could have been a 
contributing factor, then they should administer a 15 minute 
observation pel'iod and then retest the subject. lf mouth alcohol is 
not suspected, then the officer may reinstruct the individual in the 
proper breath sample technique and retest the subject without 
administering a l 5 minute observation. 
8.3.3 The operator should manuaUy log test results and/or retain printouts for 
possible use in court. 
8.3.4 The ins1rument slaould not be in passive mode for the testing of subjects 
for the purposes of lhe previous sections. 
Idaho Brc1llh Alcohol Standard Operating Procedure 
Issuing Authorily···ISPFS Qunlity Manager 
Revision J effective 4/23/2012 
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8.4 Passi,c mode: 
8.4.1 The passive mode of testing using the Lifeloc FC20 or ASJIJ should be 
used for testing liquids or containers ofliquad for the presence or absence 
of alcohol. 
8.4.2 The passive mode can be·used for screening purposes on individuals who 
are required lo provide breath samples whene·vcr requested by a law 
enforcement agency. Bxample may include but arc not limited to: 
probationers, work release, parolees, prison inmates, etc. 
--·- --...... ····--·-· -·- -· ._ .. __ ·- -- ··- .. -- -. -
hlpho Btealh Alcohol S11111dard Opuraling Procedure 
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Standard Operating Procedure 
Breath Alcohol Testing 
ldnho St•te Police 
Forensic Services 
Au;mt 19.94 
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Glossary 
Breath Test: A series of separate bn:ath samples provided during a breath testing sequence. 
Breath Testing &:quc:nce: A &equcnce of events as determined by the Idaho S1Dlc Police Forensic Services. whlcb may be 
direch:d by either the instrument or the operator, but nol botn, ancl mey consi:il of 11ir blanks, calibration checks, internal 
suindard t:hccl:s, and brcnth snmJllcs. 
Breath Testing Specialist (UTS): An opcr.1lo1 who hus complcLCd an advanced training class taught by an employee of the 
lduho Stale Police Forensic SCNictS. BTS certification ii; valid for 26 calendar months and expires on lhe last day of the 
26th month. 
Jd11llo State Police Forcnsje' Services (JSPFS): Formerly known as the Bureau of Forensic Services, the ISPFS il> dedicated 
to p101'iding forensic science l'erviccs lo the criminal justice system of Idaho. lSl>FS employees arc qualified to perform all 
duties ofa BTS. 
Calibr.nliou Checlt: A check of lhc &CC\lracy of the breath-testing inslrument utilizing a simulator and ethanol-based 
reference solution(s) prnvided by the ISPFS or approved vcndor(s) and stnndardi~ by 1he ISPFS. Calibration checks should 
be reporlcd to thn:e decimal ploces. 
Cortilic11C<: of A1111lysis: A cc11if10lc slating lhat the reference solutions used for calibration checks have been tested and 
approved for use: by lhe ISJ>fS 
Certificate: of Approvul: A ccrlif1CUle stating thnt 1111 individual breath alcohol-testing instrument has been evaluated by the 
lSPfS 1md round to be suitable ror rorcnsic alcohol testing. The certificate bears the signature of the Idaho State Police 
fon::nsic Services Montigcr/Major, and the effective date of the instrument approval. 
Changeover Class: A 1raini1>g elm for currcnll)' cc:rtificd personnel during which they are tau:bt theory, operation. and 
propi:r testing proc:edurc for a new make or model of instrument lx:ing edopted by iheir agem;y. Breath Testing Specialists 
1Utcnd BTS lraining that qualifies tbem lo perform B1"S duties rclmed to the ins1rumenl. 
01>erator Cc.-tificafion: Thi: condition of having satisfied the trainin,g rcquiremen\S for adminislering breath alcohol tests as 
established by- the ISPFS. 01>eralor certification is valid for 26 calendar months and expires on the lost day of the 26th 
month. 
Opera tor: An lnclivid~:;i· ~-~ti ficd by lhc ISJ>FS as c1ualified b)' training to administer- brcalh alcohol tests. 
011crRtar Class: ·An ISPFS-appruved training class for prospective or uncertified brC11th test opc:rators. Currently certified 
13rc11th Tcs\iog Specialists inuy tcuch opcralor classes. 
ncccrtlficatlon aim: /\ 1rainin1 class for currently ce11ificd personnel, completion of which · results in uninterrupted 
continuation ofU1cir Operator or BTS status for M additional 26 monlhs. · 
Refenncc Solution: An cthanol-lla5Cd solutio1.-of known concentration provided by the JSPFS or approved veridor(s) o.nd 
standardi7.ed by I SPF$, o.nd used to conduct calibration dleob. 
Simullltoc Cbcc'k {SIM CHK): In type of Q.Jlbfalion clieck that is nan with ea.<:h individual breath test. 
WoilinC Pcr•od/Mo11iloring Pcriod/Dcprlvattoa Period: Mandittory l5•mlnute period prior · lo administering a breath 
alcohol lcsl, In whieh an officer monitors tht lesl subject. · 
ReYiM<I 112009 
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SOP Section 
2 
2 
3.2.1 
2. I 
2.2 
2. l.2 
2.1.2 
2.L2 
2.1 
2 
2.1.2 
2.l 
2 
Breath Alcohol Standard Operating Procedure 
List of Revisions 
Delete reference to ALS 
0.02/0.20 solutions 
Valid breath tests 
Alco-Sensor calibration checks 
Jntoxilyzer 5000 Culibration Checks 
Effective June, 1996 
0.003 agreement 
Operators may run calibration checks 
Re-run a solution within 24 hours 
All J solutions run within 11 24-hour period 
AJI 3 solutions run within a 24-hour period 
Re-running of a solution 
All solutions run within a 48·hour period 
Reference to "three" removed 
All 3 solutions run within a 48-hour period 
DfttC of Revision 
June J, 1995 
June 1, 1995 
Oclober 23, 1995 
May t, 1996 
May I, )996 
June I, 1996 
July I, 1996 
September 6, 1996 
September 6, 1996 
Seplember 6, 1996 
September 26, 1996 
Septembe1 26, 1996 
Oct. 8, 1996 
-- · · ... --2---·· ·· · .. -- .. .. · - -··- More than three calibralion solutions 
September 26, 1996 
October 8, 1996 
April I, 1997 
August I. 1998 
2 
2.l 
2.2 
1.6 
2 
1 .2, 2.1, 2.2 
Solution values no longer called in lo BFS 
Alco-Sensor and Intoxilyzcr 5000 
calibration check . 
Calibration cheeks for the Intoxilyzer 5000 
Name ch1mgc, all references made to the 
Bureau of Forensic Services were changed to 
Idaho S1atc Poliee Forensic Services. 
Record Management 
February 11, 1999 
August 1999 
August 1. 1999 
Deleted sections on rc:locating. repairing. recalibrating, August 1, 1999 
and loaning of fostrumcnts from p1·evious revision, 
Alco-Sensor und Intoxily:tcr 5000 
ii 
August I, 1999 
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3 
1.6 
1,2, and 3 
2.1, 2.2 
2.2.t.J.2.2 
2.2. J. J.2.2 
2. 1.2. l and 2.2.4 
2.2.1. 1.2.2 
1.2 
J.5 
2 
2.2 
·- - .... 2. 
Sections I, 2, 3 
2. J .4, 2.2.3, 2.2.4; 2.2.s 
And2.2.IO 
calibration checks 
Deleted sections on blood and urine samples August 1, 1999 
for alcohol detcnnination 
Operalor certification record management January 29, 2001 
Reformat numbering 
Requirement for running 0.20 simulator solution August I 8, 2006 
Changed 3-sampJe to "two print cards". November 27, 2006 
Deleted "simulator port" and "two print cards". May '4. 2007 
Simulator tempcratlU'e changed from ·•should" 
to "must... May J 4, 2007 
Clarification of 0.20 calibration checks. September 18, 2007 
Ad<fed the Lifeloc FC20 February 13, 2008 
Deleted requirement that lhe new instrument 
utilize the same technology if the BTS is currently February 13, 2008 
certified 
Modified the accepted range for simulator solutions to 
+/. 100/o, eliminating the+/- 0.01 provision. Added 
''Established target values may be different 
from those shown on the bottle label" February 13, 2008 
Added Lifeloc FC20 calibration checks February 13, 2008 
lnto)(ily:,;er 5000 e111ibration is now section 2.3 
. __ ,Mod_i!ie~ .!o specifically allow use of the 0.20 
during subject testing . February 13, 2008 
Gener,d reformat for clarification. Combined 
Alcoscnsor and Llfcloc sections. SP.ecifically, 
changed coli brat ion requirement using the 0.20 December ! , 2008 
reference so)ution from four (4) checks to two (2). 
Clarification: a "calibration check" consis1s of a 
pair of samples in sequence and both samples 
must be within the acceptable range before 
proceeding with subject testing. A 0.20 .~Jution 
should be replaced every 20-25 samples. Clarified 
t~e cornet procedure for performing a calibration check. January 14, 2009 
Iii R.t,vlscd 11200, 
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1. Instrument and Operator Certification 
To ensure that minimum staadards arc met, individual breath testing instruments, operators, and breath 
testing specialists (BTS) mL'ISI be approved and certified by the Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
{JSJ>FS). The JSPFS will establish and maintain a list of approved instruments by manufactorer brand or 
model designation for u.o;e inU1e slate. 
1.1 Approval of Breatb Testing Instruments. ln order to be approved and certified each 
insln.lmcnt must meel the following criteria: 
J .1. I The instrwncat shall analyze a reference sample or analytical test standard. the results of 
which must agn,c: within+/- 1 ()DA, of the target value or such limits set. by ISPPS. 
1.1.2 The certification procedures shall be adequate and appropriate for the analyses of breath 
specimens for the det~m,ination ofalcohol concentration for law enforcement. 
1.1.3 Any other tests deemed necessary to correctly and adequately evaluate the instrument to 
give accurate resulls in routine breath alcohol. 
J .2 The JSPFS may. for muse, remove a specific instnJment by serial number from evjdcntial testing 
and susJ>cnd or withdraw certification thereof: 
1.3 Operators become ccrtif ,cd by completing a training class taught by an lSPFS certified Breath 
Testing Specialist (BTS). Certification is for 26 culendar months and exp;res the Jast day of the 
26th month. Certification will allow the operator to perform all functions required to obtain a 
valid breath test. It isthe responsibility of the individual operator to maintain their ~urrent 
certification; the JSJ>l'S will nol notify operators that their certification is about to expire. 
J .3.1 Rece11ificati01 for another 26-month period is uchleved by compJellng an ISPFS 
approved Operator class prior to the end of the 26th month. 
·· · ··-· · --r.3:2- If the individli'al fails to satisfctbtorily Gomplete 1he class {including the written and 
prnclical lesls), or allows their certification status to expire, he/she must retake the 
operator class in order to become re-certified. 
J .3.J Current Opentor certification is voided, and the individual is not certified to run 
ev)dcntiary biiath test's on the instrument iii queslion until the operator class ls 
. . completed. 
1.3.3 There are no gnice periods or provisions for extens~n of operator ccrtiticatlon. 
l .4 Breach Testing Specialists (BTS) arc Operators who have completed an advanced training 
class and are ISPFS-certified to perform instrument majn1enancc1 •ud provide both basic and 
recertification training for instrument operators. 
Rnlucl 1/201), 
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J .4. J To obtain Initial BTS certification. an individual must be currently certified as an 
Operator of that particular instrument. BTS certification is then obtained by completing 
an approved BTS training class. 
J .4.2 Cerlification is valid for 26 calendar months. 
1.4.3 If BTS certification is 1llowed to expire, the individual reverts to certified Operator status 
for 1:Z calend.- months for that instrument Ho/she mny no longer perform any BTS 
duties relating to that particular instrument. 
l .4.4 BTS ecrtitica1ion is renewable by attending an approved BTS training class. 
J .4.5 The Idaho Stale Police Forensic Services may revoke BTS certification for cause. 
Examples may include falsification of records, failure to perfonn required calibration 
checks, failun: to successfully pass u BTS re-certification class and failure to meet 
standards In conducting operator training. · 
1.5 Adoption of a new ins1rnmcnt by an agency will require updating any BTS and Operators in 
that 1tgcncy. 
J .S. J A currently ccrtified·BTS may become a certified BTS tbr a new instrument by 
completing IA instaumcntation class. · · 
J .S.2 A currently c.c:rtified Opentor may certify on a new instrument by completing an JSPFS 
approved Operator Instrumentation CJass for the new instrument. 
J .5.3 Individuals not currently certified as Operators must complete an Operator Class for 
each approved instrument. 
1.6 Record mainte11ance and management. lt is the responsibility of each individual agency to 
store calibration recOtds, subject reco~ maintenance records. instrument logs. or any other 
records as pertaining lo the evidcntiary ~'C of breath testing instruments and to maintain a 
----""'"current record ·or oj>emtor certification. 
... 
. 1.6. l It is lhc respouibiJity of the agency lo see that the said rccol'ds are stored and maintained 
a minimum of(J) years in accordance with IDAPA J 1.03.0 I. 
J .6.2 TI1e Idaho Stale Police Forensic Services wiJI not be responsible for the storage of such 
records not generated by it. 
1.6.2. J Records may be subject to periodic review by the Idaho State Polioe °Forensic 
Services. 
2 
----
-------- ---
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2. CaJibratioo Checks of Breath Testing Instruments 
Calibration checks aid the Breath Testing Specialist (BTS) and the Idaho State Police Forensic Services 
(lSPPS) In determining ifa breath-testing instrument is functioning corn,ctly. Calibratlon checks are 
performed using a referencesample or analytical standard of ethanol-water, wet-bath simulator solutions 
prepared and analyzed by the ISPFS or arl approved vendor; The ISPFS unalysis establishes the target 
value and acceptable range a the solutions used for the checks and includes them on the Certificate of 
Analysis. Note: The ISP c.trbUdied target values may be different from tl,ose shown on the bottle 
J11bel 
2.1 Alco~Sen.sor and Lifeloc FC20 - Portable Breath Testing Instrument Calibration Cl1ecks 
2.1. l The Alco-Semr and Lifeloc FC20 portable breath testing instrument calibration check is 
run using approximately 0.0.8 and/or 0.20 reference solutions provided by the Idaho State 
Police Foren;c Services or approved vendor and following the procedure outlined in the 
Alco-Sensor and Lifeloc FC20 instrument manuals. · 
2.1.2 The calibration check.s using the 0.08 and 0.20 reference solutions consist of two samples 
sepam~cd by air blanks. 
2.1.3 A calibratiomheck of the Alco-Sensor and Lifeloc FC20 instruments using a 0.08 
reference sohtion m.usl be performed within 24 hours of a subjeot test to be approved for 
evidentiary use. Multiple breath ·tests may be covered by a single calibration check. 
2_.1.3.J A 0.08 rei:rence solution should be replaced with fresh solutiOTI approximately every 
20 • 25 ctccks or C"Jety month, whichever comes first. 
2.1.4 A 0.20 refereace solution should be run and results logged once per calendar month and 
replaced wlthfresh·solutlon npprox.in1Utcly every 20 - 25 checks. 
NOTE: The 0.20 calibration check is run in support of excessive consumption: Idaho 
Code sccdoi, 'fif;8004c.·--·- -··· . . 
2. J .4. l The 0.20 ieference solution check satisfies the req nircment for a calibmtion clieck 
within 24hours ofa subje~t test. The 0.20 reference solution should not be used 
routinely for this purpose. 
2.1.S ,Acceptable results for a 0.080 or 0.20 calibration check is a pair of samples in sequence 
· that are bo1h within +/- I 0% of the reference solution target value. Target values and 
ranges of accptable results are included in a certificate of analysis for each soJution lot 
series, prepand by, and available from, the ISPFS. · 
NOTE: Due to external factors associated with changing a reference so!utiQn 
(exan,ples Include: ambient air ln lhc snmplc cbatnbor, tcniperaturc 
Oactuatlon) the results of the inltiaJ calibration check may not be within the 
3 lloviud 1noo11 
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acceptable range, therefore the calibration check may be repeated until a pair 
ofsatistactory results are obtained bowover, lf results a·fter 11 total ofthreo runs 
for any solution (equivalent to six tests) are still unsatisfactory, contact the 
appropriate ISPFS Laboratory. The instrument should not be used for 
evidentiary testing until the problem is corrected and calibration check results 
are within the acceptable range. 
2. I .6 Temperature of the simulator must be between 33.~°C and 34.S°C in order for the 
calibration check results to be valid. 
2. I. 7 Calibration check solutions should only be used prior to the expiration date on the label. 
2. J .g An agency may run additional calibration checks at their discretion. 
2.1.9 The official Lime and date of the calibration check is the time and date recorded on the 
printout, or lnlhe .\bsence of tnc printer, the time and dale recorded in the log. 
2.2 Intoxilyzer 5000/ENCaJibration Checks 
lntoxilyzer 5000/EN instniments must have a calibration check with each subject test. If the 
calibration check is acceptable the instrument will be approved and the resulting breath samples 
will be deemed valid for evidcntiary use. 
2.2.1 lntoxilyter 5000/EN calibration check is run using 0.08 and/or 0.20 reference solutions 
provided by tlc Idaho State Police Forensic Scrviecs or approved vendor and following 
the procedureoutUncd in the Intoxilyzcr 5000/EN manual. 
2.2.2 During each subject breath test using the lntoxilyzer SOOO/EN, a 0.08 calibration check 
will be pcrforn1ed as directed by the instrument testing sequence and recorded as SIM 
CHK on the pintout If the SIM CHK is not within the acceptable range for the solution, 
the testing sequence will abort and no breath samples will be obtained. 
2.2.3 A lwo sample calibration check using a 0.08 reference solution should be rnn and results 
logged each time a solutlon is replaced with fresh solutjon. A 0.08 refe1·enoc solution 
should be replaced with fresh solution approximately every l 00 samples or every month, 
whichever wines first. . · 
2.2.4 A two sampJecalibration check using a 0.20 reference solutioa shouJd·be run and results 
logged once ~r calendar month and replaced with fresh solution approximately every 20-
25 samples. 
NOTE: The 0.20 calibration check is run in support of excessive consumption; Idaho 
Code section 18-8004e. 
2.2.5 Acceptable results for a 0.080 or 0.20 calibration check is a pair of samples in sequence 
thal arc both within +/- 10% of the reference solution target value.. Target "'atucs and 
'4 11.ovlocd lnOOI) 
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ranges of acceptable results are included in a certificate of analysis for each solution lot 
series, prepared by, and available from, the 1SPPS. 
NOTE; Due lo external factors associated with changing a reference solution (examples 
Jncludc: ambient air in the sample chnmber, temperature fluctuation) the results of the 
initial calibration check may not be within the acceptable range, therefore the calibration 
check may be repeated until a pair of satisfactory results are obtained however, if results 
after a total of three runs for any solution (equivalent to six tests) are stjl) unsatisfactory, 
contact the appropriate ISPFS Laboratory. The instrument should not be used for 
evidcntiary testing until the problem is corrected 11nd calibratio11 check results are wjthin 
the acceptable runge. 
2.2.6 Calibration creek information should be entered in the instrwnent log. The official time 
and date of the culibrntion check is the time and date recorded on the printout, or in the 
absence of a ll'inter, the time and date recorded on the Jog. 
2.2. 7 Calibration check solutions should only be used prior to the expiration date as marked on 
lhe label. 
2.2.8 Temperature of the simulator must be between 33.5°C and 34.S°C in order for the 
calibration check results to be valid. 
2.2.9 An agency may run additional calibration checks at their discretion. 
2.2. IO Recommended calibration check procedure: Run <Bscape><Escape> <C> using the 0.20 
reference sohtion. rinse and dry the simulalor, refill with fresh 0,080 ond nm <Escape> 
<Escape> <C> before putting the instrument back in service. 
2.2.1 J The BTS must set the correct acceptable range limits and reference solution lot number in 
the inslru1ncnl b~forc proooedi11g with subjoct 1c11tl11g. 
·- 0 > _.,. • --•--HO·-- - ··---•• -~-A·---... -. ._ .. 
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3. Subject Testing Procedure 
Proper testing procedure by certified operators is necessary in order to pro\lide accurate results that will 
be admtsslble in court. instruments used in ldaho measure alcohol in the breath, not the blood, and 
report results as grams of alcohol in 210 liters of breath. 
3.l Prior to evidential breath alcohol testing, the subject must be monitored for fifteen (15) minutes. 
Any material which absorbs/adsorbs or traps alcohol should be removed from the mouth prior to the 
start of the 15 minute waiting period. During the monitoring period the subject should not be 
allowed to smoke, drink, cat, or belch/burp. 
3.1.2 The breath te; must be administered by an operator currently certified in the use of the 
11peciftc model of instrument used. 
3. J .3 False teeth, partial plates, or bridges in~1aJled or prescribed by a dentist or physician does 
not need to be removed to obts.in a valid test. · 
3.1.4 The operator 11ay elect a blood test in place of the breath alcohol test ifthcre is a failure 
to complete the fifteen minute monitoring period successfully. 
3. J .5 During the monitoring period, the operator must be alerl for any event that might 
influence the accuracy of the breath test. 
3.1 .5.1 The operator must be aware of the possible presence of mouth alcohol as 
indicated by the testing in.o;trumcnt. .lf mouth alcohol is suspected or indicated., the 
operator should begin anot_her 15-minute waiting period before repeating the 
testing sequence. 
3.1.5.2 lf, during the 15-minute waiting period, the subject vomits or is otherwise 
-· ·--· -·- -·····-·· · · .... , ___ suspected of regurgitating material froni the stomach, the I S-rnim.1te waiting .. 
period must begin aga~n. . 
3.2 A breath alcolaol tcsl includes two (2) v,1lid breath samples taken during·lhe testing sequence 
and separated by air blanks. 
NOTE: A deficient or insufficient saiuple does not automatically invalidate a test. 
3.2.1 Jf the ·subject fails or refoses to provide a second or third adequate sample as requested by 
the opemtor, the single lesl result may be considered volid. 
3.2.2, J The operator may repe.t the testing sequence as required by circum.i;tances. 
3.2.2.2 The operator should ~se a new mouthpiece fur each series of tests. 
6 R.,,..., 111009 
--.---------
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3.2.3 A third brcalb sample is required if the first two results differ by more than 0.02. 
3 .2.3. l Unless mouth alcohol is indicated or suspected, il is not necessary to repeat the 15-
mJnutc: waiting period to obtain II third breath sample. 
3.2.4 The operator .should log test results and retain printouts for .possible use in court. If there 
is no printout, the log page becomes the legal record of the test re.11ults. 
3 .2.5 If a subject fails or refuses to provide a second or third .sample as requested by the 
operator, the msufts obtained are still considered valid by the ISPPS, provided the failure 
to supply the requested samples was the fault of the subject and not the operator. 
3.2.6 Jf the second or third samples are lacking due to instrument failure, the operator: should 
attempt to utilize another instrument or have blood druwn. 
- _._ ______________ -··· 
7 
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'ORIGINAJ~ 
Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 8759 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
TROY MILES SVELMOE, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
---------------
CASE NUMBER CR-14-0018684 
Fel 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
COMES NOW, the above named defendant by and through his attorney, Jay Logsdon, 
Deputy Public Defender, and hereby moves the Court for an Order suppressing the use of the results 
of any breath test evidentiary testing done in this case. The evidence must be suppressed because the 
search by the officers was unlawful and without legal justification, therefore in violation of the 
Fourth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States and Article I§ 17 of the Constitution of 
the State of Idaho. 
Article I Section 17 of the Idaho Constitution affords greater protection than the Fourth 
Amendment to the United States Constitution based upon the long-standing jurisprudence of the 
Idaho appellate courts, the uniqueness of the State of Idaho, and the uniqueness of the Idaho 
Constitution. See State v. Cada, 129 Idaho 224 ( Ct.App.1996) (Idahoans have higher expectation of 
privacy in their land); State v. Guzman, 122 Idaho 981,995 (1992) (not the exclusionary rule, but the 
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constitutionai provision itseif impedes fact-finding function of Court- but this is a "price the fraiTiers 
anticipated and were willing to pay"); State v. Thompson, 114 Idaho 7 46 ( 1988) (Idahoans have a 
higher expectation of privacy in the home); State v. LePage, 102 Idaho 387 (1981) Gudicial integrity 
mandates exclusionary rule); State v. Rauch, 99 Idaho 586 (1978) (admission of illegally seized 
evidence itself a violation of constitution); State v. Arregui, 44 Idaho 43 (1927) (application of 
exclusionary rule in Idaho 34 years prior to Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643 (1961)). 
Counsel requests that this motion be set for hearing in order to present oral argument, 
evidence and/or testimony in support thereof. Requested time is 30 minutes. 
DATED this -~j_O __ day of November, 2014. 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
//1 -P 
BY: (0-7~ d-0 t:i -
J. . '.LOGSDQN 
EPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the I;;? day of November, 2014, addressed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 
Via Fax 
__j_ Interoffice Mail 
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'ORIGINAL 
STATE: OF IDAHO 
Jay Logsdon, Deputy Pubiic Defender COUMTv nr:- "'"'"·-·. [,,.,. FILED:. "' f\Ulllt.NAIT"" 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 l~HDV l 2 PH 2: 49 Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
BarNumber: 8759 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
TROY MILES SVELMOE, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NUMBER CR-14-0018684 
Fel 
MOTION IN LIMINE 
_______________ ) 
COMES NOW, the above named defendant by and through his attorney, Jay Logsdon, 
Deputy Public Defender, and hereby moves the Court for an Order to suppress and preclude the 
prosecuting attorney from introducing into evidence any evidence of the breath test result. 
I. UNTRUSTWORTHY AND UNRELIABLE 
LC.§ 18-8004(4) states: 
For purposes of this chapter, an evidentiary test for alcohol concentration shall be 
based upon a formula of grams of alcohol per one hundred (100) cubic 
centimeters of blood, per two hundred ten (210) liters of breath or sixty-seven 
( 67) milliliters of urine. Analysis of blood, urine or breath for the purpose of 
determining the alcohol concentration shall be performed by a laboratory operated 
by the Idaho state police or by a laboratory approved by the Idaho state police 
under the provisions of approval and certification standards to be set by that 
department, or by any other method approved by the Idaho state police. 
Notwithstanding any other provision oflaw or rule of court, the results of any test 
for alcohol concentration and records relating to calibration, approval, 
certification or quality control performed by a laboratory operated or approved by 
the Idaho state police or by any other method approved by the Idaho state police 
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shaii be admissibie in any proceeding in this state without the necessity of 
producing a witness to establish the reliability of the testing procedure for 
examination. 
This statute must be strictly construed. As the Idaho Supreme Court in Sivak wrote 
Ordinarily, we must construe a statute to give effect to all of its parts, ifwe can, 
and not construe it in a way that makes mere surplusage of one of its provisions. 
However, there is another principle of statutory construction that must be 
considered here. Criminal statutes must be strictly construed. In Thompson, the 
Court said: "This principle extends not only to the elements of the substantive 
crime, but also to the sanctions potentially involved." 
State v. Sivak, 119 Idaho 320, 324-25 (1990); citing State v. Charboneau, 116 Idaho 29, 153 
(1989); Hartley v. Miller-Stephan, 107 Idaho 688,690 (1984) (overruled on other grounds, 
Archer v. Bonners Ferry Datsun, 117 Idaho 166 (1990)); State v. Thompson, 101 Idaho 430,437 
(1980); State v. Alkire, 79 Idaho 334,338 (1957). Even if the result could be considered absurd, 
Idaho statutory construction no longer considers absurdity of the result a ground for voiding or 
changing a statute. Verska v. Saint Alphonsus Regional Med. Center, 151 Idaho 889, 895 (2011). 
The strict construction rule is the rigid foundation of the rule oflaw. As the Supreme Court of 
the United States found: 
l 
Decency, security, and liberty alike demand that government officials shall be 
subjected to the same rules of conduct that are commands to the citizen. In a 
government of laws, existence of the government will be imperilled [sic] if it fails 
to observe the law scrupulously. Our government is the potent, the omnipresent 
teacher. For good or for ill, it teaches the whole people by its example. Crime is 
: contagious. If the government becomes a iawbreaker, it breeds contempt for iaw; 
• it invites every man to become a law unto himself; it invites anarchy. To declare 
: that in the administration of the criminal law the end justifies the means * * * 
1 would bring terrible retribution. Against that pernicious doctrine this court should 
resolutely set its face. 
Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436, 479-80 (1967) quoting Olmstead v. United States, 277 U.S. 
438,485 (1928) (dissenting opinion). 
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I.C. § i8-8004(4) unambiguously provides that the Idaho State Police shall create a 
method for the analysis of breath and that the results of breath testing and that method will be 
admissible despite any other law or court rule. The Idaho Court of Appeals has previously 
considered what the result should be if the method is not faithfully complied with in State v. Bell, 
115 Idaho 36 (Ct.App.1988) and its progeny. The Court in Bell held: 
The pertinent language of LC. § 18-8004(4), in effect at the time, stated: 
Analysis of blood, urine or breath for the purpose of determining the alcohol 
concentration shall be performed by a laboratory operated by the Idaho 
department of health and welfare or by a laboratory approved by the Idaho 
department of health and welfare under the provisions of approval and 
certification standards to be set by that department, .... [Emphasis added.] FN3 
FN3. "Analysis" as used in the quoted language of LC. § 18-8004(4) refers only 
to that part of the testing procedure which must be performed in an approved 
laboratory. However, a critical part of the "analysis," in a broader sense, is the 
first step of collecting a sample for testing. The collection of blood, urine or 
breath samples obviously will not generally be made at an approved laboratory. 
Nevertheless, because collection of samples is an essential part of analysis, 
Department of Health and Welfare regulations extend to that activity and, for the 
collection of blood, include descriptions of the proper collection instruments, 
antiseptics and chemical additives for preserving the sample in optimum condition 
for testing. 
The question then is whether, in the absence of an express exclusionary provision, 
this language nevertheless requires exclusion of a test result where compliance 
with the Health and Welfare testing requirements is not shown. 
The admissibility of the result of a scientific test such as the blood-alcohol test in 
I.C. § 18-8004 turns normally on a foundation which establishes the acceptability, 
validity, reliability and accuracy of the test and test procedures. In the admission 
of a test result for alcohol concentration the Legislature has concluded that certain 
foundational elements need not be presented at trial unless such elements are 
disputed. The Legislature has acknowledged that certain tests, due to a history of 
reliability and accuracy, are presumed to be valid and acceptable. This has also 
been acknowledged by the courts. See State v. Hartwig, 112 Idaho 370 
(Ct.App.1987) (holding that Intoximeter 3000 test result may be offered into 
evidence without detailed foundation, but reliability of result may be challenged 
by defendant). 
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The Legislature has enacted a statutory scheme which allows an expedient 
method for admitting a blood-alcohol test result into evidence without the need 
for some expert testimony. As provided by LC.§ 18-8004(4): 
Notwithstanding any other provision of law or rule of court, the results of any test 
for alcohol concentration and records relating to calibration, approval, 
certification or quality control performed by a laboratory operated or approved by 
the Idaho department of health and welfare or by any other method approved by 
health and welfare shall be admissible in any proceeding in this state without the 
necessity of producing a witness to establish the reliability of the testing 
procedure for examination. 
When this proposed statute was presented to the Legislature the statement of 
purpose accompanying the legislation explained that expert witness testimony 
was an unnecessary burden on the state. Such testimony, if used merely to 
establish a foundation, provided superfluous verification of a test procedure which 
the Legislature believed to produce an "extremely reliable" result. 
Inherent in this statutory scheme, however, is an awareness by the Legislature of 
the need for uniform test procedures. An "extremely reliable" test result can only 
be the product of a test procedure which from previous use is known to be capable 
of producing an accurate result. This benefit is best provided by strict adherence 
to a uniform procedure. This was recognized by the Legislature and is apparent 
first, from the statutory language which provides for the test procedure to be 
determined by the Idaho Department of Health and Welfare, and second, by the 
"shall" language mandating adherence to the standards set by that Department. 
The acceptance by the Legislature of test procedures as designated by the Idaho 
Department of Health and Welfare does not wholly eliminate the need of 
establishing foundational requirements for a test result. This is required even in 
light of the legislative directive to utilize an expedient means to admit such 
evidence. The adoption of the particular test procedure merely recognizes the 
validity and reliability of that particular accepted test. It must still be established 
at trial that those procedures which ensure the reliability and in turn the accuracy 
of the test have been met. Absent such a showing, the expedient scheme adopted 
by the Legisiature faiis to guarantee the admission of reiiable evidence. Without 
expert witness testimony to establish these necessary foundational elements, 
compliance with the test procedure must be shown. We hold that to admit the test 
result the state must provide adequate foundation evidence consisting either of 
expert testimony or a showing that the test was administered in conformity with 
the applicable test procedure. Of course, a test result, once admitted, still may be 
attacked by the defendant. In that event, the trier of fact will determine the 
ultimate weight to be given the test result. 
Id. at 37-40. The state in this case wishes to broaden this holding to include the current situation 
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where no method exists. However, the Court in Bell was quite clear in finding that the 
legislature had mandated that a method be created for breath testing. When the Idaho State 
Police choose to violate this directive, it is clear that no breath test results will be admissible. 
The lack of a uniform method creates a situation where the breath test results are unreliable, just 
as the existence of such a method shields that method from criticism because its constant, rigid 
application maintains its credibility. 
The Court of Appeals recently ruled in State v. Besaw, 306 P.3d. 219 (Idaho 
Ct.App.2013) that LC. § 18-8004( 4) merely required that the method be "capable" of producing 
an accurate result. The Court's ruling is in error in that it overruled Bell without employing the 
proper test, ignored the legislature's requirements for the executive, and improperly placed the 
burden on the defendant to essentially prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the state's chosen 
techniques were inadmissible. The Court of Appeal's willingness to defer to the agency's 
interpretation of the statute is not necessarily unique. See Two Jinn, Inc. v. Idaho Dep't of Ins., 
154 Idaho 1, 3, (2013). The circumstances, however, are, "because 'a criminal statute[] is not 
administered by any agency but by the courts,' its interpretation is [the judicial branch's] 
independent responsibility." Nunez-Reyes v. Holder, 646 F.3d 684, 712 (9th Cir.2011) quoting 
Crandon v. United States, 494 U.S. 152, 177, 110 S.Ct. 997, 108 L.Ed.2d 132 (1990); see also de 
Jesus Melendez v. Gonzales, 503 F.3d i019, 1023 (9th Cir.2007) (stating that no deference is 
owed to the BIA's interpretation of statutes it does not administer, including the FFOA). The 
Court of Appeals perhaps thought to avoid the issue entirely by ignoring the legislative mandate 
and falling back on the Idaho Rules of Evidence. Those rules, however, are judicial creations, 
which must, at the very least, attempt in broad strokes to ensure Due Process oflaw. See State v. 
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Owens, 101 Idaho 632, 645-46 (i979). The iegisiature is aiways free to improve upon them. 
Here, the legislature allowed the ISP to present scientific evidence without an expert, but 
required that the evidence be gathered by extremely reliable methods. Without some finding that 
the state is being denied Due Process by being required to ensure extremely reliable results, the 
Court of Appeal's holding contradicts the will of the people, and it must be overruled. 
More fundamentally, no expert, however well trained, can ensure the reliability of a 
breath test result done without a method. The rule of law cannot ignore the Rules of Scientific 
Procedure. It is truly absurd that the Court of Appeals will allow the ISP to use techniques that 
do not comply with the requirements of scientific opinion required by I.R.E. 702 and 703. See 
Coombs v. Curnow, 148 Idaho 129, 140-141 (2009) (reasoning or methodology underlying the 
opinion must be scientifically sound). The laissez faire approach currently adopted by the Idaho 
State Police cannot ensure reliability to a standard necessary for LC. § 18-8004(4) or the 
Fourteenth Amendment of the United States Constitution's Due Process protections. 
Further, this Court should find that the ISP has since Besaw modified the SOPs so that 
the word "must" has been replaced by the word "should" in the following instances: 
1. The necessity to have the correct acceptable range limits and performance verification 
standard lot number set in the instrument prior to evidentiary testing- 2.2.11 (1/15/2009) 
cf. 5.2.10 (1/16/2013). 
2. The need to monitor the subject for fifteen minutes prior to the test to ensure there is no 
alcohol being regurgitated or in the mouth. See 3.1, 3.1.5, 3.1.5.1, 3.1.5.2 (1/15/2009) cf. 
6.1, 6.1.4, 6.1.4.1, 6.1.4.2 (1/16/2013). 
These changes occurred between the April 23, 2012 version of the SOPs and the January 16, 
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2013 installment. 
Mouth alcohol is an enormous issue with breath testing. See Caddy, Sobell, and Sobell, 
Alcohol Breath Tests: Criterion Times for Avoiding Contamination by 'Mouth Alcohol', 10(6) 
BEHAVIOR RESEARCH METHODS AND INSTRUMENTATION 814-18 (1978); Breath-Alchohol 
Concentration May Not Always Reflect the Concentration of Alcohol in Blood, 18 J. 
ANALYTICAL TOXICOLOGY 225 (July/Aug. 1994); Colorado Department of Health, 6(11) 
Drinking/Driving L. Letter 5 (May 29, 1987); Kechagias, Jonsson, Franzen, Andersson & Jones, 
Reliability of Breath-Alcohol Analysis in Individuals with Gastroesophageal Reflux Disease, 
44(4) J. FORENSIC Sc1s. 814 (1999); Gaylard, Sambuk & Morgan, Reductions in Breath Ethanol 
Readings in Normal Male Volunteers Following Mouth Rinsing with Water at Differing 
Temperatures, 22 ALCOHOL & ALCOHOLISM 113 (1987); P. Price, Intoxilyzer: A Bread Testing 
Device?, 15(4) Drinking/Driving L. Letter 52 (1996) (slope detector failures); Ethanol Content of 
Various Foods and Soft Drinks and their Potential for Interference with a Breath-Alcohol Test, 
22 J. ANALYTICAL TOXICOLOGY 181 (May/June 1998); Michael P. Hlastala, Ph.D., Wayne J.E. 
Lamm, M.A. and James Nesci, J.D., The Slope Detector Does Not Always Detect the Presence 
of Mouth Alcohol, THE CHAMPION, (National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers), 57-60 
(March 2006). 
This Court should find that the removal of this requirement renders the SOPs incapable of 
ensuring accuracy. Further, the history of the Idaho State Police's changes to the SOPs create an 
issue of credibility. Now that the intentions of the Idaho State Police have been exposed, namely 
the securing of convictions to the detriment of accurate results, this Court should not find that the 
currently adopted SOPs can be considered "extremely reliable." 
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II. IDAPA 
The introduction of evidence at trial is under the purview of the Idaho Supreme Court. 
The Court promulgated I.R.E. 901(b)(10), which allows that foundation requirements may be 
met by "[ a ]ny method of authentication or identification provided by Supreme Court rule or by 
statute or as provided in the Constitution of this State." The Court of Appeals has held that LC. § 
18-8004(4) is a statute providing a method of authentication. State v. Van Sickle, 120 Idaho 99, 
103 (Ct.App.1991). It further held that procedures then approved by a Department pursuant to 
IDAP A was a proper way to set out that mode of authentication. Id. at 103. 
Similarly, the Court of Appeals ruled in State v. Nickerson, 132 Idaho 406, 410-11 
(Ct.App.1999), that proper foundation for scientific evidence could be specified by statute. The 
Court held: 
Id. 
If the State elects to proceed under § 18-8004( 4 ), it must not only show that the 
test equipment was approved by the Department but also that the equipment was 
operated and the test administered in conformity with the Department's standards. 
Id. Section 18-8004(4) essentially creates a rebuttable presumption that 
equipment and test procedures approved by the Department are valid and reliable. 
Bell, 115 Idaho at 39, 764 P.2d at 116 (noting that the legislature "has 
acknowledged that certain tests, due to a history of reliability and accuracy, are 
presumed to be valid and acceptable."). 
Both of these decisions may be correct, but their extension of the Idaho Supreme Court's 
provision that foundational procedure can be then promulgated by an agency of the state has no 
basis in the law. As the Idaho Supreme Court held in Mead v. Arnell, 117 Idaho 660 (1990): 
Article 2, § 1 of the Idaho Constitution provides for the separation of powers 
among the three branches of Idaho's government. Article 3, § 1 provides that the 
power to pass bills is vested in the legislature. Article 3, § 15 provides that, "[n]o 
law shall be passed except by bill, ... " Read together, these three constitutional 
provisions stand for the proposition that, of Idaho's three branches of government, 
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only the legislature has the power to make "iaw." See Siate v. lvelson, 36 Idaho 
713,213 P. 358 (1923); State v. Purcell, 39 Idaho 642,228 P. 796 (1924); 
Suppiger v. Enking, 60 Idaho 292, 91 P.2d 362 (1939); Board of County Com'rs of 
Twin Falls County v. Idaho Health Fae. Auth., 96 Idaho 498, 531 P.2d 588 
(1975). 
While the power to make law lies exclusively within the province of the 
legislature, (Idaho Constitution, art. 3 §§ 1, 15) "the legislature may 
constitutionally leave to administrative agencies the selection of the means and 
the time and place of the execution of the legislative purpose, and to that end may 
prescribe suitable rules and regulations." State v. Taylor, 58 Idaho 656, 664, 78 
P.2d 125, 128 (1938). Administrative agencies do this by enacting rules and 
regulations. See Idaho Code tit. 67, ch. 52. However, while these rules and 
regulations may be given the "force and effect of law," they do not rise to the 
level of statutory law. Only the legislature can make law. Idaho Power v. 
Blomquist, 26 Idaho 222, 141 P. 1083 (1914); State v. Nelson, 36 Idaho 713,213 
P. 358 (1923); overruled on other grounds, Greater Boise Aud. v. Royal Inn of 
Boise, 106 Idaho 884, 684 P.2d 286 (1984); State v. Purcell, 39 Idaho 642,228 P. 
796 (1924); Marshall v. Department of Agric., 44 Idaho 440, 258 P. 171 (1927); 
Chambers v. McCollum, 47 Idaho 74, 272 P. 707 (1928); State v. Heitz, 72 Idaho 
107,238 P.2d 439 (1951); Idaho Savs. & LoanAss'n v. Roden, 82 Idaho 128,350 
P.2d 225 (1960); Boise Redevelopment Agency v. Yick Kong Corp., 94 Idaho 876, 
499 P.2d 575 (1972); Board of County Com'rs ofTwin Falls County v. Idaho 
Health Fae. Auth., 96 Idaho 498, 531 P.2d 588 (1975); and Kerner v. Johnson, 99 
Idaho 433,583 P.2d 360 (1978). 
Therefore, although this Court has frequently described the rules and regulations 
in different words and has sometimes ascribed to them an administrative character 
as well as a legislatively conferred quality, State v. Heitz, 72 Idaho 107, 112, 238 
P.2d 439, we have consistently found the origin of this rule making capacity in a 
delegation from the legislature not a constitutional grant of power to the executive 
and have consistently held such rules or regulations promulgated thereunder to be 
less than the equivalent of statutory law. 
Assuming that the Court of Appeals correctly heid that it was proper to aiiow an agency 
to determine foundation, the Court has never held that foundational procedure could be 
promulgated without following the requirements of IDAP A. Only once has a defendant raised 
the issue of the manner in which the state promulgated the procedures. In State v. Mills, 128 
Idaho 426 (Ct.App.1996), the defendant argued that "policy statements" promulgated by the then 
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Department of Law Enforcement (predecessor to the Idaho State Police) were not propedy 
promulgated. The Court did not reach the issue as it was not properly raised below. Id. at 428. 
Agency actions that affect private rights and are given the force and effect of law must be 
promulgated through the Idaho Administrative Procedures Act. See Mead v. Arnell, 117 Idaho 
660 (1990); IDAHO CONST. Article 2, § 1; LC.§§ 67-5201 et seq. If a rule is improperly 
promulgated, it is void. Asarco, Inc. v. State, 138 Idaho 719, 722 (2003). 
Under the statutory definition, an agency action is a rule if it ( 1) is a statement of general 
applicability and (2) implements, interprets, or prescribes existing law. Asarco, 138 Idaho at 423; 
citing Tomorrow's Hope, Inc. v. Idaho Department of Health and Welfare, 124 Idaho 843,846, 
864 P.2d 1130, 1133 (1993). The Idaho Supreme Court considers the following characteristics of 
agency action indicative of a rule: (1) wide coverage, (2) applied generally and uniformly, (3) 
operates only in future cases, ( 4) prescribes a legal standard or directive not otherwise provided 
by the enabling statute, (5) expresses agency policy not previously expressed, and (6) is an 
interpretation oflaw or general policy. Id. citing Woodland Private Study Group v. State of New 
Jersey, 109 N.J. 62, 533 A.2d 387 (1987). The standard operating procedures for breathalyzer 
testing promulgated by the Idaho State Police easily fits this definition of a rule. 
A comparison of the Idaho Supreme Court's analysis inArasco with LC.§ 18-8004(4) 
and the Idaho State Police's Standard Operating Procedures shows that the SOPs are rules that 
fall under the IAP A. 
1. The TMDL has wide coverage. The TMDL applies to all current and future 
dischargers in a specific water body, in this case, the Coeur d'Alene River Basin. 
Thus, the TMDL is accurately described by the trial court as applying to "a large 
segment of the general public rather than an individual or narrow select group." 
Id. In this case, the SOPs apply to all breath testing that takes place in the state of Idaho 
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and thus to the entire driving popuiation in the state. The scope of the S0Ps easily meets 
this requirement. 
2. The TMDL is applied generally and uniformly. While the TMDL has 
characteristics that are both generally applicable and discharger specific, the 
TMDL, on the whole, is more appropriately described as generally applicable. 
The TMDL, in part, constitutes a numerical limit or budget for a given water 
body, based on the sum of the allowable pollution from all identified point source 
and nonpoint sources of pollution, as well as natural background levels of the 
pollutant. LC.§ 39-3602(27); 40 CFR 130.2(i). These sums are based on 
individual determinations, referred to as load allocations (LA's) and wasteload 
allocations (WLA's ). LA's are defined as the "portion of a receiving water's 
loading capacity that is attributed either to one of its existing or future nonpoint 
sources of pollution or to natural background sources." 40 CFR 130.2(g). The 
wasteload allocations (WLA's) represent the "portion of a receiving water's 
loading capacity that is allocated to one of its existing or future point sources of 
pollution." 40 CFR 130.2(h). The federal regulations further describe the WLA's 
as "a type of water-quality based effluent limitation." Id. In addition, the EPA has 
used these individualized load allocations as enforceable limits modifying the 
Mining Companies' NPDES permits accordingly. Thus, focusing on the LA and 
WLA determinations alone, the TMDL process appears to be discharger specific. 
Nevertheless, the individual LA and WLA determinations are just a small part of 
the entire TMDL process. First, the TMDL considers the LA and WLA 
allocations in sum in order to determine an over-all effluent limitation budget for 
the identified water body. This budget applies to all existing and future point and 
nonpoint source dischargers in a general and uniform manner. Second, the TMDL 
process outlined by Idaho statute includes the following additional qualitative and 
quantitative determinations: 
(1) Identification of pollutants impacting the water body; 
(2) An inventory of all point and nonpoint sources of the identified pollutant ... ; 
(3) An analysis of why current control strategies are not effective in assuring full 
support of designated beneficial uses; 
(4) A plan to monitor and evaluate progress toward water quality progress and to 
ascertain when designated beneficial uses will be fully supported; 
(5) Pollution control strategies for both nonpoint and point sources for reducing 
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those sources of poiiution; 
(6) Identification of the period oftime necessary to achieve full support of 
designated beneficial uses; and 
(7) An adequate margin of safety to account for uncertainty. 
I.C. § 39-3611. Clearly these procedures are generally and uniformly applicable 
and require DEQ to focus on the waterbody as a whole, as opposed to the 
individual sources of pollution. Therefore, for the above reasons, even though the 
TMDL involves determinations of specific applicability, the over-all scheme 
demonstrates the TMDL is more appropriately described as generally and 
uniformly applicable. 
Id. at 723-34. The method required by I.C. § 18-8004(4) is intended by the legislature to act as 
gatekeeper for the introduction of breath test results in DUI cases. I.C. § 18-8004(4) explicitly 
requires courts to allow the introduction of the breath test results as long as the method is 
followed in spite of the rules of evidence. The procedures are meant to be "generally and 
uniformly applicable" so as to guarantee accuracy. See Wheeler v. Idaho Transportation 
Department, 148 Idaho 378,387 (2009) (Wheeler, J. dissenting) (citing Statement of Purpose, 
HB 284 (RS13389) (1987)). 
3. The TMDL Operates Only in Future Cases. The TMDL operates only 
prospectively and does not adjudicate past actions by the Mining Companies or 
any other party. 
Id. at 724. The method that the Idaho State Police must adopt is not retroactive. 
4. The Tlv!DL Prescribes a Legal Standard Not Provided by the Enabling Statute. 
As described above, the TMDL constitutes a numerical limit on the total 
allowable discharge in a specified waterbody. This limit is allocated between 
point sources and nonpoint sources of pollution. Even ifDEQ does not intend to 
enforce these limitations, and this Court is not determining whether or not it may 
properly do so, EPA considers these numbers binding and has already used the 
TMDL in order to reduce the discharge limits reflected in several of the Mining 
Companies' NPDES permits. Thus, the TMDL in fact contains quantitative legal 
standards not provided by either the Clean Water Act or the Idaho Water Quality 
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Act. 
Id. The legislature requires the Idaho State Police to define a method. LC.§ 18-8004(4). That 
method creates a legal standard preventing the Court from requiring the state to provide an 
expert to establish a reliable and accurate breath test. Id. Therefore, the method is a legal 
standard not provided by LC. § 18-8004(4). 
5. The TMDL Expresses New Agency Policy. Even if the TMDL is nothing more 
than a planning tool, as DEQ argues, it is an expression of agency policy not 
previously addressed. This is true not only of the numerical limits contained in the 
TMDL, but also the additional requirements contained in the Idaho Water Quality 
Act, including (1) the analysis of why current control strategies are not effective 
in assuring full support of designated beneficial uses; (2) the plan to monitor and 
evaluate progress toward water quality progress and to ascertain when designated 
beneficial uses will be fully supported; and (3) the identification of pollution 
control strategies for both nonpoint and point sources for reducing those sources 
of pollution. LC.§ 39-3611. 
Id. at 724-25. The method adopted by the Idaho State Police in its Standard Operating 
Procedures is policy inasmuch as it establishes requirements, parameters, and guidance for police 
officers performing breath testing. 
6. The TMDL Implements and Interprets Existing Law. While DEQ argues the 
TMDL implements the water quality standards, which constitute a rule as opposed 
to a law, the TMDL actually implements and interprets the directives contained in 
both the Clean Water Act, as well as the more specific Idaho Water Quality Act. 
The central problem with DEQis argument is the state water quaiity standards do 
not provide all of the information or direction necessary for promulgating a 
TMDL. While the water quality standards serve as a basis for the TMDL 
calculations, the TMDL requires much more. Under the Idaho Water Quality Act, 
not only must DEQ identify the pollutants and inventory point and nonpoint 
sources of pollution, the agency must also analyze why current control strategies 
are not effective and develop new pollution control strategies for point and 
nonpoint sources of pollution. LC.§ 39-3611. In addition, the Idaho Water 
Quality Act requires DEQ to allocate effluent limitations among point and 
nonpoint sources of pollution and develop planning processes to monitor and 
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evaluate progress. Id. In making these types of decisions, DEQ is working far 
outside the scope of the water quality standards alone and is both implementing 
law and creating policy. Thus, DEQ's argument that the TMDL implements a rule 
as opposed to a law is unpersuasive. 
Id. Unlike in Arasco, there is no colorable argument that the Idaho State Police are not 
implementing and interpreting I.C. § 18-8004(4). The legislature required the ISP to adopt a 
method that would act as a guarantor of admissibility in a criminal trial, and the ISP has 
acknowledged that the SOPs are its attempt to do so. See I.D.A.P.A. 11.03.01.014.03. 
Therefore, this Court must come to the same conclusion as the Supreme Court in Arasco: 
In conclusion, the district court correctly determined the establishment of the 
TMDL involved "rulemaking." Furthermore, because the TMDL is properly 
considered a rule, it is invalid pursuant to the IAP A. 
The IAPA provides, "[a] temporary or final rule adopted and becoming effective 
after July 1, 1993, is voidable unless adopted in substantial compliance with the 
requirements of this chapter." I.C. § 67-5231. It is undisputed that DEQ did not 
comply with formal rulemaking requirements. Rather than arguing it had 
substantially complied with the rulemaking requirements, DEQ argued it did not 
have to do so. Thus, the district court correctly held the TMDL is void for failure 
to comply with state administrative law. 
Id. The ISP's SOPs are void. 
As such, no method exists and the ISP has failed to comply with the legislature's 
requirements under I.C. § 18-8004(4). Though the Court of Appeals has held that where the 
method is not complied with an expert may be called to establish reliability, where no method 
exists at all, reliability cannot be established. State v. Healy, 151 Idaho 734, 737 (Ct.App.2011). 
This is both because the legislature has subsumed the admissibility requirements for breath tests 
and made them conditional on the existence of a method, and because the Court cannot find 
reliability exists where the agency responsible for establishing a method refuses to do so, 
ostensibly to take advantage of the fact that few defendants can afford an expert and the ISP will 
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be able to convince any court to introduce the breath test resuits. 
For the above reasons, the ISP has failed to comply with the requirements of l.C. § 18-
8004(4) and provide proper rules by which the reliability of breath testing can be established. 
This lack of standards and controls and total lack of public oversight of the method the ISP uses 
vitiates the legitimacy of such tests granted by the legislature to the ISP and makes all such 
testing too unreliable for use at a criminal trial under I.C. § 18-8004. 
WHEREFORE, the Defendant requests the Court enter an Order precluding the prosecutor from 
introducing into evidence the breath test results. Defendant respectfully requests the right to 
present oral argument and evidence and cross-examine the Plaintiff and its witnesses/affiants at 
any hearing held hereon. Requested time for hearing is 45 minutes. 
DATED this __ )_c_O __ day ofNovember, 2014. 
BY: 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
c4J __ fa~~~ 
JAYL{}t}SDON/ 
DERITT'Y PUBLIC DEFENDER 
t/ 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foreg_Q_ing was personally served by 
placing a copy of the same as indicated below on the f'~ day of November, 2014, 
addressed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 A~ ~~~ c{\.~IL -(3-~P""'.v\~A ..... D .... R .____...,l.5..,_-r_!!_--'-'---------
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Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 8759 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
TROY MILES SVELMOE, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
---------------
CASE NUMBER CR-14-0018684 
Fel 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
COMES NOW, the above named defendant by and through his attorney, Jay Logsdon, 
Deputy Public Defender, and hereby submits the following Memorandum in support of his 
Motion to Suppress previously filed with this Court. 
I. ISSUE PRESENTED 
A. The defendant's consent to the breath test was invalid. 
II. FACTS 
On :May 9, 2014, Officer Tetrault of the Coeur d'Alene Police Department read a Notice 
of Suspension for Failure ofEvidentiary Testing to the defendant. The defendant then consented 
to a breath test and failed it. 1be defendant was charged with a DUI Third Offense. 
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III. ARGUMENT 
A. The defendant's consent to the breath test was invalid. 
The Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution guarantees every citizen the 
right to be free from umeasonable searches and seizures. State v. Ramirez, 145 Idaho 886, 888 
(Ct.App. 2008); State v. Salois, 144 Idaho 344,347 (Ct.App. 2007); State v. Cerino, 141 Idaho 
736, 737 (Ct.App. 2005). Its purpose is "to impose a standard of 'reasonableness' upon the 
exercise of discretion by government officials, including law enforcement agents, in order to 
'safeguard the privacy and security of individuals against arbitrary invasions.'" Delaware v. 
Prouse, 440 U.S. 648, 653-54 (1979) (quoting Marshall v. Barlows, Inc., 436 U.S. 307, 312 
(1978)). 
The administration of a blood alcohol test constitutes a seizure of the person and a search 
within the purview of the Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution. Schmerber v. 
California, 384 U.S. 757, 767 (1966); State v. Diaz, 144 Idaho 300,302 (2007); State v. DeWitt, 
145 Idaho 709, 711-12 (Ct.App.2008). Searches and seizures performed without a warrant are 
presumptively umeasonable. Diaz, 144 Idaho at 302; DeWitt, 145 Idaho at 712. To overcome the 
presumption, the State bears the burden of establishing two prerequisites. Id. First, the State must 
prove that a warrantless search fell within a well-recognized exception to the warrant 
requirement. Id. Second, the State must show that even if the search is permissibie under an 
exception to the warrant requirement, it must still be reasonable in light of all of the other 
surrounding circumstances. Id. 
In Missouri v. McNeely, 133 S.Ct.1552 (U.S.Mo. 2013), the Supreme Court of the United 
States held that an officer's belief that a person is currently intoxicated and need to conduct an 
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evidentiary test before the alcohol in their system evaporates does not per se create exigent 
circumstances that allow the officer to forego seeking a warrant. 
The state of Idaho, like the other forty-nine states, has adopted what is called an implied 
consent law. McNeely, supra, at 1566-67. In Idaho, implied consent means that a person who 
has accepted the privilege of operating a motor vehicle upon Idaho's highways, see DeWitt, 145 
Idaho at 712, provided that evidentiary testing is administered by a peace officer with reasonable 
grounds for suspicion of DUI, will physically consent to an evidentiary test. See LC. § 18-
8002(1). Implied consent is unrelated to and occurs after the warrant required under the Fourth 
Amendment to the United States Constitution and Art. I § 17 of the Idaho Constitution. See 
State v. Woolery, 116 Idaho 368, 372-374 (1989). However, because it was erroneously held by 
the Idaho Supreme Court that no warrant was required in a DUI case, the warrant issue has long 
been overlooked. See id. 
The text of Woolery will be reproduced below for the Court's edification: 
As explained by the Wisconsin Supreme Court in State v. Zielke, 137 Wis.2d 39, 
403 N.W.2d 427 (1987), "the implied consent law is an important weapon in the 
battle against drunk driving in this state. Neither the law, its history nor common 
sense allows this court to countenance its use as a shield by the defense to prevent 
constitutionally obtained evidence from being admitted at trial." 403 N.W.2d 427, 
434. 
The South Dakota Supreme Court ruling in State v. Buckingham, 240 N.W.2d 84 
(1976), that noncompliance with the implied consent statutes rendered the biood 
sample and test results inadmissible in a driving while intoxicated manslaughter 
prosecution, was overruled just one year later in State v. Hartman, 256 N.W.2d 
131 (S.D.1977). The court explained: 
The Buckingham decision was without the benefit of argument from the state on 
the question of whether use of the "exclusionary rule" was necessary where there 
is a violation of the implied consent statutes. Upon further consideration, this 
court feels that it is necessary to modify the Buckingham decision .... Our 
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consideration of the implied consent statutes must be prefaced upon the United 
States Supreme Court's decision in Schmerber v. California [ citations omitted in 
quote] ... The exclusionary rule is a judicially created means of protecting the 
rights of citizens under the Fourth Amendment and Art. VI, § 11 of the South 
Dakota Constitution as a deterrent to unlawful police conduct. However, evidence 
obtained in violation of statutory rights is not inadmissible per se unless the 
statutory rights are of constitutional proportions or there exists no other method of 
deterring future violations of the rights which the legislature has granted to its 
citizens. 
Hartman, 256 N.W.2d 131, 134-135. In holding that the results of the blood test 
were admissible, the court explained that despite the fact the legislature created 
a specific right of a driver to refuse to submit to a test to determine the 
alcohol content of his blood, failure to comply with the procedure as set forth 
in the implied consent statutes does not require suppression of the test results 
as long as the testing procedure complied with the driver's constitutional 
rights. [emphasis added]. 
The Idaho Legislature has acknowledged a driver's physical ability to refuse to 
submit to an evidentiary test, but it did not create a statutory right for a driver to 
withdraw his previously given consent to an evidentiary test for concentration of 
alcohol, drugs or other intoxicating substances. [emphasis in original]. 
Importantly, the pre-1983 statute, LC. § 49-352, covering implied consent to 
extract blood for a blood alcohol test, stated: "If such person having been placed 
under arrest and having thereafter been requested to submit to such chemical test 
refuses to submit to such chemical test the test shall not be given but the 
department shall suspend his license or permit to drive .... " The 1984 legislature 
repealed LC. § 49-352, the legislative precursor of§ 18-8002, and adopted§ 18-
8002 as a part of the new chapter 80 of title 18. In addition to maintaining the pre-
1983 implied consent language and the 1983 deletion of the language just 
discussed, this enactment added a section making it clear that a driver does not 
have the right to consult with an attorney before submitting to an evidentiary test. 
The state submits that the elimination of the statutory provision that the test shall 
not be given if it is refused, the continued use of the pre-1983 impiied consent 
ianguage, the addition of a specific statutory provision making it very clear that a 
driver does not have a right to consult with an attorney before submitting to the 
evidentiary test, along with the statement of purpose enacted as a part of the 1983 
Act, reflect the legislative "get tough" policy. This legislative "get tough" policy 
did not include the creation of a statutory right for a driver to refuse to submit to 
an evidentiary test requested by an officer who has reasonable cause to believe 
that such driver is under the influence. 
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The Oregon Supreme Court in State v. Newton, 636 P.2d 393 (1981 ), explained 
that the concept of implied consent is a statutory fiction which, at first, appears to 
be theoretically contradictory[:] 
The contradiction disappears, however, when it is realized that the words 
"consent" and "refusal" are not used as antonyms, because they are not used in 
the same sense. "Consent" describes a legal act; "refusal" describes a physical 
reality. By implying consent, the statute removes the right of a licensed driver to 
lawfully refuse, but it cannot remove his or her physical power to refuse. As 
another court put it: 
The obvious reason for acquiescence in the refusal of such a test by a person who 
as a matter of law is "deemed to have given his consent" is to avoid the violence 
which would often attend forcible tests upon recalcitrant inebriates. 
It is firmly established that a drunken driver has no right to resist or refuse 
such a test [citations omitted in quote]. [emphasis added]. It is simply because 
such a person has the physical power to make the test impractical, and dangerous 
to himself and those charged with administering it, that it is excused upon an 
indication of his unwillingness .... Bush v. Bright, 264 Cal.App.2d 788, 790, 792, 
71 Cal.Rptr. 123 at 125 (1968) (original emphasis). 
Thus refusal as contemplated by the statute is something other than withholding 
of consent because consent is legally implied. It is a refusal to comply with the 
consent which has already been given as a condition of a license to drive. The 
purpose of a warning of license suspension following a refusal ... is to overcome 
an unsanctioned refusal by threat instead of force. It is not to reinstate a right to 
choice, but rather to nonforcibly enforce the driver's previous implied consent. 
636 P.2d 393 at 397-398 (original emphasis). See also State v. Hoehne, 78 
Or.App. 479, 717 P.2d 237 (1986); State v. Spencer, 305 Or. 59, 750 P.2d 147 
(1988); Pears v. State, 672 P.2d 903 (Alaska App.1983), rev'd on other grounds, 
698 P.2d 1198 (Alaska 1985); Wirz v. State, 577 P.2d 227 (Alaska 1978). 
The Idaho Legislature has not created a statutory right to refuse to submit to an 
evidentiary test to determine a driver's blood alcohol level. It is difficult to believe 
that the Idaho Legislature would provide an individual with the statutory right to 
prevent the state from obtaining highly relevant evidence when a law enforcement 
officer has reasonable cause to believe that individual has committed a crime-
whether it would be driving under the influence, vehicular manslaughter, sale of 
controlled substances, or murder. If the driver's constitutional right to be free 
from unreasonable searches and seizures is complied with, the state should 
not be prevented from obtaining such relevant evidence as the alcohol 
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content of the driver's blood. [emphasis added]. 
To put it more succinctly, the Court found that: 
[i]n Schmerber,_ the United States Supreme Court recognized that a 
warrantless seizure of the blood of a driver, as long as probable 
cause exists and the withdrawal of the blood is done in a 
reasonable fashion, does comply with the provisions of the fourth 
amendment. 
Id. at 374. The Idaho Supreme Court has since held that Woolery's holding was abrogated by the 
United States Supreme Court's ruling in McNeely. See State v. Wulff, --P.3d--, 2014 WL 
5462564 at *3 (Idaho 2014). Therefore, a warrantless evidentiary test in a DUI case is 
presumptively unreasonable, and a person does have the right to refuse to do the test unless and 
until a warrant has been secured or an exception to the warrant requirement exists. 
After Woolery, cases involving implied consent and the Fourth Amendment followed its 
reasoning until State v. Nickerson, 13 2 Idaho 406, Ct.App.1999). See State v. McCormack, 117 
Idaho 1009 (1990); State v. Burris, 125 Idaho 289 (Ct.App.1994); Matter of McNeely, 119 Idaho 
182 (Ct.App.1990). The Idaho Court of Appeals in Nickerson misinterpreted Woolery as 
follows: 
Nickerson's argument that his consent to the BAC at the police station was 
involuntary is of no consequence because he had impliedly consented as a matter 
of law. One who drives a motor vehicle on Idaho's highways is statutorily deemed 
to have consented to an evidentiary test for blood alcohol concentration. Idaho 
Code§ 18-8002(1) provides that "[a]ny person who drives or is in actuai physicai 
control of a motor vehicle in this state shall be deemed to have given his consent 
to evidentiary testing for concentration of alcohol" if the test is administered at 
the request of a peace officer having reasonable grounds to believe that the person 
has been driving under the influence of intoxicants. By terms of this statute, 
anyone who accepts the privilege of operating a motor vehicle upon Idaho's 
highways has thereby consented in advance to submit to a BAC test. By implying 
consent, the statute removes the right of a driver to refuse an evidentiary test. 
Hence, although an individual has the physical ability to prevent a test, there is no 
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legal right to withdraw the statutorily implied consent. 
132 Idaho at 410 citing Woolery, 116 Idaho at 372; Burris, 125 Idaho at 291; Goerig v. State, 
121 Idaho 26, 29 (Ct.App.1992). McNeely, 119 Idaho at 187. Nowhere in the opinion is there an 
explanation for how Woolery 's statement that no legal right exists to refuse an evidentiary test 
for alcohol in a DUI case and that implied consent only dealt with the physical ability to refuse 
became confused for implied consent itself taking away the legal right to refuse and a person 
having the physical ability to refuse. Once the mistake was made, however, the courts cited it 
repeatedly until at last the Supreme Court held it to be true in Halen v. State, 136 Idaho 829 
(2002). Indeed, the Supreme Court of Idaho even cited to Nickelson as its only authority for the 
concept that implied consent was consent to a Fourth Amendment search, sub silentio overruling 
its holding in Woolery. Id. at 833. 
The Idaho Supreme Court held in Wuif.fthat: 
[b ]ecause McNeely prohibits per se exceptions to the warrant requirement and the 
district court correctly understood Idaho's implied consent statute operated as a 
per se exception, Idaho's implied consent statute does not fall under the consent 
exception to the Fourth Amendment of the United States Constitution. Thus, we 
overrule Diaz and Woolery to the extent that they applied Idaho's implied consent 
statute as an irrevocable per se rule that constitutionally allowed forced 
warrantless blood draws. We hold the district court properly concluded that 
Idaho's implied consent statute was not a valid exception to the warrant 
requirement. 
Wulff, 2014 WL 5462564 at *8. 
This Court is now confronted with whether consent to evidentiary testing that is 
"implied" by driving on the roads of Idaho is "freely" revocable. The Idaho Supreme Court 
held: 
Finally, irrevocable implied consent operates as a per se rule that cannot fit under 
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the consent exception because it does not always analyze the voiuntariness of that 
consent. Voluntariness has always been analyzed under the totality of the 
circumstances approach: "whether a consent to a search was in fact 'voluntary' ... 
is a question of fact to be determined from the totality of all the circumstances." 
Schneckloth v. Bustamante, 412 U.S. 218,227, 93 S.Ct. 2041, 36 L.Ed.2d 854 
(1973). Further, the State has the burden to prove that "consent was, in fact, freely 
and voluntarily given." Id. at 222 (quoting Bumper v. N Carolina, 391 U.S. 543, 
548, 88 S.Ct. 1788, 20 L.Ed.2d 797 (1968)). Consent is not voluntary if it is "the 
product of duress or coercion, express or implied." Schneckloth, 412 U.S. at 227. 
When the Court has determined whether a suspect's consent was voluntary or 
coerced, its decisions "each reflected a careful scrutiny of all the surrounding 
circumstances" and "none of them turned on the presence or absence of a single 
controlling criterion." Id. at 226. The Court has also stated 
The Fourth Amendment does not proscribe all state-initiated searches and 
seizures; it merely proscribes those which are unreasonable. Thus, we have long 
approved consensual searches because it is no doubt reasonable for the police to 
conduct a search once they have been permitted to do so. The standard for 
measuring the scope of a suspect's consent under the Fourth Amendment is that of 
"objective" reasonableness-what would the typical reasonable person have 
understood by the exchange between the officer and the suspect? 
Florida v. Jimeno, 500 U.S. 248, 250-51, 1 i 1 S.Ct. 1801, 114 L.Ed.2d 297 
(1991) (internal citations omitted). Given that "[t]he touchstone of the Fourth 
Amendment is reasonableness," id. at 250, and that the United States Supreme 
Court has repeatedly emphasized a totality of the circumstances approach is 
necessary to determine voluntariness for consent, requiring a totality of the 
circumstances approach to determine a driver's consent fits within the Court's 
existing precedent. 
Analyzing consent under a totality of the circumstances approach considers 
whether a person could change his mind and revoke his consent. A holding that 
the consent implied by statute is irrevocable would be utterly inconsistent with the 
language in McNeely denouncing categorical rules that allow warrantless forced 
blood draws. This is why the district court remarked that "implied consent statutes 
would have the effect of making the McNeely decision of little or no 
consequence." 
This Court must determine the validity of consent after a person has been read the Notice 
of Suspension for Failure ofEvidentiary Testing (otherwise known as the ALS form) as it was at 
the time of this incident. This form is read by Idaho police to defendants and states 
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I have reasonable grounds to believe that you were driving or were 
in physical control of a motor vehicle while under the influence of 
alcohol, drugs, or other intoxicating substances. You are required 
by law to take one or more evidentiary test(s) to determine the 
concentration of alcohol or presence of drugs or other intoxicating 
substances in your body. After submitting to the test(s) you may, 
when practical, at your own expense, have additional test(s) made 
by a person of your own choosing. You do not have the right to 
talk to a lawyer before taking any evidentiary test(s) to determine 
the alcohol concentration or presence of drugs or other intoxicating 
substances in your body. [emphasis added]. 
The form goes on to list a litany of punishments that will result if a person refuses. The obvious 
problems with this warning are that the law requiring those tests is unconstitutional until the 
officer has secured a warrant or has a valid exception to the warrant requirement. It improperly 
informs the defendant that they are "required" to take an evidentiary test. It then threatens the 
person if they dare refuse. A state may not pass a law that visits penalties upon a citizen for 
exercising a constitutional right. See Camara v. Municipal Court of the City And County of San 
Francisco, 387 U.S. 523, 531-534 (1967) (striking down laws that allow for fines when 
individuals refuse to consent to warrantless searches of their dwellings); Columbia Basin 
Apartment Association v. City of Pasco, 268 F.2d 791, 797-798 (9th.Cir.2001) (plaintiff tenants 
have standing to challenge ordinance requiring tenants to allow warrantless searches of their 
homes or face eviction); Wilson v. City of Cincinnati, 346 N.E.2d 666 (Ohio 1976) (striking 
down ordinance requiring seller of a house to consent to a warrantless search or face a fine 
between $5 and $500 because it coerced a waiver of Fourth Amendment rights). An officer may 
not threaten to do what he is not legally or constitutionally authorized to do. Bumper v. North 
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Carolina, 391 U.S. 543, 548-550 (1968); State v. Smith, 144 Idaho 482, 488-89 (2007). The 
policeman's threat vitiates any consent. Id. 
In this case, the defendant was read the ALS form. Therefore, his consent was 
involuntary and the result of the test must be excluded under the Idaho Constitution Article I § 
17. State v. Guzman, 122 Idaho 981,995 (1992). 
IV. CONCLUSION 
The defendant respectfully requests that this Court grant his Motion to Suppress the 
results of the breath test in this case because his consent to the search was involuntary and 
therefore the test was carried out in violation of his rights under the Constitutions of the United 
States and the State of Idaho. 
DATED this --'-/_6_-__ day of November, 2014. 
BY: 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFJ.;,NDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
I: 
I ,,f I 
' X-d ~ ·t6 vt...--J~Y LOGSD&4 
E>Ei'UTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the fore~ing was personally served by 
placing a copy of the same as indicated below on the r cJ day of November, 2014, 
addressed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 
Via Fax 
_:L_ Interoffice Mail 
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r'ORIGINAL STATE OF IOAHO J 
COUNTY Of KOOTEHAIJSS 
Fil Fn: . ; , 
Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
. ;~~ovfl ¥it 2: ~6 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 8759 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
TROY MILES SVELMOE, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NUMBER CR-14-0018684 
Fel 
MOTION TO DISMISS II 
COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, Jay Logsdon, 
Deputy Public Defender, and hereby moves this honorable Court for an order dismissing the 
above entitled action. 
This motion is made on the grounds that the charges filed in this matter are an 
unnecessary and unconstitutional repetition of those filed in CR-14-8693 and dismissed by the 
Honorable Judge Peterson. 
I. The state's refiling of this case violates the defendant's due process rights 
guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution 
and Article I § 13 of the Idaho Constitution. 
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II. This Court should find that the findings oi the Court at the preliminary 
hearing in this matter were barred by res judicata, and therefore dismiss the 
matter pursuant to I.C. § 19-815A. 
FACTS 
The defendant was arrested on May 10, 2014 on allegations of driving under the 
influence. The Kootenai County Prosecutor filed a DUI 2°d in CR-14-8693. On May 13, 2014, 
the Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County was appointed to that matter. On 
July 31, 2014, the state moved the Court to amend the charge to a third offense and the Court 
granted the motion. On August 19, 20134, the Kootenai County Prosecutor and the defendant 
participated in a preliminary status hearing and both indicated they were prepared to go forward. 
On August 21, 2014, pursuant to I.C.R. 5.1 a preliminary hearing occurred before the Honorable 
Judge Peterson. 
The state called two witnesses, Officers Chapman and Tetrault of the Coeur d'Alene 
Police Department. Officer Chapman testified to stopping the defendant's vehicle for having too 
high a bumper and not having mud flaps. 
The state then called Officer Tetrault who testified as to carrying out field sobriety 
testing. The officer testified that the defendant passed the horizontai gaze nystagmus and the one 
legged stand, and had minor deviations on the walk and tum. 
The state then produced copies of two prior judgments and DUI laws from the state of 
Washington. 
The Court held that the evidence was insufficient to find probable cause existed that the 
defendant was under the influence. 
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The state refiled the charge in the above entitied matter and seeks to have another 
preliminary hearing and introduce evidence of breath testing known to the state prior to the 
previous preliminary hearing. The state filed a Response on October 30, 2014. The prosecutor 
indicated in her response that she refiled the case in order to offer the breath test result. She 
indicated that at the previous hearing she did not have documents necessary to lay foundation for 
the breath test and chose to go forward without it. She did not request a continuance, or put 
anyone on notice that she was lacking foundation for the breath test. She made the decision to 
have a preliminary hearing. She lost that hearing. 
The Magistrate found that he did not have the power to grant a Motion to Dismiss on the 
grounds that the state did not have good cause to refile. 
ARGUMENT 
I. 
The filing of a second criminal action following dismissal of the first criminal action after 
preliminary proceedings is not a per se violation of the due process clause of the federal 
Constitution. Arnold v. McCarthy, 566 F.2d 1377 (1978); Stockwell v. State, 98 Idaho 797 
(1977). However, the Supreme Court in Stockwell found: 
While the present statutes do not make dismissal of a prosecution at the 
preliminary examination stage a bar to further prosecution for the same offense, 
this Court views critically the practice of 'shopping' among magistrates or the 
repeated refiling of a charge until a favorable ruling is obtained. Without the 
production of additional evidence, or the existence of other good cause to justify a 
subsequent preliminary examination, such a practice can become a form of 
harassment which may violate the principle of fundamental due process and equal 
protection of the law, as announced by the United States Supreme Court. This is 
not to say that when new evidence becomes available or when the prosecutor 
believes in good faith that the magistrate committed error, the charge should not 
be refiled ; but absent such circumstance, the continued refiling numerous times 
of a charge which has been dismissed by a magistrate is not to be desired. The 
facts of the instant case do not approach such an offensive degree to be violative 
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of fundamental fairness. Accordingiy, this Court hoids that petitioner is not 
entitled to a writ of prohibition, for as stated before, under existing statutes, 
dismissal of a prosecution at a preliminary examination is not a statutory bar to 
further prosecution for the same offense regardless of the 'judicial title' of the 
official sitting as examining magistrate." 
98 Idaho at 806 quoting Nicodemus v. District Court of Oklahoma County, 4 73 P .2d 312, 316 
(Okla.Cr.1970). To put it more succinctly, "a refiling is not prohibited unless done without good 
cause or in bad faith." Rufener v. Shaud, 98 Idaho 823,825 (1977). 
The refiling of an information can cause prejudice to a defendant's other rights. See 
Arnold, 566 F.2d (looking at prejudice caused by delay); Stockwell, 98 Idaho at 808 (Shepard, J., 
concurring and dissenting). The state has at its discretion the ability to request a warrant or issue 
a summons when it refiles charges. The state's refile requires a new case, thus a new black mark 
on the defendant's record, which to the untrained eye appears to be successive bad conduct. 
Wisconsin v. Constantineau, 400 U.S. 433,437 (1971) ( "[C]ertainly where the State attaches 'a 
badge of infamy' to the citizen, due process comes into play."). 
In this case, the state must show good cause for its refiling, or this Court should dismiss 
the matter. The reason offered by the prosecutor, that she chose not to make a record or request 
a continuance despite knowing she could not proceed with some of her evidence, believing she 
would be able, if the matter was not bound over, to simply refile and try again later, is an 
excellent example of the problem created by the Supreme Court's iack of guidance on what 
amounts to "additional evidence" or "good cause" for a refile. Certainly, for an attorney 
practicing in any other area, the idea that under such circumstances one might simply try again 
would be unacceptable. The doctrine of res judicata alone would bar such an attempt, as will be 
argued below. When a criminal defendant requests a new trial on the basis of additional 
evidence, the evidence must be something unknown at the time trial occurred, and further the 
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defendant must show that a reasonabie person would not have discovered it prior to trial. See 
State v. Drapeau, 97 Idaho 685 (1976). The same goes for a party in a civil action. Gaither v. EG 
& G Idaho Inc., 106 Idaho 675 (1984). The requirement for new evidence to be newly 
discovered can be traced back to Idaho's courts when the state was a territory. See Flannagan v. 
Newberg, 1 Idaho 78 (1866). 
A preliminary hearing, however, is not a trial. The question of whether to reconsider a 
decision in an evidentiary hearing was discussed at length by the Idaho Supreme Court in JI 
Case Co. v. McDonald, 76 Idaho 223 (1955). In holding that reconsideration is an inherent 
power of the courts, the Idaho Supreme Court quoted with approval the following passage from 
Justice Cardozo: 
'I call it a most important power, because, if the position assumed be true, that 
when a motion has been once heard, and decided, there is no remedy against the 
order made, except that which an appeal will afford, then it will be found that the 
most flagrant injustice may often happen, without the possibility of the sufferer 
obtaining any redress. For instance, suppose that upon the papers presented to the 
court the decision at special term was clearly right, and must be affirmed on 
appeal, and yet there were facts which, had the defeated party known them, or 
had he had an opportunity of exhibiting them to the court, would have 
inevitably produced a different result. Can it be that he is remediless? An appeal 
will not aid him, for that must be heard upon the papers on which the motion was 
decided, and I am supposing the case of a motion correctly decided upon the 
papers as they stood before the special term. * * * 'A grievous wrong may be 
committed by some misapprehension or inadvertence of the judge, for which there 
would be no redress, if this power did not exist.' It is not necessary to multiply 
instances by way of illustrating the monstrous effects which wouid flow from the 
doctrine asserted by the plaintiffs. To guard against such results, the courts very 
early laid down the rule that the principle of res adjudicata, which prevents a 
matter being twice litigated, has no application to a mere interlocutory motion. * * 
* 
'But so that mere litigiousness should not be encouraged or permitted, the practice 
of the courts, has been established to be that after a motion has once been fully 
heard and decided, it should not be revived again, except upon leave of the court 
first had and obtained, or unless a different state of facts arose subsequently to 
the first determination. When a different state of facts has arisen since the 
first motion, **a new motion, based upon these facts, may be made as a 
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matter of right. * * * But when that is not the ground, ieave must be obtained 
from the court, which may grant it either upon additional facts and papers, or, 
though of course more rarely done, upon the same papers originally before the 
court.' [ emphasis added] 
J.l Case Co., 76 Idaho at 231 quoting Belmont v. Erie R. Co., 59 Barb. 637 (N.Y. 1869). The 
Idaho Supreme Court concluded: 
It is recognized that, in exercising its discretion on an application for a rehearing, 
the court must have regard to any legitimate rights acquired under the original 
order, or any such rights which may be affected by the vacation or modification of 
such an order. Generally, such an application should be denied, or, upon the 
rehearing, relief should be denied where such rights cannot otherwise be 
protected. 
Id. at 234. 
The refiling of an Information can cause prejudice to various rights of a defendant. See 
Arnold, 566 F.2d (looking at prejudice caused by delay); Stockwell, 98 Idaho at 808 (Shepard, J., 
concurring and dissenting). Citizens have a right to be left alone. See State v. Gomez, 101 Idaho 
802 (1980). Yet, the state has at its discretion the ability to request a warrant or issue a summons 
when it refiles charges. See I.C.R. 4. The state's refile requires a new case, thus a new black 
mark on the defendant's record, which to the untrained eye appears to be successive bad conduct. 
Wisconsin v. Constantineau, 400 U.S. 433,437 (1971) ( "[C]ertainly where the State attaches 'a 
badge of infamy' to the citizen, due process comes into play."). And certainly a defendant has a 
right to finality when a charge is dismissed and he has been discharged from custody, rather than 
having to be concerned for the next five years that he may at any moment be arrested. See J.C. § 
19-402. 
Thus, this case presents a balancing question. Can the state essentially decide to go 
forward with a preliminary hearing, knowing it is lacking certain evidence, not request a 
continuance or make any record of the evidence it cannot present, simply to see how the hearing 
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turns out? Does the state have a right to give its case a test drive? And if so, how does that right 
measure compared to the defendant's peace of mind, right to be left alone, right to a speedy 
resolution, right to expect the Court's judgments to be final, and his right not to have his 
reputation impugned by repeated accusations, made permanent by a system that affords him no 
remedy? See Idaho Code§ 67-3004 (10); Idaho Admin. Rule 32(i). 
Justice Bistline stated in his dissent in State v. Bacon, 117 Idaho 679, 684 ( 1990): 
It is true that Stockwell v. State, 98 Idaho 797 (1977), has been interpreted by 
Rufener v. Shaud, 98 Idaho 823 (1977), and later cases to stand for the proposition 
that "refiling is not prohibited unless done without good cause or in bad faith." 
Rufener, 98 Idaho at 825. It is also true, according to a recent Court of Appeals 
opinion, that "[t]he filing of a second criminal action after dismissing the first is 
not aper se violation of the federal due process clause." State v. Barlow's Inc., 
111 Idaho 958, 963 (Ct.App.1986) ( citations omitted). However, these precedents 
do not address the facts of this case, where each of three (not two, but three) 
felony DUI criminal complaints were dismissed by the presiding judge for the 
same reason: The State could not prove up the underlying misdemeanor DUI 
offenses. 
While the prosecutor may not have had the luxury of relying upon State v. 
Mesenbrink, 115 Idaho 850, 771 P.2d 514 (1989), to instruct him on what was 
required to prove up the underlying misdemeanors in a felony DUI prosecution, 
one is left to wonder what, if anything, was done by the prosecutor to buttress his 
case before he attempted successive prosecutions. Notwithstanding the absence of 
this information, the majority gives the State the benefit of the doubt, by 
declaiming that Mr. Bacon has not proved an absence of good faith. As in the 
game of baseball, a line should be drawn at three strikes. After three failed 
attempts to prosecute a defendant, this Court should pause to consider the 
example set when today's implicit holding becomes case precedent. Only where 
this Court knows the circumstances of the failed prosecutions is it in a position to 
place its endorsement of an Idaho citizen being subjected to muitipie successive 
prosecutions. Were we privy to the unrevealed circumstances, it very well might 
be that I could readily concur. But in a vacuum, no. 
Here, the reason has been given. It does not amount to good cause. This Court should so find, 
and dismiss the Information. 
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II. 
The State has the burden to adduce substantial evidence of each and every element of the 
alleged offense at preliminary hearing. I.C.R 5.1; LC. § 19-815; State v. Wengren, 126 Idaho 
662, 665 (Ct.App.1995). 
The doctrine of res judicata covers both claim preclusion (true res judicata ) and issue 
preclusion (collateral estoppel). Hindmarsh v. Mock, 138 Idaho 92, 94 (2002). Claim preclusion 
bars a subsequent action between the same parties upon the same claim or upon claims "relating 
to the same cause of action ... which might have been made." Id. Issue preclusion protects 
litigants from litigating an identical issue with the same party or its privy. Rodriguez v. Dep't of 
Corr., 136 Idaho 90, 92 (2001). Separate tests are used to determine whether claim preclusion or 
issue preclusion applies. See D.A.R., Inc. v. Sheffer, 134 Idaho 141, 144 (2000). Resjudicata 
serves three fundamental purposes: ( 1) it preserves the acceptability of judicial dispute resolution 
against the corrosive disrespect that would follow if the same matter were twice litigated to 
inconsistent results; (2) it serves the public interest in protecting the courts against the burdens of 
repetitious litigation; and (3) it advances the private interest in repose from the harassment of 
repetitive claims. Hindmarsh, 138 Idaho at 94 (quoting Aldape v. Akins, 105 Idaho 254,257 
(Ct.App.1983)). 
Five factors are required in order for issue preclusion to bar the relitigation of aii issue 
determined in a prior proceeding: (1) the party against whom the earlier decision was asserted 
had a full and fair opportunity to litigate the issue decided in the earlier case; (2) the issue 
decided in the prior litigation was identical to the issue presented in the present action; (3) the 
issue sought to be precluded was actually decided in the prior litigation; (4) there was a final 
judgment on the merits in the prior litigation; and (5) the party against whom the issue is asserted 
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was a party or in privity with a party to the iitigation. Rodriguez, i36 Idaho at 93. For claim 
preclusion to bar a subsequent action there are three requirements: (1) same parties; (2) same 
claim; and (3) finaljudgment. Hindmarsh, 138 Idaho at 94; Farmers Nat'! Bankv. Shirey, 126 
Idaho 63, 68 (1994). 
It is the Legislature's, and not the court's, province to modify common-law rules, and the 
court has no more right to abrogate common law than to repeal statutory law. Moon v. Bullock, 
65 Idaho 594 (1944). Res judicata applies to criminal proceedings. Smith v. State, 146 Idaho 822 
(2009); State v. Reutzel, 130 Idaho 88(Ct.App.1997). 
In this case, all the elements for issue preclusion and claim preclusion are met. Thus, the 
state was barred from proceeding. The findings of the Magistrate at the preliminary hec}.ring in 
this matter are void. Therefore, this Court should find that there is no evidence supporting the 
probable cause finding that committed this matter, and dismiss the Information. 
Counsel requests that this motion be set for hearing in order to present oral argument, 
evidence and/or testimony in support thereof. Requested time is 10 minutes. 
17. 
DATED this __ !'_J __ day of November, 2014. 
BY: 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by 
placing a copy of the same as indicated below on the (4 day of November, 2014, 
addressed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 
Via Fax 
./ Interoffice Mail 
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'ORIGINAL 
Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 8759 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
TROY MILES SVELMOE, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NUMBER CR-14-0018684 
Fel 
MOTION FOR ACCEPTANCE OF 
APPEAL BY PERMISSION FROM 
INTERLOCUTORY ORDER 
COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, John M Adams, 
Public Defender, and hereby moves this honorable Court for acceptance of his appeal by 
permission from this Court's interlocutory order entered October 31, 2014, denying the 
defendant's Motion to Dismiss. The defendant further moves this Court for a stay of proceedings 
during the appeal. This motion is made pursuant to I.C.R. 54.l(i), 54.5(b), and I.A.R. 12. 
This motion is made on the grounds that further proceedings in this matter hinge upon the 
issues of whether this Court has the power to dismiss refiled felony matters previously dismissed 
after a preliminary hearing, and whether the state's proffered explanation for the refiling amounts 
to "good cause." 
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The Idaho Legislature did not provide any direction as to when, if at all, felony cases 
could be refiled after being dismissed after a preliminary hearing. See I.C. § 19-814. The Idaho 
Supreme Court has provided that dismissals in felony cases are without prejudice unless 
otherwise specified. See I.C.R. 48(c). The only other authority on the issue ofrefiling comes 
from a small group of cases which in essence hold that a refiling requires "good cause." See 
Rufener v. Shaud, 98 Idaho 823, 825 (1977). What this means, precisely, is not clear, as Justice 
Bistline stated in his dissent in State v. Bacon, 117 Idaho 679, 684 (1990). While the majority 
chose not to adopt his "three strikes and your out" rule (it did not reach the issue at all), the very 
fact that a justice on the Idaho Supreme Court could conceive of such a rule shows that this is an 
area where reasonable judicial minds may disagree. 
What is more, it seems hardly worth the time and effort to try a felony matter only to 
learn on appeal that the case never should have been capable of commitment to the District Court 
in the first place. 
For these reasons, counsel for the defendant requests this Court's permission to appeal the 
issues raised in the Motion to Dismiss to the District Court. 
Counsel requests that this motion be set for an expedited hearing as permitted by I.A.R. 32(f) 
in order to present oral argument in support thereof. Requested time is 10 minutes. 
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DATEDthis (},_ day of November, 2014. 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
BY: 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the }4 day of November, 2014, addressed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-183 3 
Via Fax 
__J_ Interoffice Mail 
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ORIGINAL 
STATE OF IOAHO J 
COUNTY OF KQOlEHAIJSS 
FILED: \ \ l .,... Jay Logsdon, Deputy Pubiic Defender 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
--- \\'f" 
~ NOY 1 8 PM 2: 54 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 8759 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
TROY MILES SVELMOE, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
---------------
CASE NUMBER CR-14-0018684 
F/M 
MOTION FOR PREPARATION OF 
PRELIMINARY HEARING TRANSCRIPT 
COMES NOW, the above-named Defendant, by and through his attorney Jay Logsdon, 
Public Defender and hereby moves the Court for an Order directing the clerk of the court to prepare 
and complete the transcript of the Preliminary Hearing Status Conference held on October 30, 
2014, before the Honorable Judge Stow and Preliminary Hearing held on October 31, 2014, before 
the Honorable Judge Peterson. This motion is made on the grounds that the transcript of said hearing 
is necessary for defense counsel in order to prepare a defense on behalf of the Defendant. 
Counsel for the Defendant further moves the Court to order that the costs necessary for the 
preparation and completion of the transcript be paid at county expense and at no expense to the 
Defense. This Motion is made on the grounds that the Defendant was determined to be indigent by 
the above-entitled Court on 5/13/2014, and further, that his representation is provided for by the 
Office of the Public Defender. 
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h /"} 
DATED this __ r_n __ day of November, 2014 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
BY: 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copKf the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the l day of November, 2014, addressed to: 
Transcript Department-Kootenai County Courthouse FAX 446-l 187v" 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 
Via Fax 
_./_ Interoffice Mail 
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* * 
1) KC p U b] j C Defender 
2) 
Date/Time: Nov. 18. 2014 1: 34PM 
F i l e Page 
No. Mode Destination pg ( s) Resu1t Not Sent 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3413 Memory TX Transcript Dept P. 2 OK 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Reason for error 
E. 1) Hang up o r l i n e fa i 
E. 3) No answer E. 2) E. 4) 
E. 6) 
Busy 
No facs imi 1 e connect ion 
E. 5) Exceeded max. E-mai s i z e Destination does not support IP-Fax 
Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
The Law Office of!bc Public Defender ofKook:nai County 
POBox9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fox: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 875"9 
IN THE DISTRICT COU.IU OFTHEFIRSf JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
TJ!.OY MILES SVELMOE, 
Defttldant. 
CASE NUMBER CR-H-0018684 
FIM 
MOTION FOR PREPARATION OF 
PRELIMINARY HEARING TRANSCRIPT 
COMES NOW, the abovo-named Defendant, by and 1hrough his attorney Jay Logsdon, 
Public Defender .. d hereby moves the Court fur an Order directing the clerl< of the court to prepare 
and complc:t,, the transcript of the Prdimin•,y Hearing Sltlt«s Conf<tence he/,1 on OciMJU 30, 
1614. before the Honorable Judge Stow and Prefintuuuy H~ing Reid on Ocioher 11, 2fJ14, ili..l"TA-e 
the Honorable Judge Petez.-son. This motion is made on the grounds that the transcript of saidheariog 
is neccssaey for - counsel in order to prop= a dcn,nse on behalf of the Defcndant. 
Counsel for the Defendant fu1thcr moves the Court to order that the costs necessary fur the 
preparation and completion of tho ll8n8Cript be paid at eounty ""II"""" and at no expense to the 
Dofi:osc. This Motion is made on the grounds that die Dcfondant was dctemrined to be indigont by 
the abave""11illed Court on SIi )/2014, and farther, lhat his repioscntation is provided for by the 
Oflioo of the Public Dmnder. 
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Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 8759 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
TROY MILES SVELMOE, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NUMBER CR-14-0018684 
F/M 
ORDER FOR PREPARATION OF 
PRELIMINARY HEARING TRANSCRIPT 
The Court having before it the foregoing Motion and good cause appearing, now, therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the clerk of the court shall prepare and complete the 
transcript of the Preliminary Hearing Status Conference and the Preliminary Hearing held in the 
above-entitled matter on October 30, 2014, and October 31, 2014. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the costs necessary for the preparation and completion of 
said transcript shall be paid at county expense and at no expense to the defense. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the transcript shall be complete and submitted to all parties 
to this action no later than the ~ day of De.c~~ 2014. 
DATED this ~ day of November, 2014. 
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I hereby certify that a true and correct c,i~oregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the day of November, 2014, addressed to: 
Transcript Department - Kootenai County Courthouse 446-1187 f oY:, 
' 
Kootenai County Public Defender 446 17et~) 
Kootenai County Prosecutor 446-1833 Fey. 
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Nov. 14. 2014 3:21PM Kr. Public Defender 
Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-170 l 
Bar Number: 8759 
No. 3328 P. 1/2 ~\Q 
2014 DEC -2 AH g: 30 
C' -
,S iR;GT COURT 
[',, . . I 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
TROY MILES SVELMOE, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NUMBER CR-14-0018684 
Fel 
PERMISSION FOR INTERLOCUTORY 
APPEAL ~s~ 
~tl-4 
~~ 
p .. ~~~,= 
~t .. 
The Court having before it the Motion for Permission to peal from Interlocutory Order and 
good cause appearing, now, therefore 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the defen t may appeal this Court's denial of the Motion 
to Dismiss on October 30, 2014. 
ORDERED this __ ,IC--_ day of November, 2014. 
PERMISSION FOR INTERLOCUTORY APPEAL 
CLARK PETERSON 
MAGISTRATE JUDGE 
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~ov. 14. 2014 3:21PM KC Pub] ic Defender No. 3328 P. 2/2 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby ce11ify that a trne and correct c~o! the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the day ofNovember, 2014, addressed to: 
Kootenai County Public Defender FAX 446-1701_.K\_ \rJ}~ 
K r:;;ai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 -y 
Via Fax 
__ Interoffice Mail 
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'ORIGINAL $TATE OFO!Pe-oHoO~:~s COUNTY r I\ 
FILED: 
Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
BarNumber: 8759 '< 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OFT~ 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
TROY MILES SVELMOE, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NUMBER CR-14-0018684 
Fel 
MOTION FOR ACCEPTANCE OF 
APPEAL BY PERMISSION FROM 
INTERLOCUTORY ORDER 
COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, Jay Logsdon, 
Public Defender, and hereby moves this honorable Court for acceptance of his appeal by 
permission from the Magistrate Court's interlocutory order entered October 31, 2014, denying 
the defendant's Motion to Dismiss. This motion is made pursuant to I.C.R. 54.l(i), 54.5(b), and 
I.A.R. 12. The defendant previously requested permission to appeal the Magistrate's Order to 
the District Court pursuant to I.C.R. 52.1 and I.A.R. 12(b). The Magistrate Court denied 
Permission to appeal on December 2, 2014, but wrote "Raise matter before District Court" on the 
denial. See Permission for Interlocutory Appeal (attached). 
This motion is made on the grounds that further proceedings in this matter hinge upon the 
issues of whether the Magistrate has the power to dismiss refiled felony matters previously 
MOTION FOR ACCEPTANCE OF APPEAL 
BY PERMISSION FROM INTERLOCUTORY ORDER Page 1 
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dismissed after a preliminary hearing, and whether the state's proffered expianation for the 
refiling amounts to "good cause." 
The Idaho Legislature did not provide any direction as to when, if at all, felony cases 
could be refiled after being dismissed after a preliminary hearing. See I.C. § 19-814. The Idaho 
Supreme Court has provided that dismissals in felony cases are without prejudice unless 
otherwise specified. See I.C.R. 48(c). The only other authority on the issue ofrefiling comes 
from a small group of cases which in essence hold that a refiling requires "good cause." See 
Rufener v. Shaud, 98 Idaho 823, 825 (1977). What this means, precisely, is not clear, as Justice 
Bistline stated in his dissent in State v. Bacon, 117 Idaho 679, 684 (1990). While the majority 
chose not to adopt his "three strikes and you're out" rule (it did not reach the issue at all), the 
very fact that a justice on the Idaho Supreme Court could conceive of such a rule shows that this 
is an area where reasonable judicial minds may disagree. 
What is more, it seems hardly worth the time and effort to try a felony matter only to 
learn on appeal that the case never should have been capable of commitment to the District Court 
in the first place. 
For these reasons, counsel for the defendant requests this Court accept the defendant's 
interlocutory appeal from the issues raised in the Motion to Dismiss before the Magistrate Court. 
Counsel requests that this motion be set for an expedited hearing as permitted by 1.A.R. 32(f) 
in order to present oral argument in support thereof. Requested time is 10 minutes. 
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DATED this __ ?-__ day of December, 2014. 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
BY: 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the '12 day of December, 2014, addressed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 
Via Fax 
_L__ Interoffice Mail 
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~o. 3128 P. 1/2 ~\Q ,e 11, Haynes, Friedlander, Pete l~VII~ !Hll:11\ICI Dec. 2. 201?(14 9:31AMM RECEIVED ' J' LI I 
I ~- --
DEC10_ ~ 
Kuu JENAI COUNTY 
· PUBUC DEFENDER 
Jay LossdonJ Deput)' Public Defcnde1· . 
S1A;t_ CiF IOAtiO tfl.~;lY o;: KOOTE:HA,lss 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 
ZUt~ DEC -2 AH 9: 30 
C' ,• . , - t• ... T", .... 
· , :.} , /\, . ., r couRr 
CoeUl' d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446~1701 
BIil' Number: 87S9 
f. ... . r. ·----
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF Till 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OJI' KOOTENAI 
STATE OF 1DAHO, 
Plaintiff. 
v. 
TROY MILES SVELMOE, 
Defendant. 
) 
. ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NUMBER CR-14·0018684 
Fel 
PERMISSION FOn INTERLOCUTORY 
APPIAL 
. J· ~ cl"" Q 
The Court having before it the Motion for Permission to 
good cause appearing, now, rhereforG 
to Dismiss on October 30. 2014. 
/ 
PERMISSION FOR JNTElU.OCtrrORY APPEAL 
t may appeal tl1is Court's denial of the Motion 
CLARK PETERSON 
MAOISTRATB JUDGE 
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2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
7 
8 
9 
vs. 
Plaintiff, 
TROY MILES SVELMOE, 
10 
11 
12 
13 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
CASE NO. CR 2014-18684 
TRANSCRIPT: 
Status conference and 
Preliminary Hearing 
14 AT: 
15 ON: 
Coeur d'Alene, Kootenai county, Idaho 
October 30 and October 31, 2014 
16 BEFORE: 
17 
Honorable Penny Friedlander, Magistrate Judge 
Honorable Clark Peterson, Magistrate Judge 
18 
19 APPEARANCES: 
20 For the Plaintiff: 
21 
22 
23 For the Defendant: 
24 
25 
Stan Mortensen 
Laura Mcclinton 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorneys 
P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Christopher Schwartz 
Jay Logsdon 
Deputy Public Defenders 
400 Northwest Boulevard 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814 
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1 (Status conference held on Thursday, October 30, 
2 2014, before Judge Friedlander) 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
THE COURT: Which one was that? 
MR. MORTENSEN: svelmoe. 
THE COURT: Spellmore (sic). 
MR. MORTENSEN: s-v-e. 
THE COURT: oh, svelmore (sic). okay. I've gotcha. 
B State of Idaho versus Troy Miles svelmoe, case No.2014-
9 18684. And Mr. Mortensen continues to represent the 
10 State, Mr. Schwartz represents the defendant, 
11 Mr. svelmore (sic) who is -- svelmoe, excuse me, who is 
12 present and not in custody. counsel? 
13 MR. SCHWARTZ: Your Honor, we'd ask this case remain 
14 set for hearing tomorrow. Additionally, Mr. Logsdon 
15 wanted me to make sure everyone was aware that he had 
16 filed a motion to dismiss in this case based upon the 
17 fact that it's a refile, I believe, and that he was 
18 planning on arguing that tomorrow. 
19 THE COURT: Did he -- Okay. Did he set that before 
201 Judge Peterson? 
21 MR. SCHWARTZ: I have no idea, Judge. He just says, 
22 "I have filed a motion to dismiss. Make sure court is 
23 aware I will be arguing it if it's being left set." 
24 THE COURT: well, we will see what Judge Peterson's 
25 view is whether he's going to hear that tomorrow or not. 
1 
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1 And um, I'll note will be ready to argue that rather than 
2 will be arguing that. 
3 
4 
5 
And how many witnesses would the state anticipate? 
MR. MORTENSEN: TWO, your Honor. 
THE COURT: Anything further from the State, 
6 Mr. Mortensen? 
7 
8 
MR. MORTENSEN: No, thank you, your Honor. 
THE COURT: All right. Mr. svelmoe, we'll see you 
g back tomorrow at 1:30. Thank you. 
10 MR. SVELMOE: Thank you. 
11 THE COURT: And Mr. Schwartz, if that's your final 
12 matter, you may be excused. Have a good day. 
13 MR. SCHWARTZ: Thank you, Judge. Have a good (off 
14 record) ... 
15 (Proceedings concluded) 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
2 
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1 (Preliminary Hearing held on Friday, October 31, 
2 2014, before Judge Peterson) 
3 THE COURT: All right. The svelmoe matter, 
4 2014-18684 I believe is the present case. The Court also 
s has with it 2014-8693, which was a prior dismissal 
6 following a preliminary hearing. I see a motion, 
7 Mr. Logsdon. I don't see it noticed up for today's 
a hearing. Is it noticed up for today's hearing? 
9 MR. LOGSDON: Your Honor, we did not uh, provide 
10 written notice to the State. we did -- Opposing counsel 
11 and I did discuss the fact that we were going to be doing 
12 this motion and they did file a response to briefing. so 
13 at this point, to the extent that we haven't met the 
14 requirements of the rule, I'd just ask that the court 
1s excuse that particular failure. I think we're ready to 
16 argue that particular legal issue at this point. 
17 THE COURT: All right. Isn't this really an issue 
18 to be addressed by the District court? I mean last time 
19 I didn't bind this case over. It may be that I don't 
20 bind it over again. Isn't it premature to consider a 
21 dismissal at this time, Mr. Logsdon? 
22 MR. LOGSDON: well, your Honor, I don't think that 
23 that's the case because the um -- the supreme court's 
24 precedents, while quite frankly providing very little 
25 guidance on what to do in these situations, uh, talk 
3 
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1 about the fact that refiling should occur with good 
2 cause, and then seemed to delineate good cause as being 
3 either cases involving new evidence or cases where 
4 there's a good faith belief on the part of the prosecutor 
5 that the magistrate erred in some way. 
6 THE COURT: sure. It's an alternative to an 
7 appellate process. Idaho utilizes this process rather 
a than have an appellate process. Different states do it 
g different ways. 
10 MR. LOGSDON: Absolutely. And so the first sort of 
11 gate that would appear then on a refile would be of 
12 course the next magistrate to -- to uh, receive the 
13 the case, whether it be of course in this case the same 
14 magistrate or be it another magistrate uh, it's would 
15 be my understanding that that refile would in a way act 
16 as almost in a appellate sort of review. 
17 THE COURT: Did you appeal the dismissal order? 
18 MR. LOGSDON: I don ' t appeal things that are in my 
19 favor, so, no. 
20 I THE COURT: You know the case law requires you to 
21 appeal the dismissal order. 
22 MR. LOGSDON: I don't think I -- I don't think I 
23 could appeal that order, your Honor. 
24 
25 
THE COURT: unfortunately, the supreme court says 
that the remedy, if you wanna pursue these in a second 
4 
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1 refile, is to appeal the erroneous dismissal. Uh, but 
2 it's a very -- it's a very unusual and convoluted -- and 
3 frankly it doesn't make a lot of sense to me. Why would 
4 you appeal something where you prevail? But your 
s objection now is to the -- is to the refile as I 
6 understand it? 
7 MR. LOGSDON: That's correct, your Honor. And I --
a I'm not sure of the uh, case law that --
9 THE COURT: Well, the -- the case law doesn't 
10 address squarely your situation, which is where there is 
11 a dismissal for lack of probable cause. 
12 
13 
MR. LOGSDON: correct. 
THE COURT: It -- The case iaw, though it suggests 
14 that that's what they want you to do, I -- I -- I have 
15 always thought that you should wait until the matter 
16 cause what -- you're not put in jeopardy of anything 
17 until there is a refiling. It could be that the state 
18 simply never refiles. so, it's an interesting issue, but 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
I'll just leave it at that. Teko (phonetic). 
MR. LOGSDON: I would agree. But I -- I also 
believe that essentially the way that the court has left 
um -- in the situation where the court denies that there 
is probable cause in a particular case and then the State 
chooses to refile that case, because the court stated 
that in order for them to do that they need to have good 
5 
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1 cause, that this would be the first court to determine 
2 whether or not that exists. 
3 Now, I think the court makes an interesting --
4 raised an interesting issue, which is since the supreme 
5 Court has said that the State can't appeal from denials, 
6 what happens in a situation where they essentially run 
7 through the gamut of uh, prosecutors who all say you 
a can't do this because there isn't good cause in your 
g particular case, which is essentially -- would be a legal 
10 finding, can they appeal that? 
11 My belief would be that they can uh, on the basis of 
12 um, the Supreme court's holding in Loomis, which the 
13 State pointed to, where they stated that where the 
14 dismissal defeats or prevents the successful prosecutive 
15 action against the defendant. I think the State could 
16 basically say um, you know, we're -- we're stymied at 
17 this point. The -- They're saying that this acts as uh, 
18 legally not good cause and that therefore we can't refile 
19 and we need an Appellate court to say whether or not 
20 1 that's true. And that a similar -- although not in the 
21 same instance but a similar issue arose in State v. 
22 Clark, which is a 2000 case, when the supreme court was 
23 talking about whether or not there was uh, reasonable 
24 cause for delay and whether or not a dismissal 
25 (inaudible) ... issued in a particular case due to um, 
6 
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1 speedy trial violations. And on page 260 of that opinion 
2 the supreme court adopted that a good cause reason for 
3 delay had to be -- had to rise to the level of a legal 
4 excuse and -- and went through a number of factors that 
5 they would look at. 
6 And I think that would be similar to what you have 
7 going on in a -- in a case such as this one where if this 
a court were to make a determination that there's not uh, a 
9 legal excuse for um -- not really an excuse, but a 
10 legally good faith reason to refile a particular case, 
11 then that could be appealed up to a higher court to 
12 determine whether or not that does in fact meet good 
13 cause or not per the prior decisions of the supreme 
14 court. 
15 THE COURT: All right. well, it appears to be one 
16 of two things is happening. Either the State disagreed 
17 with my assessment at the time that I didn't find 
18 sufficient evidence to bind over, which then this is 
19 1s Idaho's process for the State to have another attempt 
201 at the matter based on a essentially disagreement with 
21 the magistrate's evaluation of the evidence. some states 
22 permit appeal to a higher court. some states permit, 
23 such as Nevada permits a process of filing what's called 
24 an information by affidavit where you say we think the 
25 magistrate got it wrong. we're gonna file an information 
7 
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1 by affidavit, it's then litigated. Others require going 
2 to the grand jury. And other states, such as Idaho, use 
3 a process where a state may -- the state may refile the 
4 matter and it could be reconsidered in an additional uh, 
5 preliminary hearing. The limitation of course being due 
6 process rights of judge shopping or harassment or delay. 
7 It's guided by a model or similar federal rule that's in 
s place. So that's one thing they may be doing. 
9 The other thing is they may be, as I review the 
10 briefs, they may be suggesting that today they have 
11 evidence that they didn't possess at the time of the last 
12 hearing. whether or not that could have or should have 
13 been in their possession 1s another matter. I don't 
14 think the magistrate courts should be litigating the good 
15 faith of those filings. 
16 I'm here to conduct a preliminary hearing and a 
17 probable cause determination. If I determine there is 
18 probable cause for the offense and it's bound over to 
19 District Court, I think you've well preserved your 
201 objection, you've documented it, and the District court 
21 can consider it at that time. 
22 so uh, I'll deny your uh -- I'll deny consideration 
23 of the dismissal at this time because I don't think it's 
24 the province of the magistrate court to make that 
25 determination. I'm not suggesting someone shouldn't. 
8 
I 
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1 believe someone should. However, I think first we just 
2 simply have to determine is there probable cause for this 
3 charge? If there is, they'll be bound over. Then you can 
4 bring the procedural or due process challenge you have to 
5 the process of refiling. 
6 so, having made those observations, the matter 
7 remains set for preliminary hearing. And additionally 
a I'll just note this issue wasn't yet even noticed up 
9 properly before the Court and I think we indulged it 
10 because there was a response filed and Ms. Mcclinton 
11 didn't seem to be jumping up and down in opposition to 
12 the court hearing this at least preliminarily. 
13 Anything to take up before we turn then to the 
14 evidentiary matter, Ms. Mcclinton? 
15 MS. MCCLINTON: Judge, I just wanna clarify 
16 something. You mentioned two files in front of the 
11 court? 
18 THE COURT: No. I have the one that's on for prelim 
19 today. 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
And 
MS. MCCLINTON: okay. 
THE COURT: That is 18648 -- or excuse me, 18684. 
then I have the prior dismissed case --
MS. MCCLINTON: okay. 
THE COURT: 8693. 
MS. MCCLINTON: okay. I just wanted to make sure 
9 
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1 there was only one case 
2 THE COURT: Yes. 
3 MS. MCCLINTON: still out there. Okay. 
4 THE COURT: Absolutely. 
5 MS. MCCLINTON: Thank you. 
6 THE COURT: Are we aware -- There's not another one 
7 that I need, is there? 
8 
9 
10 
MS. MCCLINTON: No, Judge. 
THE COURT: All right. 
MR. LOGSDON: Why not, if the court has the minutes 
11 and such from the last one, pick up where that left off? 
12 It's my understanding, your Honor, that essentially what 
13 the State's planning on doing here is adding the 
14 information from the breath test. And so I'm happy to 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 I 
21 
22 
23 
simply stipulate to the reintroduction of what happened 
at the last one, add the breath test to it, and allow the 
allow the State to try to introduce that evidence 
since that's what they're gonna be adding rather than 
having to go through all of it again. 
THE COURT: well, I mean it's the State's case. 
Ms. Mcclinton --
MR. LOGSDON: I recognize 
THE COURT: -- if you're -- if you're willing to 
24 take him up on his stipulation, I presided over the last 
25 matter. I re-reviewed it. As I recall, I found there 
10 
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1 wasn't sufficient evidence based on a driving pattern to 
2 bind him over for driving under the influence uh, and 
3 there was no evidence offered regarding a breath test 
4 result. so I remember and understand the evidence that 
5 was previously admitted. But I -- I don't think a 
6 stipulation can be forced upon you. It's up to you to 
7 create whatever record you'd like to create. If you're 
s willing to accept that stipulation and just do the new 
9 evidence, I'm happy to accept that stipulation, but uh, 
10 it's your case, not Mr. Logsdon's. well, I mean, I guess 
11 it's Mr. Logsdon's too, but it's your matter to decide 
12 how you wanna go forward in putting on the State's case 
13 1s what I mean. 
14 MS. MCCLINTON: Judge, I think I'd be more 
15 comfortable just proceeding and not having that 
16 stipulation and having the full record before your Honor 
17 today. 
18 THE COURT: All right. That certainly has the 
19 benefit of having one intact record for consideration 
20 1 should someone allege there's an error defect in these 
21 proceedings. I appreciate the offer though, Mr. Logsdon, 
22 for purposes of efficiency. what that means, then, 
23 Ms. Mcclinton, is I won't be referring to or relying on 
24 anything from that prior hearing. It -- It's only what's 
25 introduced here then this afternoon. 
11 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Anything else to take up in advance, Mr. Logsdon? 
MR. LOGSDON: No, your Honor. Thank you. 
THE COURT: And Ms. Mcclinton? 
MS. MCCLINTON: Not from the State. Thank you. 
THE COURT: All right. And as I understand it, the 
6 operative charging document is the criminal complaint 
1 signed on or about the 30th of September 2014 charging one 
a count, a felony, operating a motor vehicle under the 
g influence. Is that correct, Ms. Mcclinton? 
10 
11 
12 
13 
MS. MCCLINTON: That is correct, your Honor. 
THE COURT: And Mr. Logsdon? 
MR. LOGSDON: That is correct, your Honor. 
THE COURT: All right. MS. Mcclinton, call your 
14 first witness. 
15 MS. MCCLINTON: Thank you, your Honor. The State 
16 would call officer Chapman. 
17 THE COURT: All right, officer Chapman, if you'll 
18 come forward, please. when you get there in between 
19 counsel table stop, raise your right hand, face Ms. clerk 
20 to be sworn. 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
BRETT CHAPMAN 
was called as a witness on behalf of the Plaintiff, 
having been duly sworn, testified as follows to-wit: 
THE COURT: All right. Thank you. If you'll please 
take our stand. once you are seated comfortable, the 
12 
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1 lawyers will have some questions for you. Ms. Mcclinton. 
2 
3 
MS. MCCLINTON: Thank you, your Honor. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
4 BY MS . MCCLINTON: 
5 Q. officer, can you please state your first and 
6 last name and spell your last name for the record? 
7 A. sure. First name is Brett, last name is 
a Chapman, c-h-a-p as in Paul-m-a-n. 
9 Q. And are you currently employed? 
10 A. I am. 
11 Q. In what capacity are you currently employed? 
12 A. I'm currently assigned as a senior patrol 
13 officer for the city of Post Falls Police Department. 
14 Q. And how long have you been employed with the 
15 City of Post Falls? 
16 
17 
18 
21 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A little over 20 years. 
okay. And are you POST certified? 
I am. 
Did you become POST certified a long time ago? 
A long time ago. 
okay. And do you have specific training 
22 relating to DUI investigations? 
23 
24 
25 
MR. LOGSDON: Your Honor, we're gonna stipulate to 
all of his training and experience (inaudible) ... in this 
particular case. 
13 
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1 THE COURT: All right. Are you accepting that 
2 sti pul ati on? 
3 
4 
5 
MS. MCCLINTON: I am, Judge. Thank you. 
THE COURT: All right. Go ahead. 
Q. officer, were you on duty on May 9th, 2014, 
6 around 11:40 p.m.? 
7 
8 
9 
A. Yes, ma'am. 
Q. And what were you doing around that time? 
A. I was stationary in my unmarked patrol vehicle 
10 on Medical court just east of Idaho Street in the city of 
11 Post Falls, Kootenai county, state of Idaho. 
12 Q. Thank you. And at some point did you initiate a 
13 traffic stop? 
14 
15 
A. I did. 
Q. And describe the -- the reason for that traffic 
15 stop. 
17 A. Earlier I received information from an officer 
18 Robertson in reference a prior uh, domestic dispute 
19 between --
20 I MR. LOGSDON: Your Honor, I'm gonna object as to 
21 hearsay as to the prior domestic dispute. 
22 THE COURT: All right. For purposes of subsequent 
23 conduct only; not for the truth, overruled. Go ahead. 
24 
25 
A. I was looking for a black um, pickup truck um, 
believed to be operated by a Mr. Troy svelmoe uh, whose 
14 
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1 uh, Idaho driving status was uh, suspended and 
2 possibly 
3 MR. LOGSDON: objection. Hearsay, lack of 
4 foundation. 
5 THE COURT: All right. sustained at this time. You 
6 can ask additional questions. 
7 Q. You indicated that you made a traffic stop on a 
s vehicle. First describe -- describe that vehicle for us. 
g A. It was a black uh, GMC sierra. 
10 
11 
Q. And what was the basis for that stop? 
A. The basis for the stop was uh, that the operator 
12 of the vehicle's license was possibly suspended and 
13 possibly or allegedly had been imbibing alcoholic 
14 beverages. 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q. were there any traffic violations? 
A. Not moving violations, no. 
Q. were there any other violations? 
A. Equipment violations. 
Q. And what were those violations? 
A. one was equipment violation of insufficient mud 
flaps under 49 uh, 49-449 (sic), I believe, and the other 
one was uh, bumper height violation. 
Q. okay. And you observed both of those violations 
on this black pickup truck? 
A. That's correct. 
15 
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1 
2 
Q. okay. And where was the location of that stop? 
A. The traffic stop was on Poleline Avenue, east of 
3 Idaho Street in the city of Post Falls. 
4 Q. Thank you. Did you contact the driver of the 
5 vehicle? 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
A. I did. 
Q. Did you identify the driver? 
A. verbally identified himself. 
Q. who was he verbally identified as? 
A. As the registered owner, Troy svelmoe, who's 
11 seated here at the defendant's table wearing a black um, 
12 jacket. 
13 Q. Thank you. And at that time when you contacted 
14 the defendant did you make any physical observations of 
15 him? 
16 
17 
18 
A. I did. 
Q. What were those? 
A. His actions uh -- I could just smell a very 
19 faint odor of an alcoholic beverage emanating from the 
201 cab of the vehicle. I didn't notice him slurring his 
21 words, um, he was speaking fine. um, that was about it. 
22 
23 
24 
Q. okay. what did you do based upon those 
observations? 
A. At that time um, officer Tetrault arrived on 
25 scene, and I explained to him that uh, the operator, um, 
16 
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1 Mr. Troy svelmoe, may have been imbibing alcoholic 
2 beverage, I could smell a faint odor of an alcoholic 
3 beverage, and that I would proceed in measuring the 
4 bumper heighth. 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Q. okay. And did you do so? 
A. I did. 
Q. And was it in violation of Idaho code? 
A. Yes, it was. 
Q. okay. And at that time that you pulled the 
10 defendant over, were there any passengers in the vehicle? 
11 A. Mr. Svelmoe was the only occupant of the 
12 vehicle. 
13 Q. At that point did you turn over the traffic 
14 stop? 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Ms. 
A. I did. 
Q. And you turned that over to officer Tetrault? 
A. That is correct. 
MS. MCCLINTON: No further questions. 
THE COURT: cross-examination, Mr. Logsdon? 
MR. LOGSDON: None. 
THE COURT: Sir, you may step down. Thank you. 
THE WITNESS: Thank you, sir. 
THE COURT: Is this officer subject to recall, 
Mcclinton? 
MS. MCCLINTON: No, your Honor. 
17 
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1 
2 
3 
THE COURT: Mr. Logsdon? 
MR. LOGSDON: No, your Honor. 
THE COURT: You may go about your business. Thank 
4 you, officer. 
5 
6 
OFFICER CHAPMAN: Thank you, sir. 
THE COURT: Good luck tonight. I know things get a 
7 little silly. 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
OFFICER CHAPMAN: I will, sir. Thank you. 
THE COURT: All right. Thank you. 
MS. MCCLINTON: state calls officer Thompson. 
THE COURT: officer Thompson, come on forward, 
please. If you'll stop right there, raise your hand and 
face Ms. clerk to be sworn. 
CHRISTOPHER THOMPSON 
was called as a witness on behalf of the Plaintiff, 
having been duly sworn, testified as follows to-wit: 
THE COURT: Thank you, officer. If you'll please 
take the witness stand. when you're comfortably seated, 
the lawyers will have some questions for you. 
MS. MCCLINTON: Thank you. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MS. MCCLINTON: 
Q. Good afternoon, officer. can you please state 
your first and last name and spell your last name for the 
record? 
18 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
A. Christopher Thompson, T-h-o-m-p-s-o-n. 
Q. Are you currently employed? 
A. I am. 
Q. HOW so? 
A. With the city of Post Falls Police Department. 
Q. And in what capacity are you currently employed? 
A. I am a senior officer and a field training 
a officer. 
9 Q. How long have you been employed with the Post 
10 Falls Police Department? 
11 
12 
A. since January 2008. 
Q. Do you have any prior law enforcement 
13 experience? 
14 
15 
16 
A. I do. 
Q. And where was that? 
A. For the Kootenai county sheriff's office and 
17 Shoshone county sheriff's office. 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q. How many years of prior law enforcement 
experience do you have? 
A. About two. 
Q. so about ten years in total? 
A. Eight years. 
Q. okay. And you indicated that you're a field 
training officer. What does that mean? 
A. I train new recruits and lateral officers on how 
19 
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1 Post Falls Police Department conducts business as well as 
2 uh, how to be the best basic police officer they can be. 
3 Q. Do you have a new officer assigned to you as a 
4 field training officer? 
5 A. Yes. 
6 Q. And how long do they remain assigned to you? 
7 A. Generally for four weeks at a time. 
8 Q. And are you POST certified? 
. 9 A. I am . 
10 Q. And do you recall when you became POST 
11 certified? 
12 
13 
A. In 2008. March of 2008. 
Q. And do you have training relating to conducting 
14 DUI investigations? 
15 
16 
17 
A. I do. 
Q. can you describe what that training includes? 
A. while at the North Idaho College Law Enforcement 
18 Program I conducted the -- or I attended the DUI 
19 training, which is roughly a two-day training. Day one 
20 1 it goes over uh, the laws of a DUI as well as -- excuse 
21 me -- as well as field sobriety tests. Then the second 
22 
23 
24 
25 
day um, involves what's called a wet lab where you would 
bring in volunteers who consume alcohol for you uh, to do 
evaluations on. 
Q. okay. And did you successfully pass that 
20 
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1 training? 
2 
3 
A. I did. 
Q. And during that training were you trained to 
4 administer field sobriety tests? 
5 
6 
7 
8 
A. I was. 
Q. And did you successfully pass that training? 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. can you describe those field sobriety tests that 
g you're qualified to administer? 
10 A. There's three of them. Number one is the 
11 horizontal gaze nystagmus, which is also known as HGN. 
12 The walk and turn is the second one, and the one-leg 
13 stand is the last. 
14 Q. okay. And beyond your training at the POST 
15 Academy, uh, do you conduct field sobriety tests on your 
16 day-to-day operations as a patrol officer? 
17 
18 
A. Yes. 
Q. Approximately how many times have you conducted 
19 field sobriety tests? 
20 A. several hundred. 
21 Q. Now, going back to the HGN, specifically what 
22 are you looking for when you conduct that test? 
23 A. It's called nystagmus, which is the involuntary 
24 jerking of the eyes. 
25 Q. And does that test have a scoring system? 
21 
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1 
2 
3 
A. It does. 
Q. can you explain that scoring system? 
A. There's six total points or clues, um, that a 
4 person can get, one in each eye, so a total of uh -- for 
5 six, three points in each eye. one is you're looking for 
6 lack of smooth pursuit, second is you're looking for 
7 distinct and sustained nystagmus at maximum deviation, 
a and the third is nystagmus onset prior to 45 degrees. 
9 
10 test? 
11 
12 
13 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
okay. And is there a failing score to that 
Yes. 
what 1s that? 
Four points. 
14 Q. And if you have someone get a failing score on 
15 that test, what does that indicate to you? 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 I 
21 
22 
23 
A. It indicates they might possibly be under the 
influence. 
Q. Okay. Now, the next test that you indicated was 
the walk and turn, is that correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. can you explain that test and how it's 
administered? 
A. That test is for balance, um, as well as 
24 remembering what you're told for memory skills, the fine 
25 motor skills. You have the subject stand um, wherever it 
22 
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1 1s that you're doing the evaluation, generally on the 
2 roadside or in a parking lot. You explain to them the 
3 evaluation, which um, having them stand with their right 
4 foot in front of their left foot, hands to their side, 
5 and remain in that position while you explain the rest of 
6 the evaluation. once you explain and demonstrate the 
1 rest of the evaluation, then once they understand they go 
a ahead and begin. 
9 Q. And is there a scoring system also for that 
10 test? 
11 
12 
13 
A. Yes. 
Q. And can you describe that scoring system for us? 
A. Yes. There are eight total points um, that --
14 that you can score. Number one is unable to maintain the 
15 instructional phase position or loses balance. Number 
16 two is starts too soon, stops too soon, raises arms, 
17 misses heel to toe, steps off line, and uh, improper 
18 turn. 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
Q. And is there also a failing score for that test? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what is that? 
A. TWO points. 
Q. okay. And if someone fails that test, what does 
24 that indicate to you? 
25 A. It indicates there's a possibility they're under 
23 
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1 the influence. 
2 Q. okay. And there's another test but I'm not 
3 gonna go into that with you, officer. I'm gonna turn 
4 your attention to May 9th, 2014, around 11:40 p.m. were 
5 you on duty around that ti me? 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
A. Yes, I was. 
Q. And were you on duty with anyone else? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And who was that? 
A. officer Tetrault. 
Q. And were you acting as his field training 
12 officer that night? 
13 
14 
A. Yes. 
Q. okay. so were you actually in the same patrol 
15 vehicle? 
16 
17 
A. Yeah. 
Q. At some point were you contacted by officer 
18 Chapman to respond to a traffic stop? 
19 A. 
20 Q. 
21 A. 
22 Idaho. 
23 Q. 
24 county? 
25 A. 
Yes. 
And where did you respond to? 
we responded to the intersection of Poleline and 
And that's located in Post Falls, Kootenai 
state of Idaho. Yes. 
24 
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1 Q. Thank you. And what occurred when you arrived 
2 on scene? 
3 A. once we arrived on scene and spoke to officer 
4 Chapman about his reasonable suspicion for the stop um, 
5 and his thoughts that the driver was possibly under the 
6 influence --
7 MR. LOGSDON: objection. Hearsay. 
8 THE COURT: overruled. 
9 Q. You can continue. 
10 A. And that the driver was possibly under the 
11 influence. 
12 
13 
MR. LOGSDON: Objection. Hearsay. 
THE COURT: It goes to probable cause, not to the 
14 truth of the matter asserted. Go ahead. 
15 Q. And did you contact that driver of that vehicle 
16 that was stopped? 
17 
18 
A. Officer Tetrault did. I just observed. 
Q. Okay. And is that individual who was contacted, 
19 1s he present in the courtroom? 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. Yes. 
Q. can you identify where he's seated and what he's 
wearing? 
A. Yeah. He's seated to my left and wearing a 
black jacket. 
Q. Thank you. And you indicated that officer 
25 
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1 Tetrault um, contacted him. What occurred after he 
2 contacted him? 
3 A. officer Tetrault conducted the standard field 
4 sobriety evaluations. 
5 MR. LOGSDON: Your Honor, I'm gonna object as to 
6 foundation. I'm not sure how he knows this. 
7 THE COURT: I'll sustain. Lay some additional 
a foundation. 
9 Q. were you on scene during the time that officer 
10 Tetrault contacted the defendant in this matter? 
11 
12 
A. Yes, I was. 
Q. And did you witness what occurred during their 
13 interaction? 
14 
15 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. okay. what -- what occurred after you saw 
16 officer Tetrault contact the defendant? 
17 A. He asked him to exit the vehicle so he could 
1a conduct field sobriety evaluations. 
19 Q. okay. And did you actually witness officer 
20 1 Tetrault conduct field sobriety evaluations on the 
21 
22 
23 
defendant? 
A. I did. 
Q. okay. And approximately where were you 
24 positioned when the field sobriety tests were being 
25 given? 
26 
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1 A. Just off the roadside in the grass, so just a 
2 few feet away, not -- not very far away. 
3 Q. okay. can you describe um, that area where the 
4 field sobriety tests were conducted? 
5 A. Yes. It was right on the roadside on a flat, 
6 level, paved surface, free of any major obstructions and 
7 it was lighted. 
8 Q. so did you have a clear view of those field 
g sobriety tests? 
10 A. Yes, I did. 
11 Q. And as a field training officer, what is your 
12 role in observing field sobriety tests by your officer? 
13 A. Number one, making sure that the trainee is 
14 doing them correctly, uh, and number two, to ensure that 
15 he's doing it in a safe manner for himself as well as for 
16 the subject he's conducting these evaluations for. 
17 Q. okay. Did you, yourself, participate in 
18 conducting any of the field sobriety tests? 
19 A. I did. 
20 I Q. And can you describe the circumstance that led 
21 up to that? 
22 A. Yes. officer Tetrault had completed all three 
23 
24 
25 
evaluations. we discussed what he observed. I asked him 
uh, how many points did he get on -- on HGN or horizontal 
gaze nystagmus, and he told me that he couldn't really 
27 
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1 see, he didn't have any. so I volunteered to do that 
2 myself. 
3 Q. okay. so you, yourself, then conducted the HGN 
4 with the defendant? 
5 
6 
A. Yes, for the -- for the second time, yes. 
Q. For the second time. were you aware based upon 
7 your viewing of the HGN that was conducted the first time 
a why it had not been conducted properly? 
9 
10 
11 
A. Yes. 
Q. And why was that? 
MR. LOGSDON: Your Honor, I'm gonna object as to 
12 foundation for his knowledge and the fact that I believe 
13 it's hearsay. 
14 THE COURT: well, I'll sustain the objection. If 
1s you'll lay some additional foundation. 
16 Q. You indicated that you were observing officer 
17 Tetrault conduct the HGN, is that right? 
18 
19 
A. Yes. 
Q. okay. And how close to you -- him were you when 
20 he was doing so? 
21 
22 
A. It was in a few feet. 
Q. And what are you trained to look for in order to 
23 make sure that that test is being properly conducted? 
24 A. Number one, that -- that you can see fully into 
25 their eyes. That's the whole -- whole point of the 
28 
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1 evaluation. 
2 Q. And in this particular case was officer Tetrault 
3 using some sort of light in this case? 
4 
5 
6 
7 
A. He was, yes. 
Q. And what was that? 
A. A flashlight. 
Q. And from your vantage point, could you see if 
a that light was properly illuminating the defendant's 
g eyes? 
10 A. Yes, I could. 
11 Q. And was it? 
12 A. No, it was not. 
13 Q. And how could you tell that? 
14 A. Because it was pointed at his belly and not up 
15 near his face where it should be. 
16 Q. okay. so you go back and you conduct the HGN 
17 for the second time. Did you give the defendant new 
1a instructions for that? 
19 A. uh, just basically the same thing that -- that 
20 officer Tetrault did, yes. 
21 
22 
Q. And what was that? 
A. I asked him to stand with his feet together, 
23 hands to his side, um, and follow the tip of my pen with 
24 just his eyes, only his eyes, keeping his head still. 
25 Q. And did he appear to understand your 
29 
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1 instructions? 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
A. 
Q. 
test? 
Yes, he did. 
And did he complete that test? 
Yes, he did. 
And how did he do on the test? 
He failed. 
And how did you determine that he failed that 
A. By moving my stimulus, which is my pen, um, in a 
10 left-to-right manner several times going over each one of 
11 the clues that I previously discussed. 
12 Q. And specifically in this case -- You've already 
13 outlined what clues you're looking for, but what clues 
14 did you see present with the defendant? 
15 A. I seen lack of smooth pursuit in each eye as 
16 well as distinct and sustained devia -- or distinct and 
17 sustained nystagmus at maximum deviation. 
18 Q. so that would be two clues in each eye for a 
19 total of four? 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. Yes. Four, yes. 
Q. And were you also present observing the 
defendant perform the walk and turn? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And describe your position relating to the 
defendant in this matter? 
30 
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1 A. I was stepping off -- I was standing off into 
2 the grass just a few feet away. 
3 Q. okay. And could you see the defendant's 
4 performance on that test? 
5 
6 
A. Yes, I could. 
Q. And from your vantage point could you tell, um, 
7 what clues, if any, were present on that examination? 
8 
9 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what did you observe during that 
10 observation? 
11 A. I observed three clues um, from -- from my 
12 vantage point from where I was standing. 
13 
14 
Q. And what clues were those? 
A. Those were uh, improper number of steps, he took 
15 ten steps instead of nine as instructed, uh, raised his 
16 arms, and completed an improper turn. 
17 Q. And you said from your vantage point. Did you 
18 have reason to believe there was other clues present? 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. No. 
Q. And later have you gone on to watch a video of 
that interaction? 
A. Yes, I have. 
Q. And when did you review that video? 
A. Just probably an hour and a half ago. 
Q. And did you view any other clues present 
31 
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1 
2 
3 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. -- based on that? And what was that? 
A. After the completion of the turn, um, he stepped 
4 off line on step one on his return nine steps. 
5 Q. And was that something that you didn't witness 
6 at the time due to your vantage point? 
7 A. correct. 
a Q. so based on your review of that video 
g performance, how many clues would you now say you saw? 
10 A. Four out of eight. 
11 Q. And did you have any face-to-face interaction 
12 with the defendant during that time period? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. And did you make any physical observations of 
15 the defendant? 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. And what were those? 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. I noticed a moderate odor of an alcoholic 
beverage emanating from his person. I noticed that his 
eyes were glassy and bloodshot and his face was slack in 
appearance. 
MS. MCCLINTON: I have no further questions. 
THE COURT: All right. Mr. Logsdon, cross-
examination? 
I/Ill 
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1 CROSS-EXAMINATION 
2 BY MR. LOGSDON : 
3 Q. Mr. Thompson, did you do a report ,n this case? 
4 A. I did not. 
5 Q. When you uh -- When your officers fill out these 
6 reports, you know ,n the section on the first page where 
7 it talks about responding officers? 
8 A. I'm sorry, can you say that again? 
9 Q. The section on the first page where it talks 
10 about responding officers. 
11 
12 
A. Yes. on the face page? Yes. 
Q. Yeah. What are you trained to place in that 
13 section? 
14 A. The officers that were involved 1n that 
15 particular case. or generally speaking, when they are on 
16 that case dispatch attaches them so it's already there, 
17 it's populated. 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
him. 
Q. I see. who's officer Robertson? 
A. officer Robertson's one of our canine handlers. 
Q. Did he arrive on scene in this case? 
A. Yes, he did. 
Q. Did you talk to him at all? 
A. No, I did not. I don't recall anyway talking to 
Q. Who called for the tow truck? 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
A. I'm not sure. 
Q. It wasn't you? 
A. I -- I don't believe so. 
Q. Did you -- Does your department have those 
s little fancy gizmo cameras? 
6 A. VIEVUs, yes, we have them. 
7 Q. You have VIEVUs? 
8 A. Yes, we do. 
9 Q. Did you have one that day? 
10 A. Yes. I believe so, yes. 
11 Q. Did you make a recording? 
12 A. Yes. If I had one, yes. It was -- It would 
13 have been on. 
14 Q. okay. And if you made a recording, you would 
1s have passed that along to so and so and it would have 
16 made its way to the prosecutor's (inaudible) ... 
17 A. Yeah. It would have been downloaded to the 
1a server, and where it goes from there I couldn't tell ya. 
19 Q. okay. Had officer Tetrault ever done one of 
201 these things prior to this incident? And by these things 
21 I'm referring to the standard operating -- or the 
22 standard uh, field sobriety test things. 
23 A. I believe this was either his first or second, 
24 so not very many. 
25 Q. Did you have any further interaction with my 
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1 client after the uh, field sobriety tests were over? 
2 A. Yes. I was with officer Tetrault the entire 
3 ti me. 
4 Q. so you guys went back -- Did you do the breath 
5 test at the KC PSB? 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
A. Yes. 
Q. And you were for that as well? 
A. Yes. 
MR. LOGSDON: All right. No further questions, 
Honor. 
THE COURT: All right. Redirect, Ms. Mcclinton? 
MS. MCCLINTON: Just briefly. 
REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
14 BY MS. MCCLINTON: 
your 
15 Q. since this time has officer Tetrault completed 
16 his FTO training with you? 
17 
18 
19 
20 I 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. He has. 
Q. Did he successfully complete that training? 
A. Yes, he did. 
MS. MCCLINTON: NO further questions. 
THE COURT: Mr. Logsdon? 
MR. LOGSDON: No questions, your Honor. 
THE COURT: All right. Thank you, sir. You may 
step down. Is he free to go about his duties? 
MS. MCCLINTON: Yes. 
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1 THE COURT: All right. 
2 MS. MCCLINTON: Thank you, officer. 
3 THE COURT: Mr. Logsdon? 
4 MR. LOGSDON: Yes. Yes, your Honor. 
5 THE COURT: All right. Thank you. 
6 MS. MCCLINTON: State calls officer Tetrault. 
7 THE COURT: All right. officer, come on forward if 
B you would, please, and when you get there between counsel 
9 table stop, raise your right hand and face Ms. clerk to 
10 be sworn. 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
EDWARD TETRAULT 
was called as a witness on behalf of the Plaintiff, 
having been duly sworn, testified as follows to-wit: 
THE COURT: Thank you. Please be seated. when 
you're comfortably seated the lawyers will have some 
questions for you. Ms. Mcclinton. 
MS. MCCLINTON: Thank you, your Honor. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION 
BY MS. MCCLINTON: 
Q. Good afternoon, officer, can you please state 
21 your first and last name and spell your last name for the 
22 record? 
23 
24 
25 
A. Edward Tetrault, T-e-t-r-a-u-1-t. 
Q. And are you currently employed? 
A. Yes, I am. 
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1 
2 
Q. How so? 
A. Patrol officer with the Post Falls Police 
3 Department. 
4 Q. And how long have you been employed 1n that 
5 capacity? 
6 
7 
A. It would be 01 April 2014. 
Q. And what training have you received to be a 
a patrol officer? 
9 A. In POST Academy. 
10 Q. And when did you complete POST Academy. 
11 A. November 2012. 
12 Q. November of 2012? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. Okay. And do you have training consisting 
15 or relating to conducting DUI investigations? 
16 
17 
18 
A. Yes, I do. 
Q. And when did you receive that training? 
A. During POST Academy. 
of --
19 Q. And can you generally describe for us what that 
201 consisted of? 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what was that? 
A. It's basically two days of the DUI training. 
one day, the first day is approximately eight hours of 
classroom studies, physical things, and the second day is 
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1 called a wet lab where we have individuals come in that 
2 have consumed alcohol and we perform the sobriety tests 
3 on 'em. 
4 Q. okay. And do you have to successfully complete 
s that part of POST Academy to graduate POST? 
6 A. Yes, both days. 
7 Q. And did you successfully complete both days of 
a that 
9 
10 
11 
12 
A. I did. 
Q. -- POST Academy? 
A. I did. 
Q. And during that um -- during that training 
13 relating to ours you said you were trained to conduct 
14 field sobriety tests, is that right? 
1s A. Yes. 
16 Q. And are you trained to look for any specific 
17 indicators um, for looking for someone to be under the 
1a influence of alcohol as well? 
19 A. Yes. Yes. 
20 Q. And what indicators might those be? 
21 
22 
23 
24 
A. Just the three standardized tests, which is the 
HGN, horizontal gaze nystagmus, one-leg stand and the 
walk and turn. 
Q. Are there any other physical observations that 
25 you're trained to look for? 
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1 
2 
3 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what are those? 
A. Glassy, bloodshot eyes, slack appearance in the 
4 face, and the odor of an alcoholic beverage emanating 
s from their person. 
6 Q. okay. And sir, are you qualified to administer 
7 a field sobriety test? 
a A. Yes. 
g Q. And during your career at Post Falls at this 
10 point, have you investigated DUIS in that capacity? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. And have you conducted field sobriety tests 1n 
13 that capacity as well? 
14 A. Yes. 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Q. Approximately how many times do you think you've 
conducted field sobriety tests with POST and your 
practical experience? 
A. With POST and during patrol approximately maybe 
20 times. 
Q. okay. And approximately how many DUIS have you 
21 investigated? 
22 A. Approximately six. 
23 
24 
25 
Q. And out of all those DUI investigations that you 
have conducted, have you always arrested someone for DUI? 
A. I have not. 
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1 
2 
Q. And why is that? 
A. Their performance and evaluation um, leads me to 
3 believe they're not under the influence. 
4 Q. okay. Now, you started to go into this, about 
5 the field sobriety tests that you conduct. You indicated 
6 that there's three, is that right? 
7 
8 
A. Yes. 
Q. okay. And those three tests, 1s that what you 
g were trained on in the POST Academy to conduct? 
10 
11 
A. Yes. 
Q. okay. And do you always give those tests during 
12 a standard DUI investigation? 
13 
14 
A. Yes. 
Q. And overall, what are you trained to look for 
15 during those evaluations? 
16 A. Just their -- the way they physically do the 
17 evaluations. 
18 Q. And before beginning those examinations are you 
19 trained to ask certain questions of that individual? 
20 
21 
22 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what questions are those? 
A. Basically, it's a series of um, health and 
23 welfare questions, their physical ability to perform the 
24 
25 
evaluations. 
Q. so you're trying to ensure that they're able to 
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1 physically perform the tests? 
2 
3 
A. Yes, that's correct. 
Q. okay. Now, turning to the incident here in 
4 question, were you on duty on May 9th of 2014 around 
5 11:40 p.m.? 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
A. I was. 
Q. And were you on duty with anyone else? 
A. Yes. 
Q. who was that? 
A. officer Thompson, officer Chapman, and a few 
11 other patrol officers. 
12 Q. And you were in the field training part of your 
13 um, evaluation, is that right? 
14 
15 
A. Yes, around the first phase. 
Q. First phase, okay. And who was your training 
16 officer? 
17 
18 
A. officer Thompson. 
Q. okay. And around 11:40 p.m. on May 9th, were you 
19 contacted by officer Chapman to respond to a traffic 
20 stop? 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. Yes. 
Q. okay. And did you respond to that location? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what location was that? 
A. Poleline and Idaho, Post Falls. 
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1 Q. And what occurred when you arrived on scene? 
2 A. So basically made contact with officer Chapman. 
3 He gave his reason for the stop, um, and then he advised 
4 me that the driver um, smelled like he had alcohol 
5 emanating from his person. 
6 MR. LOGSDON: Your Honor, I'm gonna object. 
7 Hearsay. 
8 MS. MCCLINTON: Just being offered for what he knew 
g at that ti me. 
10 THE COURT: All right. I'll receive it only for the 
11 probable cause consideration of the officer performing 
12 subsequent actions, not for their truth. Go ahead. 
13 
14 
Q. You can continue and answer that question. 
A. okay. Yeah, so just basically showed up there 
15 and officer Chapman gave his reason for the stop, for the 
16 mud flaps and right height. He told me that he could 
17 smell a slight odor of alcohol emanating from the 
18 driver's person while he was sitting in the driver's 
19 seat. 
20 I Q. And did you contact the driver of that I • - , - ,..., ven1c1e! 
21 A. I did. 
22 Q. And where was the driver located at the time 
23 that you contacted him? 
24 A. In the driver's seat. 
25 Q. was there anyone else located in the vehicle? 
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1 A. No. 
2 Q. And did you make any observations when you 
3 contacted the driver at that time? 
4 A. Just a slight odor of alcohol. His eyes were 
5 slightly bloodshot and glassy. 
6 Q. okay. And what occurred after you made those 
7 observations? 
8 A. I asked the driver, Mr. svelmoe, to exit the 
g vehicle. 
10 Q. And just let's back up a little bit. How did 
11 you identify the driver of the vehicle? 
12 A. 
13 Q. 
14 A. 
15 Q. 
Just verbally. 
And he identified himseif as whom? 
Troy svelmoe. 
And is he present in the courtroom? 
16 A. Yes. He's sitting to my left wearing a blue um, 
17 shirt. 
18 Q. And had you had any prior experience with the 
19 defendant? 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 you 
25 
A. Yes. 
Q. And when did that come or --
MR. LOGSDON: objection. Relevance. 
THE COURT: well, let's find out. Ms. Mcclinton, 
have an offer of proof as to the relevance of this? 
MS. MCCLINTON: Judge, I believe it was just a 
43 
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1 couple hours prior to this incident. And he made some 
2 physical observations at that time; to see if they were 
3 consistent with what he later saw. 
4 THE COURT: All right. I'll overrule it 
5 preliminarily. Feel free to raise additional objections, 
6 Mr. Logsdon. 
7 MR. LOGSDON: Thank you, your Honor. 
a Q. You indicated that you had a prior experience 
9 with the defendant. when did that occur? 
10 A. It was on 5/09/2014, approximately two hours 
11 prior to the traffic stop. 
12 Q. And where had you contacted him at that point? 
13 A. It was at his residence um, off Idaho. I can't 
14 recall the exact address. 
15 Q. And did you actually speak to him at that time? 
16 A. I did. 
17 Q. And at that time that you spoke to him, did you 
18 make any physical observations of him at that time? 
19 A. Just a slight odor of alcohol coming from his 
20 person. His eyes were at that time still glassy and 
21 bloodshot. 
22 Q. okay. Now, when you contacted him about two 
23 hours later, um, were those observations that you had 
24 made, were they similar, were they different? 
25 A. Quite similar. 
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1 Q. Okay. Similar odor of alcohol coming from his 
2 person? 
3 A. Yeah, approximately. Maybe -- when I contacted 
4 him on the traffic stop it was more of a moderate I would 
5 say of a 1 coho 1 . 
6 Q. As compared to what that you had smelled 
7 earlier? 
8 
9 
A. Previously, a couple hours prior. 
Q. And I'm sorry, I guess what I'm getting at is 
10 compared to what strength of the odor when you contacted 
11 him previously. 
12 A. It was slight when I first contacted him at his 
13 house, then at the traffic stop 1t was more moderate I 
14 would say. 
15 Q. Thank you for the clarification. so what 
16 occurred then after you made those observations at the 
17 traffic stop? 
18 A. Okay. so I asked Mr. Svelmoe to exit his 
19 vehicle, which he was cooperative. At that point I 
20 conducted FSTs after I asked him um, the series of 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
questions. 
Q. Now, when he exited the vehicle, could you still 
smell that odor of alcohol coming from his person at that 
time? 
A. Yes. 
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1 Q. And was it the same in strength as you 
2 originally testified to? 
3 
4 
A. Yes. 
Q. okay. Did you ask him at that time if he had 
5 been drinking? 
6 A. I did. when I went through the series of 
7 questions of his health, um, and physicalness, I asked 
a him if he had anything to drink alcohol-wise. 
9 
10 
Q. And what was his response? 
A. He had two beers uh, I believe it was eight 
11 hours prior is what he told me. 
12 Q. Okay. And what questions did you actually ask 
13 him prior to conducting the field sobriety tests? 
14 A. If he had taken any prescription medications, if 
15 he was diabetic, if he was being seen by a doctor, and if 
16 I should be worried about any other physical um, issues 
17 that would um --
18 Q. Did he give you any reason to believe based on 
19 his responses that he would not be able to perform the 
20 field sobriety tests? 
21 
22 
A. No. 
Q. And did he in fact complete the field sobriety 
23 tests that you asked him to complete? 
24 
25 
A. Yes. Yes. 
Q. okay. And what was the first test that you 
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1 administered? 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
A. HGN. 
Q. And were you able to properly conduct the HGN? 
A. No. 
Q. And why was that? 
A. Because I was holding my flashlight improperly, 
7 so I could not see his eyes. 
8 Q. okay. so at that point did you have your field 
g training officer conduct the HGN again? 
10 
11 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. okay. And maybe let me back up just a minute 
12 here. The area where you conducted the field sobriety 
13 tests, can you describe that area? 
14 A. It was a level um, pavement, straight pavement. 
15 The lights were on on the street. It was dark but the 
16 lights were on, so. 
17 
18 
Q. Okay. 
A. And it was dry. 
19 Q. so after you conducted the HGN, what test did 
201 you next conduct? 
A. The walk and turn. 21 
22 Q. And describe for us what you look for on the 
23 walk and turn examination. 
24 
25 
A. The clues? 
Q. Yes. 
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A. Okay. so there's eight clues. You need two out 
2 of eight to fail. The first one would be starts too 
3 soon, stops too soon, um, can't remain balance during the 
4 instructional phase, raises arms approximately I believe 
5 six inches from his side, um, improper turn, wrong number 
6 of steps, doesn't count out long uh -- long enough, and 
7 um -- and steps off line. 
8 Q. Okay. And describe the instructions that you 
g gave to the defendant in this case. 
10 A. okay. so basically I instruct the defendant to 
11 um, stand with his left foot on an imaginary line from 
12 his feet and we just say to our patrol car on a straight 
13 line. At that point I tell him to put his right foot in 
14 front of his left foot touching heel to toe, and put your 
15 arms to your side. I let the individual know to remain 
16 in that position until the instructions is completed and 
17 don't start until I tell you to. 
18 Q. And did the defendant in this case appear to 
19 understand your instructions? 
20 A. Yes. 
21 Q. And did he complete that evaluation? 
22 A. Yes, he did. 
23 Q. And how did he perform on that evaluation? 
24 A. He failed. 
25 Q. And specifically what clues were present? 
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1 A. Four of the eight clues were present, um, which 
2 was improper turn, he stepped off line, um, wrong number 
3 of steps, and he raised his arms. 
4 Q. okay. what occurred after you administered the 
5 walk and turn? 
6 A. okay, uh, the third evaluation 1s a one-leg 
7 stand. 
8 Q. can you explain for us what you're looking for, 
g the clues you're looking for on the one-leg stand? 
10 
11 
A. Yes. 
A. In the one-leg stand there's four clues. The 
12 first clue is hops, sways, puts the foot down, and does 
13 not count out 1 oud. 
14 Q. And what instructions did you give to the 
15 defendant in this particular case? 
16 A. I told the defendant to put his feet together, 
17 hands to his side and remain in that position until I've 
18 finished the instructions, which he understood. 
19 
20 I 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Q. And how did he perform on that examination? 
A. He got zero clues out of the four. 
Q. so he 
A. so he did pass. 
Q. passed that test? 
A. Yes, he did. 
Q. okay. At that time, based upon the performance 
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1 on the field sobriety tests, did you feel like it would 
2 be a good idea for the defendant to drive home that 
3 night? 
4 
5 
6 
A. I did not. 
Q. And why was that? 
A. By the way he completed his evaluations I felt 
7 that he was under the influence. 
8 
9 
Q. okay. so at that point what did you then do? 
A. I advised Mr. svelmoe that he was under the 
10 arrest for DUI. 
11 Q. okay. And what'd you do after you advised him 
12 that he was under arrest? 
13 A. I searched his person, then placed him in my 
14 patrol car and transported him to jail. 
15 Q. Okay. And what'd you do after you arrived at 
16 the jail? 
17 A. Started the ALS form after he was searched. At 
18 that point did the 15 -- I started the Intoxilyzer 5000, 
19 then I conducted the 15-minute observation period. 
20 Q. okay. so first of all you indicated something 
21 about the ALS advisory. what -- what were you saying 
22 
23 
about that? 
A. so it's -- it's a form, it's an ALS form, um, 
24 and it's mandated that we read it or play it from a 
25 cassette, and I read it to him. 
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1 Q. okay. You read that ALS advisory form to the 
2 defendant? 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
A. I did. 
Q. And that took place at the jail? 
A. It did. 
Q. okay. And you indicated that you started the 
15-minute waiting period, is that right? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And describe for us what the 15-minute waiting 
10 period consists of. 
11 A. so you start the 15-minute waiting period. Um, 
12 you check the defendant's mouth for any foreign objects, 
13 anything like that. You instruct them not to burp, 
14 belch, or throw up during this time. During the 15-
15 minute waiting period you keep eyes on at all times. 
16 Q. And you conduct the 15-minute waiting period in 
11 anticipation of taking a breath sample, is that right? 
18 
19 
A. Yes. 
Q. okay. And is it part of your duties as a Post 
20 Falls officer to conduct breath tests? 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. Yes. 
Q. okay. And how -- Do you use an instrument to 
condruct 
A. Yes. 
Q. -- conduct the breath test? 
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1 
2 
A. Yes. 
Q. okay. And are you trained on certain 
3 instruments to do so? 
4 
5 
6 
7 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what instruments are those? 
A. Intoxilyzer 5000. 
Q. And when did you receive the training to conduct 
a breath tests on the Intox? 
9 A. During POST. 
10 Q. During POST Academy? 
11 A. Yes. 
12 Q. And did you successfully pass that training? 
13 A. Yes. 
14 Q. And did that make you a certified operator of 
15 that instrument? 
16 
17 
A. Yes. 
Q. And is there anything that shows that you're a 
18 certified operator of the instrument? 
19 
20 
21 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. 
MS. MCCLINTON: Your Honor, if I may approach, I'm 
22 handing defense counsel State's 1. May I approach? 
23 
24 
25 
THE COURT: You may. 
MS. MCCLINTON: Thank you. Handing the officer 
State's Exhibit 1. 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Q. officer, do you recognize that document? 
A. I do. 
Q. How do you recognize what's on that? 
A. By my name. 
Q. And what is it of? 
A. The Idaho State Forensics services, certified as 
7 an operator to conduct breath alcohol --
8 MR. LOGSDON: Your Honor, I'm gonna object and move 
g to strike. He's just reading the document into the 
10 record. It hasn't been admitted. 
11 
12 
THE COURT: sustained. Ms. Mcclinton? 
Q. If you could just recognize what that 1s and not 
13 read off the document. 
14 
15 
A. It's my Intoxilyzer 5000 certification card. 
Q. And is that what you were given when you passed 
16 the Intox 5000 training? 
17 
18 
A. Yes. 
MS. MCCLINTON: Your Honor, I'd move to admit 
19 State's 1. 
20 
21 
THE COURT: Objection, if any? 
MR. LOGSDON: Your Honor, he had testified that 
22 that's what they gave him. It appears to me to be a 
23 piece of paper with uh, photocopies on it. I don't think 
24 that his testimony matches what that document actually 
25 is. I think that the foundation is improper, so I would 
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1 object on those grounds. 
2 THE COURT: All right. overruled. It appears to be 
3 a photocopy of said o ri gi na l document. 
4 MS. MCCLINTON: And, Judge, I would just note for 
5 the record there's two CPR certifications on there. I 
6 don't intend on introducing any evidence of that, so 
7 THE COURT: His basic first aid or CPR card we're 
s not -- A 11 right. 
9 MS. MCCLINTON: Correct. so the court can disregard 
1 o if he would like. 
11 THE COURT: l's been received. or at least a 
12 portion of 1 relevant to today's hearing has been 
13 received. 
14 
15 
16 
MS. MCCLINTON: Thank you, your Honor. 
(Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 1 - Admitted) 
Q. Officer, was that um, certification for 
17 operating the Intox 5000, was that current back on May 9~ 
18 of 20147 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. Yes. 
THE COURT: All right. Before we proceed any 
further, let's be in recess briefly. If you can make 
sure -- You have your other exhibits premarked with 
Ms. clerk? 
MS. MCCLINTON: I do. 
THE COURT: All right, great. 
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1 MS. MCCLINTON: Oh. Well, they're all marked on my 
2 end, but I can have 
3 THE COURT: All right. We'll -- we'll be in recess 
4 briefly. And if you wanna approach Ms. clerk and make 
5 sure you have any documents premarked and (off record) ... 
6 
7 
(Recess) 
THE COURT: (off record) ... on the record. 
a 14-18684. Officer Tetrault, you remain under oath. 
g Ms. Mcclinton, we interrupted your direct examination. 
10 Please proceed. 
11 
12 
MS. MCCLINTON: Thank you. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION (cont'd) 
13 BY MS. MCCLINTON: 
14 Q. we just admitted your certificate um, for the 
15 Intox 5000 certificate, officer. so um, in going back to 
16 this case here, did you take breath samples from the 
17 defendant? 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
so? 
that 
A. Yes. 
Q. okay. And what instrument did you utilize to do 
A. Intoxilyzer 5000. 
Q. And do you recall the number of that instrument 
you used? 
A. I would have to look at my documentation. 
Q. would that refresh your recollection to do so? 
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1 
2 
A. Yes. 
MS. MCCLINTON: Your Honor, at this time I'd request 
3 permission for the witness to refresh his recollection by 
4 referring to his police report. 
5 THE COURT: You may do so. Review it. when you're 
6 done reviewing it turn it face down and then 
7 Ms. Mcclinton will have further questions for you. 
8 
9 
10 
11 
THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. 
Q. what number was that? 
A. 68013328. 
Q. Thank you. And just to clarify, that's the 
12 instrument that you're certified to operate, is that 
13 right? 
14 
15 
A. Yes. 
Q. okay. And have you had practical experience 
16 operating that instrument? 
17 
18 
19 us? 
20 
A. Yes. 
Q. can you describe that practical experience for 
A. During my class in POST Academy to get 
21 certified. 
22 Q. And have you also utilized that instrument on 
23 your day-to-day operations as a um, officer? 
24 
25 
A. Yes. 
Q. okay. Approximately how many times do you think 
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1 you've utilized that instrument? 
2 A. Including training I would say less then ten 
3 times. 
4 Q. okay. And you previously testified the -- the 
5 standard procedure before you take a breath sample, is 
6 that right, with a 15-minute waiting period? 
7 
8 
A. Yes. 
Q. okay. Did you follow that 15-minute waiting 
g period in this particular case? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. okay. And during that 15-minute waiting period 
12 did you at any time observe the defendant belch, burp, or 
13 vomit as you indicated you look for? 
14 A. NO. 
15 Q. Did you indicate um, the defendant eat or drink 
16 anything? 
17 
18 
A. NO. 
Q. And did you closely observe him during that 
19 15-minute time period? 
20 
21 
A. Yes. Yes. 
Q. okay. And just to back up a little bit, before 
22 you started that 15-minute waiting period did you check 
23 the defendant's mouth? 
24 
25 
A. I did. 
Q. And did you find any substance in there? 
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1 
2 
3 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. 
MS. MCCLINTON: Your Honor, at this time I would 
4 move to admit State's Exhibit 2. I have shown this to 
5 defense counsel. Move to admit it as self-
6 authenticating. 
7 
8 
THE COURT: Any objection to 2, Mr. Logsdon? 
MR. LOGSDON: It's hearsay. It's uh -- appears to 
g be sworn statements outside of the court. And that front 
10 page, I believe that violates the confrontation clause to 
11 the extent that it applies to preliminary hearings under 
12 uh, Title 19, I can't recall the actual statute at the 
13 moment, um, and I would object to the relevance at this 
14 point. Thank you, your Honor. 
15 THE COURT: All right. Are you submitting this for 
16 calibration purposes or for the purposes of the test 
17 results? 
18 MS. MCCLINTON: Judge, I'm submitting it for the 
19 purposes of the instrument's certification, the 
20 calibration certification, and the um, lot solution 
21 certification. 
22 THE COURT: All right. But not the specific test 
23 results. 
24 MS. MCCLINTON: That's correct. Not at this time. 
25 THE COURT: okay. All right. 2 will be received 
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1 for uh, that limited purpose of calibration and/or 
2 compliance. It also includes uh, the various the .20 
3 and .08 as well as the written logbook itself as well as 
4 the certification for the instrument, the calibration 
s certification, et cetera. 
6 of course as part of the logbook it includes an 
7 entry here I think on page 3 for Mr. svelmoe's actual 
s subject test results, but we're not admitting it for that 
g purpose at this time. so 2 will be admitted as self-
10 authenticating as uh, business records related to the 
11 calibration and maintenance of the instrument in 
12 question. 
13 
14 
15 
16 
(Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 2 - Admitted) 
THE COURT: Go ahead. 
MS. MCCLINTON: Thank you, your Honor. 
Q. Describe for us how you used that instrument 
17 with the serial number 68013328, how you used that to 
18 take a breath sample from the defendant. 
19 A. so you hit the start button and it goes through 
20 its own self-diagnostic test and uh, does all of its 
21 checks itself. 
22 Q. And how do you ensure that that instrument is 
23 properly functioning? 
24 A. As long as the readings come back normal and 
25 yeah, as long as the readings come back normal on it. 
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1 Q. And how do you know that the readings come back 
2 normal? Do you receive some sort of verification of 
3 that? 
4 A. Yes. It does a zero check, um, it shows all 
5 zeros if there's no alcohol present, and it did show 
6 that. 
7 Q. It did show that in this case? 
8 A. Yeah. 
9 Q. okay. 
10 A. It's a calibration check. 
11 Q. okay. And describe how the instrument goes 
12 through the calibration check. 
13 A. um, just starts itself, and then it um, sucks in 
14 its own air and tests for the um -- if there's any 
1s alcohol in the tube. 
16 
11 that? 
18 
Q. And is there a lot solution that's used for 
A. Yes. 
19 Q. And in this particular case are you aware of 
201 what lot solution was used? 
21 A. I believe it was 013 -- I'd have to look at my 
22 paper if that's okay. 
23 Q. would that refresh your recollection to do so? 
24 A. Yes. 
25 MS. MCCLINTON: Your Honor, may the witness have 
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1 permission to do so? 
2 
3 
4 
THE COURT: He may. 
MS. MCCLINTON: Thank you. 
THE COURT: Again, review any documents you need to 
5 silently to yourself and turn it back face down and 
6 Ms. Mcclinton will ask you questions. 
7 
8 
9 
10 
THE WITNESS: okay. 
Q. And what was that? 
A. 13803. 
Q. okay. And when you were actually conducting 
11 that test, how do you know that that's the lot solution 
12 that's being used? 
13 
14 
A. 'Cause you -- It's under its own logbook. 
Q. And describe that logbook for us. what's 
15 contained on that? 
16 A. My name, the defendant's name, his date of 
17 birth, and Intoxilyzer serial number. 
18 Q. And is this the actual logbook that you fill out 
19 yourself? 
20 
21 
A. Yes, it i s. 
Q. okay. And that logbook, 1s that located at the 
22 sheriff's department? 
23 
24 
A. It is. 
Q. okay. And so that's where you fill in that 
25 information when you are going through a breath sample? 
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A. Yes. 
2 Q. Is that right? okay. And when you take a 
3 breath sample in this case, um, in this particular 
4 matter, what information do you have to input into the 
5 machine? 
6 A. so you enter my name, the officer's name, the 
7 defendant's name, date of birth, and the --- your 
a agency' s number. 
9 Q. Do you also input the date of the time you take 
10 the breath sample? 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. Yes. 
MR. LOGSDON: Your Honor, I'm gonna object to 
leading. 
THE COURT: overrule. 
Q. And in this particular case did you input all of 
that information? 
A. I did. 
Q. And how did you obtain the defendant's date of 
birth? 
A. 
Q. 
inputted 
A. 
Q. 
off his license, um, off the paperwork I had. 
okay. so that was the date of birth that you 
into the Intox machine? 
Yes. 
okay. And did you successfully obtain two 
breath samples from the defendant? 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what were the results of those samples? 
A. The first one was .108, and the second one was 
.106. 
Q. Okay. And is there a printout of that 
information? 
A. Yes. 
MS. MCCLINTON: Your Honor, if may I may approach 
g and hand the witness what's been marked as State's 
10 Exhibit 37 
11 
12 
THE COURT: And you've shown that to Mr. Logsdon? 
MS. MCCLINTON: I have shown it to him but I'm 
13 showing it to him again. 
14 THE COURT: All right. You may approach. 
15 MS. MCCLINTON: Thank you. 
16 Q. officer, do you recognize that document? 
17 A. Yes. 
18 Q. How do you recognize that document? 
19 A. It's of the print off from the Intoxilyzer 5000. 
20 I also recognize it by the defendantjs name, Troy 
21 svelmoe, along with my name. 
22 Q. And is that specifically relating to May 91:h --
23 A. Yes, it is. 
24 Q. -- 2014? 
25 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. And this incident happened around 11:40. Did 
2 you take the breath sample on May 9th or was it May 1oth7 
3 
4 
5 then? 
6 
7 
A. It was May 10th. 
Q. okay. so does that actually relate to May 10th 
A. Yes. It says 5/10/2014. 
MS. MCCLINTON: Your Honor, I'd move to admit 
8 State's Exhibit. 
9 
10 
THE COURT: Any objection, Mr. Logsdon? 
MR. LOGSDON: Your Honor, I would object as to the 
11 foundation that's been laid at this point. It's It 
12 doesn't sound like the trooper necessarily understands 
13 what the uh, machine is doing. He's just pressing 
14 buttons and then walking through a sort of standard 
15 operating procedure that was adopted by somebody at some 
16 point. But I don't think he's been qualified as an 
17 expert and I don't think that he can -- that he has laid 
18 enough foundation at this point for the court to be able 
19 to find the results from the breath test to be 
20 trustworthy. 
21 THE COURT: All right. Your objection's noted, 
22 overruled, 3 is received. 
23 (Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 3 - Admitted) 
24 THE COURT: But frankly, to some extent it's 
25 cumulative. The court's already heard the results. 
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1 MS. MCCLINTON: And I'm not sure if there's going to 
2 be objections to Exhibits 4 and 5, but if defense counsel 
3 could let me know and I'll avoid asking (inaudible) ... 
4 questions. 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
MR. LOGSDON: objection. 
MS. MCCLINTON: objection? okay. Thank you. 
Q. You indicated that you obtained some information 
from the defendant in this case. Besides the defendant's 
name and date of birth, what other information did you 
obtain from him? 
A. His prior driving history. 
Q. Did you obtain other information from the 
13 defendant? 
14 
15 
16 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what was that? Did you issue 
A. As -- As far as his driving record? Is that 
17 what you 
18 Q. well, let me back up. I'll rephrase. so did 
19 you um, perform -- or did you complete a booking sheet 
201 for the defendant in this case? 
21 
22 
A. Yes. 
Q. what sort of information did you have to put 
23 down on the booking sheet? 
24 A. All his personal information. Name, date of 
25 birth, address, um, his description, his physical 
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1 descriptions. 
2 Q. Okay. So that was all information that you 
3 obtained? 
4 
5 
A. Yes. 
Q. okay. Handing you -- Your Honor, if I may 
6 approach and hand the witness State's 4 and 5? I have 
7 showed them to defense counsel. 
8 
9 
10 
THE COURT: Certainly. 
MS. MCCLINTON: Thank you. 
Q. Starting with State's 4, do you recognize any 
11 identifying information on that document? 
12 
13 
14 
A. Yes. 
Q. And what information do you recognize? 
A. I recognize defendant's name, Troy svelmoe, his 
15 date of birth, um, his physical descriptions --
16 MR. LOGSDON: Your Honor, I'm gonna object. He's 
17 not -- He's basically reading off the document. And I 
1a recognize that the -- we're not supposed to say non-
19 responsive, but I don't think this is actually what he is 
20 being asked. 
21 THE COURT: All right. overruled. And what else do 
22 you recognize on that document? 
23 THE WITNESS: On this one, like I said, physical 
24 descriptions, date of birth, his name, address. 
25 Q. And how do you recognize that information? what 
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1 does it relate to? 
2 
3 
A. um --
Q. Not -- Not the document, but does that 
4 information relate to the information you obtained on 
5 this arrest? 
6 
7 
8 
A. Yes. 
Q. okay. And looking to the State's next exhibit 
I'm losing track, I think it was 5 -- what information 
9 do you recognize, if any, on that document? 
10 A. First page I recognize defendant's name, Troy 
11 svelmoe. second page I recognize his date of birth, his 
12 address. 
13 MR. LOGSDON: Same objection as before, your Honor. 
14 THE COURT: All right. It's overruled. It's -- I 
15 presume it's foundational to link these documents as 
16 prior convictions to Mr. svelmoe based on the present 
17 information that was gained by this officer as part of 
1a this stop. Am I understanding that correctly? 
19 MS. MCCLINTON: Yes, Judge. 
20 THE COURT: All right. so I;ll receive it only for 
21 foundational purposes. 
22 admitted. overruled. 
The document itself is not yet 
Go ahead. 
23 Q. And does that information relate to the 
24 information you obtained from the defendant on this case, 
25 May 9th, 2014? 
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1 
2 
A. Yes. 
MS. MCCLINTON: Your Honor, I'd move to admit 
3 state's 5 and 6 as self-authenticating. 
4 
5 
6 
THE COURT: Well, perhaps 4 and 5? 
MS. MCCLINTON: I'm sorry. 
THE COURT: I'm not sure. Let me just 
7 double-check --
8 
9 
MS. MCCLINTON: I'm losing track. 
THE COURT: what we have here. 4 and 5, all 
10 right. Mr. Logsdon, you've seen 4 and 5? 
11 
12 
MR. LOGSDON: I have, your Honor. 
THE COURT: Do you have any objection to the 
13 admission of 4? Let's do one at a time. 
14 MR. LOGSDON: I would object on relevance grounds 
15 per State v. Schall. The State doesn't have to introduce 
16 any of this information. 
17 
18 
THE COURT: I'm sorry, what are you saying? 
MR. LOGSDON: Idaho supreme court cited yesterday 
19 uh, the State v. Schall opinion, and stated that the 
20 State no longer needs to introduce any evidence of prior 
21 convictions in cases such as this one because the prior 
22 convictions are nothing more than an enhancement, a 
23 charging enhancement, and that therefore none of this 
24 evidence is necessary at a preliminary hearing. 
25 THE COURT: All right. Do you believe that 
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1 decision's become final? 
2 MR. LOGSDON: You're probably right there, your 
3 Honor. 
4 
5 
6 
7 
THE COURT: well, I I don't know. I --
MR. LOGSDON: It -- It came out yesterday. 
THE COURT: I reviewed it myself. I --
MR. LOGSDON: They're probably not -- It's probably 
a not final for another 15 days or so. 
9 THE COURT: I didn't realize Schall was actually 
10 out. when I went this morning to relook at wolf, the 
11 blood draw case, I said, oh, look, there's a new opinion 
12 out and saw that, but I -- what I didn't check was 
13 whether or not that was a final decision. so that's why 
14 I asked. I wasn't being coy. I just -- I personally 
15 don't know is that -- was that a final decision to your 
16 knowledge or is it still subject to reconsideration? 
17 MR. LOGSDON: I -- I believe it would -- I believe 
1a all of those opinions would be subject to reconsideration 
19 at this point, your Honor. 
20 THE COURT: All right. well, other than your 
21 helpful comment that perhaps the state doesn't have the 
22 burden of doing this, do you have any additional uh, 
23 objection? 
24 
25 
MR. LOGSDON: well, with the --
THE COURT: 'Cause I'll be honest. I'm concerned 
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1 with that. I -- I still -- I still believe there has to 
2 be some at least some minimal showing that there is a 
3 that there are two prior uh, convictions. If that's 
4 the theory of a felony DUI um, there has to be some 
s showing of it. And -- And it has to be at least uh, 
6 reasonably linked to the motorist/defendant um, because 
7 how else can the uh, court determine if they're 
a substantially conforming convictions, et cetera. so 
9 Schall is what it is, but it's not become final yet, so I 
10 -- I think it's just good practice to go forward with 
11 this. 
12 Do you have any -- Do you have any additional 
13 objection to 4 or 5, Mr. Logsdon? 
14 
15 
MR. LOGSDON: No, your Honor. 
THE COURT: All right. All right. well, the 
16 officer indicated the date of birth, description, name, 
17 et cetera, uh, matches the present defendant in 4; that 
18 appears to be the case. 
19 And then 5 itself, and the reason why, 4 is it's a 
20 little bit more moment because it's a -- it's an out-of-
21 state DUI conviction apparently from uh, Washington. The 
22 first page is a citation. The second page is a judgment 
23 and sentence which says DUI and then "G", apparently for 
24 guilty, fine suspended, days suspended, credit for time 
25 serviced, uh, and then other probationary terms 
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1 apparently from a Judge walker in Spokane county. 
2 Apparently also contains a statement of defendant on plea 
3 of guilty, waiver of rights, et cetera. These appear to 
4 be certified copies that are stamped uh, as certified, 
5 correct copies of the original. Also a Spokane county 
6 District court invoice for their preparation as well as a 
7 Spokane County Records clerk, uh, certified copy 
a regarding DUI conviction under this case number, C593437, 
g Spokane county. 
10 so I'll receive 4 as being appropriately certified 
11 and therefore authenticated. And then also sufficiently 
12 related to Mr. svelmoe to be evidence of a prior DUI 
13 conviction. 
14 
15 
(Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 4 - Admitted) 
And then on 5 it appears to be a local DUI initially 
16 charged as a second offense and appears to be a plea of 
17 guilty second offense 2/18 of 2014. Judgment and 
1a sentence by Judge Wayman. Again, Troy M. svelmoe, date 
19 of birth is the same date of birth as in the Spokane 
20 county matter in uh, Exhibit 4. Also contains a rights 
21 advisory form. Also appears to be certified. so I'll 
22 admit 5 as sufficient evidence of a prior DUI conviction 
23 from here in Idaho and it's sufficiently related uh, to 
24 Mr. svelmoe for purposes of preliminary hearing. 
25 (Plailntiff's Exhibit No. 5 - Admitted) 
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1 
2 
Anything further, Ms. Mcclinton? 
MS. MCCLINTON: Judge, in an abundance of caution 
3 given the new supreme court decision, I would ask the 
4 court to take judicial notice of State's Exhibit 6 if I 
5 may approach . 
6 THE COURT: All right. That is uh, the revised code 
7 of Washington uh, 46.61.504, which is their physical 
a control/DUI statute. I believe there are prior either 
g District court and/or court of Appeals or supreme court 
10 decisions finding Washington's statute, while not 
11 identical, is a substantially conforming statute. 
12 Do you have any objection to the court receiving 6, 
13 Mr. Logsdon? 
14 MR. LOGSDON: No, your Honor. I can't object to the 
15 court taking judicial notice of it anyway. 
16 THE COURT: All right. well, I mean it's just a 
17 westlaw printout. I'm not sure that I'm required to take 
18 judicial notice of a westlaw printout. But you don't 
19 seem to have any legitimate uh, reason to believe 
20 MR. LOGSDON: I don't think that the 
21 THE COURT: -- that this is not --
22 MR. LOGSDON: Not the actual law --
23 THE COURT: -- the law of the state of --
24 MR. LOGSDON: -- no, your Honor. 
25 THE COURT: -- of -- of Ida -- of, excuse me, of 
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1 Washington? so I will take judicial notice of it. I 
2 don't expect you to necessarily adopt the court's 
3 commentary regarding whether or not it's a substantially 
4 conforming statue and that'll be subject to someone 
5 else's decision, but. 
6 
7 
Anything further, Ms. Mcclinton? 
MS. MCCLINTON: I have no further questions for this 
a witness. 
9 
10 
THE COURT: cross-examination, Mr. Logsdon? 
CROSS-EXAMINATION 
11 BY MR. LOGSDON : 
12 Q. officer, when you did the stop in this case uh, 
13 do you know how many times approximately you'd -- you'd 
14 stopped a vehicle and -- and been part of a traffic stop? 
15 
16 
17 
18 
A. Just a regular traffic stop or a DUI? 
Q. Yeah, just a regular one. 
A. Yeah. I would say maybe a handful. 
Q. can you give me a little better on a number 
19 there? 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
A. I'd say less than ten. I -- I believe --
Q. Less than ten. 
A. -- was in my first week of trainings. 
Q. okay. And how many DUI stops had you done? 
MS. MCCLINTON: objection. Asked and answered. 
THE COURT: well, you asked it. Mr. Logsdon can 
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1 take a shot at it. 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
A. Prior to Mr. svelmoe? 
Q. Yeah. 
A. I believe one. 
Q. okay. so this was the second one you'd done? 
A. Poss i b 1 y . 
Q. And was this the first time that you'd been the 
8 one to do the field sobriety testing or did you do it on 
9 the past one too? 
10 
11 
12 
A. I was the -- I believe that was my second one. 
Q. You think it's the second time you did it? 
A. Physically done, yeah. I can't exactly 
13 remember. It's been --
14 Q. okay. 
15 A. -- seven months about, approximately, so. 
16 Q. sure. was it the first one that you did? 
17 A. I can't recall. 
18 Q. First one that you did at night? 
19 A. I can't recall. 
20 Q. You don't remember the first time you ever did 
21 field sobriety testing? 
22 A. I --
23 Q. Not burned in your memory, huh? 
24 A. No, it's not. 
25 Q. All right. In this case you've testified that 
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1 you had a flashlight during the HGN, is that correct? 
2 
3 
A. Yes, I did. 
Q. And you were using that as the stimulus, is that 
4 correct? 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 pen. 
11 
12 
13 
A. No. 
Q. No. what were you using as a stimulus? 
A. It was either my pen or fingertip. 
Q. You don't know. 
A. To my best recollection I believe it was the 
Q. okay. 
A. I usually always use the pen. 
Q. so you have a flashlight. Now, you're saying 
14 that you somehow were using it incorrectly. can you tell 
15 us exactly what you were doing with the flashlight? 
16 A. Yes. After reviewing the video um, it's 
17 obviously that the flashlight's pointed right at 
1a Mr. svelmoe's belly area. 
19 Q. I see. Now, you also had him do um, the other 
20 two field sobriety tests after you had him do the HGN, 
21 
22 
23 
correct? 
A. Yes. 
Q. And then it was after you were done with all of 
24 those that you then uh, went to officer Thompson and 
25 Did you ask for assistance? Is that what you did? 
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1 A. um, I guess I asked for a recommendation or uh, 
2 yes, assistance. 
3 Q. 'Cause you weren't sure what to do at that point 
4 since he'd passed one of the tests. As far as you knew 
5 he (inaudible) ... passed the HGN test and the only one 
6 that you saw a failure on was the walk and turn, is that 
7 correct? 
8 
9 
A. That's correct. And I was not sure for the HGN. 
Q. Now, while you were doing all these various 
10 tests, where was officer Thompson? 
11 A. He was close by. 
12 Q. can you tell me -- okay. why don't you tell me 
13 the -- kind of the layout of this. Let's say start with 
14 -- starting with my client's vehicle, where is your 
15 police car? 
16 A. It 1s to the west. Poleline runs um, east and 
17 west. 
18 
19 
20 
Q. Yeah. 
A. so I was -- I was --
Q. You're -- But you're stopped along the side of 
21 the road, correct? 
22 A. Yeah. I was on the west -- I was west of 
23 Mr. svelmoe's truck, so behind him. 
24 Q. Is that -- Behind him? 
25 A. Yes. 
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1 Q. And officer Chapman also had a vehicle on scene, 
2 correct? 
3 
4 
5 
A. Yes. 
Q. where was that? In front of or behind? 
A. He was at first in front, but then he moved 
6 spots so I could move my car up. 
7 
8 
9 
Q. You guys switched where your cars were? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is that before or after you did the field 
10 sobriety testing? 
11 
12 
A. That was prior, before. 
Q. Prior? 'cause that's so you could turn on the 
13 camera in your car and film it? 
14 
15 
A. Yes. 
Q. Yeah. okay. so then uh, you're standing 
16 between your vehicle and his vehicle, correct? 
17 
18 
A. That is correct. 
Q. And you're carrying out the field sobriety 
19 tests, correct? 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
A. That is correct. 
Q. And officer Chapman during all of this, does he 
remain on scene? When does he leave? 
A. I don't recall. 
Q. Do you know if he was there during the field 
25 sobriety testing? Did you speak to him at all after 
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1 that? 
2 
3 
A. I don't believe I did. 
Q. okay. so you talked to him in the very 
4 beginning, and then you never spoke to him or looked at 
s him again. 
6 
7 
A. Yes. 
Q. And officer Thompson and you were on the scene. 
a At what point did officer Robertson arrive? 
9 A. I don't recall. I was busily busy speaking 
10 with Mr. svelmoe. I believe he showed up during sometime 
11 while we were there. 
12 Q. so officer Thompson was standing over to the 
13 side doin' absolutely nothin', just starin' at ya? 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
case 
A. Just observing. 
Q. Through the entire testing period? 
A. Yes. 
Q. All right. Did you review the video in this 
uh, prior to testifying today? 
A. A small portion of it. 
Q. which portion of it did you watch? 
A. The beginning part of the beginning of when I 
22 conducted HGN and through the walk and turn. 
23 Q. okay. And what you're telling me is that on the 
24 video officer Thompson was standing nearby observing. 
25 A. I believe so. 
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1 
2 
3 
Q. okay. Do you understand that you're under oath? 
A. Yes. 
Q. All right. okay. so after you get done with 
4 all this stuff you take my client back to the jail, 
5 correct? 
6 A. Yes. And you uh, read to him from one of these 
7 fun forms where you told him that if -- first of all, 
a he's required to provide you with a breath test, is that 
g correct? 
10 
11 
12 
13 
A. Yes. 
Q. That's what you told him? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Yeah. And you told him that if he didn't 
14 provide you with a breath test then you'd take away his 
15 license and you'd fine him and a whole bunch of other fun 
16 things, right? 
17 
18 
A. Yes. 
Q. Now, how much time had elapsed, how much time 
19 between when you arrested him and you got him back to the 
20 jai 1? 
21 
22 
23 
A. well, it was started approximately 11:40, 11:38. 
Q. Yeah. 
A. 9th, carried over to the 10th. I'd have to look 
24 at my paperwork to get the exact time the --
25 Q. Is it in your paperwork? 
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1 A. -- Intoxilyzer was admitted. 
2 Q. You put it ,n your paperwork? 
3 A. It -- It's ,n this stack of papers. 
4 Q. Yeah? All right. Have a look. 
5 A. okay. 
6 Q. (inaudible) ... it up. 
7 A. okay. The first and second test was done on 
8 00:55 of the or uh, excuse me. 5/10/2014, both tests 
9 were done at 00: 55. 
10 Q. so about 35 minutes after you arrested him, is 
11 that correct? 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
A. Yeah. 
Q. All right. Now, do you have a radio? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Yeah. I don't see it on ya. 
A. Yeah, it's on. 
Q. Do you also have a cell phone? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Okay. Now, are you allowed to make requests for 
r20 warrants? 
l21 
'22 
23 one? 
24 
A. Requests for warrants? 
Q. If you wanted a warrant, do you know how to get 
A. Whether or not -- I guess I'm confused whether 
25 or not to confirm a warrant? 
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1 Q. To request a warrant. could you request a 
2 warrant? 
3 A. I -- I've never done that. I've never even been 
4 trained on that I guess I would say. 
5 Q. okay. If you decided that you wanted one, how 
6 do you think you'd get it? 
7 MS. MCCLINTON: objection as to relevance and calls 
8 for speculation. 
9 THE COURT: Mr. Logsdon? what are we doin' here? 
10 MR. LOGSDON: well, your Honor, uh, I'm trying to 
11 establish whether or not there was any sort exigency here 
12 and as to whether or not he would have been able to get a 
13 hold of a warrant if he wanted one. 
14 THE COURT: That sounds like an excellent District 
15 court question uh, and you folks can litigate it at that 
16 time. I don't think it's relevant here. I'm not aware 
17 of any case law suggesting he needs a warrant to request 
18 a breath test. 
19 
20 
MR. LOGSDON: Yes, your Honor. 
THE COURT: All right. You may -- You may wish to 
21 blaze that new trail, Mr. Logsdon, but uh -- but I think 
22 uh, for today's purposes I'll sustain the relevance 
23 objection . 
24 Q. so at the time that you uh, read my client the 
25 advisory, what was his demeanor? 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
A. His attitude um --
Q. Yeah (inaudible) ... 
A. Just I guess normal. Mediocre I'd say. 
Q. Did he 
A. He's -- He was at jail, so. 
Q. Did he seem happy to be with you? 
A. No. 
Q. Did he seem happy about the fact that you were 
g threatening him with things if he didn't breathe into the 
10 machine? 
11 MS. MCCLINTON: objection as to the form of the 
12 question. It's argumentative. 
13 
14 
THE COURT: sustain. 
Q. How did he -- How -- what was his response to 
15 the advisory? 
16 A. It's been some time so I'm trying to recall. I 
17 can't exactly remember his response or, you know, his 
1a his emotions. It's been some time. 
19 Q. well, that's why you wrote a report, right? Did 
201 you put it in your report? 
21 
22 
23 
24 
A. Not his attitude during ALS. 
Q. No? 
A. No. 
Q. okay. All right. so beyond the certification 
25 that you've already testified to for using the 
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1 Intoxilyzer 5000 machine, are you in any other way 
2 trained in uh, the mechanics of that particular device or 
3 the science upon which it's based? 
4 A. Back in POST Academy I did the Intoxilyzer 5000 
5 course --
6 
7 
Q. Yeah. And what did they tell ya? 
A. -- which was 2012. somewhat of a perishable --
a all -- all the instruments and everything like that, so 
g it goes through it's self test, whatever; when it checks 
10 out it lets you know by the numbers and we go from there. 
11 Q. so they don't tell you what those self tests 
12 are, they just tell you that you're gonna hit a button 
13 and it's gonna do that and then 1t's gonna be done, is 
14 that correct? 
15 A. Yes. I mean on the printout it shows exactly 
16 what it does. It says air blank and cal check. 
17 Q. All right. You testified momentarily about a 
1a prior incident with my client uh, before the actual 
19 traffic stop. Did you write a report about that? 
20 A. I don't believe it was a report. It was um -- I 
21 put in comments of what happened. 
22 Q. In this report. But you never wrote a separate 
23 report for that incident? 
24 
25 
A. As I recall, um, I'm not sure if I did a actual 
report, but I know there were comments left on what 
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1 happened. I can't recall exactly whether or not the 
2 domestic was physical or verbal. 
3 Q. I don't know what comments left on what happened 
4 means. could you get -- Are these in writing somewhere? 
5 
6 
7 
8 
A. so -- so basically we write reports usually when 
well, always when there's a crime committed. 
Q. Yeah. 
A. okay. so when there's not a crime committed in 
9 domestic, it's usually just verbal and they're yelling at 
10 each other, we usually just add the people in there in 
11 the comments section below. Not -- Not an actual report 
12 log. 
13 Q. You mean on like a -- like on a citation piece 
14 of paper? 
15 A. No, it's the same. It's the same (inaudible) ... 
16 It has the same case number but there's two different 
17 sections, where you can write your report or below where 
1a you just write the comments. 
19 Q. I see. so that incident had its own paperwork 
20 and you believe that you included something in the 
21 comments section. 
22 A. It was separate from this one, yes. 
23 Q. Separate from this one. Okay. 
24 MR. LOGSDON: No further questions, your Honor. 
25 THE COURT: Redirect? 
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1 
2 
MS. MCCLINTON: Just briefly. 
REDIRECT EXAMINATION 
3 BY MS. MCCLINTON: 
4 Q. The comment section. Are you referring to 
5 comments in Spillman? 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
A. Yes. 
Q. okay. 
A. Yeah, under the Spillman program. Yes. 
MS. MCCLINTON: Nothing further. 
THE COURT: Recross? 
MR. LOGSDON: No, your Honor. 
THE COURT: Thank you, officer. You may step down. 
OFFICER TETRAULT: okay. Thank you. 
MS. MCCLINTON: State rests, your Honor. 
THE COURT: All right. Mr. Logsdon, do you need a 
16 moment to speak with your client about his right to 
17 present evidence as well as his right to remain silent? 
18 
19 
MR. LOGSDON: I do not. 
THE COURT: All right. Do you believe he needs me 
20 to admonish him further about uh, what those rights may 
21 be? 
22 MR. LOGSDON: No. 
23 THE COURT: All right. would you be presenting 
24 evidence or testimony at this time? 
25 MR. LOGSDON: No, your Honor. 
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1 
2 
THE COURT: All right. Argument? 
MS. MCCLINTON: Judge, I would submit it based on 
3 the testimony and the evidence presented to the court. 
4 THE COURT: All right. Mr. Logsdon? understanding 
5 I've already found that you've preserved your due 
6 process/refiling argument, I don't intend to hear 
7 additional argument regarding that issue, only on the 
8 issue of whether or not there's probable cause. You can 
9 submit If I bind him over, you can submit all those 
10 things to the District court. 
11 MR. LOGSDON: well, I -- I know, your Honor. 
12 THE COURT: All right. 
13 MR. LOGSDON: It's just that, first, this happened 
14 back in May, which means the standard operating 
15 procedures were still in place. This was before they 
16 adopted their temporary administrative rules, and so I 
11 have an issue with the fact that that's the way that the 
18 State introduced their foundation in this particular 
19 case. 
20 second, after wolf, uh, the way I read wolf is it 
21 essentially says that implied consent is no longer -- has 
22 anything to do with the uh, warrant requirement. And so 
23 if it's freely revocable, or revocable or however a 
24 person decides to pronounce that particular word, then 
25 I'm not so sure that the officer could legally tell my 
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1 client that he's required to participate in breath 
2 testing and that if he refuses that he's going to be hit 
3 with a litany of punishments. And so I think in light of 
4 the Wolf case that this court has to consider whether or 
5 not there's been a violation of my client's right to be 
6 free from reasonable search and seizure. Thank you. 
7 THE COURT: All right. well, whenever the court 
a hears a preliminary hearing I'm guided by Rule 5.1, which 
g sets forth as follows: If from the evidence the court 
10 determines a public offense has been committed, there's 
11 probable or sufficient cause to believe it was committed 
12 by the defendant, the magistrate shall hold the defendant 
13 to answer. Must be based on substantial evidence on 
14 every material element, uh, and then it certainly has 
15 some additional affidavit rules for preliminary hearing. 
16 Motions to suppress must be made in the trial court 
17 as provided in Rule 12 uh, except under certain 
18 circumstances which I don't find apply here. 
19 Defendant's been charged with driving under the 
20 influence. The court is mindful of the appropriate and 
21 operative statutory section, 18-8000, et cetera. The 
22 State has presented uh, evidence that the defendant was 
23 driving or in actual physical control of a motor vehicle 
24 upon the public highways of the state of Idaho here, and 
25 that while do so he had a breath alcohol concentration of 
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\ 
1 greater than .08. The court has also been provided with 
2 two prior uh, DUI convictions within the appropriate time 
3 period. 
4 The court therefore finds that a preliminary hearing 
5 has been held, that uh, substantial evidence has been 
6 provided on all the material elements and therefore that 
7 it appears that the offense set forth has been committed, 
8 there's sufficient cause to believe the defendant uh, is 
g guilty of that offense. I'll enter an order holding him 
10 to answer. 
11 The issue regarding the uh, compliance with testing 
12 and due process issues regarding a refiling can be raised 
13 by you in the District court should you desire. 
14 Matter's assigned to Judge Gibler. Further 
15 procedings shall be in District court. 
16 Anything further before I sign the final order 
17 ho 1 ding, Ms. Mc Clinton? 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
MS. MCCLINTON: No, your Honor. Thank you. 
THE COURT: And Mr. Logsdon? 
MR. LOGSDON: No, your Honor. Thank you. 
THE COURT: Thank you. 
(Proceedings concluded) 
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I, Gail McClelland, Transcriptionist for the County 
of Kootenai, State of Idaho, do hereby certify that I 
transcribed the foregoing proceedings from an electronic 
recording of said proceedings and that the above and 
foregoing transcript is a full, true and correct record 
of said proceedings. 
Dated this //p~day of _&c~~~=..L...tC-=cl -=---' 2014. 
Transcriptionist 
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BARRY McHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
Facsimile: (208) 446-1833 
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CLERK DISTRICT COURT 
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OEPUl'r' 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST IDDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
) 
vs. ) 
TROY MILES SVELMOE, ) 
Defendant. ) 
) 
Case No. CR-2014-18684 
OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION FOR ACCEPTANCE OF 
APPEAL BY INTERLOCUTORY 
ORDER 
COMES NOW, the State, by and through Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, Laura McClinton 
and hereby responds to Defendant's Motion for Acceptance of Appeal by Permission from 
Interlocutory Order. 
PROCEDURAL HISTORY 
In case number F14-8693, a preliminary hearing was held on August 21 5\ 2014. For 
purposes of that hearing, the State subpoenaed two Officers: Officer Chapman and Officer 
Tetrault of the Post Falls Police Department. Based on the police reports provided to the State, it 
was the State's good-faith belief that these officers were able to provide evidence sufficient to 
support a bind-over decision in this case. The State intended to rely upon the observations made 
by the two officers, as well as the results of the field sobriety tests (FST's) to support the charge 
of DUI. However, at the time the State proceeded to preliminary hearing, it did not have in its 
possession the certified documents that would be needed to introduce the breath test results in 
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this case, specifically: the instrument operations log relating to Defendant's test results, the 
instrument certification, the lot solution certification, and Officer Tetrault's instrument operator's 
certification. Given the State's good faith belief that it could present sufficient evidence to 
support the charge of DUI without the breath test results, the State decided not to request a 
continuance and proceeded to hearing. Upon conclusion of the hearing, the Court did not find 
sufficient evidence to bind the Defendant over on the charge of Felony DUI and thus dismissed 
the case. Pursuant to the Court's dismissal of F14-8693, the State chose to re-file this matter, in 
order to provide for the introduction of the breath sample results. The State then issued a 
summons to the Defendant under the new case number ofF14-18684 on September 30th, 2014. 
Defendant filed a Motion to Dismiss on October 22nd, 2014 based on the re-filing of the 
case. The State responded and filed a Response to Defendant's Motion to Dismiss on October 
30t\ 2014. The preliminary hearing for F14-18684 was scheduled to take place October 31 5\ 
2014. At the time of the preliminary hearing, the Defendant had yet to notice up his Motion to 
Dismiss. However, the State did not object to the Court hearing the Motion to Dismiss at that 
time. The Court declined to hear Defendant's Motion to Dismiss, indicating that the District 
Court should hear and decide Defendant's Motion to Dismiss. As such, the Motion to Dismiss 
was never heard, and the preliminary hearing was held. The Court then bound the Defendant 
over to stand trial in District Court on the charge of Felony DUI. 
Subsequently, on November 14th, 2014, Defendant filed a Motion for Acceptance of 
Appeal by Permission from Interlocutory Order. On December 2nd, 2014, the Honorable Judge 
Clark Peterson denied the Order for Interlocutory Appeal. On December 3rd, 2014, the Defendant 
again filed a Motion for Acceptance of Appeal by Permission from Interlocutory Order. The 
State now responds. 
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ARGUMEN1' 
The Defendant moves this Court to accept Defendant's interlocutory appeal of the denial 
of Defendant's Motion to Dismiss on October 31 5\ 2014 pursuant to I.C.R. 54.l(i), 54.5(b) and 
I.A.R. 12. 
1.A.R 12 (b) Motion to District Court or Administrative Agency-Order states that: 
A motion for permission to appeal from an interlocutory order or judgment, upon the 
grounds set forth in subdivision (a) of this rule, shall be filed with the district court or 
administrative agency within fourteen (14) days from date of entry of the order or 
judgment. The motion shall be filed, served, noticed for hearing and processed in the 
same manner as any other motion, and hearing of the motion shall be expedited. In 
criminal actions a motion filed by the defendant shall be served upon the prosecuting 
attorney of the county. The court or agency shall, within fourteen (14) days after the 
hearing, enter an order setting forth its reasoning for approving or disapproving the 
motion. 
In this case, Defendant inaccurately cites in his Motion for Acceptance of Appeal by 
Permission from Interlocutory Order that the Magistrate Court denied Defendant's Motion to 
Dismiss on October 31 51, 2014. In fact, the Magistrate Court declined to hear the Motion to 
Dismiss, leaving it as an issue to be raised in District Court. As such, there is no order to appeal 
from pursuant to I.C.R. 54.l(i), 54.5(b) and 1.A.R. 12. 
The State respectfully requests this Court to deny Defendant's Motion for Acceptance of 
Appeal by Permission from Interlocutory Order. 
DATED this 15th day of December, 2014. 
BARRY McHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney in and for 
Kootenai County 
~-,ff~ 
LAURA B MCCLINTON 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the · ;5· day of December, 2014, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was caused to be delivered to: 
PUBLIC DEFENDERS OFFICE 
FAXED 
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Description l<?R_20~~-~1~6~4 Svelmoe, Troy 20141218 Arraignment I Juage M1tcne11 QrtJMu_, ~ Court Reporter Julie Foland Clerk Jeanne Clausen 
Date 12/18/2014 Location 111 K-COURTROOM8 
Time Sp~[ Note 
02:08:09 PM Calls case - deft present and represented by Mr. Logsdon. Ms. 
J McClinton for the state. Motion for interlocutory appeal - not sure 
what order you are referring to. 
02:08:57 PM This was a refile. Motion to dismiss a few different things. Judge 
PD Peterson states that he doesn't have jurisdiction. Appeal Judge 
Peterson's decision to not appeal. 
02:10:33 PM J Appealing Magistrate's decision to not hear motion to dismiss? Appeal of what? 
02:11:16PM PD Court's finding that Mag didn't have jurisdiction to the preliminary hearing going thru. 
02:11:42 PM PA Page 8 is where Judge Peterson addresses these issues. 
02:11:56 PM PD Denies consideration of dismissal because a Magistrate can't do it. A Magistrate has to make some of these decisions. 
02:14:54 PM J Treat this as an appeal for a decision is not made what is 
remedy? 
02:15:16 PM PD Remand this back to Magistrate to make determinations. What is good cause. Little case law and dissenting opinion. 
02:16:32 P[ J states opinion. 
02:16:37 PM No order entered by Judge Peterson to appeal from. Motion to 
PA dismiss appropriate to dismiss, but not at Magistrate level. 
Motion denied for permission to appeal. Nothing to appeal from. 
02:18:34 PM I have filed a motion to dismiss for constitutional issues. Want to 
allow District Court to weigh in - very little case law. A lot of the 
PD things that I wanted to argue before Magistrate are now moot 
because it was bound over. Appeal is appropriate way to raise 
these issues. 
02:22:28 PM Motion of acceptance of permission for interlocutory appeal -
J there is no order for you to appeal from. I don't have anything to analyze on appeal. Motion that you filed that wasn't noticed up to 
dismiss II. PA is ready to argue motion now. 
02:24:07 PM PA I previously briefed it. No objection. 
02:24:19 PM J I have the jurisdiction to hear the 2nd motion. 
02:24:30 PM I didn't have it set to be heard today. Properly noticed up before 
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02:25:16 PM J 
02:25:36 PM Deft 
02:26:30 PM J 
02:27:11 PM IDeft 
02:27:15 PM IJ 
02:27:41 PM IDeft 
02:27:47 PM J 
I 02:28:01 PMll Deft 
02:28:05 PM J 
02:29:4 
it is heard. I will do this. 
Will deal with the arraignment now. Reviews information. 
Confirms ID on information. HS graduate. No problems reading 
or writing English. Waives reading of information. 
Advises of maximum possible penalties. Pleading guilty or found 
guilty, could effect your residency status if not a US citizen. 
II Understands. 
II Advises of choices of pleas. 
II Understands. 
Felony operating a MV while under the influence how do you 
plead? 
NG. 
Set pretrial on 2/11/15 at 2pm. 2/17/15 at 9am for 2 days. Will 
also set motion to dismiss on 2/11/15 at 2pm. 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www.fortherecord.com 
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BARRY MCHUGH 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
501 N. Government Way/P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Telephone Number: (208) 446-1800 
Wl~ DEC 22 PH 3: a, 
Fax Number: (208) 446-1833 
Assigned Attorney 
Laura McClinton, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
TROY MILES SVELMOE, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CRF14-18684 
PLAINTIFF'S WITNESS 
LIST 
The Plaintiff may call the following witnesses at trial, although not necessarily in the 
same order as listed. 
Brett Chapman, PFPD, 1717 E. Polston Ave., Post Falls, ID 83854 
Christopher Thompson, 1717 E Polston Ave Post Falls, ID 83854 
Edward Tetrault, 1717 E Polston Ave Post Falls, ID 83854 
The State reserves the right to supplement discovery as it becomes available. 
DATED this 22nd day of December, 2014. 
BARRY MCHUGH 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
Laura McClinton 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
PLAINTIFF'S WITNESS LIST Page 1 of 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the 22nd day of December, 2014, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was caused to be delivered as follows: r mailed r faxed rl hand delivered 17 
emailed r Just Web 
Kootenai County Public Defender 
Jay Logsdon 
PLAINTIFF'S WITNESS LIST Page 2 of 2 
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1014/DEC/18/THU 16:28 KO KO PROSECUTORS 
BARRYMcHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
Facsimile: (208) 446-1833 
FAX No. 208-446-1840 P. 001/002 
·,· 
IN TEE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIB FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
TROY M. SVELMOE, 
Defendant. 
Case No~ CR-2014-18684 
ORDER 
The above matters came on for a hearing before the Honorable JUDGE MITCHELL on 
the 18th day of December, 2014. The State was represented by LAURA MCCLINTON, Deputy 
Prosecuting Attomey, for Kootenai County, Idaho. The defendant was present, represented by · 
.iAY LOGSDON Attomey for the Defendant. After argument from both parties~ the·Court enters 
its order as follows: . 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Defenibnt' s Motion for Acceptance of Appeal by 
Permission from Interl~cutory ~:ter is denie.d.. . 
ENTERED this z; day of December, 2014 . 
. ... 
ORDER 
,,. .. · .. 
', ', ', 
. · ·1 of2 ·: .. ·.- . · 
. . 
. . . 
. . ~--· -::.'\ ·<·:,-}·::•;_·; :_·;-};(:/,,;;y,<:, ... :_ • ', I ', I:' \ 
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2014/DEC/18/THU 16:29 KO KO PROSECUTORS FAX No. 208-446-1840 P. 002/002 
. : ... ~ .. : .. : ·. . : 
·CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the~ day of D eeerrJJe( 2014, copies of ·the foregoing 
document(s) were mailed, postage prepaid, or sent by facsimile or inter office mail tq: .. 
-..i...__ Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County FAX 208M6-1833 . , -~-~ 
~ Defense Counsel Kootenai County Public Defender ~C 268- 446-1701 ~ 
___ Defense Counsel FAX · · 
___ Defendant. ____________ _ 
___ Kootenai County Sheriff's Department FAX 208-446-1407 
___ . Idaho Probation&ParoleFAX208-769-1481 
·--- Idaho Department of Correction FAX 208-327-7445 
___ CCD Sentencing Team FAX 208-658-2186 
___ Idaho Department of Transportation FAX 208-334-8739 
___ Community Service Interoffice Mail or FAX 208-446y 1193 . 
___ Auditor Interoffice Mail or FAX 208-446-1662 
___ BCI (Bureau of Criminal Investigation) FAX 208y884-7193 
___ Kootenai County Law Library/Transcription FAX 208-446-1187 
ORDER . ', ,! ,' ' 
•, :. ; :· ',, ' 
.· .. •',. : 
.· ..... :.,./ · · 2 of2.: 
.. -: . .- . /_-_,. >r ·· ..... //):'._·:._ ... _ \ /:(\ _·,.: ( ...... . ,·,, \' ..... .. ·.: .. ,', 
. . . ~ ' · ... : .. · .. . .. •,' ·.; 
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BARRY McHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
Facsimile: (208) 446-1833 
·tfATE OF IOAHO ('OUNTY ~ . I FILE{): Or KOOTENAI S! 
t:7I~DEC29 AMID: 16 
<;(CLERK DISTRICT C0Ur1T 
';:,,,,SPt? tu :J( DEPUTY ,ar, tk?. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
) 
vs. ) 
TROY MILES SVELMOE, ) 
Defendant. ) 
Case No. CR-2014-18684 
RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION TO DISMISS II 
COMES NOW, the State, by and through Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, Laura McClinton 
and hereby responds to Defendant's Motion to Dismiss IL 
PROCEDURAL HISTORY 
This matter proceeded to a preliminary hearing on August 21 5\ 2014. For purposes of that 
hearing, the State subpoenaed two Officers: Officer Chapman and Officer Tetrault of the Post 
Falls Police Department. Based on the police reports provided to the State, it was the State's 
good-faith belief that the Officers' testimony would provide evidence sufficient to support a 
bind-over decision in this case. The State intended to rely upon the observations made by the two 
officers, as well as the results of the field sobriety tests (FST's) to support the charge of DUI. 
However, at the time the State proceeded to Preliminary hearing, it did not have in its possession 
the necessary certified documentation in order to introduce the breath test results in this case, 
specifically: the instrument operations log relating to Mr. Svelmoe's test results, the instrument 
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certification, the lot solution certification, and Officer Tetrault's instrument operator's 
certification. Given the State's good faith belief that it could present sufficient evidence to 
support the charge of DUI without the breath test results, the State did not request a continuance 
and instead went forward to hearing. The Honorable Judge Clark Peterson did not find sufficient 
evidence to bind the Defendant over on the charge of Felony DUI and dismissed the case. 
Pursuant to the Court's dismissal of this matter, the State chose to re-file the case, in order to 
provide for the introduction of the breath sample results. The State issued a summons to 
Defendant upon that re-filing under the new case number F14-18684. 
Defendant filed a Motion to Dismiss on October 22"d, 2014 based on the re-filing of the 
case. The State responded and filed a Response to Defendant's Motion to Dismiss on October 
301\ 2014. The preliminary hearing for F14-18684 was scheduled to take place October 31st, 
2014. At the time of the preliminary hearing, the Defendant had yet to notice up his Motion to 
Dismiss. However, the State did not object to the Court hearing the Motion to Dismiss at that 
time. The Honorable Judge Clark Peterson declined to hear Defendant's Motion to Dismiss, 
indicating that the District Court should hear and decide Defendant's motion. As such, the 
Motion to Dismiss was never heard, and the preliminary hearing was held. The Court bound the 
Defendant over to stand trial in District Court on the charge of Felony DUI. The State now 
responds to Defendant's Motion to Dismiss II. 
ARGUMENT 
The practice of re-filing cases serves the ends of justice. The Idaho Supreme Court in 
State v. Ruiz, has held that permitting re-filing(s) of a preliminary hearing is more efficient than 
the alternative of an appeal. The Ruiz court determined permitting the re-filing of matters for 
purposes of preliminary hearing: 
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[W]ill serve the interest of both the prosecution and the defense since, as we hold, it is 
clear that the prosecution can immediately thereafter initiate a new complaint before a 
different magistrate and insure the public's right to the speedy administration of justice. 
An accused, at the same time, can and will obtain a speedy determination of his rights 
and position without the inconvenience, delay and expense of a lengthy appellate process. 
Here, the State could have simply filed another complaint with another magistrate, in 
effect having its assertion of error resolved in a new preliminary hearing. 
State v. Ruiz, 106 Idaho 336, 337, 678 P.2d 1109, 1110 (1984) 
In response to Defendant's due process and res judicata arguments, these concerns have 
already been considered by Idaho Court of Appeals in State v. Loomis which (in consideration of 
Ruiz) found: 
The Court rejected any concerns as to double jeopardy, since jeopardy does not attach at 
a preliminary hearing. It also rejected any concern raised regarding the statute of 
limitations and the Sixth amendment right to a speedy trial. Id. [Ruiz J The Court noted an 
exception to the general rule disallowing appeals from a dismissal at the preliminary 
hearing stage exists, if the dismissal defeats or prevents successful prosecutive action 
against the defendant. 1 Id. Otherwise there is no need for appellate review of probable 
cause determinations at the magistrate level. 
State v. Loomis, 33978, 2008 WL 313960 (Idaho Ct. App. Feb. 6, 2008) affd, 146 Idaho 700, 
201 P.3d 1277 (2009). 
Stockwell v. State addressed whether the dismissal and re-filing of a matter violated the 
defendant's rights under the due process clauses of the state or federal Constitutions and held: 
The filing of a second criminal action following dismissal of the first criminal action after 
preliminary proceedings is not a per se violation of the due process clause of the federal 
Constitution. United States v. Davis, 487 F.2d 112 (5th Cir. 1973), cert. denied 415 U.S. 
981, 94 S.Ct. 1573, 39 L.Ed.2d 878 (1974). See DeMarrias v. United States, 487 F.2d 19 
(8th Cir. 1973), cert. denied 415 U.S. 980, 94 S.Ct. 1570, 39 L.Ed.2d 877 (1974); Pearce 
v. Cox, 354 F.2d 884 (10th Cir. 1965), cert. denied384 U.S. 976, 977, 86 S.Ct. 1869, 
1871, 16 L.Ed.2d 685 (1966). 
98 Idaho 797 at 805 (1977). 
Additionally, the Court in Stockwell approvingly quoted the following passage from Nicodemus 
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v. District Court of Oklahoma County: 
"While the present statutes do not make dismissal of a prosecution at the preliminary 
examination stage a bar to further prosecution for the same offense, this Court views 
critically the practice of 'shopping' among magistrates or the repeated refiling of a charge 
until a favorable ruling is obtained. Without the production of additional evidence, or the 
existence of other good cause to justify a subsequent preliminary examination, such a 
practice can become a form of harassment which may violate the principle of 
fundamental due process and equal protection of the law, as announced by the United 
States Supreme Court. This is not to say that when new evidence becomes available or 
when the prosecutor believes in good faith that the magistrate committed error, the charge 
should not be refiled ; but absent such circumstance, the continued refiling numerous 
times of a charge which has been dismissed by a magistrate is not to be desired. The facts 
of the instant case do not approach such an offensive degree to be violative of 
fundamental fairness. Accordingly, this Court holds that petitioner is not entitled to a writ 
of prohibition, for as stated before, under existing statutes, dismissal of a prosecution at a 
preliminary examination is not a statutory bar to further prosecution for the same offense 
regardless of the 'judicial title' of the official sitting as examining magistrate." 473 P.2d 
312, 316 ( Okla. Cr.1970). (Emphasis added). 
In this case, the State did not re-file the case multiple times in order to obtain a favorable 
ruling. The case was re-filed one time and both preliminary hearings were heard by the 
Honorable Judge Clark Peterson. Clearly, the State was not "judge shopping." Nor is the State 
harassing the Defendant with numerous re-filings. The State had good cause to re-file the case, 
as additional evidence was introduced at the second preliminary hearing, namely the breath test 
results, which the State was unable to introduce at the first preliminary hearing. As such, the 
State's re-filing was not done without good cause or in bad faith. 
Thus, in light of the good cause and good-faith basis for the State's re-filing in this 
matter, as elucidated above, the State requests this court deny Defendant's Motion to Dismiss. 
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DATED this 26th day of December, 2014. 
BARRY McHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney in and for 
Kootenai County 
oc'OJAAA.-rrl~ 
LAURA B MCCLINTON 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the 29th day of October, 2014, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was caused to be delivered to: 
PUBLIC DEFENDERS OFFICE 
FAXED 
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BARRY McHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
Facsimile: (208) 446-1833 
s TATE OF IOAHO I 
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CLERK DISTRICT COURT . 
~4M./U{J0i--. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST WDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
TROY MILES SVELMOE, 
Defendant. 
) Case No. CR F14-18684 
) 
) BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO 
) MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
COMES NOW the State, by and through Laura McClinton, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, 
and hereby submits its brief in opposition to Defendant's Motion to Suppress. 
FACTS 
The State anticipates the evidence will show that on May 9th, 2014 around 11:40 P.M., 
Officer Chapman of the Post Falls Police Department (PFPD) initiated a traffic stop on a vehicle 
for various equipment violations. The driver of the vehicle was identified as Troy M. Svelmoe, 
hereinafter "Defendant," and was subsequently arrested for Felony DUI. 
On the date and time in question, Officer Chapmen observed a black pickup truck 
traveling northbound on Idaho Street in the city of Post Falls. Officer Chapman observed that the 
vehicle was not properly equipped with mud-flaps and further noticed that the bumper height 
exceeded the maximum height as authorized by Idaho law. As such, a traffic stop was 
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conducted. Upon contact with the Defendant, Officer Chapman observed a moderate odor of 
alcohol coming from the Defendant. Officer Chapman then turned the investigation over to 
Officer Tetrault and Officer Thompson of the PFPD. Officer Tetrault made additional 
observations of the Defendant which lead him to believe the Defendant was impaired. Given 
those observations, Officer Tetrault conducted standardized field sobriety tests (hereinafter 
FST's). The FST's were not satisfactorily performed and Defendant was arrested for Felony 
DUI. Defendant was read a copy of the Administrative License Suspension Advisory (ALS) 
form prior to being offered a breath test. Defendant consented to a breath test by responding 
"yes" when asked whether he was willing to submit to a breath test. Defendant provided two 
breath samples, with results of .108/.106. Defendant now moves to suppress the results of the 
breath test. 
ISSUES 
I. Did law enforcement violate Defendant's rights when obtaining the breath 
sample? 
ARGUMENT 
I. The Defendant's rights were not violated by obtaining breath samples in this 
case. 
Defendant's argument may be fairly summarized as follows. The giving of a breath 
sample is a search or seizure within the purview of the Fourth Amendment of The United States 
Constitution and therefore a warrant is required. In the absence of a warrant, the only exception 
that could apply would be the consent of the Defendant. The recent Supreme Court case of 
Missouri v McNeely, 133 S.Ct. 1552 (2013) and the Idaho Supreme Court case of State v. Wulff, 
157 Idaho 416, 337 P.3d 575 (2014) effectively invalidated Idaho's implied consent statute, and 
therefore Defendant did not consent to give a breath test. 
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A. The giving of a breath test bas 4th Amendment implications. 
The giving of a breath sample at the request of law enforcement is a search coming 
within the purview of the Fourth Amendment to the United State Constitution. State v Woolery, 
116 Idaho 368, 775 P2d 1210 (1989), citing Schmerber v California, 384 U.S. 757 (1966). In 
addition, in the absence of a warrant the State bears the burden of proving the existence of a well 
recognized exception to the warrant requirement. Id at 370. Consent is a "well recognized" 
exception to the warrant requirement. State v. Diaz, 144 Idaho 300, 302, 160 P.3d 739, 741 
(2007) (citing Schneckloth v. Bustamante, 412 U.S. 218, 93 S.Ct. 2041 (1973)). 
B. Defendant consented to a breath sample. 
In this case, once Defendant had concluded the field sobriety evaluations and was placed 
under arrest, Officer Tetrault read the ALS advisory form to the Defendant in preparation of 
obtaining a breath sample. The Defendant indicated that he understood his rights when asked, 
and voluntarily complied and provided two breath samples, which recorded results of .108/.106. 
There is no evidence that Defendant physically resisted while providing the breath samples or 
attempted to revoke such consent. 
C. Defendant's consent to the breath test was voluntary. 
Defendant asserts that Defendant's consent was not voluntariiy given because he was 
threatened by law enforcement that they would do something they could not lawfully do, citing 
to Bumper v North Carolina, 391 U.S. 543, 548-550 (1966); State v Smith, 144 Idaho 482, 488-
89 (2007). Defendant asserts that the recent Supreme Court case of McNeely and Idaho Supreme 
Court case of Wulff, invalidated Idaho's implied consent statute and therefore the ''threat" 
contained in the § 18-8002 form was unlawful. 
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It should be noted from the outset that Defendant never ciarifies what "threat" law 
enforcement made in this particular case. On pages 8-9 of his Memorandum in Support of 
Motion to Suppress, Defendant quotes from a portion of the § 18-8002 form. The only possible 
threat contained therein is the portion that advises that "You are required by law to take one or 
more evidentiary test( s) to determine the concentration of alcohol or presence of drugs or other 
intoxicating substances in your body." Defendant cites to no actual or potential harm that would 
occur to him if he refused to submit to a breath test. The only threat contained in the ALS form is 
that a civil penalty of $250 dollars and a 1-2 year driver's license suspension can be imposed for 
failure to complete requested evidentiary testing. Both are civil penalties and do not affect the 
criminal case. 
Defendant asserts that McNeely invalidates Idaho's implied consent law. Defendant 
argues that the Idaho Supreme Court was manifestly wrong in its interpretation of Schmerber v 
California, 384 U.S. 757 (1966) and has now been overruled by the United States Supreme 
Court's ruling in McNeely. 
In point of fact, McNeely dealt only with the legal issue of whether there existed a per se 
exigency in DUI investigations such that a warrant is never required to draw blood from an 
individual suspected of DUI. While the Supreme Court held that no per se exigency exists, it is 
still possible to find that exigent circumstances exist on a case by case basis. McNeely did not 
rule on the legality of any state's implied consent law, let alone Idaho's implied consent law. It 
is only in Part III of the McNeely decision that implied consent laws are even mentioned. 
The Defendant then addresses State v. Wulff, which discussed McNeely 's effect on 
Idaho's implied consent law. The Court held that while McNeely did not directly address whether 
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warrantless forced blood draws can be justified by impiied consent, it did suggest a broader 
reading: 
[T]hat implied consent is no longer acceptable when it operates as a per se exception to 
the warrant requirement because the Court repeatedly expressed disapproval for 
categorical rules. 
See State v. Wulff, 157,337 P.3d at 579-580. 
Finally, irrevocable implied consent operates as a per se rule that cannot fit under the 
consent exception because it does not always analyze the voluntariness of that consent. 
Voluntariness has always been analyzed under the totality of the circumstances approach: 
"whether a consent to a search was in fact 'voluntary' ... is a question of fact to be determined 
from the totality of all the circumstances." Schneckloth, 412 U.S. at 227, 93 S.Ct. at 2047--48, 36 
L.Ed.2d at 862-63 . Further, the State has the burden to prove that "consent was, in fact, freely 
and voluntarily given." Id. at 222, 93 S.Ct. at 2045, 36 L.Ed.2d at 860 (quoting Bumper v. N 
Carolina, 391 U.S. 543,548, 88 S.Ct. 1788, 1792, 20 L.Ed.2d 797, 802 (1968)). Consent is not 
voluntary if it is "the product of duress or coercion, express or implied." Schneckloth, 412 U.S. at 
227, 93 S.Ct. at 2048, 36 L.Ed.2d at 863. When the Court has determined whether a suspect's 
consent was voluntary or coerced, its decisions "each reflected a careful scrutiny of all the 
surrounding circumstances" and "none of them turned on the presence or absence of a single 
controlling criterion." Id at 226, 93 S.Ct. at 2047, 36 L.Ed.2d at 862. 
As such, the Court in Wulifheld that Idaho's implied consent statue is an unconstitutional 
per se exception to the warrant requirement and therefore, in order for Idaho's implied consent 
statue to qualify as voluntary, it must jump two hurdles: 
(1) Drivers give their initial consent voluntarily and (2) drivers must continue to give 
voluntary consent. Drivers in Idaho give their initial consent to evidentiary testing 
by driving on Idaho roads voluntarily. State v. Diaz, 144 Idaho 300, 304, 160 P.3d 
739, 742 (2007). Because consent is implied based on driving on Idaho's road, a 
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further issue is whether the consent exception to the Fourth Amendment can apply 
after a driver attempts to revoke his consent to a blood draw. 
157, 337 P.3d at 582. 
In this case, the first hurdle is met because the Defendant was driving on Idaho roadways. 
The second hurdle; that drivers must continue to give voluntary consent is also met. The 
voluntariness of Defendant's consent to the breath test must be determined from the totality of 
the circumstances. Based on the ai.11.ticipated testimony th.at will be elicited from Officer Tetrault, 
the consent given by the Defendant was not coerced, nor procured as a product of duress. The 
Defendant agreed to provide a breath sample by stating "yes" to the question posed of him, and 
at no point tried to withdraw that consent or attempted to physically resist the breath test. As 
such, Defendant's consent to the breath test was voluntary. This set of facts is similar to the case 
decided before the Honorable Judge Simpson in State v. Long, Kootenai County case number 
CR12-4958 (see attached). 
CONCLUSION 
Because Defendant consented to giving a breath sample in this matter, such evidence 
should not be suppressed and Defendant's Motion to Suppress should be denied. 
DATED this 4th day of February, 2015. 
LAURA MCCLINTON 
DEPUTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILfNG 
I hereby certify that on the LI day of £.b 
the foregoing was caused to be faxPollows: 
JAY LOGSDON 
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
, 2015, a true and correct copy of 
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FILED: 5·- ~ 
AT I ~oS:::o·cLOCK M 
CLERK, DISTRICT COURT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF Tiffi STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
CASE NO. CR-13-4958 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND 
ORDER OF DISMISSAL OF APPEAL Plaintiff-Respondent, 
vs. 
JACOB T. LONG 
Defendant-Appellant. 
PROCEDURAL AND FACTUAL ffiSTORY 
FACTS 
The case at bar is an appeal from Judge Caldwell's August 2, 2013 decision 
denying Defendant's Motion to Suppress a warrantless blood draw. Defendant appealed 
Judge Caldwell's decision on August 19, 2013. 
The facts of the case, as taken from the Motion to Suppress Transcript, are as 
follows: 
On or about March 15, 2013 at approximately 2:45 a.m., Deputy Arts of the 
Kootenai County Sheriff's Office executed a traffic stop of Defendant's vehicle. 
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Following an investigation, Deputy Arts arrested Defendant for suspected driving under 
the influence. Defendant refused to provide a breath test, so he was transported to 
Kootenai Medical Center ("KMC") for a forced blood draw. When at KMC, pursuant to 
his standard procedure, Deputy Arts removed the handcuff from one of Defendant's 
hands and attached the handcuff to the bed. There is no evidence in the record that 
Defendant refused or resisted the blood draw. There is no evidence that Defendant was 
restrained, with the exception of the handcuff, nor is there any evidence of additional 
security or threats that force would be used if Defendant failed to comply. 
The parties briefed the issues and the Court heard Oral Argument on May 14, 
2014. Following the May 14, 2014 Oral Argument, the Court gave the parties time to file 
additional briefing. The Court again heard Oral Argument on May 30, 2014. Following 
Oral Argument the Court took the matter under advisement. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
The appeal of a decision on a motion to suppress carries a bifurcated standard of 
review: the trial court's findings of fact are upheld if supported by substantial evidence. 
State v. Ramirez, 145 Idaho 886, 888, 187 P.3d 1261, 1263 (Ida.ho Ct. App. 2008). 
However, the ~ppellate court may freely review the trial court's determination as to 
whether constitutional standards have been satisfied in light of the facts found. State v. 
Atkinson, 128 Idaho 559,561,916 P.2d 1284, 1286 (Ct. App. 1996). 
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DISCUSSION 
1. Whether the Magistrate Erred in Determining that the Warrantless Non-
Consensual Blood Draw was Justified by J.C. § 18-8002 in Consideration of 
the United State and Idaho Constitutional Protections? 
Defendant argues that the Magistrate erred in detennining that "irrevocable 
implied consent exists." (App. Br., P. 18). ln his oral decision the magistrate noted that: 
• It is undisputed that there was no expressed consent from tlie Defendant 
(Tr. P. 34). 
• The issue before the Court was whether or not the State met its burden to 
establish an exception for the warrant requirement. Id. 
• The State could not meet the exigent circumstance exception to the 
warrant requirement. id 
• There was no search warrant requested by the officer in this matter 
• The real issue was whether or not ''the defendant's motion to suppress 
should be granted" in light of the Missouriv. McNeely. 
The Court went on to find that "in this particular matter that the defendant did 
impliedly consent to a forced blood draw by driving as pursuant to Idaho Code." (Tr. P. 
36). The Court asserted that "the consent is an exception to the warrant requirement. It 
cannot be revoked under the current case law in the State of Idaho." Id. The Court 
concluded that "the defendant had impliedly consented to the blood draw under the 
current Idaho Code, as well as the Idaho Appellate Court decisions." (Tr. P. 37). The 
Court then cited Judge Gibler's decision in State v. Kenneth Randall Smith, State v. Diaz, 
144 Idaho 300, State v. DeWitt, and State v. Wheeler. (Tr. P. 37). 
Administration of blood alcohol testing constitutes a seizure of the person, and a 
search within the purview of the Fourth Amendment. State v. LeClercq, 149 Idaho 905, 
243 P.3d 1093, 1095 (Ct. App. 2010), citingSchumberv. California, 384 U.S. 757,767, 
86 S.Ct. 1826, 1833-34, 16 L.Ed.2d 908, 917-18 (1966); State v. Diaz, 144 Idaho 300, 
302, 160 P.3d 739, 741 (2007) (other citation omitted). Searches and seizures performed 
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without a warrant are presumptively unreasonable. Id. ( citation omitted). 
To overcome this presumption, the State bears the burden of establishing two 
prerequisites. First, the State must prove that a warrantless search fell within a 
well-recognized exception to the warrant requirement. Second, the State must 
show that even if the search is permissible under an exception to the warrant 
requirement, it must still be reasonable in light of all of the other surrounding 
circumstances. 
Id. (internal citations omitted). 
Under Idaho's implied consent statute, anyone who drives or is in actual physical 
control of a vehicle is deemed to have impliedly consented to evidentiary testing for 
alcohol when an officer who has reasonable grounds to believe an individual is driving 
under the influence requests this testing. Diaz, 144 Idaho at 302, 160 P.3d at 741; I.C. § 
18-8002(1). Such consent is an exception to the warrant requirement. Id. at 1095, citing 
Schneckloth v. Bustamonte, 412 U.S. 218, 93 S. Ct. 2041, 36 L.Ed.2d 854 (1973) (other 
citation omitted). This implied consent to evidentiary testing includes testing of a 
suspect's blood or urine under I.C. § 18-8002, in addition to breathalyzer testing-the test 
requested is of the officer's choosing. Diaz, 144 Idaho at 302, 160 P.3d at 741, citing 
Halen v. State, 136 Idaho 829,833, 41 P.3d257, 261 (2002). 
What exactly constitutes "reasonable grounds" for purposes of satisfying I.C. § 
18-8002(1) is not entirely clear. Some case law tends to show that the ''reasonable 
grounds" standard is synonymous with "probable cause." See Matter of Griffiths, 113 
Idaho 364, 369, 744 P.2d 92, 97 (1987) ("These facts establish probable cause or 
reasonable grounds under section 18-8002.") (citation omitted). 
State v. Fe"eira, 133 Idaho 474, 988 P.2d 700 (Ct. App. 1999), and its progeny, 
provides that an officer may request a driver to perform field sobriety testing based upon 
reasonable suspicion. However, the Cou.-t therein only held that reasonable suspicion was 
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the standard for field sobriety testing, and based its holding, in part, on the fact that such 
testing occurs in the field, and that a driver who passes FSTs is free to go on their way 
thereafter. 
The right of an officer to order a blood draw is not limited by I. C. § l 8-
8002( 6)(b ). Diaz, 144 Idaho at 303, 160 P.3d at 742. Under J.C.§ 18-8002(6)(b), an order 
for a blood draw must be supported by probable cause tliat one of the enumerated crimes, 
such as aggravated DUI or vehicular manslaughter, have occurred. I.C. § 18-8002( 6)(b ). 
However, in Halen v. State, 136 Idaho 829, 833-34, 41 P.3d 257, 261-62 (2002), the 
Supreme Court ofldaho "held that Idaho Code § 18-8002( 6)(b) limits only when an 
officer can order medical personnel to administer a blood withdrawal but does not 
otherwise limit when an officer 'may request that a defendant peacefully submit to a 
blood withdrawal."' Diaz, 144 Idaho at 303, 160 P.3d at 742 (quoting Halen, 136 Idaho 
at 834, 41 P .3d at 262 ( emphasis supplied)). 
Despite the fact that "[n]otbing in Idaho Code § 18-8002 limits the officer's 
authority to require a defendant to submit to a blood draw[,]" the recent United States 
Supreme Court Case Missouriv. McNeely, 133 S.Ct. 1552 (2013), places new limits on 
the ability of law enforcement to conduct a blood test without a warrant. Diaz, 144 Idaho 
at 303, 160 P.3d at 742. In McNeely, the U.S. Supreme Court stated that "[i]n those 
drunk-driving investigations where police officers can reasonably obtain a warrant before 
a blood sample can be drawn without significantly undermining the efficacy of the 
search, the Fourth Amendment mandates that they do so." 569 U.S. at 1561. The U.S. 
Supreme Court recognized that there may be some circumstances that would "make 
obtaining a warrant impractical such that the dissipation of alcohol from the blood stream 
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will support and exigency justifying a properly conducted warrantless blood test[,]" but 
the court rejected the risk of dissipation of alcohol as a per se exception to the warrant 
requirement. Id Instead, the Court emphasized that "[w]hether a warrantless blood test of 
a drunk~driving suspect is reasonable must be determined case by case based on the 
totality of the circumstances." Id (emphasis added). 
The U.S. Supreme Court cited several factors that may lead to circumstances 
where a warrantless blood test of a drunk-driving suspect may be appropriate. Id. Factors 
that may contribute to exigent circumstances may include: (1) time must be spent 
investigating the scene of the accident and transporting an injured suspect to the hospital 
to receive treatment; (2) the availability of a magistrate and procedures in place for 
obtaining a warrant; (3) "metabolization of alcohol in the bloodstream and the ensuing 
loss of evidence[;]" and ( 4) other "practical problems of obtaining a warrant within a 
timeframe that still preserves the opportunity to obtain reliable evidence[.]'' Id. 
Here, Defendant refused to provide Deputy Arts with a breath sample. 
Subsequently, Deputy Arts transported Defendant to KMC for a blood draw. There is no 
evidence that Defendant attempted to actually, impliedly, or constructively refuse the 
blood draw. This fact makes the case at bar distinguishable from the other blood draw 
cases which have come before this Court in recent history, such as State v. Wulff. 
Kootenai County Case No. CR-12-19332 and State v. Halseth, Kootenai County Case 
No. CR-12-21618; in both of those cases the defendants did actually, impliedly, or 
constructively refuse the blood draw. 
The State argues that the blood draw in the case at bar was valid because 
Defendant impliedly consented to the blood d..raw u..Tider the Linplied consent statute. 
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Despite the State taking a broad view in its argument, essentially arguing that consent can 
never be revoked, there is some merit to the State's argument that because of implied 
consent, the blood draw was valid in the case at bar. 
In order to revoke implied consent, Defendant must have taken some action to 
refuse the blood draw; here, there is no evidence that any refusal to the blood draw is 
present. Defendant's only refusal was to the breath test. Allowing a wa.rrantless blood 
draw under these circumstances would not result in a per se exception to the warrant 
requirement because Defendant had the option to refuse the blood draw, but simply failed 
to exercise that option. A finding that there was Implied Consent in the case at bar can be 
distinguished from this Court's two prior blood draw decisions, Wulff and Halseth, 
because in those cases the defendants actually made some refusal to the blood draw 
whereas Defendant in the case at bar went along seemingly without issue. Applying this 
logic to the case at bar, Defendant could have revoked his implied consent, but did not do 
so. Therefore, the Court finds that under the facts of this case, specifically Defendant's 
failure to revoke his implied consent to the blood draw, the Magistrate Court did not err 
in denying Defendant's Motion to Suppress the blood draw in this case. 
ORDER: 
Based upon the foregoing, IT IS HERBY ORDERED, that: 
1. The suppression below is AFFIRMED, and Appellant's appeal is 
DISMISSED. 
DATED: This 3D day of May, 2014 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ~ day of May, 2014, I caused, to be served, a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing document as addressed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor, CR 
Fax: (208) 446-1833 
Craig Zanetti 
AMENDOLA,DOTY,&BRUMLEYPLLC 
702 N. Fourth Street 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83 814 
Fax: 208-765-1046 
The Honorable Robert Caldwell 
First Class Mail 
_Jaxed 
First Class Mail 
..J.,LFaxed 
_,, Hand Delivery 
Yt~ 
Deputy Clerk 
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BARRYMcHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
· Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
Facsimile: (208) 446-1833 
FAX No. 208-446-1840 P. 001/006 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TIIB 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
TROY :MILES SVELMOE, 
Defendant. 
) Case No. CR F14-18684 
) 
) BRIEF IN OPPOSITION TO· 
) DEFENDANT'S MOTION IN LIMINE 
) 
) 
) 
) 
_______________ ) 
CO:tvJES NOW the State, by and through Laura McClinto~ Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, 
and hereby submits its Brief in Opposition to Defendant's Motion to Limine. 
FACTS 
The facts of this case have been previously outlined in the State's Brief in Opposition to 
Defendant! s Motion to Suppress. 
ISSUE 
L Whether the breath test results are admissible. 
ARGUMENT 
I. The Idaho State Police have met the requirements of J.C. § !8-8004( 4) and I.C. 
§ 18~8002A such that the breath test results are reliable and thus admissible. 
Idaho courts have continuously Upheld the admission of breath tests pursuant to LC. § 18-
8004(4). See State v. Howell, 122 Idaho 209,213, 832 P.2d 1144, 1148 (1992); State v. Van 
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Sickle, 120 Idaho 99, 813 P.2d 910 (1991). Idaho's DUI statute states it is unlawful for a person 
with "an alcohol concentration of 0.08, as defined in subsection (4) of this section, or more, as 
shown by analysis of his blood, urine, or breath, to drive or be in actual physical control of a 
motor vehicle" on a road or place open to the public. LC.§ 18-8004(l)(a). Subsection (4), in 
turn, sets forth a formula of grams of alcohol per 210 liters of breath upon which upon which "an 
evidentiary test for alcohol concentration shall be based" and states that such breath tests shall be 
performed by an approved laboratory or "by any other method approved by the Idaho state 
police.'' l.C. § 18-8004(4). That subsection continues and states: 
Notwithstanding any other provision oflaw or rule of court, the results of any test for 
alcohol concentration and records relating to calibration, approval, certification or quality 
control performed by a laboratory operated or approved by the Idaho state police or by 
any other method approved by the Idaho state police shall be admissible in any 
proceeding in this state without the necessity of producing a witness to establish the 
reliability of the testing procedure for examination. 
LC.§ 18-8004(4). 
As contemplated by I.C. § 18-8004(4), ISP has approved certain methods for breath alcohol 
testing and standards for the administration of such tests, and those approved methods have been 
set out by ISP in the form of"Standard Operating Procedures" and training manuals (hereinafter 
collectively '~SOP's"). State v. Besaw. 155 Idaho 134, 140,306 P.3d 219,225 (Ct. App. 2013), 
review denied. 
. . 
In.Besaw, the Idaho Court of Appeals directly addressed the LC.§ 18-8004(4) 
requirements relating to alcohol breath tests. In Besaw, the Defendant was charged with 
misdemeanor driving under the influence with an excessive alcohol concentration of .20 or 
above, pursuant to I.C. §§ 18-8004(1)(a) and 18-8004C(l) and convicted by a jury of the same. 
Id. atl37, 306 P.3d at 222. The defendant appealed the conviction asserting error in the denial 
of his motions to ex.elude the field sobriety tests and the breath test results from evidence. Id. 
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The Idaho Court of Appeals noted LC. §§ 18-8004(4) and l 8-8002A(3) charge the Idaho State 
Police (ISP) 'With prescribing by rule approved equipment for testing breath alcohol content and 
standards for administration of such tests. Id at 140, 306 P .3d at 225. The Court in Besaw held: 
Id. 
Although the ISP has adopted administrative "Rules Governing Alcohol Testing," 
see Idaho Administrative Code (IDAPA) 11.03.01, et seq., its standards for 
evidenti.ary testing and calibration of equipment are not presented in those rules, 
but instead are set out in the ''Stand;ttd Operating Procedure" (SOP) and training 
manuals. We have treated those documents as "rules" for purposes of judicial 
review because the parties have done so and because they constitute the only 
materials by which the ISP has purported to authorize testing instruments and 
methods. See In re Hubbal'd, 152 Idaho 879, 881-82, 276 P.3d 751, 753-54 
(Ct.App.2012); In re Schroeder, 147 Idaho 476, 479 n. 3, 210 P.3d 584, 587 n. 3 
(Ct.App.2009). 
The interpretation of an administrative rule is an issue of law over which the Court 
exercises free review, Mason v. Donnelly Club, 135 Idaho 581,586, 21 P.3d 903,908 (2001), 
and the Court of Appeals has interpreted the ISP1s standard operating procedures as 
administrative rules.'' Wheeze; v. Idaho Transp. Dep't, 148 Idaho 378,384,223 P.3d 761, 767 
(Ct. App. 2009). When interpreting a rule, the Court construes it as a whole to give effect to the 
in.tent of the promulgating entity. See George W Watkins Family v. Messenger, 118 Idaho 537, 
539--40, 797 P.2d 1385, 1387~88 (1990) (abrogated on-other grounds). 
The defendant's main argument in Besaw was the breath tests "should not have been 
admitted into evidence because he has demonstrated 'a lack of standards in. breath testing as 
required by Idaho Code § 18-8004( 4). "' Id at 142-43, 306 P.3d at 227~28. The defendant 
argued the "ISP is charged by statute with adopting alcohol concentration testing standards 
meant to ensure the reliability of test results'' but "the agency has abdicated this responsibility by 
replacing standards with testing recommendations that are not meant to ensure the accuracy of 
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the test results but, rather, to facilitate·the admissibility oftest results.'' Id at 143, 306 P.3d at 
228 ( emphasis in original). 
The defendant in Besaw relied on the dissenting opinion in Wheeler, and the Court of 
Appeals specifically pointed out the defendant's argument was based on a dissenting opinion, not 
a majority opinion and as such was not precedent to which fue Court was required to adhere 
under stare decisis. Id. at 144,306 P.3d at 229. The Court went on to state the evidence 
admitted by the defense, including e-mails, did not establish the test procedures actually 
authorized by the SOP' s and applied in the defendant's case "are incapable of producing reliable 
tests." Id . Thus it was reasonable for the Besaw court to find expert testimony is not necessary 
to ensure the reliability of breath test results. 
Besaw is dispositive of the case at bar because the Defendant is arguing the same point, 
that ISP' s SOP' s are void because ISP has failed to set forth proper rules by which the reliability 
of breath testing can be established. The Idaho Court of Appeals has already squarely addressed 
this issue and decided the test procedures authorized by the SOP's are capable of producing 
reliable results, and further held there was no evidence, despite troubling e-mails and the case 
law cited, that the test procedures authorized by the SOPs are incapable of producing reliable 
results. 
The State anticipates that Defendant will now point the Court to Judge Stegner' s opinion 
in the recent case State v. Nauert, CR-13-10176 in bis argument (1st Dist. Ct. July 7, 2014). 
However, Nauert is not controlling authority for this Court The State also urges the Court to 
consider Judge Brodie's recent opinion in Hern v. State of Idaho, Department of Transportation, 
CV-13-01106 (2nd Dist Ct. June, 2014). Hern held in part that" 
The IDAP A rule does not require the standards to be established as rules in compliance 
with the Idaho Administrative Procedures Act, nor are the SOP's rules. They are merely 
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Id 
the procedural standards law enforcement officers must follow when administering breath 
testing, as is evidence by the use of the word ''shall" in Rule 11.03.01.014.The SOP's are 
not invalid, as argued by Petitioner, as they are not rules, nor are they required to be rules 
promulgated in accordance with the Idaho Administrative Procedures Act. They are 
merely standards or guidelines lawfully established by ISP pursuant to a validly 
promulgated rule. 
There is no more recent case law which would overrule the Appellate Court's 2013 
decision in Besaw, and under stare decisis the District Court must adhere to the Appellate 
Court's decision. However, even if the Comt were to rule in the Defendant's favor, the result 
would be the.necessity of expert testimony in order to introduce the results of the breath tests, :hot 
the exclusion of such, evidence. 
In this case, the Defendant provided two breath samples after being read a copy of the 
ALS § 18-8002 advisory form. The 15 minute waiting period was observed pursuant to the SOP 
requirements. The test results were within proper range of each other, with results of .108/.106. 
The Defendant does not contend that, in administering his breath test, Officer Tetrault failed to 
comply with any of the methods or procedures set forth in the SOPs. Rather, he argues the 
methods themselves are invalid because there is nothing in the record indicating that ISP 
complied with the rulemaking procedures of the IDAPA. As such, there is no indication that 
such results are not reliable. and thus. under Besaw, the breath test results are admissible without 
. . . 
the ne~d for expert testimony. 
CONCLUSION 
For the forgoing reasons the State respectfully requests Defendant's Motion :in Liroine to 
be denied. 
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DATED this 8th day of February, 2015. 
FAX No. 208-446-1840 
LAURA MCCLJNTON 
Deputy Prosecuting Attomey 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
P. UUb/UUb 
I hereby certify that on the )O day of~, 2015, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing was caused to be fa:fed as follows: 
JAY LOGSDON 
PUBLIC DEFENDER'S OFFICE ( fa')c) 
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Description CR 2014-18684 Svelmoe, Troy 20150211 Motion Suppress 
Judge Mitchell 
Court Reporter Julie Foland 
Clerk Jeanne Clausen 
Date 2/11/2015 I Location 
Time Speaker 
03:22:00 PM J 
1:=======li==== 
03:22:57 PM PA 
03:23:23 PM 
03:29:4 
03:29:4 
Witness 
==== 
03:30:27 PM J 
04:33:52 PM J 
04:34:07 PM PA 
04:34:26 PM PD 
04:34:48 PM 
04:36:37 PM 
Troy 
Svelmoe 
Note 
Calls case - deft present and represented by Mr. Logsdon. Ms. 
McClinton for the state. Would like to hear motion to dismiss. 
s offi"c ~er Tattersall. Directs. 
I'm a patrol officer. I was on duty time of the alleged offense. I 
contacted defendant on 2 separate occasions. Traffic stop was in 
Post Falls. Officer Chapman did the traffic stop. I conducted the 
DUI investigation. The defendant was ID by his D.L. I smelled 
odor of alcohol and he had blood shot eyes. I had previous 
contact with him earlier that night and he was told not to drive 
because he had consumed alcohol. Conducted field sobriety 
tests. He failed 2 out of 3. He was cooperative during these tests. 
He was placed under arrest for DU I and DWP. He was offered a 
BAG test after he was arrested. Read the ALS D.L. suspension 
form to him. He provided 2 BAG samples. He didn't try and refuse 
those tests. These were done at Ko.Co. Public Safety Bldg. 
to have exhibit A admitted. 
·on. 
Recess 
I Back on the record. 
I No additional evidence. 
Calls Troy Svelmoe. Directs. 
Reviews defense exhibit A. Officer read this to me in booking. I 
took a breath alcohol test. I chose to take test because if I didn't, 
my license would be suspended longer. I felt I wouldn't blow over 
the legal limit. 
oss. 
rther questions. 
Motion to suppress. Idaho Supreme Court has taken over this 
issue and will be hearing it on 4/8/15. Any DUI case a warrant 
wouldn't be required. Refers to McNealy. Idaho Supreme Court 
has changed their minds. Applied consent laws. Consent is 
supposed to be freely revocable. Cites case law. No court has 
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II ~ai.~ whether .a war~ant is ~e~ue~te? for UA ?r SAC. _N~. ~xc';.!:~~~ _ I\ 
m me warrant requirement. 1mp11ea consent 1s perm1ss101e. umcer 
PD hadn't gotten a warrant. Officer read off the advisory and didn't 
have right to. ALS form doesn't refer to warrant requirement. 
Results of test should be suppressed. 
04:44:56 PM State did not need a warrant in this case. Consent was freely 
given. Deft didn't have any questions about the ALS form. No 
coercion by the officer. Deft was cooperative. Look at totality of 
circumstances. ALS advisory form is only one thing to consider. 
PA Officer is required to read this form prior to breath test. Statute 
has authorized. ALS doesn't threaten jail or prison. Advises of civil 
penalties of refusal. Cites Wolf case. State v Garcia and State v 
LeClerk. ALS accurately advises deft of penalties. Looking at 
state vs. Howseth. 
04:51:56 PM PD -.~.:.;:; ~.:. ~~~·;l!e opinion. DUI have gotten a lot easier to prove. 
04:55:25 PM I understanding the argument and denying motion to suppress. 
Reasonable suspension standard has been met. Deft consented 
to the bAC test. This was voluntary and it was a calculated move 
J by defendant to get out of problem he was in. There was nothing 
about situation at scene and jail that influence was not given by 
the officer. I've read both parties briefs. A blood test is not same 
of UA or SAC. Motion to suppress is denied. 
04:59:~[J Motion in limine. 
05:00:13 PM I had filed a lot of materials and asked court to take judicial notice. 
State vs Seesaw. Method adopted. Used a rational basis test to 
PD uphold whatever was adopted by ISP. Court was incorrect in 
reading the law. Seesaw left open - standard operating 
procedures had been by IDAPA. 
05:06:43 PM Seesaw controls and nothing has occurred to change this. 
Nothing on the record to indicate SOP's were unreliable. No need 
PA for expert testimony. SAC test can be questioned if this case goes 
to trial. Allowed to introduce SAC test results without expert 
testimony. 
05:08:37 PM PD SAC science is shielded. followed minimum basic requirements. Really can't trust procedure. 
05:10:21 PM J Why can't you cross examine the science beyond the result. 
05:10:43 PM PD No foundational requirement. How the machine monitors the 
result. 
05:10:53 PM J can still impeach the result. 
I 05:11:46 PM I PD How can you talk about science going beyond the scope. 
I 05:12:07 PM I J I'm not understanding argument that you can't attack the SAC 
test. 
I 05:12:28 PM I PD 
concern is that state puts on evidence for not having to follow the 
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rules. I 
05:12:50 PM J District Judge ever restricted you from asking about the results of the test. 
05:13:08 PM Deny motion in limine. I've read Judge Stegner's decision. I 
understand his decision entirely. I think his out on a limb in light of 
Beesaw. Beesaw answers all the questions Judge Stegner has 
J raised. State hadn't argued. IDAPA - Supreme Court was clear on 
this. I have to follow this. Not going to deviate from Beesaw. 
Factual situations that gave him 15 min. Motion in limine is 
denied. 
os:11:1o~[J Motion to dismiss Part II. 
05:17:18 PM Stipulate to what state outlined as circumstances. Ask court to 
view the transcript in this case. Reviews Stockwell opinion. 
PD Prosecutor going to be treated differently. PA shouldn't be able to file charges as many times as they want until they get outcome 
that they want. No reasons to allow PA to get away with what 
attorneys can't in other cases. 
05:21:19 PM J Quotes parts of Stockwell - what evidence of shopping among 
magistrates or refilling until they get answer they want? 
05:22:03 PM PD Not when evidence become available. New evidence that comes 
available before you can refile. Waste of judicial resources. 
05:23:38 PM D Same magistrate. What evidence do you have that there is no good cause. 
05:24:57 PM PD Duty to let we don't have evidence today. Motions to 
reconsideration - have cited case law in my brief. 
05:25:54 PM Defense counsel's motion is frivous. Wasn't judge shopping. 
state's decision on how to present their case. I felt I could get this 
PA bound over with just the field sobriety tests. I refilled while 
presenting evidence of the BAC. Weren't refilling this numerous 
times to get the results. 
. 14 PM PD If ~t::ite goes forward on a complaint by intoxication of BAC . 
1:29:01 PM J 
~~::; q ote from Stockwell. 
c:;.29:13 PM PD .... --··-e or bad cause II---- l.,QU.>' • 
05:29:22 PM J Sole inquiry should be judicial resources. 
05:30:03 PM Essentially having a reconsideration of something. Effects on a 
PD defendant. Hard believing that court isn't interested in any kind of 
judicial resource preservation. 
05:31:45 PM Motion to dismiss part II. State wasn't Judge shopping. There was 
J one refilling. I don't think this is a good practice for State to do, but I don't see any evidence of lack of good faith. Motion isn't well 
taken in light of Stockwell and the facts. 
05:33:22 PD No resolution. 
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II 05·33·30 PM J 
j 05:33:41 PM PA 
I 05:34:05 PM PD 
I 05:34:14 PM IIJ 
I 05:34:21 PM End 
llwm take this up Tuesday morning at 9am 
II No preliminary issues. 
II When would you like the jury instructions? 
I 
Now. Follow the rule. 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www.fortherecord.com 
Page 4 of 4 
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BARRYMcHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
Facsimile: (208) 446-1833 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
\. 
STATE OF IDAHO. } 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
TROY MILES SVELMOE, ) 
Defendant. } 
Case No. CR-2014-18684 
MOTION TO 
RELEASE EXfilBIT(S) 
COMES NOW, BARRY McHUGH, Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County Idaho, and 
hereby moves the above-entitled Court for an order releasing to the Prosecutor's office, all exhibits 
entered in the above matter at the Preliminary Hearing held on the 31st day of October, 2014 before 
JUDGE CLARK PETERSON. Such request is:based upon the fact that these documents are needed 
in case the State will need for future court proceedings. 
DATED this / 2._ day ofFEBRUAR~IS. 
- l/ 
,.,.. 
puty Prosecuting Attorney 
MOTION AND ORDER TO RELEASE EXHIBITS 
• 
Page 1 
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Prosecutor's Certificate of Transmittal · · 
I hereby certify that on the 11 day ofFEBRUARY,2015, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was caused to be delivered as follows: 
PUBLIC DEFENDERS OFFICE 
£MAILED tb d--¥e.d) 
J Udt(e. M1 khci t I f-04Ce.ol) 
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IN THE DISTR1CT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
TROY MILES SVELMOE, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
Case No. CR-2014-18684 
ORDER TO RELEASE 
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBIT(S) 
The Court havmg before it the above Motion, and good cause appearing now, therefore; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above entitled.Plaintiffs exhibit(s) entered in the above 
matter by the State at the Prelimimu:y Hearing held on the 31st day of October, 2014 before JUDGE 
CLARK PETERSON, are hereby to be released to the Prosecutor's office. 
ENTERED this \ L~day of FEBRUARY, 2015. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE· 
I hereby certify that on the Jbay of r (_, b ' . 2015, copies of the foregoing 
document(s) were mailed; postage prepaid, or sent by facsimile or inter-office mail to: 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Ko~t~ai County FAX 208-446-1833 / " 
Defense Counsel Kootenai County Public Defender FAX 208 44€iJ.701---trv\._~ 
Defense Counsel FAX 
-------------
--~ Defendant. __ ~~-----~~--
--- Kootenai County Sheriff's Office KCSD jailsgts@kcgov.us 
___ Idaho Probation & Parole -Distl@idoc.idaho.gov 
___ Idaho Department of Correction FAX 208-327-7445 
___ CCD Sentencing Team- - CCDSentencingTeam@idoc.idaho.gov 
~-- Idaho Department of Transportation FAX 208-334-8739 
___ Community Service Interoffice.Mail or FAX 208-446-1193 
___ Auditor nvigil@kcgov.us 
___ BCI (Bureau of Criminal Investigation) FAX.208-884-7193 
___ Kootenai County Law Library/Transcription FAX 208-446-1187 
___ Central Records CentralRecords@idoc.idaho.gov 
___ ISP Forensics Lab FAX 208-209-8716 V 
Idaho State Industrial Commission, FAX: 2;;~1r,r'6°' 0 \:' 
JIM BRANNON, CIDEF DEPUTY 
CL OF THE DIS CT COURT 
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BARRY McHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
Facsimile: (208) 446-1833 
Assigned Attorney: 
LAURA MCCLINTON 
FAX No. 208-446-1840 P. OU 1 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
TROY l\1ILES SVELMOE, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-2014-18684 
ORDER 
The above matters came on for a hearing before the Honorable JUDGE JOHN 
MITCHELL, on the llthday of February, 2015. The State was represented by LAURA 
MCCLINTON, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, for Kootenai County, Idaho. The defendant was 
present, represented by JAY LOGSDON, Attorney for the Defendant. After arguments from 
both parties, the Court enters its orders as follows: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the· defendant's Motion to Suppress is DENIED for 
reasons set forth on the record. 
IT IS HEREBY ALSO ORDERED that.the defendant's Motion in Limme is DENIED for 
reasons set forth on.the record. 
IT IS HEREBY ALSO ORDERED that the defendant's Motion to Dismiss II is DENIED 
ORDER 
1 of2 
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for reasons set forth on the record. 
ENTERED this t 2 +L day of Feb~, 2015. 
CERTIFICATE OF SER 
I hereby certify that on the / 'J, day of .f.cb · . 2015, copies of the foregoing 
document(s) were mailed; postage prepaid, or sent by facsimile or inter-office mail to: 
_i Deputy Prosecuting Atto~ey for Koote~ai Coup.ty FAX 208-446-1833 j , 
~ Defense Counsel Kootenru. County Public Defender FAX :208-446-1101~ 
___ Defense Counsel FAX · · 
~~- Defendant_~~~~~~~~~~~~-
--- Kootenai County Sheriff's Office KCSD jailsgts@kcgov.us 
___ Idaho Probation & Parole - Distl@idoc.idaho.gov 
___ Idaho Department of Correction FAX 208-327-7445 
___ CCD Sentencing Team- - CCDSentencingTeam@idoc.idaho.gov 
___ Idaho Department of Transportation FAX 208-334-8739 
___ Community Service Interoffice Mail or FAX 208-446-1193 
___ Auditor nvigil@kcgov.us 
___ BCI (Bureau of Criminal Investigation) FAX 208-884-7193 
___ Kootenai County Law Library/Transcription FAX 208-446-1187 
--~ Central Records CentralRecords@idoc.idaho.gov 
---
ISP Forensics Lab FAX 208-209-8716 
Idaho State Industrial Commission, FAX: 208-334-514°d" 
~-- oY 
X 4? 11C, \7(Yl 
JIM BRANNON, CHIEF- DEPUTY . '(/\,' u' ./ ' 
CLERK OF THE D CT COURT 
ORDER 
2 of2 
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BARRY MCHUGH 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
501 N. Government Way/P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 · 
Telephone Number: (208) 446-1800 
Fax.Number: (208) 446-1833 
Assigned Attorney 
Laura McClinton 
FAX No. 208-446-1840 P. OUl/UUL 
1N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST nIDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, lN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
TROY MILES SVELMOE, 
Defendant. 
Case No. CR-FI4-18684 
PLAINTIFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL 
RESPONSE TO DISCOVERY 
COMES NOW, BARRY MCHUGH. Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, Idaho, 
and submits the following Supplemental Response to Request for Discovery. 
The State has complied with Defendant's request by furnishing the following additional 
evidence and materials: 
COPY of PFPD redacted dash-cam video recording (DVD is available for pick up). 
If you have not received any of the foregoing copies, please contact this office 
immediately. 
Pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 16, the Prosecuting Attorney further informs the 
defendaut that you are permitted. to inspect and copy or ph(?tograph books, paper, documents, 
photographs, tangible objects, building, or places, or copies or portions thereo( which are 
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material to the preparation of the defense, or intended for use by the prosecutor as evidence at 
trial, or obtained from or belonging to the defendant. 
The Prosecuting Attorney further informs the defendant that you are permitted to inspect 
and copy or photograph any results or reports of physical or mental examinations, and of 
scientific tests or experiments, made :in connection with the particular case, or copies thereof, 
within the possession> custody or control of the prosecuting attorney, the existence of which is 
known or is available to the prosecuting attorney by the exercise of due diligence. 
DATED this~ of February, 2015. 
BARRY MCHUGH 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
~V~~L~ 
Laura McClinton 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify-that on the /~ day of February, 2015, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was caused to be delivered as follows: D mailed C1 foxed DI hand delivered ~ 
emailed tJ Just Web · 
Kootenai County Public Defender 
.fav T .nai:::rlrm J ~:-i\11,'~~ll (~~) 
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ORIGINAL RUSH 
STATE OF rOAHO J 
Jay Logsdon, Deputy Pubiic Defender 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAf1SS FILED: 
The Law Office of the Public Defender of Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 2fHS FEB I 2 AH 9: 57 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 8759 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NUMBER CR-14-0018684 
Plaintiff, ) Fel 
) 
V. ) DEFENDANT'S REQUESTED 
) JURY INSTRUCTIONS 
TROY MILES SVELMOE, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
) 
COMES NOW, the above-named Defendant, by and through his attorney, Jay Logsdon, 
Deputy Public Defender, and respectfully submits the Defendant's Requested Jury Instructions No. 1 
through 7, in addition to the Court's general instructions on the law. 
DATED this I ]_,... day of February, 2015. 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing 
a copy of the same as indicated below on the I~ day of February, 2015, addressed to: 
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833 
Via Fax 
_L_ Interoffice Mail ~ Q.>~ 
DEFENDANT'S REQUESTED 
JURY INSTRUCTIONS 
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ICJI 103 REASONABLE DOUBT 
PRESUMPTION OF INNOCENCE-REASONABLE DOUBT 
INSTRUCTION NO.: 1 
Under our law and system of justice, the Defendant is presumed to be innocent. 
The presumption of innocence means two things. 
First, the state has the burden of proving the Defendant guilty. The state has that 
burden throughout the trial. The Defendant is never required to prove her innocence, nor 
does the Defendant ever have to produce any evidence at all. 
Second, the state must prove the alleged crime beyond a reasonable doubt. A 
reasonable doubt is not a mere possible or imaginary doubt. It is a doubt based on reason 
and common sense. It may arise from a careful and impartial consideration of all the 
evidence, or from lack of evidence. If after considering all the evidence you have a 
reasonable doubt about the Defendant's guilt, you must find the Defendant not guilty. 
Comment 
The Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment requires that the jury be 
instructed on the presumption of innocence. Taylor v. Kentucky, 436 U.S. 478 (1977). 
Although technically not a "presumption", the presumption of innocence is a way of 
describing the prosecution's duty both to produce evidence of guilt and to convince the 
jury beyond a reasonable doubt. Id. 
"The beyond a reasonable doubt standard is a requirement of due process, but the 
Constitution neither prohibits trial courts from defining reasonable doubt nor requires 
them to do so as a matter of course. Indeed, so long as the court instructs the jury on the 
necessity that the Defendant's guilt be proved beyond a reasonable doubt, the 
Constitution does not require that any particular form of words be used in advising the 
jury of the government's burden of proof. Rather, 'taken as a whole, the instructions 
[must] correctly conve[y] the concept of reasonable doubt to the jury."' Victor v. 
Nebraska, 511 U.S. 1, 5 (1994) (citations omitted). 
The above instruction reflects the view that it is preferable to instruct the jury on the 
meaning of proof beyond a reasonable doubt. This instruction defines that term concisely 
while avoiding the pitfalls arising from some other attempts to define this concept. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
ACCEPTED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
7 ./ 
V 
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ICJI l 000 DRIVH~G WHILE UNDER THE Il~FLUENCE 
INSTRUCTION NO.: 2 
In order for the Defendant to be guilty of Driving Under the Influence the state 
must prove each of the following: 
1. On or about May 10, 2014 
2. in the state of Idaho 
3. the Defendant Troy Svelmoe, drove 
4. a motor vehicle 
5. upon a highway, street or bridge or upon public or private property open to the 
public, 
6. while under the influence of alcohol or 
while having an alcohol concentration of 0.08 or more as shown by analysis of the 
Defendant's breath. 
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find 
the Defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable 
doubt, then you must find the Defendant guilty. 
Comment 
LC. § 18-8004. 
State v. Andrus, 118 Idaho 711, 800 P.2d 107 (Ct. App. 1990); State v. Hartwig, 112 
Idaho 370, 732 P.2d 339 (Ct. App. 1987); State v. Cheney, 116 Idaho 917, 782 P.2d 40 
(Ct. App. 1989); Schadv. Arizona, 501 U.S.624 (1991). 
The State of Idaho has jurisdiction over an enrolled member of an Indian tribe for the 
offense of driving while under the influence of alcohol on public roads and highways 
within an Indian reservation located in the State of Idaho. State v. Warden, 127 Idaho 
763, 906 P.2d 133 (1995). 
Because of an amendment to Idaho Code § 18-8004 that was effective on July 1, 2002, 
the following two alternatives for paragraph 6 could only apply to crimes committed 
prior to that date. 
[ while under the influence of a combination of alcohol and any dmg] [or] 
[non-narcotic drugs] to a degree which rendered the Defendant incapable of 
safely operating a motor vehicle.] 
[or] 
[ while being an habitual user of or under the influence of any narcotic drug.] 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
ACCEPTED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
V 
JUDGE 
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ICJI 30i EFFECT OF DEFENDANT'S ELECTION NOT TO TESTIFY 
INSTRUCTION NO.: 3 
A Defendant in a criminal trial has a constitutional right not to be compelled to testify. 
The decision whether to testify is left to the Defendant, acting with the advice and 
assistance of the Defendant's lawyer. You must not draw any inference of guilt from the 
fact that the Defendant does not testify, nor should this fact be discussed by you or enter 
into your deliberations in any way. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
ACCEPTED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
V 
...... " 
JUDGE 
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ICJI 305 UI~ION OF ACT A1'-l"D Il-.J"TENT 
INSTRUCTION NO.: 4 
In every crime or public offense there must exist a union or joint operation of act and 
intent. 
Comment 
LC. s 18-114. The word "intent" does not mean an intent to commit a crime but merely 
the intent to knowingly perform the interdicted act, or by criminal negligence the failure 
to perform the required act. State v. Parish, 79 Idaho 75, 310 P.2d 1082 (1957); State v. 
Booton, 85 Idaho 51, 375 P.2d 536 (1962). The term "criminal negligence", means gross 
negligence, such as amounts to reckless disregard of consequences and the rights of 
others. State v. McMahan, 57 Idaho 240, 65 P.2d 156 (1937) (construing former I.C. s 
17-114 which was identical to s 18-114). 
This instruction is unnecessary when the crime charged requires a specific mental 
element and the jury is properly instructed regarding that mental element. State v. 
Hoffman, 137 Idaho 897, 55 P.3d 890 (Ct. App. 2002). 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
ACCEPTED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
/ 
JUDG~~ 
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ICJI 308 EVIDENCE LIMITED AS TO PURPOSE 
INSTRUCTION NO.: 5 
Certain evidence was admitted for a limited purpose. 
At the time this evidence was admitted you were admonished that it could not be 
considered by you for any purpose other than the limited purpose for which it was 
admitted. 
Do not consider such evidence for any purpose except the limited purpose for which it 
was admitted. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
ACCEPTED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
JUDGE \ 
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MODIFIED ICJI 222 VERDICT FORL'v1 -- MlJL TIPLE COlJNTS Af>lD SPECIAL 
CIRCUMSTANCE 
INSTRUCTION NO.: 6 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
TROY M. SVELMOE, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) CASE NUMBER CR-14-0018684 
) 
) 
) VERDICT 
) 
) 
) 
) 
----------------
We, the Jury, unanimously find that the Defendant TROY SVELMOE: 
___ HAS NOT previously pled guilty to or been found guilty of operating a motor 
vehicle while under the influence of alcohol twice within ten years prior to May 10, 2014. 
___ HAS previously pled guilty to or been found guilty of violating operating a motor 
vehicle while under the influence of alcohol twice within ten years prior to May 10, 2014. 
DATED this ___ day of ___ , 2015. 
Presiding Officer 
Comment 
Use this verdict form with ICJI 221. This verdict form can and should be modified to 
reflect all included offenses, counts and special circumstances. This verdict form should 
not be used to determine special circumstances which require a bifurcated trial, e.g., 
felony DUI. See ICJI 1008 and ICJI 1009. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
ACCEPTED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
JUDGE 
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Il~STRUCTIONNO.: 7 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
TROY M. SVELMOE, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) CASE NUMBER CR-14-0018684 
) 
) 
) VERDICT 
) 
) 
) 
________________ ) 
We, the Jury, unanimously find the Defendant TROY SVELMOE: 
__ NOT GUILTY of operating a motor vehicle while under the influence of alcohol. 
__ GUILTY of operating a motor vehicle while under the influence of alcohol. 
DATED this ___ day of ___ , 2015. 
GIVEN 
REFUSED 
ACCEPTED 
MODIFIED 
COVERED 
JUDGE 
Presiding Officer 
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BARRY McHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
Facsimile: (208) 446-1833 
_/.· 
) 
< 
STATE OF ID.~HO J 
COUNTY OF KOOTENAIJSS 
FILED: 
2G ! :i FEB I 2 PH 3: 14 
CLERK DISTRICT cou;n 
.... 2aha11 1--< • ;:¥ 0 --6? DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
) 
) 
vs. ) 
TROY MILES SVELMOE, ) 
Defendant. ) 
Case No. CR-2014-18684 
PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED 
JURY INSTRUCTIONS 
The Plaintiff herein respectfully submits the following requested jury instructions in 
addition to the Court's general instructions on the law. 
DATED this 12th day of February, 2015. 
BARRY McHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney in and for 
Kootenai County 
~;(f~ 
LAURA MCCLINTON 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the _a_. day of February, 2015, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing was caused to be delivered to: 
PUBLIC DEFENDERS OFFICE 
FAXED 
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. _l_ 
YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that the defendant, TROY MILES SVELMOE, is charged with 
the crime of Operating a Motor Vehicle While Under the Influence of Alcohol and/or an 
Intoxicating Substance, alleged to have been committed as follows: that the defendant, TROY 
MILES SVELMOE, on or about the 9th day of May, 2014, in the County of Kootenai, State of 
Idaho, did drive a motor vehicle, upon a highway, street or bridge or upon public or private 
property open to the public to wit: Poleline A venue, while under the influence of Alcohol or an 
intoxicating substance, or, in the alternative, did drive the above-described motor vehicle at the 
above-described location, with an alcohol concentration of .08 or more, to-wit: .108/.106 as 
shown by an analysis of his breath. To this charge the defendant has pied not guilty. 
Citation: Idaho Code § 18-8004, § 18-8005 
Given: 
Refused: 
Modified: 
Covered: 
JUDGE 
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. 2-
YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that for the defendant to be guilty of Operating a Motor 
Vehicle While Under the Influence of Alcohol and/or an Intoxicating Substance, the State must 
prove each of the following: 
1. On or about the 9th day of May, 2014; 
2. in the State of Idaho; 
3. the defendant, TROY MILES SVELMOE, drove or was in actual physical control; 
4. a motor vehicle; 
5. upon a highway, street or bridge or upon public or private property open to the public; 
6. while under the influence of alcohol or while having an alcohol concentration of .08 or more 
as shown by an analysis of the defendant's breath, to wit: .108/.106. 
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the 
defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must 
find the defendant guilty. 
Citation: ICJI 1000; Idaho Code § 18-8004 
Given: / 
Refused: 
Modified: 
Covered: 
JUDGE 
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PLA.l"'NTIFF'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. _2_ 
The phrase "actual physical control," means being in the driver's position of the motor 
vehicle with the motor running or with the motor vehicle moving. 
Citation: ICil 1003 
Given: / 
Refused: 
Modified: 
Covered: 
JUDGE 
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO.~ 
To prove that someone was under the influence of alcohol or any intoxicating substance, it 
is not necessary that any particular degree or state of intoxication be shown. Rather, the state 
must show that the defendant had consumed sufficient alcohol and/or intoxicating substance(s) to 
influence or affect the defendant's ability to drive the motor vehicle. 
Citation: ICJI 1006 
Given: V 
Refused: 
Modified: 
Covered: 
JUDGE 
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. _l_ 
The term "alcohol" includes any liquid or solid material which contains ethanol, also 
known as ethyl alcohol. 
Citation: ICJI 1004 
Given: / 
Refused: 
Modified: 
Covered: 
JUDGE 
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. (_, 
Do not concern yourself with the subject of penalty or punishment. That subject must not in 
any way affect your verdict. If you fmd the defendant guilty, it will be my duty to determine the 
appropriate penalty or punishment. 
Citation: ICJI 106 
GIVEN: 
REFUSE_D_:~~-,7'~-
-----
MODIFIED: 
-----
COVERED:_~-V"~~ 
JUDGE 
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PLAil~TIFF'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. ] 
You have been instructed as to all the rules of law that may be necessary for you to reach 
a verdict. Whether some of the instructions will apply will depend upon your determination of 
the facts. You will disregard any instruction which applies to a state of facts which you 
determine does not exist. You must not conclude from the fact that an instruction has been given 
that the Court is expressing any opinion as to the facts. 
Citation: ICJI 205 
GIVEN: 
-------
REFUSED: V 
--~---
MODIFIED: 
-----
COVERED: v 
-~~---
JUDGE 
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. ~ 
It is alleged that the crime charged was committed "on or about" a certain date. If you 
find the crime was committed, the proof need not show that it was committed on that precise date. 
Citation: ICJI 208 
GIVEN: 
----~~ 
REFUSED: v 
------
MODIFIED: 
COVERED:~~-,/"~-
------
JUDGE 
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PLAINTIFF'S REQUESTED 
INSTRUCTION NO. _g__ 
Having found the defendant guilty of Driving Under the Influence, you must next decide 
whether the defendant has pled guilty to or was found guilty of Driving Under the Influence 
within the last ten years. The state alleges: 
1. The defendant pled guilty to or was found guilty of a violation of Idaho Code § 18-8004, 
Driving Under the Influence of Alcohol in Kootenai County, Idaho, Case No. CR-2013-22110; 
2. The defendant plead guilty to or was found guilty of a violation of Driving Under the 
Influence of Alcohol in Spokane County, Washington, Case No. C00593436/37. 
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the 
defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you 
must find the defendant guilty. 
Citation: ICJI 1008; Idaho Code §18-8005(4)(5) 
Given: / 
Refused: 
Modified: 
Covered: 
JUDGE 
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PLAINTIFF'S INSTRUCTION 
INSTRUCTION N0.-1.Q 
In this portion of the case you will return a verdict, consisting of a series of questions you 
should answer. Since the explanations on the form which you will have are part of my 
instructions to you, I will read the body of the verdict form to you. 
We, the Jury, duly impaneled and sworn to try the above entitled action, unanimously 
answer the question(s) submitted to us as follows: 
QUESTION NO. 1: Within the past ten (10) years did the defendant plead guilty to or was the 
defendant found guilty of a violation of Idaho Code § 18-8004, Driving Under the Influence of 
Alcohol and/or an Intoxicating Substance, in Kootenai County, Idaho, Case No. CR-2013-22100. 
ANSWER: Yes No 
---
QUESTION NO. 2: Within the past ten (10) years did the defendant plead guilty to or was 
The defendant plead guilty to or was found guilty of a violation of Driving Under the Influence of 
Alcohol in Spokane County, Washington, Case No. C00593436/37. 
ANSWER: Yes No 
---
Once you have answered the questions, your presiding juror should date and sign the verdict 
form and advise the bailiff that you have reached a verdict. 
Citation: IC.TI 1009 
Given: L: 
Refused: 
---
Modified: 
---
Covered: 
---
JUDGE 
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BARRY McHUGH 
Prosecuting Attorney 
501 Government Way/Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Telephone: (208) 446-1800 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
TROY MILES SVELMOE, 
  
 
 
Case No. CR-F14-18684 
AMENDED INFORMATION 
BARRY MCHUGH, Prosecuting Attorney, in and for the County of Kootenai, State ofldaho, 
who prosecutes in its behalf, comes now into Court and does accuse TROY MILES SVELMOE with 
committing the crime(s) of OPERATING A MOTOR VEIDCLE WHILE UNDER THE 
INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL, Idaho Code §§18-8004,18-8005(6), committed as follows: 
That the defendant, TROY MILES SVELMOE, on or about the 9th day of May, 2014, in 
the County of Kootenai, State ofldaho, did drive and/or was in actual physical control of a motor 
vehicle, upon a highway, street or bridge our upon public or private property open to the public, to 
AMENDED INFORMATION - 1 
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wit: Poleline A venue, while under the influence of aicohoi, or whiie having an alcohol concentration 
of .08 or more, to-wit: .108/.106, as shown by analysis of the defendant's breath, all of which is 
contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case made and provided and against the 
peace and dignity of the People of the State of Idaho. Said Complainant therefore prays for 
proceedings according to law. 
PART II 
The Complainant further informs the court that the defendant, TROY MILES SVELMOE, 
was previously convicted of a violation of Idaho Code § 18-8004 or any substantially conforming 
foreign criminal violation, or any combination thereof twice within ten (10) years of the above date, 
to-wit: a conviction on 11-26-07, in the state of Washington, C00593436/37, and a conviction on 3-
28-14, Kootenai County, Idaho, CR-2013-22100, all of which is contrary to the form, force and 
effect of the statute in such case made and provided and against the peace and dignity of the People 
of the State of Idaho. 
DATED this 17th day of February, 2015. 
LAURA MCCLINTON 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on the __ day of _______ ., 2015, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing was caused to be faxed to: 
PUBLIC DEFENDERS OFFICE 
AMENDED INFORMATION - 2 
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AMENDED INFORMATION - 3 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM8 on 2/17/2015 Page 1 of 15 
II DescriptionllcR 2014-18684 Svelmoe, Troy 20140217 J4'\Y Trial Day 
/I Judge Mitchell rf/'(11 ~ i yv~1 Court Reporter Julie Foland 
Clerk Amy Hodge 
.. /I 0~ ~ ~VJ~ , _/ 
D 015 Location ~OURTROOl'v 18 
~ 
Time Speaker Note 
09:1Q:46 AM Judge Calls case, Def- Troy Svelmoe present not in custody, DA- Jay 
Mitchell Logsdon, PA - Laura McClinton 
09:12:06AM Explains Jury Process. Random selection of panel. 
09:12:55AM Introductions. 
09:18:37 A ds information to the panel. 
09:21:28 A Explains the voir dire process. 
09:25:29 A Record of Absent jurors 3,31,32,39,41,53,58,69. 
09:28:41 AM I I Continues explaining the voir dire process. 
I 09:29:49 AM II Clerk I Vair Dire Oath 
09:31:16AM Judge Initial Voir Dire Mitchell 
09:32:38 AM Questions Juror #29 and #65. 
09:33:51 AM Continues Voir Dire 
09:34:21 AM Questions Juror #68 
Q9:J4:37 AM Continues Voir Dire 
09:34:46AM Questions Juror #5 
09:35:23AM Continues Voir Dire 
09:38:00 AM tions Juror #19, Excuses Juror #19. 
09:40:19 AM Calls Juror #29. Voir Dire's Juror #29, Excuses Juror #29. Calls 
Juror #30. Voir Dire's Juror #30. 
09:43:32AM PA- Laura Voir Dire McClinton 
10:25:06AM Pass for Cause 
10:25:13 AM DA-Jay Voir Dire Logsdon 
110:27:49 AM I Pass for Cause 
10:27:53AM Judge Recess till 1045. Preemptory challenges in chambers. Will be 
Mitchell back to announce the 13 jurors. Admonishes the jury panel. 
10:29:19 AM !RECESS I 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM8 on 2/17/2015 Page 2 of 15 
1110:46:53 AM II Judge II Mitchell I , \le.Ill~ va.;;n;;,, ~11 t" 1 "'""'"' YI"" t'' "''"""'' n .• 
10:47:38AM Seating of Jury 1 - #2, 2 - #7, 3 - #8, 4 -#9, 5 -#14, 6 - #16, 7 -
#17, 8-#30, 9-#21, 10-#24, 11-#25, 12-#26, 13-#27 
10:49:21 AM PA- Laura Agree McClinton 
10:49:23 AM DA-Jay Agree Logsdon 
10:49:28AM Judge Explains random selection of the alternate. Excuses the rest of 
Mitchell the jurors. 
0:52:33A Reviews schedule. 
10:53:55 AM Clerk Gives Try Cause Oath. 
10:54:34 AM Judge Order Amended Information to be filed. Mitchell 
10:55:00 AM PA/DA No objection to initial stock jury instructions. 
10:55:02AM Judge Reads initial jury instructions. ' Mitchell 
11:08:21 AM PA- Laura Opening statement McClinton 
111 :13:25 AM 
: Logsdon 
I DA-Jay Opening statement 
11:16:58AM Judge Has Bailiff hand out paper and pens while the PA makes sure 
Mitchell her officer is present. 
11:18:30 AM PA- Laura Calls Officer Brett Chapman McClinton 
11:18:38 AM Clerk Swears in Witness 
11:19:04 AM PA- Laura DX Mcclinton 
11:19:06 AM Brett CHAPMAN. Patrol officer for PF for 21 years. Describes 
job duties. POST certified. Explains. I hold advanced 
certificates. Explains. Higher certification than the basic. 
Describes DUI training. Comprehensive in FST and intoxilizer. · 
Describes in detail what he looks for in an impaired individual. 
Witness - Conducted approx 130 DU! investigations in the last 20 years. I 
Brett was on duty on 5/9/14. I conducted a traffic stop. Vehicle was a 
Chapman dark colored GMC Sierra with Idaho plates and lifted chassis. The vehicle did not have mud flaps and bumper height was too 
high. I did the stop on Poleline in PF in Kootenai County Idaho. I 
contacted the driver. He verbally identified himself to me. He is 
here in the courtroom at the defense table. At the time I made 
contact I noticed his appearance did not jump out at me. 
Smelled a faint odor of alcohol coming from his person. He was 
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I II I seated high. I could not see much. I had him ~~it thE:_vehic~e. No \I 
passengers. Only occupant. Reason to have him exit was tor a 
possible DUI investigation. Turned investigation over to Officer 
Tetrault and his FTO. I took tape measure and measured the 
bumper height. It was illegal under the statute. I confirmed my 
initial observations. No mudflaps as well. 
11:26:12 AM DA-Jay ex Logsdon 
11:26:16AM I was on patrol duty. In an unmarked vehicle. I received a call 
Witness- prior to be on the look out for a GMC Sierra. I saw your client. I 
Brett did not notice slurred speech. I do not recall issues with his 
Chapman eyes. No driving issues just equipment violations. I do not recall 
fumbling with registration. 
111 :27:30 AM I PA- Laura 
: McClinton Redirect. 
11:27:34 AM Witness- I was in contact with the defendant long enough for 
Brett identification. He said he did not have his license with him and 
Chapman he retrieved his registration from the vehicle. At most a couple 
of minutes. I did not conduct FST on the defendant. 
11:28:24 AM Judge Excuses the witness. Mitchell 
11:28:31 AM PA- Laura Calls Officer Edward Tetrault. McClinton 
11:28:53 AM Clerk Swears in witness 
11:29:17 AM PA- Laura DX McClinton 
11:29:23 AM Edward TETRAULT. Patrol officer for PF since 5/2014. 
Describes general duties. I am POST certified since a month 
ago. Describes certification. Describes POST academy and 
what he learned. I was assigned a FTO after I completed POST 
Witness - academy. I was assigned to Officer Thompson. Describes the 
Edward assignment and responsibilities. Required to be with FTO for 12 
Tetrault weeks after POST academy. With FTO at all times. While assigned I consult with FTO to see if I am doing things properly. 
Part of my assignment. It is important because still learning all 
the codes. Speaking with trainer helps. I have completed my 
training program. I do not remember the exact date. I am then 
out on my rnNn after the training. 
11:33:37 AM Describes DUI training. I was taught how to do FST. Describes 
HGN, Walk and Turn, and the One Leg Stand. I have to pass 
this training. Describes the physical and written portion to pass. 
I passed both portions. I was talk to look for indications of 
intoxications. Describes. I have conducted 5 DUI investigations. 
I have observed 4-5 more. I observed Officer Thompson do FST 
and he observed me doing FST. I have not always determined 
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11:38:07 AM 
11:39:46 AM 
11:43:17 AM 
11:48:22 AM 
they were under the influence. People can pass the 
observations. 
When I first suspect someone in under the influence, I ask them 
to exit the vehicle to make sure they are safe and to have them 
do the FST. I ask questions of the individuals. General health 
questions. Ask to make sure there is nothing that would make 
them unable to do the FST. 
I was on duty on 5/9/14. Officer Thompson was with me. I was 
contacted by officer Chapman for a traffic stop. I was driving the 
patrol vehicle. Responded to Idaho and Poleline in PF Kootenai 
Co Idaho. Contacted Officer Chapman and was asked to 
conduct a DUI investigation. Based on the odor of alcohol from 
Mr Svelmoe. Identified driver by his DL. It was Troy Svelmoe. 
He is presented sitting in front of me in a blue shirt. That was 
not the first time I have had contact with him. I had contact with 
him 2 hours prior on Idaho Street. I observed his face was slack 
in appearance and eyes were blood shot and I could smell 
alcohol. 2 hours later I made other observations once he was 
out of the vehicle. I noticed blood shot eyes and glassy and face 
was slack in appearance. Smelled alcohol. Consistent with what 
I had observed prior. 
I asked him if he consumed alcohol. He said he had 2 drinks 8 
hours prior. He said it was beer. When he exited the vehicle I 
could still smell the alcohol smell. No passengers in the vehicle. 
I asked him questions about his physical health. No answers 
caused me concern to him doing the FST. I explained all tests 
separately to the defendant. No indication that he did not 
understand. Did the tests on the lighted roadway. Dry 
pavement. No obstacles. Performed the HGN first. I am certified 
to perform the test. Describes the test and clues looking for. I 
conducted the test on the defendant. I did not do it properly. I 
had my flashlight improperly focused on the individual. Explains. 
I was too far away. I determined I did not have the flashlight 
right when I was finished and consulted with my FTO. He 
helped me. 
I had not been able to determine if clues were present. 
Describes purpose of the Walk and Turn. Describes the clues I 
look for. 2 of 8 is a failing score. I explained the test to the 
defendant. Describes the instructions given. 9 steps and he 
counts. He had 4 clues. Explains. That failing score indicated he 
may be under the influence of alcohol. Describes the One Leg 
Stand and the instructions given. He completed the evaluation. 
Describes the 4 clues. No clues were present. He passed the 
evaluation. I had a conversation with Officer Thompson about 
the results of the the FST. This is common to make sure I 
conducted the tests properly. It was at this point I realized I did 
not conduct the FST correctly. 
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1111 :54:57 AM II II Officer Thompson did another HGN. I was right there beside II Officer Thompson when he did the evaluation. i had a ciear 
view of the defendant's eyes. I could see the clues. Describes. 
Based on that I observed 4 of 6 clues. That is a failing score. 
Based upon the HGN and the other FST I believed the 
defendant did not satisfactorily complete the FST. Based on the 
observations and the failure of the FST it was not safe for him to 
drive home. I believed he was impaired. I had a camera. In car. 
On 5/9/14 I was qualified to run the video system. It was 
properly functioning. That recorded the interaction. 
11:57:57 AM Judge Recess. Go to the jury room. Be back at 1: 1 Opm. Resume with 
Mitchell the evidence then. Admonishes the jury. We stand as a show of 
respect for you. Excuses the jury. 
11:59:06 AM Jury is not present. 
11:5e:58 AM RECESS 
01:15:13 PM Judge Recalls case, all parties are present. Jury is not present. 
Mitchell Reviews jury instructions submitted by parties. 
01:17:12 PM PA- Laura I do not have a copy of Def jury instructions. I need a copy. McClinton 
01:17:31 PM DA-Jay We can make a copy of the one I have with me. Logsdon 
01:19:13 PM Judge Bring the jury in. Jury is present. Recalls Officer Tetrault. Still 
Mitchell under oath. 
01:19:54 PM PA- Laura Continues DX McClinton 
01:20:06 PM Witness- I did have an in car video system functioning on 5/9/14. It Edward 
Tetrault recorded the FST. I have reviewed it. True and accurate. 
01:2Q:48 PM PA- Laura Approach. Hands PL EX 1 to witness. McClinton 
01:21:03 PM \AJitness - Recognize this. It has my initials. CD recording of my encounter Edward 
Tetrault with Mr Svelmoe and the FST. 
01:21:30 PM PA- Laura Move to admit PL EX 1 McClinton 
01:21:31 PM DA-Jay No objection Logsdon 
01:21:32 PM Judge Admit PL EX 1. Mitchell 
01:21:41 PM PA- Laura Move to publish. McClinton 
01:21:46 PM Judge 
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I II Mitchell Granted. 
I 01 :22:08 PM I PA/DA I No objection to court reporter not capturing the audio. 
01:22:38 PM PA- Laura Plays the CD for the Jury. Mcclinton 
01:33:59 PM Continues DX 
01:34:03 PM Showed all the FST. Last conversation was with Officer 
Thompson about overall evaluations and when he performed 
the HGN. We discussed the results of the HGN performed by 
me and that Officer Thompson would perform the HGN because 
of improper placement of the flashlight. I can't see the clues on 
the video. Based on the observations of the def and FST. I 
believed he was under the influence. I spoke with Officer 
Witness-
Thompson based on my belief. I spoke with him about the 
evaluations. I wanted to consult with him about the FST. That is 
Edward something I do as a new trainee. Required of me to do with my 
Tetrault FTO. After speaking with Officer Thompson, I decided to arrest 
Mr Svelmoe for DUI. I took him to jail. Placed him in the back of 
my patrol vehicle. It took approx 15 min to get there. I brought 
him into prebooking and started the intoxilyzer portion. 
Describes the procedure prior to getting the breath sample. 15 
min monitoring. Explains. Advised him of his ALS rights. Alcohol 
license suspension. Required to read to the defendant. I did this 
prior to breath test. 15 min waiting period. Part of my duties of 
the PF police is to administer breath samples. 
01:39:35 PM Standard procedure of a DUI investigation. lntoxilyzer machine I 
have been trained to use this. Describes training. I passed the 
hands on portion and the written portion. I am qualified to use 
the machine. I used on Mr Svelmoe 68-01333. I received a 
certification of the use of this machine. PF Police has the record 
of my certification. 
II 01 :42:03 P~ 11 !::.v':~ws PL EX 2. My certification is on this document. 
01:42:40 PM PA- Laura Move to admit PL EX 2. CPR certifications are not relevant. McClinton 
I 01 :42:55 PM I DA-Jay No objection. Logsdon 
I 01 :42:59 PM I Judge ; Admit PL EX 2. Redact what is not relevant. Mitchell 
01:43:22 PM PA- Laura Continues DX McClinton 
01:43:26 PM 
lntoxilizer machine measures Blood Alcohol Content. Machine 
completes double checks. Machine is at KCPSB - prebooking. 
Machine does internal checks and calibrations. I am not doing 
Witness - anything during this time. I get a verification it is done. Printout 
Edward that it is passed. Describes air blanks taken. Sucking air from 
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I II Tetrault the room into the instrument. Has to pass this to be functioning I properly. Printout. I have to get this information prior to using 
machine. I know prior to administering the tests the machine 
has passed the tests. I put in name, DOB, Police dept, officer 
information, date and time. 
01:46:20 PM When I get the printout, it shows the checks, air blanks and the 
test results. Prior to obtaining a breath sample I followed a 
standard 15 min waiting period. I checked his mouth. Explains. 
Nothing was in his mouth. Nothing went into his mouth. He did 
not burp. He did not vomit. No belching. I was close in range 
during this period. I did not see the Def drink anything from the 
stop to the jail. I am aware the instrument is certified for use 
based on the operation log. The document is maintained at the 
jail near the machine. The lot solution is certified for use based 
on the log. I obtained breath samples from the def. After the 
tests, I had him breath threw the tube twice. Describes what is 
required by the defendant. I received 2 samples from the Def 
and received a printout of the samples. Printout contains the 
information I put in the machine earlier. 
01:51 :10 PM Reviews PL EX 3. Besides the breath test result printed from 
the machine, I log the results in the operation log. Describes. 
Log is maintained in the KCPSB. Required to put the results in 
the book. I have to pick the correct log sheet. Reviews page 2. 
Operations log I was just describing. Reviews page 3 and 4. 
Certificates for calibration to the intoxilyzer. Pg 2 had the 
intoxilyzer number and is the same number on page 3 and 4. Pg 
2 has a lot solution on there. Same number of what I used. Pg 6 
is cert of approval for the lot solution that was used on 5/9/14. 
#13803. 
01:57:43 PM DA-Jay Objection. Lack of Foundation. Logsdon 
01:57:51 PM PA- Laura Move to admit PL EX 3. McClinton 
n,A _rn_nn l""\a." Judge U I :oo:UO t"'IVI Objection pending. Overruled. PL EX 3 admitted. Mitchell 
01:58:20 PM DA-Jay Also object to page 3 of PL EX 3. Not a sworn statement. Falls 
Logsdon within confrontation clause and hearsay. 
01:56:50 PM Judge Reviews PL EX 3. Overrule the confrontation clause. Hearsay 
Mitchell objection is overruled 
02:00:07 PM Witness-
Edward Reviews PL EX 4. Describes. 
Tetrault 
02:00:44 PM PA- Laura Move to admit PL EX 4 McClinton 
02:00:45 PM DA- Jay 
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II Logsdon II Same objection I 
02:00:58 PM Judge Overruled. Admit PL EX 4 Mitchell 
02:01:13 PM Witness- No mechanical issues. Nothing led me to believe the machine Edward 
Tetrault was not functioning properly. 
02:02:16 PM DA- Jay ex Logsdon 
02:02:19 PM Witness -
Edward Only trained on the lntoxilyzer 5000. 
Tetrault 
02:03:21 PM PA- Laura Objection McClinton 
02:03:26 PM Judge Overruled. Mitchell 
02:03:30 PM I do not remember them talking about what substances can 
show as alcohol. 5/9/15 is the second time I have done the FST 
Witness - on my own. Reviews the HGN. I understand how the test works. 
Edward I was trying to look into his eyes. I could not see his eyes clearly 
Tetrault is all. Reviews clues looking for. Describes in detail. When I did 
it I thought I saw 2 clues. Explains. I then went to FTO to talk to 
him. Officer Thompson FTO asked me what 
Q2:oa:oa PM PA- Laura Objection McClinton 
I 02:09:09 PM I Judge Overruled. Mitchell 
02:09:13 PM He asked me what I got on my eyes. I said maybe a two and 
then he went and checked. 2nd conversation was not on the 
Witness - video. I reviewed it with you. He told me it was my call on the 
Edward DUI. He reminded me the Def had a suspended license and 
Tetrault needed to be dealt with. I said ok. He then asked me what I was thinking and I told him that I did not have my flashlight up. I 
arrested the Def and he was not happy and wanted to know 
what he failed. 
02:11:08 PM PA- Laura Objection. McClinton 
I 02:11:12 PM I Judge Overruled. Mitchell 
02:11:16 PM Witness -
Edward I put him in the car and took him to the PSB. 
Tetrault 
I 02:11:55 PM I PA- Laura Redirect. McClinton 
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II 02: 11 :58 PM II Witness - II Having the conversation with Officer Thompson was required \\ 
I I Edward 
and I wanted his advice. I decided on my own to make the 
. Tetrault arrest. 
02:12:35 PM Judge Excuses the witness. Mitchell 
02:13:13 PM PA- Laura Calls Officer Thompson McClinton 
02:13:19 PM Clerk ness. 
02:13:46 PM Christopher THOMPSON. PF police since 2008. Describes prior 
law experience. Total 9 years of experience. Describes duties 
and the FTO program. Describes the FTO program in detail. 
Someone can fail the FTO program. Based on failure is 
termination or they are asked to resign. Describes role in an 
ongoing investigation in detail. I am POST certified. I hold an 
Witness - advanced certificate. Describes how to obtain that certificate. 
Christopher Describes DUI training. 2 day course at NIC. Describes the 
Thompson FST's. I passed all portions and am qualified to perform the 
FST's. Describes practical training of DUI. Several hundred of 
my own and observing others. People can pass FST. I have 
seen it. Describes the HGN and scoring system. Failing score is 
4 points. If someone fails they could be under the influence. 
Describes the Walk and Turn and scoring system. Describes 
the One Leg Stand and scoring system. Failing sore is 2 points. 
02:24:30 PM On duty 5/9/14 around 1140 pm. Had Officer Tetrault assigned 
to me. He was in phase one. Describes my involvement with his 
training. A lot of stepping in. He had been assigned to me only a 
week or two. We were in the same vehicle that day. Contacted 
by Officer Chapman regarding a traffic stop and responded. 
Poleline in Kootenai county state of Idaho. Once on scene we 
took over the stop. Basis for the investigation was for DUI. Mr 
Svelmoe was the suspect. He is here today. In front of me in a 
light colored shirt. I did not personally contact him. Officer 
Tetrault did based on my direction. I watched Officer Tetrault 
II 
perform the FST's. Describes location. I could see the FST's. 
Close to the def. 10 feet. Present throughout the entirety of the 
stop and investigation. I saw all the FST's . While watching the 
evaluations I could see mistakes. During the HGN I observed 
Officer Tetrault hold his flashlight towards his belly. Flashlight 
should have been held higher. I did not intervene at that point. I 
could see the clues on the Walk and Turn. I saw 4 clues. 
Describes. I saw this personally 3 clues and watching the tape 
saw another one. Saw no clues on the one leg stand test. 
02:30:29 PM I talked with officer Tetrault on what he observed. Purpose was 
to see what his decision making was. I knew he made an error 
on the HGN. I was not sure if he could see. Officer Tetrault said 
he could not see his eyes and did the HGN myself. Observed 4 
total clues. After the HGN I talked again to Officer Tetrault to 
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I II help him make a decision. It needed to be handled and handled \ 
appropriately. My job is to make sure the decision is correct. i 
believed Mr Svelmoe should be arrested. Officer Tetrault made 
the decision on his own. If he had not then I would have 
instructed him to arrest him. I then accompanied them to the jail. 
Mr Svelmoe was brought in and pat searched. He was asked to 
open his mouth and was observed for 15 min's. He agreed to 
the breath test. 
02:33:52 PM lntoxilyzer 5000 was used. Certified on this machine. Describes 
training on the machine. I did not need to instruct Officer 
Tetrault on the use of the machine. Machine has a self 
diagnostic. Describes in detail. If the checks do not pass it 
would tell you what the failure is. Can't use till fixed. This 
machine passed. No failure notice. 2 breath samples taken. 
02:36:18 PM DA-Jay ex Logsdon 
02:36:25 PM Witness - I have a body cam. I had it on during this time. I am a breath 
Christopher test specialist. There are other substances that can test like 
Thompson alcohol. I do not know all the names. I do not know why no one 
used the machine for a week prior to us using it. 
02:38:14 PM PA- Laura Redirect. McClinton 
02:38:21 PM Witness - If the machine is not functioning there is a sticker used. No note Christopher 
Thompson was on the machine. 
02:38:51 PM Judge Excuses the witness. Mitchell 
02:38:58 PM PA- Laura No further witness. State rests. McClinton 
02:39:11 PM Judge Lets take a recess. 10 minute recess. Excuses the jury. 
Mitchell Admonishes the jury. 
/"\.I"\~ n& A 
u.u;:, r1v1 ···-· =- __ ,. -·----"' Ju1y 1.::, 11uL i,.,1c.::,c11L. 
0:22 PM RECESS 
02:50:20 PM Judge Recalls case, all parties present. Jury is not present. Mitchell 
02:50:21 PM DA-Jay No evidence. Logsdon 
02:51:10 PM PA- Laura No objection to jury instructions. McClinton 
02:51:20 PM Judge Reviews jury instructions. Mitchell 
02:51:37 PM No objections at this time. DA-Jay 
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I Logsdon II 
02:51:45 PM Judge No other time. Mitchell 
02:51:51 PM DA- Jay I am referring to part II if we get there. Logsdon 
02:52:10 PM Judge Bring the jury in. Mitchell 
02:53:15 PM Jury is now present 
02:53:30 PM DA-Jay Rest at this time. Logsdon 
02:53:42 PM Judge Recess again for 5 minutes. Will have all the jury instructions 
Mitchell prepared. Closing arguments. Chose an alternate. Deliberate today. Excuses the jury. Admonishes the jury. 
02:55:08 PM Jury is not present. 
02:55:15 PM RECESS 
03:03:14 PM Judge Recalls case, all parties present. Jury not present. Mitchell 
03:04:54 PM Jury is present. 
03:05:05 PM Reads final jury instructions. 
03:15:21 PM PA- Laura Closing argument. McClinton 
03:26:33 PM DA-Jay Closing argument. Logsdon 
03:34:31 PM PA- Laura Rebuttal argument. McClinton 
I 03:39:08 PM llc1erk I Selects alternate juror. Hands to Judge. 
I 03:39:40 PM 
. Mitchell 
jJudge Alternate juror is Juror #30 in seat 8. Thanks Juror #30. 
03:42:44 PM lc1erk I Gives Bailiff Deliberation Oath. 
' 
03:43:24 PM Judge Excuses the jury. Mitchell 
I 03:44:03 PM I Jury not present. If there is a finding of guilty, is there any 
stipulation on the part!! of the information. 
I 03:44:30 PM 
: Logsdon 
I DA- Jay No stipulation. We would stipulate to waive the jury to part 11. 
03:45:24 PM Judge No instruction or verdict form. Mitchell 
03:45:55 PM I understand Part II of the information. I understand what the 
state has to prove. I understand the rights I give up if I waive the 
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n,.,.,F T "'"'" II right to a trial on Part II with the jury. I am willing to waive right II ._,c, - 11uy to having jury make the decision and have the judge make the Svelmoe decision on Part 11. 
03:47:36 PM PA- Laura Can do Part II today. McClinton 
03:47:51 PM Judge Recess Mitchell 
03:47:53 PM !RECESS I 
04:58:34 PM Judge Recalls case, Def- Troy Svelmoe present not in custody, DA-
Mitchell Jay Logsdon, PA- Laura Mcclinton, Jury not present 
04:59:36 PM Jury present. Hand the verdict to the bailiff. 
05:00:00 PM Reads verdict. GUil TY signed by presiding officer. 
05:00:46 PM PA- Laura No polling of the jury. McClinton 
05:0Q:50 PM DA-Jay No polling of the jury. Logsdon 
05:01:04 PM Judge Explains. Mitchell 
05:01:16 PM DA-Jay Waiver of right to jury trial on Part II. Logsdon 
05:01:19 PM Judge Explains Part II. When I dismiss the jury we will have a court 
Mitchell trial on Part II. Thank you for your service today. Excuses the jury. 
05:05:09 PM PA- Laura No opening statement McClinton 
05:05:15 PM DA-Jay 
Logsdon 
05:05:20 PM PA- Laura Calls Officer Edward Tetrault. McClinton 
05:05:44 PM Witness- Edward TETRAULT. I arrested Troy Svelmoe on 5/9/14. I 
Officer obtained Mr Svelmoe's DL. I recorded the information. Reviews 
Tetrault PL 5 and 6. I recognize the information as,,,,, 
05:09:34 PM DA-Jay Objection. Leading. Logsdon 
05:09:40 PM Judge Ask question. Mitchell 
05:09:52 PM Witness -
Officer That is the information I wrote down from 5/9/14. 
Tetrault 
05:09:56 PM I DA-Jay I Objection. Leading. 
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II II Logsdon II 
05:09:57 PM Judge Overruled. Mitchell 
05:10:07 PM Witness -
Officer Describes the information. 
Tetrault 
05:1Q:13 PM PA- Laura Move to admit PL EX 5. McClinton 
05:10:18 PM Object as to the foundation layed and the first page is testimony 
DA-Jay giveri by a clerk and the remaining pages do not have,,, scratch 
Logsdon that. Objection, I can't tell if it has been signed. Unclear to me 
signed by a notary. 
05:11:46 PM Self authenticating documents from the state of WA. The last 
PA- Laura two pages are probably not relevant. This was received as a 
McClinton packet. I did not want to remove them from the packet. This 
document falls under 902 self authenticating. 
05:12:41 PM Judge Reviews the document. Reviews the statute. Mitchell 
05:13:51 PM Overuling objections. This falls under 902. Explains. It has the 
seal on the back of each document. Seal is that of WA. 
Requirements have been met. Foundation objection overruled. 
This witness testified to the number taken from the defense 
matching the numbers on exhibit 5. 6th amendment overruled. 
Last two pages I understand why the state would introduce this 
as a packet. No relevance. Admit PL EX 5. 
05:15:44 PM Witness- Reviews PL EX 6. Describes. This matches the information from 
Officer 5/9/14 from Mr Svelmoe. There are different addresses listed 
Tetrault and one of them matches the information from Mr Svelmoe. 
05:16:57 PM PA- Laura Move to admit PL EX 6. McClinton 
05:17:04 PM DA-Jay Same foundational objections. Object to page 1 and the rest as 
Logsdon hearsay. Those are my objections. 
05:17:41 PM Judge Reviews PL EX 6. Overruled on testimony. Overruled on 
Mitchell foundation. Overruled on hearsay. 902 requirements have been 
met. Admit PL EX 6. 
05:18:30 PM DA-Jay No cross. Logsdon 
05:18:54 PM PA- Laura Approaches with PL EX 7. Requesting the court to take judicial 
McClinton notice. 
05:19:20 PM DA-Jay No objection. Logsdon 
05:19:24 PM Grant the request. Judge 
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II II Mitchell I I 
05:19:31 PM PA- Laura Ask to admit PL EX 7. McClinton 
05:19:38 PM DA-Jay No Objection. Logsdon 
05:19:39 PM Judge Admit PL EX 7. Mitchell 
05:20:01 PM PA- Laura No more evidence. State rests. Mcclinton 
05:20:06 PM DA-Jay Defense rests. Logsdon 
05:20:12 PM PA- Laura Argument. The Washington conviction is conforming to Idaho 
McClinton code. That is why I ask for judicial notice. Conforming to 18-8004. 
05:20:58 PM We argue the state has not proven the burden as to the same 
person. The state put on the officer got a DL and did not have 
DA-Jay the officer state what the information was before being given the 
Logsdon document. Reviews WA conviction. Our statute does not state 
driving within a few hours. Ours is driving with alcohol. This 
conviction is not comparable to 18-8004. 
05:22:46 PM PA- Laura Based on the statute it is conforming. Same legal limit. Reads 
McClinton 18-8004 statute to the court. 
05:23:32 PM This is conforming to the statute in Idaho. 
05:25:28 PM Reviews the exhibits. I do find that both prior convictions as 
alleged 11/26 and 3/20/14 have been proven. The argument 
Judge that the state has not proven the identity on the prior convictions 
Mitchell is not persuasive. Explains. DOB is the same. Testimony was the same as the exhibits. I have not reason to disbelieve the 
testimony. Identity has been proven. Part II has been proven. 
Prepare an order to that effect. I will sign the order. 
05:28:34 PM Def- Troy I do not have a DL. It is in the car outside. I did not drive. ! have 
not driven in a long time. I got a ride here. Another person drove Svelmoe 
me here. My father. He is behind me. 
05:29:32 PM Judge Go out and get your license. No bond has been set. I am setting 
Mitchell terms of bond. Reviews terms of release. 
05:30:51 PM Def- Troy 1716 S Ridgemont Dr, Spokane Valley WA 99037. Svelmoe 
05:30:52 PM Continues reviewing terms of release. 6 times monthly testing. 
Judge Can do at Global in Spokane. Sign up tomorrow. In your best 
Mitchell interest to enter into treatment between now and sentencing or I 
will find treatment for you in the state penitentiary system. 
I 05:32:14 PM I Def-Troy i I understand. 
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II llsvelmoe 
05:32:18 PM Judge 
Mitchell 
05:32:48 PM Def- Troy 
Svelmoe 
05:33:39 PM Judge 
Mitchell 
05:34:02 PM Def- Troy 
Svelmoe 
05:34:06 PM DA-Jay 
Logsdon 
05:34:19 PM Judge 
Mitchell 
05:34:47 PM DA- Jay 
Logsdon 
05:34:52 PM PA- Laura 
McClinton 
05:34:55 PM End 
If I find out you have not done the things I have stated I will 
enter in a warrant for your arrest. 
No questions. Accept terms of conditions. 
Signs order for PSI. Sentencing is set for 4/8/15 at 330 pm. 
I understand. 
I do not think Global is in Spokane. I think it is Absolute. 
I will change that on the order. 
No other questions. 
No questions. 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www.fortherecord.com 
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STATE OF IDAHO) 
County of Kootenai) ss 
FILED 2-\l ~\5 
AT~'.Ok ;') 
_..->-=-__ 0___ 0'clockt-"_· M 
cfJrn OF Tlt1 M~ f URT 
Deputy~~ ~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
v.s. 
TROY MILES SVELMOE, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR-2014-18684 
JURY INSTRUCTIONS 
Attached hereto are the jury instructions given on the trial of the above matter. 
Copies have been given to counsel of record. 
Dated this \14L- day of February, 2015. 
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IN::; I K.Ut; I IUN NU. 1 
Now that you have been sworn as jurors to try this case, I want to go over with you 
what will be happening. I will describe how the trial will be conducted and what we will be 
doing. At the end of the trial, I will give you more detailed guidance on how you are to 
reach your decision. 
Because the state has the burden of proof, it goes first. After the state's opening 
statement, the defense may make an opening statement, or may wait until the state has 
presented its case. 
The state will offer evidence that it says will support the charge against the 
defendant. The defense may then present evidence, but is not required to do so. If the 
defense does present evidence, the state may then present rebuttal evidence. This is 
evidence offered to answer the defense's evidence. 
After you have heard all the evidence, I will give you additional instructions on the 
law. After you have heard the instructions, the state and the defense will each be given 
time for closing arguments. In their closing arguments, they will summarize the evidence 
to help you understand how it relates to the law. Just as the opening statements are not 
evidence, neither are the closing arguments. After the closing arguments, you will leave 
the courtroom together to make your decision. During your deliberations, you will have 
with you my instructions, the exhibits admitted into evidence and any notes taken by you in 
court. 
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iNSTRUCTiON NO. 2 
The Information charges Operating a Motor Vehicle While Under the Influence 
and alleges that the defendant, Troy Miles Svelmoe, on or about the 9th of May, 2014, 
in the County of Kootenai, State of Idaho, did drive and/or was in actual physical control 
of a motor vehicle, upon a highway, street or bridge or upon public or private property 
-V u..>\+ \)~ l.J l\MJ ,\~ "-;:.- a-( l 1 b' 
open to the public while under the influence of alcohol, or in the alternative, did drive the 
f\. 
motor vehicle at the above described location, with an alcohol concentration or .08 a+- ~7'-
~ 1--!nl\< 
more, to-wit: .108/.106, as shown by analysis of the defendant's breath. 
To this charge the Defendant has pied not guilty. 
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IN~ I KUC I ION NU. J 
The Information in this case is of itself a mere accusation or charge against the 
defendant and does not of itself constitute any evidence of the defendant's guilt; you are 
not to be prejudiced or influenced to any extent against the defendant because a criminal 
charge has been made. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 4 
Your duties are to determine the facts, to apply the law set forth in my instructions 
to those facts, and in this way to decide the case. In so doing, you must follow my 
instructions regardless of your own opinion of what the law is or should be, or what either 
side may state the law to be. You must consider them as a whole, not picking out one and 
disregarding others. The order in which the instructions are given has no significance as 
to their relative importance. The law requires that your decision be made solely upon the 
evidence before you. Neither sympathy nor prejudice should influence you in your 
deliberations. Faithful performance by you of these duties is vital to the administration of 
justice. 
In determining the facts, you may consider only the evidence admitted in this trial. 
This evidence consists of the testimony of the witnesses, the exhibits offered and received, 
and any stipulated or admitted facts. The production of evidence in court is governed by 
rules of law. At times during the trial, an objection may be made to a question asked a 
witness, or to a witness' answer, or to an exhibit. This simply means that I am being asked 
to decide a particular rule of law. Arguments on the admissibility of evidence are designed 
to aid the Court and are not to be considered by you nor affect your deliberations. If I 
sustain an objection to a question or to an exhibit, the witness may not answer the 
question or the exhibit may not be considered. Do not attempt to guess what the answer 
might have been or what the exhibit might have shown. Similarly, if I tell you not to 
consider a particular statement or exhibit you should put it out of your mind, and not refer 
to it or rely on it in your later deliberations. 
During the trial I may have to talk with the parties about the rules of law which 
should apply in this case. Sometimes we will talk here at the bench. At other times I will 
excuse you from the courtroom so that you can be comfortable while we work out any 
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problems. You are not to speculate about any such discussions. They are necessary 
from time to time and help the trial run more smoothly. 
Some of you have probably heard the terms "circumstantial evidence," "direct 
evidence" and "hearsay evidence." Do not be concerned with these terms. You are to 
consider all the evidence admitted in this trial. 
However, the law does not require you to believe all the evidence. As the sole 
judges of the facts, you must determine what evidence you believe and what weight you 
attach to it. 
There is no magical formula by which one may evaluate testimony. You bring with 
you to this courtroom all of the experience and background of your lives. In your everyday 
affairs you determine for yourselves whom you believe, what you believe, and how much 
weight you attach to what you are told. The same considerations that you use in your 
everyday dealings in making these decisions are the considerations which you should 
apply in your deliberations. 
In deciding what you believe, do not make your decision simply because more 
witnesses may have testified one way than the other. Your role is to think about the 
testimony of each witness you heard and decide how much you believe of what the 
witnes~ h:::irl tn ~:::iy. 
A witness who has special knowledge in a particular matter may give an opinion on 
that matter. In determining the weight to be given such opinion, you should consider the 
qualifications and credibility of the witness and the reasons given for the opinion. You are 
not bound by such opinion. Give it the weight, if any, to which you deem it entitled. 
-
J 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 5 
Under our law and system of justice, the defendant is presumed to be innocent. 
The presumption of innocence means two things. 
First, the state has the burden of proving the defendant guilty. The state has that 
burden throughout the trial. The defendant is never required to prove his or her 
innocence, nor does the defendant ever have to produce any evidence at all. 
Second, the state must prove the alleged crime beyond a reasonable doubt. A 
reasonable doubt is not a mere possible or imaginary doubt. It is a doubt based on reason 
and common sense. It may arise from a careful and impartial consideration of all the 
evidence, or from lack of evidence. If after considering all the evidence you have a 
reasonable doubt about the defendant's guilt, you must find the defendant not guilty. 
---
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INSTRUCTION NO. 6 
If during the trial I may say or do anything which suggests to you that I am inclined 
to favor the claims or position of any party, you will not permit yourself to be influenced by 
any such suggestion. I will not express nor intend to express, nor will I intend to intimate, 
any opinion as to which witnesses are or are not worthy of belief; what facts are or are not 
established; or what inferences should be drawn from the evidence. If any expression of 
mine seems to indicate an opinion relating to any of these matters, I instruct you to 
disregard it. 
-
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INSTRUCTION NO. 7 
Do not concern yourself with the subject of penalty or punishment. That subject 
must not in any way affect your verdict. If you find the defendant guilty, it will be my duty to 
determine the appropriate penalty or punishment. 
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iNSTRUCTiON NO. 8 
If you wish, you may take notes to help you remember what witnesses said. If you 
do take notes, please keep them to yourself until you and your fellow jurors go to the jury 
room to decide the case. You should not let note-taking distract you so that you do not 
hear other answers by witnesses. When you leave at night, please leave your notes in the 
jury room. 
If you do not take notes, you should rely on your own memory of what was said and 
not be overly influenced by the notes of other jurors. In addition, you cannot assign to one 
person the duty of taking notes for all of you. 
-... 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 9 
It is important that as jurors and officers of this court you obey the following 
instructions at any time you leave the jury box, whether it be for recesses of the court 
during the day or when you leave the courtroom to go home at night. 
First, do not talk about this case either among yourselves or with anyone else 
during the course of the trial. Not discussing this case with "anyone else" also means you 
cannot discuss this case with your family and friends. You must not communicate with 
anyone about this case in any way, and this includes use of your cell phone, by text 
message, by web page posting, or through email. You should keep an open mind 
throughout the trial and not form or express an opinion about the case. You should only 
reach your decision after you have heard all the evidence, after you have heard my final 
instruction and after the final arguments. You may discuss this case with the other 
members of the jury only after it is submitted to you for your decision. At that time, all such 
discussion should take place in the jury room. 
Second, do not let any person talk about this case in your presence. If anyone 
does talk about it, tell them you are a juror on the case. If they won't stop talking, report 
that to the bailiff as soon as you are able to do so and do not tell any of your fellow jurors 
about what was said to you. 
Third, during this trial do not talk with any of the parties, their lawyers or any 
\Nitnesses. By this, ! mean not on!y do not ta!k about the case, but do not ta!k at all, even if 
just to pass the time of day. In no other way can all parties be assured of the fairness they 
are entitled to expect from you as jurors. 
Fourth, during this trial do not make any investigation of this case or inquiry outside 
of the courtroom on your own. Do not go any place mentioned in the testimony without an 
explicit order from me to do so. You must not consult any books, dictionaries, 
encyclopedias or any other source of information unless I specifically authorize you to do 
so. You must not use the internet or any other tools of technology to in any way 
make an investigation of any aspect of this case. You must not attempt to find out 
any information from any source outside this courtroom. 
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Fifth, do not read about the case in the newspapers. Do not listen to radio or 
television broadcasts about the trial. You must base your verdict solely on what is 
presented in court and not upon any newspaper, radio, television or other account of what 
may have happened. 
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iNSTRUCTiON NO. 10 
You have now heard all the evidence in the case. My duty is to instruct you as to 
the law. 
You must follow all the rules as I explain them to you. You may not follow some 
and ignore others. Even if you disagree or don't understand the reasons for some of the 
rules, you are bound to follow them. If anyone states a rule of law different from any I tell 
you, it is my instruction that you must follow. 
\ . ~ 
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iNSTRUCTiON NO. 11 
As members of the jury it is your duty to decide what the facts are and to apply 
those facts to the law that I have given you. You are to decide the facts from all the 
evidence presented in the case. 
The evidence you are to consider consists of: 
1. Sworn testimony of witnesses; 
2. Exhibits which have been admitted into evidence; and 
3. Any facts to which the parties have stipulated. 
Certain things you have heard or seen are not evidence, including: 
1. Arguments and statements by lawyers. The lawyers are not witnesses. 
What they say in their opening statements, closing arguments and at other 
times is included to help you interpret the evidence, but is not evidence. If 
the facts as you remember them differ from the way the lawyers have stated 
them, follow your memory; 
2. Testimony that has been excluded or stricken, or which you have been 
instructed to disregard; 
3. Anything you may have seen or heard when the court was not in session. 
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YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that for the defendant to be guilty of Operating a Motor 
Vehicle While Under the Influence of Alcohol and/or an Intoxicating Substance, the State must 
prove each of the following: 
1. On or about the 9th day of May, 2014; 
2. in the State ofldaho; 
3. the defendant, TROY MILES SVELMOE, drove or was in actual physical control; 
4. a motor vehicle; 
5. upon a highway, street or bridge or upon public or private property open to the public; 
6. while under the influence of alcohol or while having an alcohol concentration of .08 or more 
as shown by an analysis of the defendant's breath, to wit: .108/.106. 
If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the 
defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must 
find the defendant guilty. 
j{tdg 
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The phrase "actual physical control," means being in the driver's position of the motor 
vehicle with the motor running or with the motor vehicle moving. 
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To prove that someone was under the influence of alcohol or any intoxicating substance, 
it is not necessary that any particular degree or state of intoxication be shown. Rather, the state 
must show that the defendant had consumed sufficient alcohol and/or intoxicating substance(s) to 
influence or affect the defendant's ability to drive the motor vehicle. 
Jud 
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INSTRUCTION NO. J..1: l-
The term "alcohol" includes any liquid or solid material which contains ethanol, also 
known as ethyl alcohol. 
' -
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In every crime or public offense there must exist a union or joint operation of act and 
intent. 
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C 
A Defendant in a criminal trial has a constitutional right not to be compelled to testify. 
The decision whether to testify is left to the Defendant, acting with the advice and 
assistance of the Defendant's lawyer. You must not draw any inference of guilt from the 
fact that the Defendant does not testify, nor should this fact be discussed by you or enter 
into your deliberations in any way. 
--
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INSTRUCTION NO. 16 
It is alleged that the crime charged was committed "on or about" a certain date. If 
you find the crime was committed, the proof need not show that it was committed on that 
precise date. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 17 
I have outlined for you the rules of law applicable to this case and have told you of 
some of the matters which you may consider in weighing the evidence to determine the 
facts. In a few minutes counsel will present their closing remarks to you, and then you will 
retire to the jury room for your deliberations. 
The arguments and statements of the attorneys are not evidence. If you remember 
the facts differently from the way the attorneys have stated them, you should base your 
decision on what you remember. 
The attitude and conduct of jurors at the beginning of your deliberations are 
important. It is rarely productive at the outset for you to make an emphatic expression of 
your opinion on the case or to state how you intend to vote. When you do that at the 
beginning, your sense of pride may be aroused, and you may hesitate to change your 
position even if shown that it is wrong. Remember that you are not partisans or 
advocates, but are judges. For you, as for me, there can be no triumph except in the 
ascertainment and declaration of the truth. 
As jurors you have a duty to consult with one another and to deliberate before 
making your individual decisions. You may fully and fairly discuss among yourselves all of 
the evidence you have seen and heard in this courtroom about this case, together with the 
law that relates to this case as contained in these instructions. 
During your deliberations, you each have a right to re-examine your own views and 
change your opinion. You should only do so if you are convinced by fair and honest 
discussion that your original opinion was incorrect based upon the evidence the jury saw 
and heard during the trial and the law as given you in these instructions. 
Consult with one another. Consider each other's views, and deliberate with the 
objective of reaching an agreement, if you can do so without disturbing your individual 
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judgment. Each of you must decide this case foi youiself; but you should do so only aftei 
a discussion and consideration of the case with your fellow jurors. 
However, none of you should surrender your honest opinion as to the weight or 
effect of evidence or as to the innocence or guilt of the defendant because the majority of 
the jury feels otherwise or for the purpose of returning a unanimous verdict. 
\ . 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 18 
The original instructions and the exhibits will be with you in the jury room. They are 
part of the official court record. For this reason please do not alter them or mark on them 
in anyway. 
You will each receive a copy of the instructions. The copies will be presented to 
you in booklet form. 
The instructions are numbered for convenience in referring to specific instructions. 
There may or may not be a gap in the numbering of the instructions. If there is, you should 
not concern yourselves about such gap. 
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INSTRUCTION NO. 19 
You have been instructed as to all the rules of law that may be necessary for you to 
reach a verdict. Whether some of the instructions apply will depend upon your 
determination of the facts. You will disregard any instruction which applies to a state of 
facts which you determine does not exist. You must not conclude from the fact that an 
instruction has been given that the Court is expressing any opinion as to the facts. 
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Upon retiring to the jury room, select one of you as a presiding officer, who will 
preside over your deliberations. It is that person's duty to see that discussion is orderly; 
that the issues submitted for your decision are fully and fairly discussed; and that every 
juror has a chance to express himself or herself upon each question. 
In this case, your verdict must be unanimous. When you all arrive at a verdict, the 
presiding juror will sign it and you will return it into open court. 
Your verdict in this case cannot be arrived at by chance, by lot, or by compromise. 
If, after considering all of the instructions in their entirety, and after having fully 
discussed the evidence before you, the jury determines that it is necessary to 
communicate with me, you may send a note by the bailiff. You are not to reveal to me or 
anyone else how the jury stands until you have reached a verdict or unless you are 
instructed by me to do so. 
A verdict form suitable to any conclusion you may reach will be submitted to you 
with these instructions. 
Jud 
-, . 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
vs. 
TROY MILES SVELMOE, 
Plaintiff, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CR-2014-18684 
VERDICT 
_____________ ) 
We, the Jury, unanimously find the defendant, Troy Miles Svelmoe, 
COUNTI 
(MARK ONLY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING VERDICTS) 
NOT GUil TY of Operating a Motor Vehicle While Under the Influence. 
GUil TY of Operating a Motor Vehicle While Under the Influence. 
rl1'\ 
DATED this~ day of February, 2015. 
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STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff CASE NO. CR- CL\~-\ iLeglt 
v. ORDER SETTING BAIL or 
RELEASE ON OWN RECOGNIZANCE and 
CONDITIONS 
The above case having come before the Court on the below date and the Court having 
considered the factors in I.C.R. 46, now therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that bail be set in the amount of$ 0 K 
---=-------
and the following are established as the conditions of release: 
THE DEFENDANT SHALL: 
1. ~mmit no new criminal offenses greater than an infraction (a finding of probable cause on a 
subsequent offense is sufficient to revoke bail); 
2. 2(°sign waiver of extradition and file with the Court; - 5 i}-- ~/AA~ f e 6 ,P ,,.,,,_ , 
3. g'°Make all court appearances timely; 
4. p(Do NOT consume alcohol or controlled substances; , 
5. ~PreH.lf'tly-B:etify tae Cgm;t aud defeas@ ee'lfflsel efm.,.:y ehange ofa:dches"S", /,IA!l.,, ~ 4-
6. ~aintain regular contact with defense counsel; / 7 { fo $, /0'a/c~fJ.r 
7. ~, NOT ~ive, operate or be in physical control of a motor vehicle _JVi.1ael:l-1: a ,1alia liees.se and 6[»u,.,<._t)~ 
lUil.mmee, · w1t-qt103 -) 
8. D Obtain a Substance Abuse/Barterer's Evaluation from an approved evaluator by:______ f 
9. ~bmit to: D EtG D Drug ~oth EtG & Drug urinalysis testingt-6- times monthly through: 
.pf"GI~a] (oder rs'fJL l:chn~ ~bsolute (address/phone below)..J\l°""--2{\'2/t'>-· 
[ ] Other 4' I VJ Q pl ~0'L,..,: Results to be proVided to the 
Prosecuting Attorney's office, Public Defender/Defense Attorney ~ourt 
10.0 Other: 
ORDER SETTING BAIL AND CONDITIONS OF RELEASE PA0-1001 2/12 
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!ORIGINAL OF THIS OOCUM§NT TOllOGej Assigned to: ----~'---+--! 
Assigned: ______ ~~!f-L-L"-"l~k:!.&1,4L 
First Judicial District Court, State of Idaho 
In and For the County of Kootenai 
ORDER FOR PRESENTENCE REPORT AND EVALUATIONS 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
Case No: CR-2014-0018684 
ORDER FOR PRE - SENTENCE INVESTIGATION 
REPORT 
CHARGE(s): 
Troy Miles Svelmoe 
1419 N Idaho St 
118-8004 F Driving Under the lnfluence-(Third or Subsequent 
Offense) 
Post Falls, ID 83854 
ROA: PSI01- Order for Presentence Investigation Report 
On this February 17, 2015, a Pre-sentence Investigation Report was ordered by the Honorable John T. Mitchell 
to be completed for Court appearance ~ Uy'.\D 1 ,1rn:.:2 _: 5'.Wy\'Q attheabovestatedcourthouse. 
D Behavioral Health Assessments waived by the Court (PS101 ROA code) 
~aiver under IC 19-2524 2 (e) allowing assessment and treatment services by the same person or facility 
Other non- §19-2524 evaluations/examinations ordered for use with the PSI: 
D Sex Offender D Domestic Violence D Other Evaluator: ------ ___ _ 
PLEA AGREEMENT: State recommendation 
VVHJ/JOC D Probation D PD Reimb D Fine D ACJ D Restitution D Other: ------------
DEFENSE COUNSEL: Jay Logsdon, Deputy Public Defender_--,--_/ ___ _ 
PROSECU"tOR: Kootenai County Prosecutor - CR L, me .C.1 l o±o..o 
THE DEFENDANT IS IN CUSTODY: D YES )Ei;No If yes where: ______________ _ 
DO YOU NEED AN INTERPRETER? ~O D YES if yes, what is the language? ___________ _ 
Date: @9 ~ ]1 2d> (;:;;.;u,~---~~-l::::::::::::::-,,,.._l:,.....__J,_,~~~11==-----
~F m0. , '1 1,..--,iA.~.,a 
Cc: ~eLti~Aftoi!'ney for Kootenai Count.v--Ha.N,~'8..i!F46''4'tr.'5+-
~efense Attorney: Jay Logsdon, Deputy Publi .-Hf-Ell.4Al~9H~ffl~:ae'~S-
.......,.... _IL._EMAI LED: d 1 sudintake@idoc.idaho.gov 
·~fendant~---+---,,,,+,,>,>,loo-H'~-.....,,....-----+-----iii.-+ 
Date 
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~015/FEB/18/WED 10:23 KO KO PROSECUTORS FAX No. 208-446-1840 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND :f'.OR 11IE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
), 
Plaintiff, Y 
)' 
vs. } 
} 
TROY MILES SVELMOE, } 
} 
Defendant ): 
Case No. CR-2014-18684 
ORDER ON SPECIAL VERDICT 
PART II . 
The above matter came on for a Bench Trial on Part II of the Amended Infonnation before 
the Honorable JUDGE JOHN :MITCHELL, on the 17th day of February, 2015. The State was 
represented by LAURA MCCLINTON, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, for Kootenai. County, Idaho. 
The defendant was present, represented by JA. Y LOGSDON, Attorney for the Defendant. Upon 
conclusion of the Bench Trial on Part II, the Court enters its order as follows: 
The Defendant was previously convi~ted of a violation of Idaho Code § 18-8004, or any 
substantially conforming foreign criminal violation, or any combination thereof twice with ten (10) 
years, to-wit: DRIVING WHILE UNDER 'THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL on March 28th, 2014 
in CR-2013-22100, Kootenai County, State of Idaho and guilty ofDRIVING WHILE UNDER THE 
. . 
INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL onNovelI).ber 26th, 2007 in C00593436/37, Spokane Cormty, State of 
Washington. 
Based upon the above finding;the Cou..rt finds Defendant GUILTY of Part II of the Am.ended 
Information. 
DATEDthis r6-YayofFeb~ary.2015. 
OHN l\.1ITCHELL 
TCOUR.T 
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2015/FEB/18/WED 10:24 KO KO PROSECUTORS FAX No. 208-446-1840 P. UUL'. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the J 8~ay of : ' Vct1V , 2015, copies of the foregoing 
document(s) were mailed; postage prepaid, or sent by facsimil or inter-office mail to: . 
( Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Ko9tenai County FAX 208-446-1833 ~01<. 
/ Defense Counsel Kootenai County Public Defender FAX 208 44 6 170 l--JJ 'I 'lA.V 
___ Defense Counsel FAX ___________ _ 
Defendant 
--- -------------
--- Kootenai County Sheriff's Office KCSD jailsgts@kcgov.~ 
___ Idaho Probation & Parole -DistI@idoc.idaho.gov 
___ Idaho Department of Correction FAX 208-327-7445 
___ CCD Sentencing Team- - CCDSentencingTeam@idoc.idaho.gov 
___ Idaho Departmen~ of Transportation FAX 208-334-8739 
-~- Community Service Interoffice Mail .or FAX 208-446-1193 
--~ Auditor nvigil@kcgov.us 
___ BCI (Bureau of Criminal Investigation) FAX 208-884-7193 
____ Kootenai County Law Library/Transcription FAX 208-446-1187 
--~ Central Records CentralR,ecords@idoc,idaho,gQV 
----
ISP Forensics Lab FAX 208-209-8716 
---
Idaho State Industrial Commission, FAX: 208-334-5145 
JIM: BRANNON, CIDEF DEPUTY 
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT 
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s rATE Of IOAHO "HA\1ss 
' WAIVER OF EXTRADffiON AS CONDffiON OF BAIL OR CWEKOOTE 
N~V'O~ SV'L-lmoL CourtDocket#:~Mrrnl'MP'itiho: 06 
I, 
1
• .~.rr Svu:."""4- hereby knowingly, and voluntarily execute this Waiver of Extradition as a C?~dition.9f1E_\f~~om 
custody of the Kootenai County Sheriff's Office. I make the following statements under oath in suppo~~on. tA"'" 
1. [v-{Mynameisfv~Sveh,noc ,My  is1/ z.f fio 'My SSNP~?JB 13- ',tt2X. 
2. [~I have been arr for, or charged with, a criminal offense m the State ofidJib.e specific offense(s) 
that Lhave been charged with is/are as follows: 1<?£ -zoo4 . 
3. [ V]I understand that as a condition ofrelease on the above c:6.arge(s) that I am agreeing to waive extradition 
to tjae State ofldaho for any purpose connected to the above-entitled case. 
4. [ J;('r understand that I am not required to execute this Waiver of Extradition. · 
5. [ J ] I understand that by executing this Waiver of Extradition, I am agreeing to waive any and all rights that I 
may now, or hereafter, possess in this, or any other state or country to challenge the lawfulness or extradition 
bacly to the State of Idaho on the charge( s) listed above. . 
6. [ ·J] I understand that I normally would have the right to appear before a judge in another state in order to 
challenge my return to the State ofldaho; to an attorney to represent me in another state to challenge my return 
to the State ofldaho; to represent me at all stages of these proceedings, and that if I could not afford one, a court 
appojfi.ted attorney would be provided to act on my behalf at no expense to me. 
7. [ V ]I understand that I may have the right to require the issuance of a formal Governor's Warrant of 
Ext:rsidition to be submitted before I am transported back to Idaho. 
8. [ ,JJ I understand that I have the right to have the court set bail, test the legality of my arrest, and challenge the 
extrapition process through an Application for a Writ of Habeas Corpus. 
9. [ .J ]I understand each of the above listed rights and I agree to waive them. I do freely and voluntarily state 
that I am the identical person against whom the criminal proceedings are pending in the State ofldaho. Further, 
I hereby freely, voluntarily, and without requisition papers, warrant of rendition, or other forms of processes, 
havi.tig for their purpose my return, agree to return to the State ofldaho. 
10. [ J] Jbis agreement and waiver is made by me without any reference to my guilt or innocence and shall not be 
consjdered in any matter as prejudicing my case, and is not, in any sense, an admission of guilt. 
11. [ J] I further wholly exonerate and hold blameless in this matter, the sheriff of Kootenai County, State of 
. Idaho and all persons acting under him, and agree to accompany to the State of Idaho, any peace officer or 
au~rized agent who may be sent to take me to the State ofldaho. 
12. [ 7]·I have signed this document freely and voluntarily, and without promise of reward, leniency, or 
i1nn;unity. No one has threatened me or any member of my family in order to get me to sign this document. 
13. [ J] I have read the entire waiver form, and I understand every portion of it I have freely and voluntarily . 
wailed such procedural rights. 
14. [ .J.J I understand I have the right to appear before a judge in any state to be advised of my rights regarding the 
W ~r of Extradition, and that I freely and voluntarily waive such procedu..'"a.l rights. 
15. [ -JJ I sw~, upon oath and subject to the penalty of perjury, that the statements acknowledged byme in this 
Waiver of Extradition are true and correct. 
This statement and waiver done at Kootenai County, Idaho; this li_ day of &brvo-~ , 20.J.5 
STAIBOFIDAHO ) ~~·(1_ )  ~ ______:_ U,'-;:,"'-._ 
County ofKootenai ) 1gn 
On this ..l:t. day of R..l:x-v'I ,.., in the year 20 ..!.L before ipe Jf?(P~ /.k..,.,p u I, a notary public, in and for the State of 
Idaho, personally appeared ~r,t .Sift../ n O e , known or identified to to be the pe.tSOn whose name is subscribed to the within 
instrument, and acknow~~!M~~;; executed the same. In witness whereof; I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my notarial seal the day 
and year in this certifie~~~rk:l.A.A.1~.,,,,., 
,·~ .':":.~.::~ir" ~ 
' ;v •• •• \,,.~ , 
~~-·· ···:-S,'-' 
.:-~.·· ··. -:.. 
~--:, ! ~o1AAJ, \ :. 
= : ......... : : 
: : V : : 
- ~ J:>ua\.." •• -~ ··. ..· 0 ~ ~ .n···· .. -~ ~· 
"' \,)~).. .. . .. ~ -' 
,, '.it/i-,"••••··· ,<:>r ,, 
,,,, E Of ,,,, 
,,,,,,..,,,,, 
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( 
\ / 
STATE OF IDAHO _ }ss 
~~~~; o:l?0rEjAI 1 1 :,. > . ....__ __ ,,. 
AT ~:· )' ,!., ;· O'CLOCK\ ·m 
- . ···'-- -r-CLERK, DISTRICT COURT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JlIDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff 
f\ \) I j \ J \ • I /\. i \ 
r • ' , l . . I ' I : . ", . I CASE NO. CR- t _.1<..~. ! 1·+ : •.\ '\, 1/ 1 :, '·r 
--'-"-'-"--,::,,:_'----''----'--'-'-"--"'--'-'--=----
V. 0 RD ER SETTING BAIL or 
··--\v~)\\ \'\'\\\x\ ~~\t~~\~\(x.~ 
rbefendant 
RELEASE ON OWN RECOGNIZANCE and 
CONDITIONS 
The above case having come before the Court on the below date and the Court having 
considered the factors in I.C.R. 46, now therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that bail be set in the amount of$ 
----------
and the following are established as the conditions of release: 
, THE DEFENDANT SHALL: 
1. ~Commit no new criminal offenses greater than an infraction (a finding of probable cause on a 
subsequent offense is sufficient to revoke bail); 
2. ~(SignwaiverofextraditionandfilewiththeCourt;.---·- :~,'-;--- 0 ... -/-" / ,L. ,,\ ,:·.'.l, ·~-
3. jg'Make all court appearances timely; 
4 . .D(no NOT consume alcohol or controlled substances; ~ I I ~ 
DEPUTY 
5. ~Pl'6fHt}~ne#~~n~-ef-an-y-change-ofmltlress;, ,V:.:_. :-.,-·:,,y - i 
6. ~aintain regular contact with defense counsel; / 7 t (:-: ~;, /<., Jr·, .. -- :,t .fJ 
7. Q(oo NOT drive, operate or be in physical control of a motor vehicle withem--a .. valid-lk:ense-and <::.! .· .. V1; { {,·_ ·~ 
i~-
.,. . • I .. 
,·,,A,}<(!))" 
8. D Obtain a Substance Abuse/Batterer' s Evaluation from an approved evaluator by: _____ ·-·_· _' · · ' · "' / 
9. J)Ys~bmit to: D EtG D Drug ~Both EtG & Drug urinalysis testing{~ times monthly through: 
-----~~dd~'."'fl46~lew). }_:]"Absolute (address/phone below\;: ~1, ·-. 2 / \ 'l / 1,;---· 
[ ] Other L-p _T l'l \J /~ f,::, ,t t \(r,' Results to be provided to the 
Prosecuting Attorney's office, Public Defender/Defense Attorney ,)~,rf:ourt 
10.D Other: 
Defendant has acknowledged these conditions in open court, and is advised that a violation of any 
ter~ may ~~ult fJhe e.l}.fe~dant being returned to jail. . .:~ -:. , . 1 _ ·,, , _1 ·:-. 7 ____ . 
-~- S,g~es sent..£.=!-., I I~)-T;o,.. . Date. 1=,_J, , ,H}··1 •·''· I , 
-·· ~rosecutor__ ~-m court [ ] interoffice 1 • , 
,--~ense Counsel ,---~~court [ ] interoffice _.\--4 .. , L) ,... 
.--~"ftndant . _ ... p");:i[§!,1,.rt [ ] interoffice _,.-· i.\ · 1,,,_ · ··· ',/. , •• t./ 1 :,-~· ·-...-·· •• 
0 Jail FAX 446-1407 ·· ~udge \ No. \ 1 A;:> 
0 Global FAX: 664-6045, 2201 Govt. Way, Suite C, CD'A, ID~,Ph: (208) 664-6299 
D Abfol~te FAX: 77~-04~1! 5433 .. Government Way, Suite~. CD'A, ID, P~: (208) 758-0051 
0 PrQbation DeP.ar,wi:ent ! ·--,. r , ,,- · · .. \ \ \ 
; OtJe · .. ,ii\ ,' \• · ,., , . ,1 
. Ill ' ' \ . ·,.... ' 
,:'-,,,,,_ i ' • 
', 
............ -· 
----- ---···- ......... ,,... ,...,.... .. 11"'\ITll"\ .. IC' nc OCI CAQC ct.n .. -1nn1 ?/1? 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM8 op 4/8/2015 Page 1 of2 
Description ~~~9!~,:!~~~4 Svelmoe, Troy 20150408 SenteM 7 
Juuge 1vmc;ne11 l(l(,r;w 1CbM Court Reporter Julie Foland , r1 
Clerk Jeanne Clausen · 
;j~/8/2015 Location 111 K-COURTROvOM8 
Time Speaker I Note 
03:06:06 PM J Calls case - deft present and represented by Ms. Montalvo. Mr. 
Verharen for the state. Presentence investigation has been filed. 
03:38:57 PM Deft I have read the report and discussed with my attorney. 
03:39:oBPMl=lil=P=D===U=R=e=v=ie=w=s=c=o=rr=e=ct=io=n=s=to=th=e=P=S=l.=============il 
03:41:53 PM PA 
03:43:2 PD 
03:43:24 PM J 
I 03:44:01 PM II PA 
I 03:44:06 PM II PD 
03:44:15 PM 
PA 
03:46:51 PM 
PD 
Add to the PSI UA test results from Absolute Drug Testing. 
No objection. 
Discharge summary from Port of Hope on 11 /11 /14 - treatment was 
not completed. 
II No witnesses. I 
II No witnesses. I 
Consider a rider. Case itself and criminal conduct. Reviews prior 
record. Has had issue related convictions in past. Retained 
jurisdiction is justified. Had a treatment program but has gone back 
to using controlled substances. continued after the PSI interview. 
Also a No Show. 
Submits UA test results from 4/7/15. Login sheet of AA meetings he 
has attended since his release. Attempting to right this wrong. He 
transferred his treatment to Rathdrum treatment Center and 
completed the outpatient treatment there. Cooperative with law 
enforcement at time of arrest. He has made attempts to comply and 
recognizes that he does have a SA problem that needs to be 
addressed. 
03:49:31 PM ! Deft !!Wishes not to address the court. I 
03:49:47 PM I J Ii Page 4 towards the bottom of PSI - what has been unjust? I 
03:50:27 PM EJ I wasn't impaired or under the influence enough to harm 
community. I blew over the limit. Felt my field test demonstrated 
that I was physically and mentally able to perform those tests. 
03:51:19 PM J State doesn't have to prove both. How has system been unjust to 
you? 
I 03:51 :35 PM I Deft I felt that I wasn't under the influence. 
03:51 :46 PM J But you were. 
03:52:22 PM Deft ealize that I blew over and willing to take responsibility. 
file:///R:/District/Criminal/Mitchell/CR%202014-18684%20Svelmoe, %20Troy%20201504... 4/8/2015 
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Log of 1K-COURTROOM8 <"~ 4/8/2015 Page 2 of2 
II 03:52:37 PM I ~·~····· 
03:52:59 PM 
Deft 
03:57:28 PM 
J 
04:04:38 PM Deft 
04:04:59 PM J 
How do you explain March 12th positive? 
I haven't used at all. I don't know how to explain it. Port of Hope 
was too far away from my residence. I needed something closer to 
my home. Court should have my certificate of completion from 
Rathdrum Counseling. I gave a copy to PSI investigator. 
He has one day CTS. Would like a report date and some SLP. 
2 fixed 8 indeterminate. $3,000 fine. Judgment and sentence is 
suspended 4 years supervised probation. $285.50 cc. $100 for PSI. 
1 day CTS. Report to probation and parole within 24 hrs of your 
release. DL suspended for 5 years. 42 days to appeal. Commit no 
law violations. $200 for CS. $150 for PD, $150 for PA and $150 to 
Dist Crt Fund. You have 4 years to pay this off, but you need to 
make monthly progress. Fulltime employment or education. SA or 
mental health counseling. Weekly random UA testing for first year 
of your probation. No substance to alter UA's. No alcohol, bars, 
liquor stores or taverns. 300 hrs CS by 12/31/16. Waives 
extradition. Submit to polygraph upon request. $75/mo COS. 90 
days UJT. Serve 29 days in jail beginning 4/8/15 at 4:00pm. 90/90 
daily support group meetings. CSC or MRT. If you interstate 
compact to WA, you will need to send monthly reports to the court. 
You need to provide to me proof of your compliance with probation. 
Interlock device if granted a temporary restrictive DL. Let your 
probation officer know who your sponsor is. 
I haven't seen any AA meetings for everyday of the week in Post 
Falls. 
PO will have an updated list of where you can go to meetings. 
04:05:14 PM Deft 
1
~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,,,j!=~=~ Understand them and agrees. 
04:05:22 P 
04:05:28 PM 
J 
·ons. 
I struggled hard with not putting you on a retained. There is a 
mandatory minimum sentence and a rider would've accomplished 
this. I don't know why you are expressing the attitude that you did 
on PSI and maybe you just don't have any remorse. If you carry the 
same attitude that I see here, you wiii be before me and i wiii send 
you to prison. 
Understands. 
Produced by FTR Gold™ 
www.fortherecord.com 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
Plaintiff, ~ Case No. CRF 201418684 
vs. ) SENTENCING DISPOSITION 
TROY MILES SVELMOE 
  
 
IDOC: 114893 
) AND NOTICE OF RIGHT TO 
~ APPEAL - (DUI) 
) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
_______________ .) 
The block(s) checked below constitutes the sentencing disposition in the above 
matter. 
p{oRDER SUSPENDING JUDGMENT AND SENTENCE 
D JUDGMENT AND SENTENCE/ORDER FOR RETAINED JURISDICTION 
On April 8, 2015, before the Honorable John T. Mitchell, District Judge, you, TROY 
MILES SVELMOE, personally appeared for sentencing. Also appearing were a representative 
of the Prosecuting Attorney for KOOTENAI County, Idaho and your lawyer, Jay Logsdon. 
WHEREUPON, the previously ordered presentence report having been filed, and the 
Court having ascertained that you have had an opportunity to read the presentence report and 
review it with your lawyer, and you having been given the opportunity to explain, correct or deny 
parts of the presentence report, and having done so, and you having been given the opportunity 
to make a statement and having done so, and recommendations having been made by counsel 
for the State and by your lawyer, and there being no legal reason given why judgment and 
sentence should not be pronounced, the Court pronounced its sentencing disposition as follows: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that you, TROY MILES SVELMOE, having been found guilty 
by a jury of the criminal offense charged in the Information herein as follows: OPERATING A 
MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF ALCOHOL I. C. 18-8004, 18-8005(6) 
THAT YOU, TROY MILES SVELMOE, ARE GUil TY OF THE CRIME SO CHARGED, 
and now, therefore, 
CRF 2014 18684 - SENTENCING DISPOSITION - - PAGE I 
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D 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED pursuant to /.C. §19-2513, you are sentenced as follows: 
OPERA TING A MOTOR VEHICLE WHILE UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF 
ALCOHOL, (a felony), Idaho Code§ I. C. 18-8004, 18-8005(6), committed on 
May 9, 2014-to the custody of the Idaho State Board of Correction for a 
fixed term ot:["W()(Z).years followed b~ an indeterminate term of £l6Ht~ 
years, for a total term not to exceed 1LbJ_ ( l4 years. 
A FINE IN THE AMOUNT OF$ 3tOQo, q() IS IMPOSED. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, pursuant to /.C. §19-2601(2), judgment and sentence 
are suspended, pursuant to the terms of probation listed below. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that TROY MILES SVELMOE is committed to the custody of 
the Idaho State Board of Correction on the date of the sentencing hearing, April 8, 2015, 
and that the Clerk shall deliver a copy of this order to the Sheriff, which shall serve as 
the commitment of the Defendant to the custody of the Idaho State Board of Correction. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the court shall retain jurisdiction FOR UP TO THREE 
HUNDRED AND SIXTY FIVE (365) DAYS pursuant to I.C. § 19-2601. Said period of 
retained jurisdiction shall begin on the date that the Defendant enters the Idaho State 
Penitentiary. 
THE COURT RECOMMENDS the following retained jurisdiction sentencing option: 
[ ] Correctional Alternative Placement Program (CAPP) [RJCAPP]. 
[ ] Retained Jurisdiction (Traditional Rider) [RJTR]. 
D IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that upon completion of the Retained Jurisdiction 
Programming, TROY MILES SVELMOE shall be transported to the KOOTENAI County 
Jail where defendant shall be held without bond pending a hearing to determine whether 
or not the court should exercise its retained jurisdiction; and the Idaho Department of 
Correction will alert the District Court of the day of transport. Defendant will have the 
opportunity to rebut or supplement the recommendation of the jurisdiction review 
committee, with the state having an opportunity to respond. Thereafter, the defendant will 
be given an additional right of allocution before the court enters its final judgment. ~ IT IS FURTHER ORDFRED th~"" thA ""nurt h .... v·1nn fn· inrl .. n. · tn hauA e=thAr the prAsen"" nr L2SJ -I - - • • • • • • - • ·-L, •• ·~ '-'~ •• I ,Cl '•::, ,UU, •~ yuu .u I, -~ I ·~ ., I~ • • L -· 
the future ability to pay, you shall pay court costs and fees on each count or charge as 
follows: 
Emergency Felony Surcharge (crime committed after 4/15/10) 100.00 
a. Court costs 17 .50 
b. Victim's Comp. Fund 75.00 
c. P.O.S.T. Fee 15.00 
d. KOOTENAICo. Administration (Justice Fund) 10.00 
e. !STARS Fund 10.00 
f. Victim Notification Fee (VINE) 10.00 
g. Peace/Detention Officer Disability Act 3.00 
h. DV Court Fee 30.00 
~ Total $ 285.50 
~ IT IS FURTHER ORDERED The defendant shall pay an amount to be determined by 
the Department of Correction, not to exceed one hundred dollars .($100), for the cost of 
conducting the presentence investigation and preparing the presentence investigation 
CRF 2014 18684 - SENTENCING DISPOSITION - - PAGE2 
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report. The amount will be determined by the Department and paid by the defendant in 
accordance with the provisions of I.C. § 19-2516. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that pursuant to Idaho Code§ 18-309 you, TROY MILES 
SVELMOE, shall be giveft"8,days credit for time served on the sentence imposed. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, that you are placed on supervised probation for a period of 
W)U. tl~ years upon the terms and conditions identified and set forth on the attached 
Schedule o Probation Terms and Conditions. 
1T IS FURTHER ORDERED that in the presence of your probation officer, you shall on a 
certified copy of this order and the attached Schedule of Probation Terms and Conditions 
endorse your receipt of a copy of this order and shall have initialed your acceptance, 
agreement, and consent to each of the terms and conditions contained in this order and 
attachment. Your probation officer shall return to the court the certified copy, which 
contains your endorsement. it=,raJ.- --b 1> ,,,L.4- -r <? "1\.4 l-e. .i::>/ ~ '2-'-\ kw\..- ~ vc.l c~ 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that any bail posted in this matter shall be exonerated, 
provided that any deposit shall be applied pursuant to /.C. § 19-2923. 
~ IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that your driving privileges shall be absolutely suspended for a f£J/£(qyear 
period following your incarceration (if placed on probation, the period of your absolute suspension of driving 
privileges begins /Ii~ 1, zo <L ), and you shall surrender all driver's licenses in your 
possession to the cou~Following the mandatory suspension period, you may apply to the Court for a 
restricted license and an order for an ignition interlock device. If, during the period of your probation you are 
at any time granted a restricted license and order for an ignition interlock device by this Court, you shall not 
operate a motor vehicle without a functioning ignition interlock device, until your probation in this case has 
terminated. TROY MILES SVELMOE are NOTIFIED that the expiration of the period of this suspension does 
not reinstate your driver's license, you must make application to the State of Idaho Transportation 
Department, Driver Services Section, P. 0. Box 34, Boise, Idaho 83707, phone (208) 334-8376, for 
reinstatement of your driver's license after the suspension period expires, and you shall not operate a motor 
vehicle until you have met all requirements of the reinstatement process and received written notice from the 
Idaho Transportation Department that your driver's license has been reinstated. 
NOTICE OF RIGHT TO APPEAL 
YOU, TROY MILES SVELMOE, ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that you have a right to appeal this order to the 
Idaho Supreme Court. Any notice of appeal must be filed within forty-two (42) days of the entry of the written order in 
this matter. 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that if you are unable to pay the costs of an appeal, you have the right to 
apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis or to apply for the appointment of counsel at public expense. If you have 
questions concerning your right to appeal, you should consult your present lawyer. 
DATED this ath day of~ 2015. ~ ( () 
Jff....-,·(J - ~ 
, J n T. itchell, District Judge A CERTIFICATE OF M ILING 
I hereby certify that on the 7J day of April, 2015,/opies of the fo going Ord r were 111ailed, postage prepaid, or sent by 
t facsimile or interoffice mail to: I) ,,A,, ~r.1 ~ Defense Attorney - Jay Logsdon ~1 Pff ;(J,l,l _,OOTENAI County eriff 11 tl efendant, In Cou 
_LProsecuting Attorney- 446-1833 -· L ID Dept. ofTransp. ( 8) 33 -873 ; ER OF THE DIS I Z: Probation & Parole, fax. 769 1481 1..A11 ~ _ Idaho Department of Co c ion COURT OOTENAI 
7community Service (1Rt&roffice.~4ailr ,Lvn~ /[certified copy faxed to (208) 327-7445] . 
_ KOOTENAI Coooty Aoo,o,(tme,offioe Mi '.J1-~i~~ m- •. 
IDOC, CCD, IDOC DIST 1 , o;,11@;docdaho ~seot,!doqd@doojdaho.gm,; oeotraloaooro,@;d,c;daho.qo, 
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STATE v. TROY MILES SVELhu'-'E KOOTENAI Case Nli. CRF 201418684 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF PROBATION IMPOSED ON TROY MILES SVELMOE 
Unless stricken, the Probation Terms & Conditions for disposition in this matter are as follows: 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, that you shall comply with each of the following TERMS AND 
CONDITIONS OF PROBATION: 
____x 1. That you shall commit no violations of any law of the United States of America, or of any 
law of any other country, or of any law of any state, county, city, or other political subdivision. 
___.L 2. That you shall comply with all of the rules, regulations and requirements of the Idaho 
Department of Corrections. 
_____x 3. That you shall pay court costs and fees on each count or charge as follows: 
Emergency Felony Surcharge (crime committed after 4/15/10) 100.00 
a. Court costs 17.50 
b. Victim's Comp. Fund 75.00 
c. P.O.S.T. Fee 15.00 
d. KOOTENAICo. Administration (Justice Fund) 10.00 
e. ISTARS Fund 10.00 
f. Victim Notification Fee (VINE) 10.00 
g. Peace/Detention Officer Disability Act 3.00 
h. DV Court Fee 30.00 
Total $ 285.50 
~ 4. That you shall pay additional costs, fees, restitution and reimbursements as follows: 
f. CS Work Comp l ~.00 
CS Set up fee 20.00 
g. Reimburse defense costs 150.00 
h. Reimburse KOOTENAI County Prosecutor's costs 150.00 
i. Reimburse District Court Fund 150.00 > 
__ .:.:.~~--
TOTAL ~6$).iTD 
_J( 5. All of the above sums shall be paid to the County Clerk at the KOOTENAI County 
Courthouse, in monthly installments to be determined by your probation officer, based upon your ability 
to pay. Based upon a periodic review of your financial circumstances, your probation officer may 
increase or decrease the amount of your monthly payment, it being the intent that your financial 
obligations under this sentence be paid in full prior to your discharge from probation. All payments shall 
be made in the form of cash, cashier's check or money order. The clerk shall distribute the payments in 
the priority set by the Idaho Supreme Court. 
__ 6. court shall re~erve jurisdiction to determi~nt of restitutio~-
pay you ·ctim(s) in his m . he ount shall b rmined from time~ulation or 
up notice and hear g. 
__ Y 7. That you shall attend and complete such rehabilitation, educational and vocational 
training programs as your probation officer may designate. 
__){' 8. That you shall make every effort to obtain and maintain full time employment or be 
enrolled in a full time educational program. 
____K" 9. That you shall attend and complete such substance abuse and mental health counseling 
as your probation officer may designate. 
__x 10. That you shall submit to analysis of your blood, breath or urine at your own 
expense at the request of your probation officer or any law enforcement officer. WEEKLY 
RANDOM UA/BREATH/ETG/EYE SCAN TESTING IS REQUIRED FOR THE FIRST YEAR OF 
YOUR PROBATION. IF THE IDOC IS NOT ABLE TO PROVIDE THIS FREQUENCY OF 
RANDOM TESTING, YOU MUST SET UP SUCH RANDOM TESTING AT YOUR OWN 
EXPENSE, WITH THE RESULTS OF SUCH TESTING BEING PROVIDED TO YOUR 
PROBATION OFFICER. YOU MUST IMMEDIATELY AFTER TODAY'S HEARING, GO TO 
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GLOBAL OR SOME OTHER u .. JG TESTING SERVICE APPROVEL.1 BY IDOC, AND BEGIN 
WEEKLY RANDOM TESTING. WEEKLY RANDOM TESTING BEGINS IMMEDIATELY AND 
YOU ARE NOT ALLOWED TO WAIT UNTIL YOU MEET WITH IDOC FOR ORIENTATION OR 
YOUR FIRST VISIT WITH YOUR PROBATION OFFFICER. 
---2< 11. That you shall not purchase, possess, or use any substance intended to alter the results 
of urinalysis testing for the presence of controlled substances or alcohol. 
~ 12. That you shall submit to searches of your person, personal property, automobiles, and 
residence without a search warrant at the request of your probation officer. 
____K 13. That you shall not consume or possess alcoholic beverages during the period of your 
probation. 
__x 14. That you shall not enter any establishment wherein the primary source of revenue is the 
sale of alcoholic beverages. +L~ (3cn) 
~ 15. That you shall perform and complete.ORe hundred ~)'hours of community service on a 
periodic basis approved by your probation officer, but in any event not later than 
12~,~l-:JI. 2olf:. . 
__ x 16. By acce?pting this probation you do hereby waive extradition to the State of Idaho and also 
agree that you will not contest any effort by any State to return you to the State of Idaho. 
~ 17. That you shall not associate with any individuals specified by your probation officer. 
_____x 18. That you shall, at the request of your probation officer, submit to a polygraph examination 
at your expense. 
___§ 19. If requested by your probation officer, you will be required to reside in the State of Idaho. 
____x 20. That you shall pay to the Idaho Department of Corrections its costs of supervision of your 
probation, in an amount not to exceed $75.00 per month. 
----.d' 21. That you shall serve z~ days local incarceration in the KOOTENAI County Jail 
commencing OA i~..,......,_A ~ "-..\e.~, at _. m .. 
__ 22. That during your local incarceration you shall be granted work release provided you shall 
comply with each and every condition of your release program. If you take advantage of this release, 
failure to comply with any of the terms and conditions of the work release program shall be a violation of 
this term of your probation. 
23. That you shall serve days on the KOOTENAI County Sheriff's Work 
Program. You shall sign up for such program within seven (7) working days of 
__________ and thereafter complete such service within ninety (90) days of signing up. 
You shall comply with all the terms, rules and conditions of the work program. Your failure to comply 
will result in the issuance of a Bench Warrant for your arrest and incarceration for twice the number of 
days service you have failed to complete. 
_x 24. That in addition to any other local incarceration you are given ninety (90) days in the 
county jail to be served and imposed at the discretion of your probation officer and upon the written 
approval of the District Court. 
~ 25. You shall IMMEDIATELY begin the Cognitive Self Change Series and/or the MRT 
program. 
_y 26. That your driving privileges shall be absolutely suspended for a F\ufjt;~ year period 
following your incarceration, with permission to apply for temporary privileges during the" second year of 
such suspension. 
--1{ 27. If you are granted an Interstate Compact to WASHINGTON, you shall: 1) Send a 
monthly report to the Court, detailing your compliance with all these terms and conditions of probation; 
this monthly report must be postmarked no later than the first day of each month and you shall do this 
for the first two years of your probation; the report shall be sent to John T. Mitchell, District Judge, P. 0. 
Box 9000, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000; you shall try to obtain a written report by your probation 
officer and you shall submit written proof of your compliance (drug test results, drug treatment notes, 
AA/NA/12 step attendance); 2) You sl=tall atte11d a p1 obation FevieMJ hearing on 
, at , 1Nhere you must demonstrate-your compliance 
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with all terms and conditions or-.-,,obatiefl, aF1E12~you shall provide yoi.A1 WASHINGTON probation 
officer with a copy of this order and all the probation terms and conditions, and verify that you have 
done so in your first monthly report back to the Court. 
_.z 28. That you HAVE surrendered to the court, any and all drivers licenses in your 
possession, custody or control. 
x" 29. That you shall, at your own expense, complete the Victims Panel program not later 
than ninety (90) days after your release from any local incarceration. 
__ 7< 30. That you shall, at your own expense, have a functioning ignition interlock device 
installed on any vehicle you operate while you are on probation and for a year 
period following any absolute suspension of your driving privileges. 
_1 31. You shall attend 90 addiction accountability/sllPport/recovery meetings such as AA/NA/12 
Step within 90 days beginning no later than ~°'¥ !)'1ZQ l ~ after which you shall attend at least three 
times a week for the first year of your probation and once a week thereafter for the remainder of your 
probation. Your probation officer must approve of the type of program you choose. Your probation 
officer may allow you to miss an occasional meeting but ONLY if you obtain your probation officer's 
approval to do so IN ADVANCE. You sMH-have a sponsor iettmtifiee ~at6rjla.n \ ,,/ .A ~ 
--------· ft::-cf I'_,.~ r'f/t'i:.e- ._µ~~I • 
The terms of the defendant's probation may be revoked, modified or extended at any time by the Court, 
and in the event of any violation of the conditions hereof, during the period of probation, the Court may 
revoke this Order and cause the sentence to be executed. Defendant is subject to arrest without a 
warrant for violation of any condition hereby imposed. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that so long as you abide by and perform all of the foregoing 
conditions, entry of judgment and sentence will continue to be suspended or withheld. If you 
successfully complete your probation, the charges against you may be dismissed upon your 
application. If you violate any of the terms and conditions of your probation, you will be brought before 
the Court for imposition of judgment and sentence. 
DATED this XfL-day of A p n ( , 2015. 
RECEIPT BY DEFEN 
' I, TROY MILES SVELMOE, hereby acknowledge receipt of\ copy rjfthe foregoing disposition order and hereby accept 
and agree to the incorporated terms and conditions of probation. By_a~ng this probation, I do hereby agree that if I am pla~e? 
on probation to a destination outside the State of Idaho, or if I leave the confines of the State of Idaho, with or without the perm1ss1on 
of my probation officer, I do hereby waive extradition to the State of Idaho. I further agree that I will not contest any effort by any 
State to return me to the State of Idaho. 
Dated this ___ day of _______ , 2015. 
TROY MILES SVELMOE Witness 
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ORIGINAL 
S fATE OF IDAHO } 
COUHTY OF KOOTENAIJSS 
t Jay Logsdon, Deputy Pubiic Defender ,- , , ,-"_ r ILC.U' 
The Law Office of the Public Defender Kootenai County 
PO Box 9000 2015 APR I 3 AH 9: ~ 7 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816 
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701 
Bar Number: 8759 
E?UTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff/ 
Respondent, 
V. 
TROY MILES SVELMOE, 
Defendant/ 
Appellant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
_______________ ). 
) 
) 
CASE NUMBER CR-14-0018684 
Fel 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, AND THE CLERK OF THE 
ABOVE ENTITLED COURT: 
1. The above named Appellant appeals against the above named Respondent to the 
Idaho Supreme Court from the Judgment entered in the above entitled matter on the 8th day of April, 
2015, the Honorable John Mitchell, presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgments or 
orders described in paragraph one above are appealable orders under and pursuant to Idaho Appellate 
Rule (1.A.R.) 1 l(c)(l-10). 
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3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal, which the appeliant then intends to 
assert in the appeal, provided any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the appellant from 
asserting other issues on appeal, is/are: 
(a) Did the magistrate court err in denying the defendant's Motion to Dismiss? 
(b) Did the district court err in denying the defendant's Motion for Acceptance of Appeal 
from Interlocutory Order? 
(c) Did the district court err in denying the defendant's Motion to Dismiss II? 
( d) Did the district court err in denying the defendant's Motion to Suppress? 
( e) Did the district court err in denying the defendant's Motion in Limine? 
(f) Was the evidence presented to the jury sufficient to convict the defendant of driving 
under the influence? 
(g) Did the district court err in using the Information and the defendant's verification of 
the information contained in the caption at the arraignment as evidence of his identity during Part II 
of the trial? 
(h) Did the district court err in finding that the conviction out of Washington was a 
conforming conviction for purposes of the Part II? 
4. There is a portion of the record that is sealed. That portion of the record that is sealed 
is the Pre-Sentence Investigation Report (PSI). 
5. Reporter's Transcript. A reporter's transcript of preliminary status hearing on 
October 30, 2014, and preliminary hearing held on October 31, 2014, have already been prepared. 
The appellant would request that they be included in the record for this appeal. The appellant 
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requests the preparation of the entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in I.AR. 25(c). The 
appellant also request the preparation of the additional portions of the reporter's transcript: 
( a) Arraignment and Motion hearing held on December 18, 2014 (Court Reporter: Julie 
Foland, no estimation of pages was listed on the Register of Actions.); 
(b) The pre-trial conference and Motions hearing held on February 11, 2015 (Court 
Reporter: Julie Foland, no estimation of pages was listed on the Register of Actions.); 
(c) The trial held on February 17, 2015 (Court Reporter: Julie Foland, no estimation of 
pages was listed on the Register of Actions.). 
6. Clerk's Record. The appellant requests the standard clerk's record pursuant to 
I.A.R. 28(b )(2). The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record, 
in addition to those automatically included under I.A.R. 28(b )(2): 
(a) 
(b) 
7. 
(a) 
Foland; 
All trial exhibits; 
Plaintiffs Response to Defendant's Motion to Dismiss II filed on December 29, 2014. 
I certify: 
That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on the Court Reporter Julie 
(b) That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the preparation of the 
record because the appellant is indigent. (Idaho Code § 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 24( e )); 
( c) That there is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a criminal case (Idaho 
Code§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 24(e)(8)); 
( d) That arrangements have been made with Kootenai County who will be responsible for 
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paying for the reporter's transcript, as the client is indigent, Idaho Code§ 3 i-3220, 3 l-3220A, I.A.R. 
24(e); 
( e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to I.A.R. 
20. 
DATED this f () 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
day of April, 2015. 
THE LAW OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC 
DEFENDER OF KOOTENAI COUNTY 
BY: w==· 
JAtcisri' 
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this l~ day of April, 2015, served a true and 
correct copy of the attached NOTICE OF APP~nteroffice mail or as otherwise indicated 
upon the parties as follows: 
X 
X 
_x_ 
I 
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney 
P.O. Box 9000 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816-9000 
State Appellate Public Defender 
3050 Lake Harbor Lane, Suite 100 
Boise, Idaho 83 703 
Lawrence G. Wasden 
Attorney General 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 
via Interoffice Mail 
First Class Mail 
Certified Mail 
Facsimile (208) 334-2985 
First Class Mail 
Certified Mail 
Facsimile (208) 854-8074 
Reporter for District Judge John T. Mitchell, Julie Foland (Kootenai County, PO Box 
9000, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816) via Interoffice Mail 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTEAI 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff/Respondent 
Troy Miles Svelmoe 
Defendant/ Appellant 
vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
SUPREME COURT 
43181 
CASE NUMBER 
CR 2014-18684 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I, Amanda McCandless Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the 
State ofldaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that the foregoing 
Record in this cause was compiled and bound under my direction and is a true, correct 
and complete Record of the pleadings and documents requested by Appellate Rule 28. 
I further certify that the following will be submitted as exhibits to this Record on Appeal: 
Defendant's Exhibit No. A filed 2-11-15 
Plaintiffs Exhibit No. l(CD) filed 2-17-15 
Plaintiffs Exhibit No. 2 filed 2-17-15 
Plaintiffs Exhibit No. 3 filed 2-17-15 
Plaintiffs Exhibit No. 4 filed 2-17-15 
Plaintiffs Exhibit No. 5 filed 2-17-15 
Plaintiffs Exhibit No. 6 filed 2-17-15 
Plaintiffs Exhibit No. 7 filed 2-17-15 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the said 
Court this da July 8,2015 
CLE CT COURT 
JIM mt&NNON'. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTEAI 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff/Respondent 
Troy Miles Svelmoe 
Defendant/ Appellant 
vs. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
SUPREME COURT 
43181 
CASE NUMBER 
CR 2014-18684 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I, Amanda McCandless Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that the foregoing 
Record in this cause was compiled and bound under my direction and is a true, correct 
and complete Record of the pleadings and documents requested by Appellate Rule 28. 
I further certify that the following will be submitted as Sealed Documents to this Record 
on Appeal: 
Discharge Summary filed 11-12-14 
Drug Results filed 2-26-15 
Drug Results filed 3-16-15 
Drug Results filed 3-24-15 
Presentence Report filed 4-3-15 
Drug Results filed 4-16-15 
Drug Results filed 4-28-15 
Drug Results filed 4-28-15 
Drug Results filed 4-29-15 
Drug Results filed 5-4-15 
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lN lHh lJlSTKlCT CUUKl UY TH.I::, .flKST JUlJlClAL lJlSTKlCl Ul' lHt 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff/Respondent 
vs. 
Troy Miles Svelmoe 
Defendant/ Appellant 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
SUPREME COURT 43181 
CASE CR 2014-18684 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Amanda McCandless, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the First Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Kootenai, do hereby certify that I 
have personally served or mailed, by United States Mail, one copy of the Clerk's Record 
to each of the attorneys of record in this cause as follows: 
Jay Logsdon 
Public Defender 
1607 Lincoln Way 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Attorney for Appellant 
Mr. Lawrence Wasden 
Attorney General State of Idaho 
700 W. Jefferson# 210 
Boise ID 83720-0010 
Attorney for Respondent 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said 
Court this 81h day of July 2015. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
